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WILLIAM

TAYLOR,

THETA

'38

Phi Beta

Kappa. A.B. 1838; A.M. 1841. Commencement Orator, 1838. Teacher
City, 1838-41. Professor of Mathematics and Physics in Wash
ington Institute, New York City, 1841-44. Principal of a Classical and French
School, New York City, 1844--49. Instructor on board the School Ship, North
Carolina, in New York Harbor, 1849-52. Inspector of Schools for the 15th
Ward of New York City, 1846-52. Member of the New York
Legislature, and
Chairman of the Committee on Schools and Colleges, 1852-54. Clerk in the
Custom House, New York City, 1854-61. Editor of the
Whig Press. Associate
Founder of the New York Free Academy, now the
College of the City of
New York. Member of the Simday School Union. Interested in Schools and
Sunday School Work, 1861-72. In ill-health, and living in retirement at
in New York

Middletown, N. Y., 1872-86. Died from paralysis, December 18, 1886. The
first Freshman initiated into the Fratemity. Author of PSI UPSILON Ritual.
Associate Founder of the Delta (1837) and the Lambda (1842). Associate
Editor of "The Second General Catalogue of the PSI UPSILON Fratemity"
(1844). Presiding Officer at the Institution of the Chi, 1876.
TENTH GENERAL

William Taylor
1810 and

was

born

April 3,

affectionately known
throughout
Upsilon as "Bill" Tay
lor-later as "Old Bill" Taylor and as
the Hon. William
Taylor, He was an
was

Psi

associate of the FOUNDERS,

a

regu

CATALOGUE, 1888.

lar attendant at all

gatherings, includ

ing the chapter meetings

of the Delta

and Lambda, long held jointly, as
well as at the reunions and conven
tions of the

the

Fraternity, He was one of
guiding spirits of the early dec-

ANNALS

OF

PSI

UPSILON

the character of the

ades. To quote the words of Willard
Fiske, Psi '51, "The life of William

ing

Taylor is, in fact, intertwined with the
history of the Fraternity" and, "Of all

nection with it. This has been the charac

personages, the
serves

word

to

be

as

one

whose

familiar

as a

name

de

household

every son of Psi Upsilon, and
to be handed down, as a kindly tradi
to

through the unending future of
Fraternity",
Taylor was pre-eminently a builder.
He entered Union College from New
York City. It was as a student at

tion,
the

Union that he became

an

associate

Founder of the Branch, afterwards
designated the Delta Chapter; later,
as a
an

young alumnus, he became also

associate Founder of the Lambda.

In the

painstaking

of the Delta

History

published, John

and admirable

(1932),

still

V. Irwin, Delta

un

following

need

not

blush at, but rejoice in their

of the association. This

ter

years

[starting

1837] the presence of William Taylor of
the Class of 1838, of Union College, was
almost constant. His enthusiasm and wise

counsel did much to assure the permanent
establishment of the Chapter
He was ever solicitous that the history
and memorabilia be written up and pre
served. Communication among the Chap
ters by letter at stated intervals was his
idea as a means toward unity of purpose
and the maintenance of the fraternal bond

present reputation."

Taylor was always a builder. He
appeared regularly at the meetings
of the Fraternity, always self-effacingly, and yet it is apparent that few
steps were taken in the first quartercentury, without his approval, and
often at his

by Taylor
Theta

nearly the whole period of its
a
personal acquaintance with

existence, and
one

half of its members, does not
disguise or flatter. Strong

him to

his attachment is to it, and
he desires its prosperity and per
that wish extends only so far as

and ardent
much

as

petuity,

as

turn

in

Potter,

part

as

follows :
conven

ient to attend many of the meetings of the
Delta. I cannot but confess the most happy
a
spirit of literary
zeal in the performance of
duties, which has been produced by the
Convention. I trust the Theta has not been
less profitably advanced. I say this not
with any desire of drawing comparisons of
the relative merits of different branches of

effect in

awakening

emulation and

a

same vine. Yet as this branch so far
exceeds its former self in number of lit
the
erary performances, I cannot but hope
stock
will
never allow the young
parent

the

to

time

�

permit

to Clarkson Nott

'42, and reading

down to us:
"If Brethren, anything has been said by
your speaker which meets not with a hearty
response in each breast, he has only to
say that an intimate acquaintance with the

fully

we

Theta and to Letter 34, dated New
York City, March 15, 1842, addressed

worth. The

for

character,

the Davison Book of Letters at the

to

tendrils
a

Society

suggestion. Illustrating

his methods and

quotation from his memorable ad
dress before the Fratemity in 1844 come
Let

trust is its

we

Circumstances have rendered it

seven

con

'94,

says:
For the

Society and the stand
of the individual members is such that
the friends of virtue, order and
morality

ically

surpass her in

plan adopted

beauty
here is

or

in

specif

that of Yale, save such alterations as
and circumstances rendered advan

tageous.
The

best, perhaps the

exercise is the

analyzing

profitable

most

of

some

play

or

of
poem of merit, in which the characters
the minor as well as the leading individ
uals are carefully discussed. At present the
tragedies of a certain Bill Shakespeare,
now occupies the
at

caught

steahng sheep,

attention of the brethren. If not

the order of exercises is about

1st,

mistaken

as

follows.

Essay. 2nd, Eulogy. 3rd, Reading

WILLIAM

(

some

poetry

TAYL

other exercise

or

previously

chosen for the reader). 4th, Biographical
Sketch. 5tli, Discussion of some play by
four persons. 6th, Essay, generally on some

addition

In

these the
subject.
President gives out occasionally duties to
be performed� the appointees holding them
selves ready in case the regular appointees
fail or the evening's work be brought too
quickly to a close. It occupies on an aver
age at least two hours to get through, and
comic

to

I must say I do not know twice

enjoy myself

so

well.

OR,

a

month I

In March

lished

,

,

Psi

have

warmed

which is also
the

his

1881, The Diamond pub
entitled, "Rem

short article

iniscences of Hon, Wm,

Taylor",

in

which Tavlor said:

"My first knowledge of the
Upsilon was at Easton, Pa.,

Psi

existence of

and

was

ob

tained in this way. We had sent off several
students to Union from the academy where
was
preparing. One of them, Absalom
Townshend ( a noble fellow who died before
he graduated ) returned on a visit to Easton
with the Psi Upsilon badge. As some six or

I

seven

Itfelong contribu
Upsilon, which must

to

a

,

.

A tribute to his
tions

'38

THETA

old heart,

and

especially informing

present generation,

to

is to be found

in the Annual Communication of the

Executive Council to the Conven

of

badge
knowledge of
pledged me to
to

came

Union, he showed

to

and let

me,

the

me

Fratemity.

into

some

also

He

unite with Psi U. when I

to Union.

"After my arrival at Union, I soon found
many friends, with various badges, and was
invited to cast in my lot with two or three
secret societies. I was early elected into Psi

Upsilon.

tion of 1877:

going

us were

the

...

elected, and

I

was

was

the first freshman

initiated

the

at

same

ever

time

We hope that before we assemble with
the Theta in 1883, to celebrate our semi
centennial, that the fratemity will have
entered fully upon a career of glory, which
has not been dreamed of in the brightest
hours it has seen since Brother Wilham
Taylor (Theta '38), long knovra as "Old
Bill Taylor," put the feeble offspring on its
feet, and jmade of a little college society
the great and honored fratemity that has

with Gott, of the Sophomore Class, so that
I am nineteen or twenty in the roll".

blessed

your

our

days.
the Convention of 1879,

An editorial note said "The Remi

niscences"
before

at

were

the

written

request

of

a

some

years
member of

the Theta and laid aside. "I

obliged

to

lor, "both

the

brethren",

am

wrote

much

Tay

in the convention and of

chapter, who desire me to write
a
history of the Fraternity, Fifteen or

with the Beta, the affection in which
he was held by the Fraternity was

twenty years ago I drew up some
'notes' as to the origin of the Brother
hood, and left them in the hands of

which

the members of the Delta, I have not

Again
voiced in

speaks

at

a

special resolution,

for itself:

RESOLVED, That the General Conven
leams with deep regret of the grievous
misfortune which, on Sunday, May 4, 1879,
tion

befell the Honorable Wm. Taylor, whose
long and faithful devotion to the interests
of Psi Upsilon has made his name so well
known to the Fratemity and endeared him
to so many of its members. Resolved, that
the Convention entertains the hope that
his recovery may be speedy and lasting.

them since, I doubt if the thing
could be done today to make it ac
ceptable and profitable. I shall, how
ever, give you a few hints". These he
prefaced by the incidental comment,
seen

"You, who
can

are

trying

comprehend

some

ties in the creation of
secret

resuscitate,

of the difiiculrival in

college
concluding, he
rambling gossip of
a

societies". And,

remarked, "If this

to

ANNALS

the past is of any interest to you, why,
I am glad. But for any history, it is
too

late

day

a

for

me

to sit

down to

that labor".

files of the Executive Council, and I ac
cordingly enclose it to you.
I assume that the manuscript is in the
handwriting of Brother Taylor. You will
note that it contains

recalls that the temporary
suspension of the Theta occurred in
If

UPSILON

PSI

OF

one

1863, and that Taylor
Historian of the

was

elected
the

at

Fraternity

many passages of great
and I should diink that
an interesting article for the "Diamond"
might be written about it. It contains, for
instance, a copy of the famous "Pledge",
which you mention on p. 78 of the January
interest

even

now;

Convention of 1865 at the Xi, it seems
a fair inference that he entitled the

"Diamond". The

"notes" of fifteen

coincides with the form noted in

twenty years ear
The
lier.
History of the Psi Upsilon

Fraternity,

or

written

by William Taylor

that

from the
Theta '44.

it may, Taylor's "History"
found in 1926 by Horatio S.
as

White, Alpha '73, among the papers
of the late Willard Fiske, Psi '51, as is
evident from the

following letter:

Mass. March

"Cambridge,

Brother Babst:� As the
Brother Willard

Fiske,

7, 1926� Dear

literary
Psi

executor

of

'51, I have been

of his papers, and have

come

Story
by Brother

Fiske

ated into the

the first freshman

Society.

At

present

recall whether Brother Fiske

I cannot

possibly

come across

tion

correspondence.

depository

me,

told

me

record, but
some men

It has

meanwhile, that the proper

for this

history

should be die

on

Probably you know my co-executor in
the Fiske estate, Ira C. Place, V.P. of the
N.Y.C.R.R., Law Department. He
Psi U. Chi '81.

day

in

Hoping to
Fratemity circles,

lours in the

Unknown

he

wrote

possibly

is

a

you

good
some

White, Alpha '73."

probably to Jacobs when

his

even

lished his

meet

Bonds

Horatio S.

be initi

ever

where he obtained this valuable
I may yet
of it in his

to

by

pp. 11-12.

interesting document, a his
Upsilon Fratemity, written
by Wilham Taylor, Theta '38, in 1843. He is
as

( 1876

at two conventions

and 1883), and afterwards published
him (in 1895)? He mentions the pledge

very
tory of the Psi

seemed to

Governor Rice,

you are familiar with "The
of The Psi Upsilon", which was read

across one

described

was

Undoubtedly

Be that

disposing

original by

copied

old

an

"Diamond" back in the 80's, which

in 1843.

was

pledge

original leaf containing
disappeared, but this text

has

Epitome
to

Story

in

1884, and

Fiske when he

in

pub

1895, Taylor's His

tory has waited, it is believed, nearly
a
century for publication,
-E. D. B,
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of the students of Union College, members of the
Sophomore Class of 18)) and belonging to the Delphian Insti
(one of the literary societies of that Institution), being desirous

s
tute

EVERAL

of a more close and friendly intercourse than that afforded by that
association, determined to unite themselves into a club -or secret
�

society. The first record of their meeting is in the following words:
the

"We,
society,
and

and

Undersigned, having
having

hereby pledge

had
our

been said and done

some

determination

form a secret
upon the subject, do now
we will keep all that has
and that, if we please, at

conversation

sacred honors that

most

a

a

profound

secret

to

before the beginning of the next term, we will meet
Society.'' Signed M. H. Stewart, R. Barnard, Sterling
or

Geo. W.

Union Coll. Nov.
All

known

of

Edw.

Tuttle,
these

as

24,

at

the Psi

Martindale,

C. W

Harvey,

G.

form a
Hadley,

Sarri'l Goodale.

18))"

subsequent period

a

.

and

Upsilon.

Mr.

assisted in

Stewart,

whom

forming
we

the

believe

society

was

the

refinement, paid the
debt of nature a short time after his graduation. Messrs. Barnard,
Hadley, Tuttle and Martindale are at this time practising lawyers and
for anything that we know to the contrary enjoying a full share of
public patronage. Mr. Goodale is a settled Clergyman of the Episcopal
Church in the western part of the state of New York, and Mr. Harvey
author

of

(the only
and

this

one

pledge,

who did

reputation

founders of

a

taste

and

graduate) is a physician with fair prospects
City of Buffalo. These gentlemen were the

not

in the

the Psi

gentleman of

Upsilon Society.
PAGE
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which time the

Society appears to have been
formed was held on Friday, January 10, 18)4. The minutes of this
meeting are as follows. According to agreement made at the last term,
Goodale in the chair, a Constitution was presented and unanimouslyadopted Officers chosen: President, Hadley^ Secretary, Stewart^
Treasurer, Goodale j Standing Committee, Martindale, Tuttle, Bar
nard. Stewart appointed to frame By-laws. The next notice is that of
the initiation of Beach, January 16, and a special meeting held on
January 20th, at which time Brown, E. Taylor, Hasbrouck and Dan
forth were elected and the By-laws adopted. Mr. Danforth declined
(having received an election from the Delta Phis).
The

meeting

next

at

.

We have made these

from the minutes of the Society, re
gretting only that the early history of our Fraternity is so briefly
recorded. We will not notice the particular difficulties with which the
brethren had
and

to

extracts

contend. These did

not

prevent their onward progress

find them as a Society enjoying a reputation inferior to
that but of few, and conscious of their strength [and] influence, at
tempting to form branches. In respect to branches of the Fraternity
there have been 4 failures
one
of them only [a] complete failure,
the attempt on the part of the Society to establish a branch at Nassau
Hall, Princeton, New Jersey. This could not be effected (Mr. Rowan
being elected for that avowed object) by the peculiar state of Politics
in that Institution. The first attempt to form one in the N.Y.U. failed,
as did that
of Amherst by the N.Y.U. branch, also that of Hamilton
College some three or four years ago.
As the Delta Chapter is scarcely three years the
junior of the Theta,
we have
thought that a brief sketch of that Chapter from its hook of
records might be of some interest to us here. And
from these, as well
as our
minutes, we will learn that the Psi Upsilon did not, like Minerva,
we soon

�

come

forth

persevering

in all its
care

record is that

of

of
an

perfection

hut that

the brethren it is

informal meeting
PAGE

by

now

steady continued and

what

called

TWO

a

by

we

find

Messrs.

it. The

first

Dayton and

Taylor for

the purpose

December

N.Y.U.,

6,

of forming

a

branch

of

the Psi

Upsilon

at

the

18)6.

After some conversation it was adjourned
to meet again the same
evening at the residence of one of those gentle
men. Five members
of the University were present in addition to the
brethren from Union.
It
were

was a

practical meeting,

proposed

and

and J.

22nd,

temporary Constitution and by-laws

and

bers elected. For

Ithaca,

a

adopted. Officers appointed and several new mem
President, Geo. W. Schuyler, now a merchant in

Foster, Secretary. Meetings

and

at

the last mentioned

were

held

meeting

an

on

the

8th,

application

14th
was

drawn out

for connecting this branch with that of Union and for
warded on the 9th of January, the minutes of the meeting
of this
month it appears were lost. On the 11th of February the Constitution
of the Society at Union was read and adopted by the Society in the
N. Y. University. This in fact may be considered as the first regular
meeting of the N. Y. Branch.
We noiv see them entering with diligence upon their duties, for at
the next meeting (4th of March) the officers, we are informed, per
formed their duties and an order was forwarded for badges. On March
2Sth Brother A, on the plea of inability to attend, resigned his office
and also withdrew from the society. This was followed on the 29th of
the same month by Messrs. B, C, D and E. All of these gentlemen,
with

one

was,

as

of talent and character and their loss
supposed, severely felt by the infant Society. This,

exception,

may be

were

men

however, did not dishearten
action

was

"Nil

the members. Whatever their motto, their

Desperandum"

and their minutes bear evidence that

their posts,

for we
find them proposing and electing with promptitude others to fill the
vacancies made in their numbers. In May of the same year we find
them introducing a system of criticism upon their literary perform
the plan of a regular corre
ances, and about the same period adopting
spondence with the Chapter at Union. A short time afterwards one of
they

who remained had

no

thought of abandoning

PAGETHREE

^'V^-i^ty
the

/Sx-' 'tCji'^'C'^.,^^ '^^ti>t^Lj_

^5U.

r�.

resigned members petitioned for

readmission but

was

unanimously

rejected.
interest is recorded upon the

Nothing of special

minutes, beyond

a

record

of duties performed and sundry letters from Union, until Janu
ary 20, 18)9 when in accordance with a suggestion from Union they
,

adopted

the Greek letter Delta and

the Delta

as

known to

himself

some

April 6th

On

Chapter.

the Union

of

with Amherst

from

was

Bennett,

and who

elected

have been known

period

Mr. D. S.

members,

College,

that

a

was

gentleman

a

about

member

the

Society
at Amherst. Being

in New York with the

of

to connect

design of founding a branch
of his health to leave college, after

a short
forced on account
stay, this
project failed. On April 14th it was resolved to appoint a valedictorian
and essayist for the close of each term. October 2Sth, "The Constitu
tion of the Psi Upsilon Society recently altered in most of its features
by the Theta Branch of Union College be adopted and considered the
Constitution of the Society in lieu of the old one". At the same meet

ing these important changes

of ciphers

attached

The record

of

to

and

therefore

members'

names was

meeting for April
phrase of Caesar's.

meeting".

no

It is

to

Constitution,

also

the

system

adopted.

the 1st is almost

the

that celebrated

as

made in the

were

It is this

�

as

Laconic

"Stormy today

be remembered that

difficulties

in the N. Y.

University scattered the students and the whole
number of all the society members and neutrals would scarce have
formed a respectable sized branch. It is therefore not to be wondered
at
if the minutes, for over a year, present little of interest, although
arising

to

the credit

of

the little band their

In the year 18)9 ,

dering along
Psi

that
tion

the

a

student

valley of

meetings

[William

the Mohawk

E.

was

were

not

given

Robinson] of
elected

a

over.

Yale

member

wan

of

the

authority to organize a Branch of the same in
old and venerable seat of learning. But shortly
after the organiza

Upsilon

of

and had

the Beta it

Chapter were

was

found

few of the members of that
the Alpha Delta Phi. In May, 1840,

that

also associated with
PAGE

not

a

FOUR

find

we

that

proposition from

individual could

no

June

a

the

of

same

attend the annual
that

The
tion

them

In

the

Brown

at

made

being first

time

the

meeting

was

the

to

discussed and' no

term, when it

a

now

to two

societies. In

appointing Delegates

this is the

first

form

so

the

to

advance toward

pleasant

a

Beta,

their

time,

and in November

part

of

the

of

applica

same

the members. About the

question of holding

definite

was

instituted about this

catalogue of

be selected

to

belong

so

year
same

introduced.

March, 1841,

speakers

�

visits which

was

suggesting

grip

amend the Constitution

the Delta

Yale

at

time

same

find

we

year

to

members.

our

Sigma

find

we

of

the

at

reciprocal system of

the duties

the Theta

the

from

a

private Anniversary

different

action taken upon the

decided

to

hold

a

branches

subject

�

was

�

freely

until the next

Convention instead

of

an

Anni

versary, in the

the

Psi

the

City of New York. This, the first Convention of
Upsilon Society, has had the effect of establishing more firmly

bond
and

of

union

amongst the members and

Conventions

now

part and

form

of the different branches,
parcel of the machinery of our

institution. The Convention assembled
the N

.

by 1)

Y

.

University.

members

�

Brother Gott
at

1st. That

2nd. That
tive

a

Chapel of

represented

of Delegates was about 50.
elected Chairman of the same. It was
Chapter had its act of incorporation

was

the Convention and

Dartmouth. The

was

the whole number

this time that the Amherst

granted by

2 P.M. in the

In this Convention the Theta

the Theta

of

at

is

following

catalogue

efforts

colleges

be

a

measures

taken

Summary of

to

establish that

of

the business transacted:

printed.

be taken to establish branches in all representa

where the

)rd. That the Branches

same can

correspond at

be done

advantageously.

least twice in each

term

with

the other branches.

4th. That
alive

if practicable. Annual Conventions be held for keeping
the true spirit of the Fraternity. It was also Resolved to
PAGE

FIVE

of the Psi Upsilon and that speakers be
this resolution although
selected from the different Chapters

hold an Annual Meeting

�

adopted
Not the least

in

has

spirit,

pleasing

never

scene was

been carried out in the letter.

the initiation

of

Dr. Blackman

as a

of the Theta and Messrs. Clift and Elliott of the Delta into
the Society. The most important act of the Convention was the passing
member

of

the

following

"No member

resolution:

of

the Psi

Upsilon Society who shall after this
similar Institution, except such as are

himself with any
fined to a single class, shall
Fraternity"
connect

be any

longer

considered

a

member

date
con

of the

.

This resolution

voting

in the

Alpha

Delta

resolution

of

passed, only

negative.

won

the

Mr.

one

Clapp,

member

who

was

his

matters

the sumptuous repast

the

Theta)

member

the

(Potter of

also

a

frank and manly course in
esteem
of every brother. We will

Phi, by

other and minor
to

was

of
defence of

not

dwell upon

described and acted upon. But let

afforded

us

by

the Delta. For hours the members

the

of

liberality of

the

us

retire

the brethren

the Convention

enjoyed a
"a flow
record

of pleasure and delight, or in the words of the
of soul, of eloquence and song as we trust will not be soon forgotten
by any one then present". Thus passed the first but not the last of a
series, as we hope, of joyous meetings which we believe will be cele
brated so long as our Fraternity endures.
scene

�

From the
been

a

order

organization of the Delta to the present time there has
steady progressive progress in literary pursuits of the highest
Milton and Shakespeare and Locke and Bacon have each occu

�

small

their hours

of intercourse, while the highest
subjects of poetry and fiction have not been forgotten. In the early
part of 1842 a portion of each meeting was set apart for conversation
upon some subject of interest, and in which each member was ex
pected to participate. The benefit and pleasure from this system has
been highly approved. In the month of May, the same year, an appUpied

no

portion of

P A G E

SIX

cation

for

a

with

met

Branch

was

favorable

made

Columbia

from

consideration

College.*

This request

of the Brethren in the
N.Y.U. and in a few weeks the Lambda
Chapter was organized, which
ceremony was performed in an imposing manner at a full meeting
of the Delta and delegates from the Theta, Beta and Gamma. None
we

believe who

will

participated

forget them,

soon

embraced

extend

to

nor

in the

of

most

social

festive

regret that

so

scenes

valuable

an

of that evening

opportunity

Institution among the honored

our

was

sons

of

Columbia.
We will make another extract

from

the minutes

of

the Delta. It

manifests the true spirit of our Association and that the remembrances
of the Convention of 1841 had not died away. A regular meeting of
the Delta

Chapter

Fraternity.
were

was

held

Brother Wilcox

carried:
Whereas the last Convention

at

the

offered

14, '42, in the Hall of the
following Resolutions, which

June

Monday,

of the Psi Upsilon Fraternity

New York in October last hath

introduced

left

behind

held

pleasant memories,

many Brethren with whom

before we had
not a personal acquaintance, having strengthened the ties
of friend
us and
us
new
zeal
and
between
and
enthu
given
ship
fellowship
siasm in the objects of our common pursuits
therefore.
That
we regard annual Conventions
of our Fraternity
Resolved,
as essential to its highest
usefulness and prosperity.
having

to us

�

Resolved,
called

as

1st.

herst,

we

deem it

expedient

that

a

Convention be

possible at New Haven for the following objects:
greet the Representatives of the New Chapters at Am

early

To

That
as

Dartmouth and Columbia which have sprung into existence

the past year,

2nd. To

give

acquaintance
*

Bowdoin

afterwards

applied
�

all the

opportunity of forming
brotherhood,

with the

in

July 1842,

but

was

not

wider

organized for nearly if

TAYLOR.

PAGE

a

SEVEN

not

personal

quite

a

year

7<L ^^ iXJi-4<^,^^ '^[�,'tii^tL

M.^^*^ /^

provide each Chapter

)rd. To revise the Constitution and

faithful

a

copy

of

the revised

with

edition,

4th. To take the preparatory

for a celebration of
appropriate literary exercises.

Anniversary of the Society with
The failure to hold a Convention at
any lack

zeal

of

the part

on

that time

was

not

occasioned

the brethren in the
them

the

by

New York.

City of
moving in the

In November

of

appointing

committee to address the other branches upon the sub

ject.

This

a

effort

the

of

means

same

was

year

find

we

crowned with

success

and most

of

matter

you will

by

long

of 184) at Schenectady.
In June, 184) a petition for a Branch at Hamilton College in New
York and also from the University of Middletown, Connecticut, both
of which were granted, the former instituted by a delegation from
remember the Convention
,

Hamilton

the convention

at

We have thus sketched
the

most

thriving

present time their

branch

a

of

that year.

of

short
our

of the oldest and perhaps
Fraternity. From their origin to the
account

has been

dignified, noble, successful. Diffi
culties they have had to encounter, but they have overcome them all,
and we assert without the fear of contradiction that as a social or
literary brotherhood they are unequaled in the Institutions to which
they belong. It is due to the Lambda to say of them that although

fewer

in number

while the
the most

present
the

hold

an

meetings of

equal
both

interesting gatherings of

are

able to

that

testify

to.

we

Rumsey
trust

rank in their

brethren that

origin

have each

as a

can

have not,

be

Institution,

are

amongst

found,

as some

however, escaped

Chapter. Halliday, Parker,

passed from

of Angelic beings.

the

Who the

the Fates have not revealed.

PAGE

own

chapters, united,

They [Delta]

death since their

Sanderson and
to

they

common

shafts of

men

course

EIGHT

companionship of

next

victim shall be

WILLARD

FISKE

A.M., 1856; Ph.D. At Hamilton

College,
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1847-50. Attache to the United

States

Legation, Copenhagen, 1850-52. Assistant Librarian of the Astor
Library, New York City, 1852-59. General Secretary of the American Geo
graphical Society, 1859-61. Attache to the United States Legation, Vienna,
1861�62. In Mercantile pursuits at Syracuse, N. Y., 1862-68. Librarian and
Professor of North European Languages in the Cornell University, 1868-83.
Residing in Italy, engaged in literary pursuits, 1883. Honorary Member of
the National Icelandic Literary Society, Reykjavik, Iceland. Corresponding
Member of the Royal Society of Northern Antiquities. Author of "The Book
of the American Chess

fiir die

unteren

Congress" (1859).

Editor of "Deutsches Lesebuch

Klassen der Cornell Universitat

(Ithaca, 1871); the Cornell

"Ten Year Book" (1878). Compiler of a Catalogue of "Petrarch Books"
(1882) and of "Biographical Notices" (1886). Contributor to the StocA:holm Aftonhlad, the London 'Notes and Queries, the New York Tribune,
Evening Post, Nation, and Literary World. Historian at the Convention of
1876, held with the Psi, and the Semi-Centennial Convention held with the

Theta,

1883. Associate Founder of the Chi. Founder of The

Diamond,

1878.

of the Theta, of the 9th General Catalogue of
the PSI UPSILON Fraternity ( 1878) Cf. Song Book, pp. 29, 88, 91, 94, 119.
Associate Editor in

charge

TENTH

[Daniel]
in

Willard Fiske

Ellisburg,

New

11, 1831, and died

was

born

York, November
at

Fvankfort-on1904. Of

the-Main, September 17,

GENERAL

CATALOGUE, 1888.

the American branch of Fiskes was
John Fiske, the historian; of the Eng
lish branch was Lord Kitchener, the
soldier. Caroline Willard, Fiske's

ANNALS

mother,

was

OF

kinswoman of Samuel

Willard and

Joseph Willard, presi
College.
Fiske's early education was at Cazenovia Seminary and Hamilton Col
lege, where began his lifelong friend
ship with Joseph R. Hawley, Psi '47,
dents of Harvard

UPSILON

PSI

singing, as one of the most exhilarat
ing experiences of student days. Many

gifts to the Chi, for the build
ing fund, the library, and for prizes in
were

his

competitive singing.

In 1881 he ini

tiated the Executive Council Fund,
The

quality

and breadth of his in

a

General in the Civil War, afterwards
Governor of Connecticut and United

may be glimpsed from his re
marks at the dinner to Judge Francis

States Senator, and Charles Dudley
Warner, Psi '51, his classmate, and

M.

when

'51, his roommate.

to Psi

Willard S.

Pope,

Psi

Always an active and ardent Psi
Upsilon, it was due largely to Fiske's
efforts that a charter was granted to
Cornell, and that this chapter soon
became one of the strongholds of the
Fraternity.

Fiske's associates at the

Chi formed

a

distinguished

group,

among others, Charles C. Shackford,
Chi '35, George W. Schuyler, Delta
'37, Goldwin Smith, Chi '45, Charles
Babcock, Theta '47, William Kinne,
Beta '48, Francis M. Finch, Beta '49,
Edward J. Morgan, Chi '49, Andrew
D. White, Beta '53, Eugene Schuyler,
Beta '59, Albert N, Prentiss, Chi '60,
Hjalmar H. Boyesen, Chi '68, Henry
S. Williams, Chi '68, Waterman T.
Hewett, Gamma '69, Joel W. Shack
ford, Chi '72, Charles H. Blair, lotaChi '72, and Horatio S. White, Alpha

terest

Finch,

Beta '49-"Psi U, Finch"-

naturally he addressed
Upsilon minstrelsy:

himself

The sentiment of the words in the

case

of

student-songs� especially in the surround
ings amid which they are most sung� form
their special and predominate feature; and
this is more forcibly brought out by the un
assisted "swing and swell", combined with
what may perhaps be styled the enthusias
tic resonance, of youthful voices. The stu
dent-song differs from the ballad, and some
otiier forms of lyrical verse, in this respect.
But whatever be the method, the Psi Upsi
lon, owing

to

ought always
nity of the

the

superiority of its songs,
the singing frater

to remain

American

colleges.

And from the
"The

following entitled,
Fraternity's Development," ap

in the Memorials of Willard
Fiske, collected by his literary execu
tor and
biographer, Horatio S, White,
Vol. Ill, p, 154:

pearing

'73.
From the

Chi, Fiske put forth the
celebrated Psi Upsilon "Leaves", deal

ing with our early history, encouraged
and collaborated with Charles Put
nam Bacon, Chi '82, in the
founding
of The

Diamond, published his Bib

liographia Psiupsilonica, and contrib
uted his notable songs and addresses.
He was an active promoter of the

Chapter-house system as "a novel fea
ture in our University life", and was
an enthusiastic advocate of
Chapter

Reports from the undergraduate member
ship of our academical Brotherhood con
tinue the tale of
uninterrupted progress in
every active chapter. It is a story of un
broken fidelity to Psi Upsilon, and of un
diminished faith in its future; of a steady
and healthy
enlargement of the capitular
roll, and of a consequent noteworthy in
crease in the number of those who
yearly
avow their
allegiance to the Lozenge with
the Clasped Hands; of deservedly won
scholastic and athletic honors; of General
Conventions of the Fratemity continually

growing in interest and importance; of chap
ter

lists and General

Catalogues

and songs

WILLARD

FISKE,

of the Fratemity, more and more complete
and accurate with each new issue; of larger
and more commodious chapter-houses�

solving

last,

in

purely American way,
the old and difficult problem of how to
house the undergraduate members of an
at

American

a

university; of enhanced book-

collections, and archives annually richer in
Psi Upsilon history, biography, and portrai
and

of

the

of

beginnings
chapter
endowments�funds for the reading room,
for the library, for academic prizes and the
ture;

like� attesting both the zeal and generosity
of those brothers who have entered upon
the broader and severer duties of manhood,
but who still recall with affection their Psi

Upsilon youth. For the Psi Upsilon consists
longer, as in its earlier years, solely of
limited and scattered bodies of undergradu
ates, with a few hundred graduates who had

no

yet

to

now,

make their rriark in the world. It is
in

greater part, composed of

a

senate-hall; who represent the country

abroad in the most eminent diplomatic posi
tions, and have filled the very highest offi
cial place of trust at home; who powerfully
influence the religious world from a thou
sand pulpits and from a score of episcopal
seats; whose learning has gained tiiem in
numerable chairs in the institutions in which
they once studied, and whose wit and wis
dom have won them laurels in every prov
ince of the literary domain.
items of our

bibliog
Upsilon Review,
raphy
a
quarterly comprising six issues in
1895-1896, founded and published by
Albert P, Jacobs, Phi '73, who like
Fiske was an eloquent historian of the
Fraternity. In the issue of September
1896 is found the following editorial
appraisal of Fiske's contribution to
Psi Upsilon:
One of the
is

rare

The Psi

To Willard

early history of the Fratemity and its several
branches. He restored the custom of having
public literary

exercises

Conventions,

at

which had fallen into disuse. His labors did
much to make the catalog of 1879 the ex

ample

to

all other societies of

biographical

work.

By his winning personality and his
untiring industry he brought back into close
communion alumni who had almost
ten

college days

and the

forgot

Fratemity itself.

His recent \isit in this country has been
marked by a great revival of Psi U. enthusi
asm, because wherever he goes he labors
for the order, and his labors are both fruit
ful and inspiring. From him came the sug
gestion of the dinner to Judge Finch. Now
he has greatly increased the debt that our
Society owes to him by adding to our al
ready long and unequaled series of books,
two little volumes as unique in their con
ception as they are beautiful in appearance.

vast

corporation of cultivated men, who adorn
the bench and make themselves heard in
the

'51

PSI

Fiske, Ph.D. (Psi '51), for

merly Librarian of and Professor in Comell
University, and who now resides in Flor
to
ence, Italy, Psi Upsilon owes more than
He made clear the
member.
other
any
living

One of the little volumes

Story of

The Psi

Upsilon.

was

The

Nowhere in

its pages is the fact disclosed that it
was written
by Fiske. To Psi Us of his

decades that would have been
necessary disclosure.

an un

knew The

They
Story by hearsay. Only sixty copies

released. Fiske, in the words of
biographer, was "an assiduous col

were

his

lector of

rare

his

and

perfect books".

books

Nat

models of

urally
printing and binding.
In his introductory note to The
Story, Fiske gives its historical back
ground, and there remains only the
need

to

own

add

some

were

account

temporaneous appraisal.

of its

con

For this

we

Upsilon Review, al
following
editorial paragraph:

return to

the Psi

ready referred to, and to the

Brother Fiske has often been urged to put
print his historical sketch of the Frater
nity read by him before the Convention
in

held at Hamilton

and read, with

College twenty

some

additions,

at

years ago,
the Semi-

Centennial Convention in 1883. Yielding to
the entreaties of many members he has

ANNALS

caused

to

be issued in sumptuous

style

from

The DeVinne Press, "The Story of The Psi
Upsilon". This exquisite little book contains

eighty-seven

pages printed upon heavy pa
per and bound in garnet and gold. While it
does not profess to be an elaborate history
of the

imitable
the

gives in Dr.
very interesting

Fraternity,

style

a

it

Fiske's in
account

of

origin and development of the Order,

and shows how
combination of

easily Psi Upsilon in
scholarly, literary, and

UPSILON

PSI

OF

its
so

cial characteristics surpasses all other Greekletter Societies.

The
most

Story of

The Psi

Upsilon,

unknown� even its title and

tainly

its

glowing

al

cer

sentences� to the

of the

present generation
Fraternity,
now follows,
reproduced in exact for
mat

but in reduced size,
-E. D. B,

THE

STORY OF

THE PSI UPSILON

% Mttt^
READ AT THE JUBILEE OF

1883

NEW YORK
1895

PRINTED.
ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY COPIES
THE

DEVINNE PHEB*.
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record it thus remaiiis incomplete ; for,
period which has elapsed since 1883, the
Psi Upsilon has added twelve years of un
broken progress and prosperity to its annals.
As

a

in the

Its boundaries have been broadened
establishment of the Eta chapter at

NOTE

University

foUowing sketch was first read at the
Psi Upsilon Convention of 1876, which took
place at Utica, New York, under the auspices
of the Psi, the writer's own chapter. It was
re-read, with some revision, on the occasion of
the semi-centennial anniversaiy of the Frater
nity at Albany, New York, in 1883, celebrated,
as was fitting, under the wing of the motherchapter. The author, at that date and after
ward, designed to print it, with an appendix
The

ments.
causes

now

without further

issued,
change

roll.

a

or

increment.

concurrent

chapter
and

Pennsylvania

at the

the

same years twelve more con
each with its full representation of
have regularly assembled; a tenth

In these

ventions,
chapters,
General Catalogue of the members, exceeding
in bulk and completeness, in perfection of ar
rangement, and in typographical excellence,
even the noted one of 1870, has appeared; the
ever-pleasing Songs of the Fraternity have
been once more carefully reedited and in
creased by numerous newer lyrics ; while other
additions to Psi Upsilon hterature embrace

The brief

limited

in

the

by

�

chapters, and other apposite docu
hardly needful to recount the

which frustrated that intent.

and

Tau
University
chapter at the University of Minnesota the
last-named the twenty-first on the capitular

It is

memoir is

1884,

of

of letters from the foundation-members of the

various

in

foundation in 1891 of the Mu

by the
Lehigh

edition,

0

THE

STORY

OF

the admirable Psi
Poole

Psi

Jacobs,

Upsilon

THE

PSI

UPSILON

Upsilon Epitome, by

5

Albert

recently estabhshed
In divers spheres of ac

and the

Review.

tion and erudition members of the Brother

hood, unnoted in this narrative, have risen^
through honorable deed and honest purpose,
into national emiuenoe, including, foremost of
all, one attached son of the Theta, who attained
to the Republic's supreme honor, and worthily
filled the chair of its chief magistrate. During
this yet unchi'onioled period many of those
who donned, in the Fraternity's youngest days,
not a few, in
the symbol of the Diamond
who
to this
of
those
veterans
listened
deed,
address at the Psi Upsilon jubilee
have

6

TBE

STOBT

OF

THE

crossed into another world.
But it is

pleasant

the venerable

men

to remember that

some

of

who witnessed the birth

of the cherished Brotherhood still

linger

on

shore, to take pride in the splen
did maturity of the infant they nourished, and
to rejoice that neither riper years nor propithe hither

UPSILON

tious fortunes have enfeebled the bonds which
together the Psi Upsilon bands. To

bind

those revered survivors of the
remotest

epoch

Florence, Italy,

these pages
November

�

�

PSI

%

are

24, 1895.

Fraternity's
dedicated.

8
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STORY

OF
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quarter of this century the Phi Beta Kappa
had

begun
dergraduate

had asserted

S^WT

always

l^^g

easy to ascertain with
accuracy the causes of even recent his

torical

events,

slender and

so

entangled
are the threads which bind
together human
motives and actions; but it may be safely
assumed that- the existing Greek-letter so
cieties of the American colleges have their
origin in two principal sources. The remoter
starting-point was the academic association
known as the Phi Beta Kappa, which, some
thing more than a hundred years ago, sprang
into existence
narrate how

^

or

so

�

�

jurisdiction

its

over

and had elected to make

access

dependent rather upon
upon good-fellowship.

Its

transactions,
privileges

to its

scholastic rank than
decline

brought

with it the establishment of other student-so

cieties, which imitated the Phi
deriving then names from the
�

Beta

Kappa in
alphabet

Greek

from the initial letters of the words of

a re

The other impulse which

condite Greek motto.

giving birth to these sodalities
public excitement that prevailed
throughout the country, during the decade and
a half which stretched from 1820 to 1835, in
regard to the right or wrong of freemasonry.
The student- world usually reflects the opinions,
and is more or less affected by the actions, of
the greater world lying beyond the college
had its share in

this is not the occasion to
wherefore

lose its hold upon the un
possibly because it had

mind

ceased to possess the attractive element of
mystery, possibly because the college faculties

THE STORY OP THE PSI UPSILON
is not

to

at William and

Mary College in Virginia, and was thence
transplanted to many other American insti
tutions of learning. At the end of the first

was

the

10

THE

0

THE

walls.

STORY

The two

OF

are
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Uke the microcosm and

a minia
the German poet
ture lesser life within the larger. The politics
macrocosm

of

�

of the time referred to turned upon the ques

tion of secret societies ; and the opponents of
freemasonry organized anti-secret societies
In the midst of

all the land.

over

so

much

naturally occurred to col
lege students that they, too, ought to have
their secret associations, and they accord
ingly proceeded to establish them ; and these
were ultimat-ely followed by "anti-secret" so
public discussion
"

cieties

it

"

as

respectable undergraduate Greek-letter
Union College,

could

hardly

have arisen from better

In consequence of the high character
and wide reputation of its president, the emi
soil.

nent

ago,

Eliphalet Nott, Union College, fifty years
was perhaps the foremost higher educa-

2

PSI

UPSILON

America, outside of New
preceded its venerable
England,
New England rivals in adopting some of the
and it

more

even

meritorious modern educational methods.

halls, as the many famous
catalogue evince, a re
markable body of young men, coming from all
quarters of the country. Among these youths

It attracted to its
names

�

in its triennial

representing

sive

�

a

had been

geographical area so exten
formed, before 1830, three or

four Greek-letter societies ; but it
til 1833 that the best

and,

was

in many

not

The QeneBis.

founded.

At that

date,

and

un

respects,

the most successful of them all

societies had their birth at

They

TEE

tional institution in

well.

But to T^hatever motive their origin be as
cribed, it is certain that many of the older and
more

OF

STORY

was

particu

larly in the beginning of the academic
of the Greekyear 1833-34, the arbitrary action
letter societies already existent, especially in
"
reference to the literary associations or halls,"
as they were styled, had aroused a great deal
of indignant sentiment in college circles, and

notably

pendent

in the two lower classes.
and

spirited

Seven inde

members of those classes

TEE

STORY

OF

TEE
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resolved to counteract the tendencies of the old
secret societies

by

the formation of

which should be broader and
its constitution and action.
grew

directly

out of

a

a new

more

This resolution

literary-society and

contest, in which these

seven

one,

liberal in

class

had stood shoul

der to shoulder until their efforts ended in vic

After this successful struggle they
tory.
jointly subscribed a formal agreement, pledg
ing themselves to unite in an association which
should be conducted for the
This

"

Pledge," as it
was long preserved

common

weal

subsequently termed,
a precious bit of tawny
in the archives of the new organiza
paper
and
was wisely and reverently copied, by
tion,
the Hon. Alexander Hamilton Rice,
into the capitular records of the The Pledge.
Theta, where its text may still be
read. It bears the date of November 24, 1833,
the anniversary of which is now known in the
chapters as "Psi Upsilon Day." The Seven
gathered in various preliminary conclaves, at
was

�

�
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their

was

the

the start.

sodales, and the consequence
society took a high stand from
The honor of the Fraternity was a

1

�

1

�

�

high point

�,

-,

with them."

n.

that

The Seven

These Seven

F.thera.

have since filled many notable
positions, and have all lived blameless and ir
men

reproachable

lives.

Goodale has

given

all the

years of manhood and old age to arduous mis
sionary duties in the remote West as a devoted

Episcopal clergyman, is a canon of the ca
thedral of his diocese, a doctor of divinity,
and has been professor and legislative chap
lain ; Hadley, for a considerable period a judge
in central New York, is universally honored
by the bench and the bar of the state ; Martin
dale is still a distinguished member of the
legal profession in New York city, where, un
til lately, Tuttle was an equally respected mer
chant; Barnard, at the close of a brief but
brilhant

career

died at Los

physician

as

an

advocate in this

state,
Angeles, California; Harvey is a

of marked repute in

Buffalo;

and

12
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which the details of

organization were dili
finally, before the winter
gently discussed,
wore away, the Psi UpsUon Fraternity became
and

an

existent

Fathers

The

reality.

names

of the Seven

memorable forever in the annals of

�

Samuel

Goodaie, Stee
Hadley,
Maetdtdale,
and Geobge Washington Tuttle of the sopho
more class; and Robert Baenaed, Charles
Washington Habvey, and Meewin Henby
Psi

Upsilon

were

�

Edwasd

Goodale

ling

Stewart of the freshman class.

Two of these

from Massachusetts ; the rest

were

dents of the state of New York.

with the classes of 1836 and

graduated
and that

afterward

one

Five

honors.

in

concur

are

regard

attained

were

set of

scholastic

hving. All accounts
their sterling character.

to

:

�

"I became a

when most of the Pounders

I remember them

as a

capital

above the average. They
remarkable judgment in selecting

fellows, quite

had shown

14

1835,

seniors.

one

1837,

still

President Van Rensselaer says

member in

resi

were

All but
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Stewart, having occupied a post as teacher in
South, died just as he was about to enter
the ministry.
It is hardly possible, at this remote day, to
distinguish the precise part which each played
in the opening scene of the Fraternity's exis
tence. Martindale, Harvey, Hadley, and Stew
art were especially active, while the others, as
Judge Hadley assures us, "were no drones."
Martindale and Stewart may jointly lay claim
to the first suggestion of the Fraternity's name ;
Harvey had much to do with the design of the
badge, and was one of a committee which
visited Albany to consult with the late Mr.
Luke F. Newland, a noted jeweler, and the
maker of the earliest badges, in regard to the
model to be adopted; Stewart was the first
secretaiy. The inceptive meetings were held
the

in West

nectady,

College,
and

two lower

ing

on

the

situated in the town of Sche

occupied
classes, the

hUl,

at that

period by

two upper

ones

the

dwell

where the present edifices of
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Union

University stand. Many of us have
perhaps without knowing it, the vener
able cradle of the Psi Upsilon. It is a stately
building of stone, still devoted to educational
purposes, though no longer belonging to the
university. It stands, surrounded by trees, in
the heart of Schenectady, close to the Central
Railroad, on its west side. It was not until the
early part of 1834 according to the Theta

Kappa.

mond

Badge

PSI

TEE

UPSILON

This act of

would itself nominate the members of that

honorary

association.

This

afterward carried into

Fratemity

menace was soon

and made the

effect,

in every way the peer of its op

ponents.
"

The social

position of the Psis," as they
at first popularly denominated, was good
from the outset, partly from the fact that they
early gained the favor of the wife of Professor
(afterward Bishop) Alonzo Potter, the daugh
ter of President Nott
to whose appreciative
influence, it is said, the membership of her
son, the late Hon. Clarkson Nott Potter, is to
be partly attributed. In regard to the internal
character and practices of the Brotherhood in
the days of its infancy not much is known;
but it so happens that we have one picture
of an initiation which took place in the au-

that the Dia

first

pubUcly worn; but in
organization, the
secret of its existence carefully guarded, was
strengthening its position in the literary so
ciety to which its members belonged, and
otherwise preparing for a fair start in hfe.
Its career, during the first year or two, was
by no means smooth. Its rivals, the older
Greek-letter societies, strange to say, did not
welcome it with open arms, nor strew its path
way with flowers.
They formed a coaUtion to
exclude all Psi Upsilons from the Phi Beta
was

OF

persecution was so unjust
length informed the
active members of the Phi Beta Kappa that,
unless the coalition were dissolved, the faculty

�

�

STORY

that President Nott at

seen,

records in the month of June

TEE

were

the meantime the new-born

�

0
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remembered,

crude form of existence

collegiate life,

was
�

UPSILON

at

that

time
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it
a

a life of bare waUs

and hard benches and

scanty fare. No luxurious
no sumptuous ban
quets were eaten at the end of each term, or each
year; coal and steam and gas and electricity,
and many other sources of modem comfort,
had not yet penetrated, in a concrete form,
to the educational centers of America, how
ever ably they might be treated as themes of
abstract study in the laboratory and lecture-

chapter-halls yet existed;

room; the polite arts were little understood,
and the softening influence of music was al
most unknown in the
"

I had the

members,

honor,"

undergi-aduate

writes

one

world,

of the earliest

"to be the first freshman elected

Fraternity after its organization. The
Joseph W. Gott, a sophomore, and myself

into the
Hon.
were

initiated at the

same

time into the Theta.

night, stealthily, and
in solemn silence, my guide led me rapidlyacross
Under
3

cover

of

a

moonless

18
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the campus, skirting the borders of the dark
and

gloomy Erie Canal, until we reached the
purlieus then known as 'Frog Alley.'
Here we stopped before an ancient edifice of
wood, over the hospitable entrance of which
hung a large red, three-cornered lantern, in
which a tallow candle feebly fiickered, making
visible that pleasing word 'Oysters.' At the
door my guide gave the rap afterward so well
known, and we were ushered into an outer
room, where Gott and myself were held in
classic

durance vile until such time

as

the 'haU of

mystery' should be prepared for the sacred
Our feelings were harrowed beyond
rites.
measure

by the

awful suspense which

thus forced to endure.

We entered the

we were

But the moment

came.

which had been arranged
Our surroundings were, to

room

for the ceremony.

say the least, queer. We were short of chairs,
and a second triangular lantern served as a
seat for two of

selves

standing

us.

We

speedily

up to attest

our

found

our

faith in the
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minded

of

me

of the forms of

some

In

that I could

days, when the young organization was
fighting its way into existence, is not without in
"I reserve for special mention," writes
terest :
one of his classmates, "'BiU' Taylor, now the
Hon. Wilham Taylor, with whom devotion to
the Lozenge with the- Clasped Hands
"OldBill"
Psi Up
was a passion and a pnde.
j^^
silon was his friend, his mistress, his
guide, and his comforter. He liked it better than
anything else except tobacco ; he took the two
in equal doses, and his doses were very large.
BUI was sage in cormsel, astute in pohcy, and
vigorous in action, a true and trusty friend to his
friends, while his enemies could likewise depend
over the left
though there was
upon him
nothing malicious or vindictive about him. By
his enemies 1 mean the enemies of Psi Upsilon.
His motherly care over our beneficent institu
tion did not permit him to distinguish between

never

�

papal

the room, 1 told Gott
reconcile myself to the task

leaving

.

imposing upon others such useless
aiding
requirements, or of repeating such an idle for
mulary. From that night, we two had a com
mon aim, and happily succeeded in revising
our ritual, and in stripping it of its disfiguring
After the initiation we partook
excrescences.
of cakes and ale, but spirituous hquors, too,
of whatever kind, were soon banished from
our meetings."
The venerable man whose language is here
quoted is, of all personages, the one whose
in

of

deserves to be

name

as

familiar

as a

'

son

household

r>

�

TT

'

'

of Psi

.,

J

'

�

Upsilon, and to be
handed down, as a kindly tradition, through the
unending future of the Fraternity. A descrip
tion of him, by an intimate friend, as he was in

word to every

UPSILON

those

Brotherhood, and to vow fidelity to its pre
cepts. 1 was altogether horrified at the ter
rible oaths we were obliged to take. They re
malediction.

PSI
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He treated them

her enemies and his.

of the officer

principle

�

how he could let his

who,

men

being

on

on

the

asked

shoot down their

0
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foes, said, 'Why,
had
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business to be there.'
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TBE

divine,

fault ;

Mr.

they
Taylor's

and 1 believe that he is still

through
hfe,
just as ready as

ever

pack up his satchel
place where he may be
to

and travel off to any
of service to the old cause."

liam

in

The hfe of Wil

intertwined with the

Taylor is,
fact,
history of the Fraternity. To him,
seen, the Psi

he

more

occurs

was

than

in the

as we

have

at its very

indebted for the

largely
ritual;
of

Upsilon,

outset, "was
simple beauty of its

connected with, the foundation

chapter; his name constantly
records of conventions, from the

one

first one, held two score of years ago, to the
one which occurred
only a few years since
with the Lambda ; and he yet
his
the

words,
Fraternity,

own

than

retains, to repeat
unwavering affection for
after a membership of more

"

an

forty years."
new community
grew apace. William
Henry Backus, after graduation a Methodist
The

OF

TBE

whose

PSI

name
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in the arrange

ment of the General Catalogue stands

Initiates.

devotion to his first love has continued all
his

STORY

Upsilon roll ;

at the head of the Psi

Samuel

Oswego,

Raymond Beardsley,
a gallant leader of

at the time of

ment

since mayor of
a

gallant regi
during the

his death

Civil

War; James Brown, now an esteemed
judge in Michigan; Elisha Taylor, likewise
a
Michigan jurist; Louis Hasbrouck, who
contented himself with the quiet pleasures
of

a

country life until his death three years

ago; Cornelius

been

devoted,

to the

cause

Stage Conklin, whose life has
prominent positions,

in various

of education

�

were

added to

the

original Seven, at the very earliest re
unions subsequent to the final organization.
In the class which came in at the begin
ning t)f 1834-35 the class of 1838� the Psi
Upsilon succeeded in securing some men of
great strength, many of whom made their
�

mark in after-life

Dayton,

a

noted

�

men

legislator

like the Hon. Isaac
and

political leader;

TEE

STORY

the Rev. John
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D.

Newman,

D., a respected
teacher; the Rev,
Maunsell Van Rensselaer, S. T. D., lately
president of Hobart College ; John Henry
Ethelbert Beach, of a well-known- Saratoga
family; James Steven Johnson, a warm
hearted Southerner, in later life a judge, and,
during many years, an influential member of
the legislature in Mississippi ; and, above all,
the Hon. William Taylor, truly inter pares pri
Methodist

preacher

OF

TEE

PSI

UPSILON

�

�

clared to the committee that he

in no wise

was

opposed to the Greek-letter sodalities ; gave it
as his opinion that the obnoxious
misnomer,
"secret society," injured these associations;
and strenuously advised their representatives
to abandon the term " secret society," and as

low-classmen the

Fraternity owes a deep debt
gratitude. An incident which occurred, just
after the graduation of this class shows how
powerful the Union organization had already
become under its guidance. The non-society
men chanced to be in the majority in both of
the literary halls, and refused to elect any new
member who belonged to a Greek-letter con
fraternity. All the Greek-letter associations
consequently met in convention, and appointed
of

a

STORY

injustice of this conduct. Of. this committee a
Psi Upsilon
Hooper Cumming Van Vorst,
now the
widely-known metropohtan jurist, the
earhest contributor to the Fraternity's litera
ture, and through all his hfe a firm and fer
vent Psi Upsilon
was the chosen
chairman,
and took the principal part in the
negotiation.
It was a noteworthy interview. Dr. Nott de

and

To these members of 1838 and their fel

mus.

TEE

sume

that of

"

club."

the very year in which the first Psi

Dm-ing

Upsilons graduated
ter- the Delta

The Delta,

the second

was

�

bom.

chap-

In

1835,

of the members of the

Theta,
afterwards the Rev. Jeremiah Skidmore Lord,
D. D., left Union, and entered the University
of the City of New York, then a recently estabone

committee to represent to President Nott the

0/
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academic institution.

to his old comrades for

chapter

PSI

in New

York,

permission
and
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to found

a

active member
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York's most munificent patron of art
the fli-st
executive officer being the Hon. George Wash
�

had matriculated at the New York

ington Schuyler, a gentleman who has since
ably flUed many places of trust in the service of
the state. The leading early members of the
Delta, besides Johnston and Schuyler, were
the Rev. Henry Martyn Scudder, D. D., subse
quently the renowned missionary in India; the
Rev. George Hendric Houghton, D. D., far bet

went to Union to

ter known

of the Theta

position

was

of affairs.

adversely,

an

sent down to examine the

He returned and

another Greek-letter

reported
society having

just effected an organization in the young uni
versity. But soon after, Isaac Dayton, who

institution,
undergraduate
course, and there became a Psi Upsilon. He
also was anxious to see a chapter built up in
his old college, and enlisted William Taylor in
the project. These two, being in New York,
attended a meeting of the petitioners, agreed
to carry their request to the Theta, and were
soon

The

complete

able to send back

chapter
assemblages were
new

was

a

his

favorable response.
Its earliest

chartered.

held in the

library-room at
the home of one its founders, John Taylor
Johnston, now the distinguished president of
the New Jersey Central Railroad and New
i

around the

as

"

the

Pastor of the little church
"

and the late metropolitan
Billings Meech. Some of the
brothers of the Delta paid a visit, the following
year, to the parent organization, and sug
gested that a joint meeting should take place
with their chapter. This may possibly be con

judge,

corner

;

William

sidered

as

the first Convention of the Frater

nity, taking place in
consisting,
Dau hter

^^^'^

What

^^'^
a

the

city

of New

of course,

^^^

only

first-bom

York,

and

of the

mo-

daughter.

contrast to those which

annually assemble,

in which

delegates

now

from
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seventeen

of the

states,

catacombs of Rome

chapters, representing nine different
present ! But this primal meeting
of the chapters, nevertheless, had its peculiar
delights. Judge Van Vorst characterizes it as
a memorable occasion," and another partici
"
The
pant thus describes its closing .scene :
business affairs were transacted in the chapel
of the university, but at night we descended
into the crypt of the building, and a more
genial, impressive, social gathering 1 have
rarely attended. The culinary part was in the
hands of Janitor Smith, a professional cook,
are

provided

dozen black female

a

to believe ourselves in the

the

or

pyramids

of

Egypt,

�

le

e

en

'

half

UPSILON

listening
heard by the profane vulgar, but t-o be dis
cussed by the chosen few, and listened to with
humility and awe by dark-hued serfs."
The birth of the next daughter brings us
into contact with a name which ought to be
inscribed on the tablet of Psi Upsilon fame
the name of
beside that of WiUiam Taylor
William Erigena Robinson. In af-

�

who

PSI

to the revelations Of secrets not to be

"

'

imagination

TEE

^gj..jjfg ]yj]._ jjobinson wrotc, under
the

ser

signature

of

"

Richelieu,"

a

long

When the cloth

series of remarkable letters in the New York

removed, and the eloquent Scudder spoke
stirring tones, which fairly rang through
we occupying all the
the low, dark room
in astonishment
the
sable
Smith
gazing
chairs,
at the novel proceedings, while his swarthy as
sistants sat crouching upon the stone floor,
stone walls supported by bare stone pillars
surrounding us it took but a feeble stretch

Tribune, and became the prototype of that
important functionary of the metropohtan
press, the Washington correspondent; still
later "Richelieu" Robinson gazed up, as he
is stiU doing, at his old place in the reporters'
gallery from the floor of the House of Repre
sentatives, in which he sits as the delegate of
a Brooklyn constituency.
His ardent Celtic

vants to wait upon the table.
was

in

�

�
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temperament lent

of unusual warmth

to his love of Psi

and his eager desire
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glories extended made him instru
adding some of the fairest pearls to
its chaplet. He himself writes:
"Years ago
1 took more interest perhaps in Psi Upsilon,

documents, Robinson started for his
college, passing through New York, where he
obtained the consent of the Delta, and con
sulted with WiUiam Taylor, who predicted the
failure of the scheme.
But Robinson, on
reaching Yale, took into his counsels perhaps

and devoted

the most remarkable

to

see

a glow
Upsilon,

its

mental in

�

more

time to it than did any
Fratemity." In 1839,

essential

other member of the

him, George

Mr.

succeeded in

Robinson, then a sophomore in Yale Col
lege, chanced to pay a visit to Union College
for the purpose of passing a day or two with
a friend, then a senior in that
institution, but
subsequently the Rev. G.eorge Monilaws of
New York city. In that .visit he learned, al
most for the first time, of Psi Upsilon; he
found his friond a member of the Theta, and
was introduced to many others of the
chapter's
active associates.
that he

was

The result of it aU

initiated,

Van Vorst

'

the ceremony, with the view

effort to establish

a

With

Constitution,

a

copy of the

chapter

was

presiding
of making

at
an

at New Haven.

and the other

project.

man

in the class above

Hooker

Colton, and by
enlisting eleven others

The first consultations

were

his aid

in the
held in

Robinson's

room (then number
144, over the
chapel), and there, after deciding that the
new chapter was to assume the character of a
junior-class society, he initiated the twelve
candidates, and then formally withdrew until
the following year, when he reenTheBcta.
tcrcd the Beta as a junior. Judge
Van Vorst, cognizant of all the

old

events, writes :
of the Yale

�

"

Robinson is truly the founder
He associated with him

chapter.

self the best members of the

laid the foundations of

a

classes, and they
chapter which has
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always maintained a high rank. Too much
praise cannot be awarded Mr. Robinson in
His election at Union was a
this regard.
master stroke of politics, as the result has
proved."
The Beta, thus estabhshed in October, 1839,
found itself in the hands of an exceptional
band of men. One of them, the Rev. Henry
Martyn Dexter, D. D., afterwards editor of the
Gongregatiortalist, and a man of note in the
republic of letters, writing after a lapse of
thirty-seven years, sketches the characters of
of his associate-founders:

some

to have

royal good times

he says,

"

"
�

in the Psi

and its influence upon

volume of

on

strong

twelve, Babcock

was

'

soul,

mature

a

man, and

and

sweet

a

He died

poet.

UPSILON

of prose and

�

poetry

�

ability

man,

Booth

was

a

hard

clean-hearted, clear-headed,
without fear, without reproach,
a

of the most affectionate of friends.
and

judge

now a

professor

a

in the Chi

Greek

scholar, was our salutatorian, and, as
thought, ought to have been valedic
and
had rare qualities in rare minglings.
torian,
He was a poet, and wrote "Tecumseh," a work
of great popularity in its day, and started,
edited, and, before his too-early death, well
founded the Americcm Whig Review, which,
running into Putnam's and through the two
series of that, now lives in Scribner's.
Of
Colton, Robinson says : "He was about the
best Psi UpsUon 1 ever knew,"
a significant
eulogy from such a soui'ce. Another of the
the class

UpsUon,"
strong

�,^^^

�

Yalenaians.

learned

even

PSI

Colton was one of a family
cago Law School.
of odd but real geniuses, was a magnificent

Of

noble

a

TEE

that theme.

and

one

He is

salutary, both in a literary and a general
point of view. All things considered, I look
back to it as the most helpful one thing which
our

Remains'
rare

on

student

and

OF

A little poem of his
the clouds still floats in my memory as

unique

and

I encountered at New Haven.
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twelve founders of the Beta is

siastic:

feUow,
loving
him."

�

a

equaUy enthu
affirms, "was a noble
glorious good companion, and a

"Colton,"

he

friend ; my heart warms as 1 write of
The Rev. Dr. Dexter continues his brief

portraitures
yer with

as

follows

literary

:

"
�

HoUister is

turns and

tastes,

a

was

law
our

class poet, has written at least one novel,
'Mount Hope,' and a two-volume history of

Connecticut.
world

�

James did

with his

royal

great work in the

common

sense,

his

and his love of hard labor ; he

served

temper,
as chaplain of

during

the

sunny

a

Rebellion,

a

Massachusetts

and

as

regiment
superintendent of

freedmen in the South afterward ; traveled
abroad, and died within a year a most linger

ing

death of

consumption,

Lawrence, after
as a Congre

considerable and various services

gational minister, still lives a useful and re
spectable life. Noyes is a flue general scholar,
has been secretary of Home Missions, and is
now in full
vigor and activity. Smith ('Big
6
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Smith ' yclept, to

distinguish him from a little
bearing the same rare and
select family name) was a burly Yankee, of
general 'gumption,' and a vague suggestion
in his usual air of probably doing something
feUow in the class

sometime which would

world,

if he did not

few years ago at the

teach."

Such

whom

another

move

forget
South,

and astonish the
it ; but he died

a

where he went to

the fathers of the

Beta, of
number, the Rev.
Daniel P. Noyes, D. D., says:
"Every one
were

their

of

�

of them had
I recall the

some

list,

brotherliness

gift,

some sure

a sense

comes

of

over

truth,
me.

charm.
of

As

honor,

There

was

of
a

great deal of affection and of magnanimity in
the company." The Beta occupied rooms in a
block on the corner of Chapel and State streets
until 1844, when it moved to a hall on the cor
ner of Chapel and College streets, which it re
tained down to 1870, at which time its present
convenient chapter-house was completed.
Robinson, the indefatigable, now turned his
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University. Dexter, one
twelve, had passed his freshman and
sophomore years at the Providence institution,
and was thus in a position to aid him. The
proper number of proper men having joined
of Yale's

movement, Robinson

went to

Sigma, the The sigma.
ourth chapter, March 25, 1840. It
began its career with twenty-three men, many
Brown and installed the

of whom have since risen to eminence

vines, scholars,

and statesmen

�

men

as

"

di

of the

stamp of Samuel Green Arnold, historian of
Rhode

Island, lieutenant-governor

and United

States senator; Albert Harkness, LL. D., the
celebrated Latinist; Merrick Lyon, LL. D.,
whose exalted services in the
tion

are

cause

of educa

PSI
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"

"

known to every Rhode Islander ; and

�

the Rev. Professor Adoniram Judson

Hunting
Wayland, misled, like
some unwise coUege presidents nearer our own
"
time, by the term secret society," looked with
eye askance upon the new Greek-letter organiton, D. D.

TEE

zation, and never became fairly reconcUed to its
existence. At a subsequent period he attempted
to suppress it, although at the outset he was
mollified by a sight of the chapter's by-laws
In these there happened to be a clause provid
ing that a certain committee was to act as
purveyors of the chapter. He at once objected
to the word
purveyors."
We," records one
of the Sigma founders, "we had innocently
meant by the word persons who were to pro
vide speakers, writers, and places of meeting.
He suspected that it meant oyster-suppers,
lone fish-baUs, and music in the air. As he
was not willing to yield to us, we concluded to
avoid an encounter with his prejudices and
changed the word." Another of its founders
1 am not as famihar
writes of the Sigma :
with its later as with its earlier history ; but 1
think that I may say without presumption
that it has always had an honorable record."
The ever-loyal Robinson was not content
with having added two new estates to the Psi

eyes toward Brown

in the
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UpsUon domain. The next year he heartily
supported the petition of certain undergradu
ates at

Amherst, one of whom, Elijah Hawley
Wright, was dispatched to Yale empowered
to

cooperate with Robinson in

liminary

to

charter.

The

five

students,

the

measures

of

acquisition

project originated with
but the charter

was

pre

a
The oamma.

is

sued to

a
group considerably larger, including,
among others, the legate Wright, now a physi
cian in Florida ; the Rev. Edward Duffield
NeiU,

whilom

president

of Macalester

College, chanceUor of the Minnesota State University, and
an ingenious historical writer
; the Rev. Henry
Webster Parker, D. D., pastor,
professor, and
poet; Erastus Wolcott EUsworth, likewise a
writer of distinction; Waldo
Hutchins, the
notable New York politician and
representa
tive in Congress; the Hon. Galusha Aaron
Grow, Speaker of the national House of Rep
resentatives ; and RosweU Lombard
brilliant scholar, the orator of his

Chapin, a
class, who
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subtle

disease, two years after gradu
chapter was organized," writes
President Neill, " without the consent of the
faculty, and was reluctantly tolerated by them,
but was soon, I think, recognized as an aid to
literary culture. I stiU remember that at mid
night we gave, with great trembling and in
fear of the faculty, a supper at the Amherst
Hotel to the delegates from Yale and New
York." Dr. Wright speaks with gi-eater detaU :

"
�

We had

one

pretty hard mb with the

faculty. They were opposed to
decided, after much deliberation,

dissolution,
obeyed

a

on

law of

us, and had
to order

our

the

ground that we had dis
college in organizing a society

without

asking their consent. We had a
faculty, who kept us well posted
as to the movements and
designs of that body.
We had donned our badges.
I suddenly

friend in the

learned from NeiU the determination of the
facrUty to

together,

destroy us ;
we

and

caUing

the members

decided to take off

our

badges

THE STORY

OF

TBE

and present a petition
claiming any intention
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to the

a

of

with

authorities, dis
infringing the regu
institution, and asking respect

lations of the

and

of

constitution and
the

and

by-laws.

I had

when Professors

books,
charge
Tyler and Fowler came to me, I was able to
make such a good showing that, after some
further deliberation, the faculty concluded it
to be for the
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account of the event:

dozen

�

"We took

badges made at
Trask's mother lived at Springfield,

us

we

STORY

a

or

more

drove to Amherst with two of her

spirited steeds, made with our equipage quite
a
display in the quiet town, and the next
day enjoyed from the gallery the excitement
aroused in the chapel, at public exercises, by
the flashes of light which gleamed from our
boys' badges as they entered, which were re
flected back by the rays from our own.
It
was a great day for the Gamma as well as for
ourselves."
The chapter leaped at once into
popularity in consequence of the exclusive
sentiments and manners affected by its rivals.
The fathers of the Gamma," Mr. EUsworth

them to withdraw from us, but in vain. The
faculty finally appointed a committee to ex
our

graphic

Albany.

fully their consent to our organization as a
society. This broke the lever by which they
were about to upset us.
They were perplexed ;
different professors called individually upon
'
'
our
good boys, and tried hard to induce

amine

TEE

"

interest of the institution to

recognize us. Then we unveiled our badges
again, and blazed out upon Amherst to the
grievous disappointment of our enemies."
The institution ceremonies were performed
by Robinson of the Beta and Edmund Trask
of the Delta in June, 1841. The former gives

asserts, "were democratic in their ideas, and
selected their associates for

merit and

literary

rather than for dress

scholarship,

In 1841 another convention

or

was

address."

held in the

city of New York, at which the five existing
chapters were numerously represented, and
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important constitutional changes were
adopted. It ought, perhaps, to
be here noted that the original fundamental
law of 1833 became inoperative in 1839, when
it was superseded, as wUl be seen later on, by
the second constitution, di-awn up, in outline,
with sedulous thoughtfulness, by President
Van Rensselaer, then a senior in Union Col
lege, and ratified, with very few changes, by
the chapters.
This was a period of rapid growth. In the
two years which followed, 1842 and 1843, the
number of chapters was doubled.
The Zeta was instituted on May 10, The zeta.
1842, by Horace James, one of the
original Beta men. It encountered something
of the same opposition from the faculty of
some

discussed and

Dartmouth

�

college

weaknesses then

perienced

as

at Brown

faculties had their little
now

�

fathers of the Zeta found
and

as

had been

and at Amherst.

ex

The

42
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convention held at Hanover

a

was

reception given by Professor and Mrs. Sanbom. Their nephew, in after years the Hon.
John SewaU Sanborn, member of the Parlia
ment of Canada, and, at the time of his death,
judge of the court of Queen's Bench at Mont
real, was one of the founders of the chapter.
Thirty-four years later he still recalled, with
reminiscent dehght, his days of active PsiUpsUonism, but related complainingly that, in
consequence of his residence in Canada, he
a

had

had,

in recent years, very httle intercourse
"
I did meet
Fraternity,

with members of the

while in the Canadian

parhament,"

wrote, "a party of Yale students

through

the

protectress in the wife of Professor San-

of them

wore

especial

TEE

born, who, despite the faculty, offered them a
The
room for their gatherings in her house.
high opinion which this lady entertained for
the Fraternity was an enduring one; for, years
later, it is recorded that one of the pleasantest

friend

an

OF

a

once

tour

Observing that one
cherished badge, I spoke to

provinces.
the

he

on
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He
him, giving him the old sign of greeting.
seemed considerably taken aback by my en
thusiasm, and I was unable to draw him into

with

pleasure.

conversation. I suppose he felt very much as
Sh John Franklin would have felt had he

all

been

OF
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TEE

suddenly recognized by

the other founders

one

is

Eskimo."

an

now
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The Dartmouth

chapter was
fellows, earnest
high-toned, and they have

the best of

constituted of

scholars, genial and

ripened

weU."
the

From New
back to New

Of

the Hon. Lin

was

England
York, and

destined to find

scene

a

and

the senior and five from the

hke John Smith Woodman

and

others,
Henry Elijah Parker,

D.

the Rev.

D.,

side of Columbia
the affair
lor and

held until his death

a

Lincoln
silon

:

�

chapter

was
The Lambda,

He says of Psi Up
"We all recaU its mysteries and good-

feUowship

gracious

offices in

coUege

the ever-faithful WiUiam

Comehus

the Rev.

Tay
Earle, then an
Inside, the ori
men, five from

junior class�
praiseworthy scholarship, the latter five
embracing the three first honor-men. One of
the most active was John Sym, a youth of
great promise, who died three years later,

Flagg Brigham.
and

Out

all of

have

chair at Harvard.

The first executive officer of the

learning.

the chief actors in

College

undergraduate of the Delta.
ginal applicants numbered ten

been among the most honored of Dartmouth's
professors; while still another, John Eugene

Tyler,

were

shifts

chapter

home in this state's

Flagg Brigham, LL. D.,
Massachusetts ; another, the Hon. Amos Tappan Akerman, has risen to be Attorney-gen
eral of the United States; a third, the Hon.
George Walker, is an honorably-known finan
cier, and has been consul-general at Paris;

coln

now

the next-bom

most venerable institution of

Chief Justice of

UPSILOX

and whose many virtues the Lambda
commemorated by a tablet in the

coUege. But the
noteworthy, including, as

vestibule of the
rest of the ten

life

were

0

they did,
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Reynolds, S. T. D.,
West; Thomas

noted divine in the far

now a

Taylor Buckley, who, at the time of
his death, occupied an enviable place at the
bar of New York city ; William Seymour Kernochan, M. D., for a long series of years a
conspicuous metropolitan practitioner; George
Payn Quackenbos, LL. D., who has made
Charles

himself

clergyman

of

educational

in

famous

Wheelock Hendee

D.

Parmly,

D.,

repute; and William McCune.

Of the last-named Dr.
"

McCune

of wit
us

as

was
an

Quackenbos remarks:bright particular star, full
is of meat, always delighting
�

our

egg

with his oddities and puns.

remember

Patch,'

a once

which he

bocker in

hterature;
a Baptist

1843,

imitable humor.

Those who

famous poem, entitled 'Sam

published

may form

It

an

in the Knicker
idea of his in

extremely Hood-y. If
I mistake not, this very poem was prepared for
and first read at one of our meetings. We
all had high anticipations that McCune would
was
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mark, but as far as 1 can learn, he
genius in a California ranch."

has buried his
The Lambda
the Delta.

was

instituted in the

It met with

no

rooms

opposition

of

from

faculty. For some years the meetings,
particularly the literary ones, were held jointly
with the Delta, and were regularly attended
by WUliam Taylor, who considered the twin
metropolitan chapters as his favorite chUdren.
"The exercises," Dr. Reynolds states, "were
always of a most excellent character." "Our
meetings," writes Dr. Quackenbos, "were al
most purely literary, and I look upon them as
being extremely beneficial to us aU. Some of
the

the papers read

on

those occasions

were ex

ceedingly creditable ; not a few were published
in the Anglo-American, to which jom'nal at
least two of

larly

cords

number at that time regu
The

chapter continued

to

reputation,
some years after my graduation," re
orie of the early members just quoted.

maintain
"For

our

contributed."
a

deserved

academic
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"during which 1 kept up an acquaintance with
the Lambda, the meetings were of a high
order. Psi UpsUon generally had the pick of
the classes, and usually secured the honormen." The lists of the Lambda, during its
first decade, embrace the names of a dozen
divines of national reputation.
The star in the far East was the next chap
ter. The attempt to establish the Psi Upsilon
at Bowdoin College was first made in 1842,
and the convention of that date granted the
necessary charter, which, however, in conse
quence of
by other

coUege,

some

false stories put in circulation
connected with the

organizations

issued

not

was

until the

following

The movement began systematicaUy.
year.
A number of students sent a member of the

1844, now the Hon. WiUiam Dummer
Northend, to Harvard and Yale, with the view
of selecting an intercollegiate confraternity
class of

with which to connect themselves.

bassador

on

TEE

his return

STORY

lively interest
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in its welfare.

active and ardent

The

am

strongly recommended

49

equally

the Rev. John March

D., long an influential Episcopal
divine in the South, and the Rev. Charles
Packard, who, after over thirty years of life
among the Philistines, stiU professes himself
"happy to exchange greetings with a brother
Psi Upsilon, and to do what 1 can to promote
the interests of the Fraternity."
This same year (1843) witnessed the forma
Mitchell,

D.

tion of two other

lege,

the first endeavor to

At Hamilton Col

gain

admission to

made in the year
Upsilon
The second occurred in the winter of
fold

the Psi

1838.

chapters.

1842-43.

Letters

was

were

sent

by the petitioners

undergraduate of Yale, who, they had been
informed, was a Psi Upsilon ; but he unfortu
nately turned out to be a member of another
Greek-letter society then having a chapter at
to

an

HamUton.
some

ever,

This

error

came

near

producing

unpleasant complications, which, how
favoring fortune and the shrewdness of

48
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the Psi

Upsilon, and an application for a
accordingly made. On the inter
ruption, just alluded to, of the negotiations,
the disappointed petitioners formed themselves
into a local fellowship under the title of tne
Omega Phi, but through the assistance of the
charter

was

Hon. Mellen Chamberlain of the

Zeta, the dif
regard to the charter was at length
removed.
In August, 1843, at Northend's
ficulty

in

room, twenty-two

men were

initiated

Kappa, as the uuclcus of the

Kappa chap
ter.
This institution was officiaUy
attended, in behalf of the Fraternity, by the
Hon. Lincoln Flagg Brigham of the Zeta, who,
aUuding to his very interesting visit to BronsThe Bowdoin chapter, in the
wick, says :
and
beginning
since, as I have cause to be
lieve, was made up of the best material the
coUege afforded." Of the founding-members,
the Kappa is perhaps most indebted to the
Hon William Dummer Northend, who, through
out its history, has continued to manifest a
The

"

�

.
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averted.

The Theta

instructed to send two

delegates
Excellency
the late Governor of Massachusetts, the other
the Hon. Daniel Barnard Hagar. Their report
was altogether favorable.
Meanwhile, the pe
titioners had organized a society known as the
"I. T.," which at once gained a creditable
position in college. All its offices were filled
by candidates for the Psi UpsUon, and under

length
Hamilton, one of

was

to

at

this mask they

whom

were

was

His

able to conduct their

arousing suspicion. The
Fraternity having given its assent, four of the
petitioners, Benjamin Franklin Adams, John
Lansing Burton, Barnabas BaUou Eldridge,
and Chauncey Le Roy Hatch, proceeded to
Union CoUege, and were initiated, July 26, by
the assembled convention of the Fraternity.
At the beginning of the first term of 1843-44,
these four iuitiated the other neophytes, and
the badges of the Psi Upsilon first made their
appearance in pubhc, as the chapter-records,

operations

without
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with commendable exactness, infoi-m us,
November

Saturday,

26, 1843,

at

51

52

on

tion the Hon.

half-past

were

all

men

of

more

than

in

political

warm

on

whose Psi

Hawley, lately
now

Upsilon

a

Senator

ardor neither

nor

and the Hon.

life, and heard them
Fraternity affairs, can judge how

met any of them in later

discourse

RosweU

Joseph

miUtary honors have quenched;
Guy Humphrey McMaster, the
valedictorian of his class, whose resonant Re
volutionary lyric, commencing

�= ^"'�

Those who have

average culture.

Congress,

UPSILON

PSI

Governor of Connecticut and

eleven in the forenoon. The founders
of the Psi

THE

OP
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TEE

must have been their devotion to the

Brotherhood

Among

the

Morris Rose

in

their

ragged regimentals
Continentals,
Yielding not,

In their

undergraduate days.
that early time were

giants of
Barteau, now

Stood the old

of Wisconsin ; the

Perry Hiram Smith of Chicago, to whom
his coUege owes the beautiful library building

read

everywhere

during

centenary

Hon.

was

which bears his

year, with a keener appreciation than
At the convention with the Theta, in

name

; the Hon. Xerxes Addi

our

ever.
a ses

sion of which the HamUton four

were initiated,
appeared a delegation from Wesleyan Univer
sity commissioned to apply formaUy for a
charter ; after some debate the appUcation was
granted. The Psi and the Xi may thus be said
the only
to have been born simultaneously
instance of twins," says WUham Taylor, "in
At Wesleyan the moveour common famUy."

WUlard, later the principal American au
thority on the dairy industry ; and the already
"Fa
mentioned Benjamin Franklin Adams
ther Adams," as he is stiU affectionately called
in the chapter
who, for some years after
graduation, periodicaUy returned to Hamilton
to watch over the interests of Psi Upsilon.
Among the early initiated, it is proper to menson

�

�

"

�

0
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ment sprang,

from a local
was
an

known

as
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often been the case,

organization. This body
as the Kappa Alpha Phi,

The xi.

one

for

to confer upon its members the

"Kaphs."

"This name," writes
"
Xi, clung to them

of the members of the
whUe after

they had joined the Psi Upsi
lon Fraternity; but," he adds, with laudable
pride in the strength of his chapter, "the
Kaph has grown to be the bull among the
herd," The Xi was instituted by a member of
the Delta, afterward the Rev. Stephen Beek
man Bangs, November
20, 1843. Of the six
'

a

'

teen charter members the best known

STORY

president
D.

TBE
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James

of

Lawrence

D.,

the erudite ecclesiastical writer ;

University;

Rust, LL. D., the
University.
Worthy of especial record is the convention
which met with the mother chapter July 26,
1843, and which closed the Fraternity's first
and the Rev. Richard Sutton

head of Wilberforce

ters, since it enabled the adversaries of the
nickname of

TBE

Strong,

unfortunate combination of let

organization

.54

are

per

haps the Hon. Oran Faville, lieutenant-governor
of Iowa, of whom his wife writes that untU his
death he kept alive his early interest in the
Fraternity; the Rev. Albert Schuyler Graves,
lately the learned principal of Cazenovia Semi
nary ; the Rev. RusseU Zelotes Mason, LL. D.,

decade.

A natural desire to celebrate

so

nota

rejoice' at the aston
ishing growth of the young Brotherhood, drew
together a large assembly. It must have been
a gathering
long to be remembered. One who
was present thus speaks of the occasion:
"
We had a good time ; nearly thirty-

ble

an

anniversary,

and to

�

First Decade

,

ycars have

t

.

ii.

passed since then,
and I am now literally a silver-gray,
but the recoUections of that lively meeting of
Psi Upsilons at Schenectady are as fresh in
Festival

^^ven

my memory

as

yesterday." The Psi
rejoice. The number of

events of

UpsUons might
chapters was now
the society's age.

weU

ten

�

one

for each yeai' of

In their several institutions

TBE

these
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chapters occupied positions
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as

iiity.

those held by the older organiza
The constitution of the Fraternity had

eminent

tions.

as

turned out to

adapted

be

instrument

an

to its purpose.

of the federation
close

at least

55

were

united to each other

compact one,

�

the

they occupied

easternmost

Bowdoin and the westernmost
to the

mitting

chapters
literary

The

tercourse.

limit

Hamilton,

�

per

easy and frequent in
exercises of the meet

ings were maintained with laudable energy and
strictness, and were of such a character that
the members of that period still recur to them
with pride. In the selection of candidates,
scholarsbip was regarded as well as good-fel
lowship, while the attributes especially sought
for were manly frankness and sincerity of pur
pose, without which there

ship

�

of all this

can

be

no

veritable brotherhood.

no
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a more

code.

The

svstematically precise
constitution

second
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"""^

Constitution.

that of 1838
was, as we have stated, largely
the work of President Van Rensselaer ; it was

certainly

notable

the evident

document,

sult of much mature consideration.

re

It is in

teresting to see with what care it provided
for the Fraternity's future development, how
wisely it guarded against contingencies likely
to prove detrimental.
It is really the ground
work of all subsequent constitutional enact
ments.
The titles of the principal officials
were nearly all altered by its provisions ; the
presiding officer was called thfe Initiating Mas
ter, usually abbreviated in
"I. M."

The others

Correspondent,
term

ally

�

in
8

the

the

records to

Secretaiy,

and the three Ushers.

that of usher

some

were

of the

�

still

chapters.

the

The last

lingers tradition
By the revision

been

New

published in
Haven, by the

Jtobinson, then in the Yale

mjyj,jjj�
^

of 1842.

'

law school.

It

an
extremely
dainty publication for its day, with engraved
title-pages, from designs by Robinson, and a
Greek motto selected by President Woolsey.
It comprised five chapters, with two hundi'ed
and forty-five names of initiates. It was, in
deed, a Lilliputian production when contrasted
with the catalogue of 1870, with its broad
quarto pages, its fifteen chapters, and its roll

of three thousand

seven

was

hundred members.

The earliest constitution was, of course, that

1833, the original manuscript of which is yet
possession of the Theta. It was a brief,
simply-worded instrument. In it the chapterofficials were styled, with unadorned plainness,
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held in the

New York the first formal deliberative

bly

of the

officer
but it

�

�

a

aaoguo

of

President, Secretary, Treasurer, and Committee
of An-angement, With the establishment of a
second chapter came the felt neces
sity of

catalogue had
January, 1842, at

in the

UPSILON

PSI

UPSILON

of

The first

The effects

were

PSI

TBE

hood.

ti-ue friend

everywhere felt and seen in the
rising strength and reputation of the Frater-

TEE

to feel the

a

being

OF

Upsilon, in short, had not yet
youth, but had already begun
conscious flush of coming man

glow

by

was

STORY

The Psi

lost the

The various members

the domain

ties;

admirably

THE

that

was

city of
assem

chapters the title of the executive
changed to the present designation ;

was

�

not until the third constitution

adopted by

�

the convention held with the

that all the chapter-officials
appropriate and dignified appella^
tions which they still bear.
The next decade (1843-1853) was one of
almost uninterrupted prosperity. The only
cloud upon the sky was the effort made, in
1849-50, by President Wayland of Brown, to
Gamma in 1844

�

received the

suppress the Greek-letter societies of that uni
versity. The Sigma was, for a while, in a
it seemed possible
only by initiating the unfriendly

painful position, from which
to withdraw

head of the institution.

to submit the

to
to

This the convention

but it authorized the

Sigma
permit,
constitution, in strict confidence,
his inspection. This frank procedure seems
have led the president to change his opin-

refused to

THE

STORY

ion of at least

guilds,
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every

threatening cloud passed away.
for chapter charters were numerous
successive convention, but were

Some of the earliest members of the

several

graduate members of the Fraternity
residing at Cambridge initiated a movement
for the estabhshment of a chapter at HarvardLetters were written to every chapter, and, al
though the responses were generally favorable,
the consent of all

not obtained.

was

A committee

on

the

at

nition of the

new

sister.

The

the

eleventh

the

Alpha,

adopted,
chapter.

The

Whitman

Alpha
heights in

are

among

William Watson Good
most

famous

Gurney

the best-known members

faculty; as is
Rudolph Agassiz,

heritor of

Grecian;

and James Mills

also Alexander

Harvard's

Emanuel

iUustrious

the

worthy

in

EquaUy ac
tive in their undergraduate membership were
the Hon. George Bliss, jurist and pohtician ;
Samuel Abbot Green, Mayor of Boston, his
torian and scientist ; and Augustus Thorn dike
Perkins, author of many pleasant New Eng
land sketches. It was during this period that

once

an

name.

the conventions assumed their existing char
acter, and that the traditions which have now

become fixed in these annual assemblies grew
up. The dates and acts of some of the earlier

reso

and

were

country's

Peiree

appointed, and reported that the action of the
graduate members at Cambridge was iUegal
and reprehensible, but recommended the ad
mission of the delegates and a formal recog
lutions submitted

learning.

win is the

of

The Cam

was

case

the world of

Ephraim

bridge Psi Upsilons, however, in their zeal,
proceeded to organize a chapter, which sent
its delegates to the convention of 1851 at the
Psi.
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have since climbed to the loftiest

the winter of 1850-51

In

denied.

steadily

STORY

TEE

Its charter was the
began its existence.
only one granted during these ten years.

of the obnoxious student-

and the

Petitions
at

one

PSI

TEE

OF

Alpha.

conventions

are

stUl

subjects standing

in need
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but from 1847 the records of their

generally fuU and complete.
The custom of public literary exercises in con
nection with these yearly festivals now like
are

wise became

established,

and

did much

to

elevate the repute of the Fratemity in the
eyes of the Philistine world. No one can read
without

a

feeling

of interest the

long catalogue

62
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at

between the orator and the

arms

the

day,

in the

course

bored each other with

various conventions

shape

orators and

poets. This

period witnessed, too, the pubhcation of the
first edition (1849) of the Fraternity's songs,
and the composition of some of the best in
the' collection. In respect to these Fraternity
lyrics, and their compilation in a shape for
general distribution, as in respect to so many
other things, the Beta chapter merited the
gratitude of its sisters. The second s^^^^
decennium ended with the
tion at the

conven-

a

of

comic

poet of

of which the two bela

sharp missives in the
impromptu epigrams. One of them,
parody by Whipple, is stUl in part

remembered :

�

I do not like
The

To this

joined

reason

thee, Marshal Saxe ;
why you need not ax.

Saxe is said to have

with

some

See how

Decenninm

lines

instantly
beginning :

re

�

laughter's tinkling ripple
Whipple.

Greets the jest of jocund

celebration.

Alpha in 1853 a memassemblage, presided over by the Hon.
Harvey Jewell, Speaker of the lower house of

orable

UPSILON

Massachusetts, and enlivened by the wit and
wisdom of Whipple, the essayist, and Saxe,
the poet, both of whom have been among the
most devoted sons of Psi UpsUon. At the
customary supper, the second evening, much
merriment was occasioned by some passages

of eminent worthies who have officiated at the
as

PSI

�

The ten years lying between 1853 and 18G3
years of steady and stable growth ; for.

were
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although they are marked by the temporary
suspension of both the oldest and youngest
chapters, they saw two new members admitted
to the hallowed circle.

Alpha

owing

was

in the class of 1857

�

events which in

aU of the Gr-eek-letter societies.

period, graduated in 1858. One of them
"In my day we had a capital set of
fellows in the Psi Upsilon, and many good
times, and I remember the meetings with great
pleasure. It is pleasant to me now, too, to
have the memories of those good times awak
ened." In 1858 the Fraternity established a
the UpsUon of
twelfth chapter
Rochester University, which began TheUpsUon.
its existence on February 15 of that
first

�

�

THE

STOBY

more

favorable

from

Yale,
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light. One of the ambassadors
Judge Samuel Dorr Faulk
ner, declares that no cause in his legal experi
ence, however difficult, and no jury, however
obstinate, ever so strained his reasoning and
persuasive powers as did the Lambda chapter
on this occasion.
The Upsilon has, from the
start, justified the expectations of its advo
cates, and has always' been the strongest or
ganization of its kind in the Rochester insti
the late

tution.
Two years later the Fraternity overstepped
the boundaries of New York, and chartered a

chapter

at

Kenyon College

titioners especially active

in Ohio.
were

The pe

Robert Mc-

Neilly, M. D., and the Rev. Erasmus Owen
Simpson; and they were greatly assisted in
their efforts by the wiUing help of the Rev.
I
John Cotton Smith, D. D., of the Kappa.
"

cannot tell
"

you,"

one

of the founders records,

how many letters were written and how many
visits were made to Eastern colleges to influence
9

THE

PSI

UPSILON

year, with

Hon. Theodore Bacon of the famous Yale class

The last members of the chapter in this, its
says;

OF

wise

taUy strong anti-society element in the class,
leading to the withdrawal from the institution
or

STORY

place

no

reflected upon the character of the chapter or
of the Fraternity, but grew out of an acciden-

of most

THE

eight charter members, all of marked
scholarship. The Beta was this
instituting chapter, and was represented by
the Rev. Augustus Strong, D. D., president of
the Rochester Theological Seminary, and by the

The dissolution of the

to events which took

64

character and

of 1853.

The

chapter, in its incipient
to Psi-Upsilonism as hard
to travel as have most of the recently estab
lished branches of the Fraternity. One chap
ter, the Lambda, with rigid conservatism, held
out against the admission of the new candi
date. Mr. Bacon, as a resident of Rochester,
new

stage, found the road

felt

a

warm

interest in the

success

of

the

petitioners; he was then a recent graduate,
and personaUy besought the active members
of the Beta to do what lay in their power to
change the sentiments of the Lambda. Ac
cordingly, a large party of Beta men suddenly
appeared one evening at a Lambda meeting,
and by dint of argument and persuasion in
duced the chapter to look at the matter in a

66
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chapters. Our task was difficult, yet we
regarded the prize as great; and although at
the

first

we

received but little

encouragement,

we

continued to press our suit until we secured
It was three years after the first
our chapter."

petition was presented that the convention with
granted the longMcNeilly visited
there initiated, and on

the Zeta in 1860
charter.

Dr.

sought
the Zeta, was
November 24, himself instituted the Iota. The
numbers of this single Ohio chapter have not
always been great, but there is abundant testi
mony that nowhere have the fires of Psi Upsi
lon burned more brightly. In 1863 occurred
the temporary suspension of the mother chap
ter. Union college, from a variety of causes,
had entered upon one of those periods of de
The Iota,

pression
liable;

it

to which aU human institutions
was

found difficult to procure

are

good

men, and the chapter finally succumbed to its
fate. Probably no incident in its annals ever

affected the

Fraternity

with such keen

grief

as

PSI
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The shadow ivhich

did this sinister event.

natal home of

thus obscured the
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Psi

Up

silon darkened every other Psi UpsUon house
hold. At the two following conventions many

plans for the
bated, one of

chapter were de
ultimately successful.

revival of the
which

was

change in the administration of
the Fratemity was brought about, at the con
vention with the Gamma in 1857, by
A noticeable

the institution of

an

Executive Com-

="*"
�

J"

Oomiuittee.

mittee of three members resident in
New York
of the Rev.

city, the first
Morgan Dix,

committee
D.

D.,

consisting
Lambda,

of the

Henry Reed Stiles of the Delta, and WiUiam
Henry Linus Barnes of the Beta, But this
newly-created executive body, in almost its
very first act, chanced to offend a portion of
a fact which led ultimately to
the Fratemity
Dr.

�

its modification.

In this decade occurred the

only conventions,

two in

number, which

have

not been held in immediate connection with
one

of the

TEE

In 1858 the

chapters.
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Godfrey Saxe, who took an active part in aU
proceedings, in which he deplored the un
happy fate of his son, John Theodore Saxe,
who, as a member of the University of Ver
mont, was not in a position to be admitted to
the joys of Psi Upsilon. The convention ex
pressed its sympathy by offering to the son of
this warm-hearted Psi UpsUon a unanimous
election to the Fraternity; and he was initiated
the

on

the

spot.
two

opening

happy

of the next decade

occurrences

took

place.
by order

In 1865 the Theta

was

of the

and with the active cooper

convention,

ation of the Psi.

reestablished

Eight undergraduates of
selected; the Psi performed the
initiatory services; and the flame once more
ascended from the ancient altar, destined, let
us hope, never to be extinguished.
In the
same year Michigan's
and
great
growing in
stitution of learning
which had surprised the
world by suddenly rising to the highest educaUnion

THE

OF

STOBY

which the annual

were

�

THE

PSI

assemblage

UPSILON

to take

was

place,

announced, a month before the usual date of
the sessions, that it could not possibly make
the necessary arrangements. It was too late
to take any other steps, and the Executive
Committee accordingly summoned a conven
tion, to be held in New York under the joint
auspices of the Delta and Lambda. The Gamma
regarded the action of the Committee as un
constitutional, and declined to send delegates.
Eight other chapters, however, were repre
sented. In 1863 the convention was called, in
the same way, to meet at Albany, and the depu
ties of eleven chapters were present,
Third Decade

as

weU

as

unusual number of

an

graduates desirous of commemorating
the completion of the first generation of Psi
UpsUon. Two noteworthy incidents marked
this convention. One was an appUcation for
permission to establish a chapter at Elmira
Female College, which was summarily refused.
The other was a humorous speech by Mr. John

70
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in the midst of the

forest� became the seat of
Psi

primeval
chapter of the
was preceded, as
a

Upsilon. Its formation
usual, by a long period of vain endeavor. The
applicants were members of the Lambda chap
ter of the Beta Theta Pi

tition
.

The Phi.

was

cessive

by the

Zeta

foUowed.

classes,

1864 at the Psi

The first pe

society.

laid before the convention

result

pushed with steady

Almost at the

(1863-1873)

68

chapter

zeal

by

in

1855,

The

but

matter

members of

no

was
suc

untU at last the convention of

to the oft-repeated en
petitioners, and the Phi
chapter was organized January 26, 1865, nearly
ten years after the primaiy
steps were taken.
The Iota was deputed to instaU the new chap
ter, and the rites were performed by Clifford
Beakes RosseU, then the lota's chief officer.

yielded

treaties of the distant

Fourteen members of the classes at that time
in the

university

strength

assumed the

badge.

of this Western branch of

Fraternity

may be

our

The

national

gauged by the fact

that of
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existing faculty of Michigan University
are Psi Upsilons, of whom all but one
were originally connected with the Phi.
The
chapter-roU, in spite of its comparative brevity,

of

TBE

STOBY
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the

lebrity:

some names

such

as

of wide and deserved

ce

those of John

Craig Watson,
Kendall Adams, the

who has

already

Representatives.
1868, held with the Phi,
the Delta was reported to be in the hands of
its resident-graduate members, who, to prevent
its affairs from falling, through improper elec
tions, under unworthy control, came forward
At the convention of

a

charter to the

nigh

and in this way the

smothered with

amendments, and

the

su

preme law of the Brotherhood had lost much
of its simplicity and systematic ari'augement.

question of its com
carefully
thorough
plete
discussed, and the whole subject was at last
submitted to a committee, which did its work
so well that its report was adopted with only a
few unimportant changes. The principal inno
vation in the administration of the Fratemity
For two

few months

or

three years the

revision had been

and

things
body of undergraduates was
At the same con
once more brought together.
vention the Fraternity, moved by the repre
sentations of the large body of graduate Psi
UpsUons resident in Chicago, favored the grant
when

UPSILON

time the old instrument of 1844 had been well-

and assumed the duties of active members.
a

PSI

�

served two terms

continued but

TBE

�

in the United States House of

This state of

a

city,

the astronomer; Charles
historical writer ; and the Hon. Jonas Hartzel

McGowan,

OF

STOBY

university situated in that
Omega, the
The Omega; fifteenth ou the
catalogue of chapters,
commenced its career.
Especially
active in promoting the pm'poses of the peti
tioners was Cornelius Faling Brown of the
now the western
Theta. The new chapter
was organized
most of Psi UpsUon hearths
same year,
In
the
the
1869.
by
Phi, April 17,
at the convention with the Theta, the fourth
constitution was adopted. In the course of

nine

contains

THE

zealous

0

TEE

by the
an
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the substitution of

Executive Council of five for the

^"^ .^^

old Executive Committee of three,

Council.

of late years, had proved inef
ficient. The first Executive Council

was com

'

which,

posed of Daniel Greenleaf Thompson of the
Gamma, Robert Lenox Belknap of the Lambda,
�

both of whom had taken

remodeling

the

Conrad Rhodes of the

Morgan

of the

part in the task of

fundamental

Delta,

Forest of the Beta.

Sigma,

law,

William

�

William Forbes

and Robert Weeks De

This

same

convention

Convention-rules, which went into
effect the following year, and are still opera
tive. In the winter of 1869-70, mainly through
the laudable efforts of the Sigma, the Alpha
chapter was revived, and continued to maintain
a flourishing existence until the month of No
vember, 1872, when, in consequence of the peadopted

the

ciUiar relation of the local open societies to the
student-world, the second dissolution took

place, greatly
10

to the

regret

of the entire Fra-

74
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ternity. With the convention of 1872 began
the practice of printing the convention pro
ceedings. These transactions were, in the ear
her years, reported to each chapter by its dele
gates ; but in 1851 the office of Recorder was
instituted, the duty of that official being to
furnish to every chapter an account of the la
bors of the convention.

decade

was

The end of the fourth

signalized by

with the Zeta in

the convention held

at which the

principal
topic of discussion was the recent cessation of
the Alpha's existence, and the mode in which it
1873,

had been effected.

The earliest notable event of the fifth de
cennium

was

the

foundation, in

the

summer

The PI.

Pi, at

of

chapter the
Syracuse University. This cen

1875, of the sixteenth

tral New York institution

�

was

the

suc

University, at which, in 1863,
had been formed a local society under the name
of Upsilon Kappa. In the following year this
organization sought, at the hands of the con veucessor

of Genesee

,
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75

a historic parallel to that which narrates
beginning of the Alpha chapter at Har
vard. A few graduate members of the Frater
nity, pai'fly through an over-zealous activity,
partly through their ignorance of the required
constitutional forms, were led to attempt the
establishment of a branch of the Fratemity
without previously obtaining the unanimous
consent of the chapters.
The convention of
1875 at the Kappa repudiated the pseudochapter, and their action was succeeded by a
long period of con'espondence and discussion,
of explanations and demands, of investigations
by the Executive Council, and of delegations
to the various chapters, ending at length in
a
compromise not unlike that which was
adopted in the case of the Alpha. Delegates

the

the

rewarded when he witnessed the institution
of the Pi

by a properly designated delegation
Gamma, June 8, 1875. Twelve
months later, in the midst of the stirring in
cidents of the nation's centennial jubilee, a
seventeenth chapter grew into existence at
Cornell University. The story of its origin

from

the

UPSILON

forms

Psi, permission to enter the
Fratemity. A like petition was pre
sented to nearly every succeeding convention.
At the establishment of the Syracuse Univer
sity, the Upsilon Kappa society was transferred
to the new institution, and another effort to
obtain the requisite charter was made through
the agency of Mr. George William EUiott, an
ardent member of the Xi, who had connected
himself with the newly-created seat of learn
ing. The final attempt owes its success largely
to the inteUigent, energetic, and persistent la^
bors of Mr. Chester Adgate Congdon, who, in
the prosecution of his purpose, personaUy vis
ited every chapter, and felt himself abundantly
tion held with the

pale of

TEE PSI

SiORY OF

THE

from

�

the Executive Council insti-

tuted the Chi at

Ithaca, June 7, 1876,
literary exercises of the occasion
taking place under the presidency of the genial
"Old Bill" Taylor, whose fraternal ardor old
The Chi.

the
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age and its

accompanying ills serve only to
new chapter was fortunate in
being able to introduce to membership in the
Psi UpsUon, in the capacity of charter asso
ciates, that ripe English scholar, distinguished
augment.

The

alike in the mother country of our race and
in its daughter land. Professor Goldwin Smith,
whose active interest in the American

collegi
yields to that of no Psi Up
silon to the manner born; and that ingenious
writer. Professor Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen,
the poet of this semi-centennial anniversary.
The convention of 1879 was held, at its special
request, with the Beta, to celebrate the fortieth
year of the Yale chapter's existence. At its
sessions was presented a petition
from the Beta Beta society of Trin^^^ ^^^
ity College for incorporation into the
Fraternity. The petitioners desired not only
the admission of the society's undergraduate
ate Brotherhood

members to the bonds of Psi
its

graduates

as

well.

There

UpsUon,
were

but of

many

con

78
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servative elders who looked askance at the
novel

proposal, chiefly

on

account of the ap

parent impossibility of initiating
number of

country,

graduates,

not

a

scattered

so

over

large

a

the whole

few of whom had left the halls

of their

college

before.

But the

more

than

a

score

of years

chapter, instituted at
Hartford, February 4, 1880, has succeeded, by
a singular energy, in
accomplishing the task
so courageously
undertaken, and has actually
made the current of Psi UpsUon history flow
back over thirty years of Trinity CoUege's ex
istence. Though the latest bom of the fair
daughters of Psi Upsilon, the Beta Beta has
already proved herself as comely, as sage, and
as stiu'dy as the best of her elder sisters.
The

closing

new

ten years

of the

half-century

particular interest in
^
*^� annals of Psi Upsilon literature.
Bibiio
r
The book of Fraternity songs has
been carefully revised, and its lyrical treasures
greatly augmented ; a journal devoted to Frahave been of
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purposes, under the

ternity
The Diamond,

significant title of
by the Chi in 1877,
and is stUl issued under the supervision of the
Theta; and in 1879 appeared that every way
remarkable volume, the ninth General Cata
logue of Psi Upsilon, for the compUation of
which the Fratemity is indebted, as for so
many other valuable labors in its behalf, to the
marvelous industry and generous self-sacrifice
of Charles Wesley Smiley, the secretary of the
was

gi'owth, the publication
poems, and essays of

a

gradual
addresses,
UpsUon character,
Bibliographia Psiour

of many

Psi

and the appearance of

a

Upsilonica enumerating the various issues of
the Psi UpsUon press, are among the note
worthy literary occurrences of these latest years.
In looking back over the fifty years which
have elapsed since the Seven Fathers affixed

=
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regard to literary exercises were enforced, the
independence of action allowed to the individ
ual chapters, the caution generally exhibited
in extending the Fraternity's territory
all
�

these

things have largely contributed to the
proper development of the Psi Upsilon, and
have shaped its character aright. The limita
tion of the organization, for a long period, to
the oldest colleges of New England and New
York afforded time for a healthy consolidation
and a cohesive growth, after which a gradual
enlargement of the bounds could safely take
place. To this cause may be ascribed the fact
that the Psi Upsilon has but one inactive chap
ter.

A wholesome force, too, has been the ear
the
nest and enduring devotion of a few men

knights of our order, and hereafter
legendary age of whom some
have been mentioned by name, who did not
permit the closing gates of college life to shut
chivalric

�

out from their hearts the love and the memory

of Psi
11

Upsilon,

but who have continued to

PSI

UPSILON

first years, the mandates of the constitution in

0
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haunt the old halls and to

lay upon the old
kindly and grateful offering of an
affection mellowed and ripened by life's varied
experience. It is impossible not to think that
another important factor of our prosperity has
been the Songs of the Fratemity. In their
spirit and tone, and in their general literary
excellence, they certainly compare most favor
ably with any student-songs in the world, even
with those sung by the Corps and Burschenschaften of Germany, and by the Nations of
altars the

the Scandinavian universities.

tion

one

name

especially

In this

will at

connec

once recur

the minds of all those whose
Bi

pa

on

Minstrelsy.

who

to

mem-

ijgygjjjp ]jgg -within the last thirty
^

years

�

the heroes of its

TEE

signatilres to the Pledge, which was to give
an organization so extended and in its
sphere so powerful, we are struck by the long
series of favoring events which have tended to
foster the growth of Psi Upsilon. The Foun
ders undoubtedly builded better than they
knew. The time and the place were unexpect
edly favorable to their undertaking ; the class
of 1838 at Union chanced to comprise men of
extraordinary maturity and strength of char
acter, destined to give the nascent society a
sudden and vigorous development; and the
earliest chapters fell, at their genesis, almost ac
cidentally into the hands of persons peculiarly
fitted to lay their foundations deeply and firmly.
But the rise and extension of Psi-Upsilonism
were not wholly fortuitous.
The just princi
ples early recognized and adopted, the wise
regulations so speedily established, the warm
feeling of brotherhood so strenuously incul
cated, the rigidity with which, at least in the

The condensation of the

the little-known incidents of

OF

rise to

records of the various conventions, with the
view of gathering into a single accessible vol
ume

STOBT

their

founded

Executive Council.

TBE

�

"^

the

name

of

"

Psi U.

Pinch,"

occupies so worthily a seat on New
highest judicial bench the Hon. Fran

now

York's

�

cis Miles Finch of the Beta.
than

which has

He has written

enjoyed a singu
lyric
popularity in the outer world ; but his Psi
Upsilon songs are at least equaUy graceful,
more

lar

one
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post-collegiate

have

equally fervid,

and

Psi

their purpose.

One of

shed luster upon the Fraternity. In politics,
in literature, in theology, their names abun

equally well adapted to
them, possibly the most
pleasing lay, in any literature, inspired by Vir
ginia's care-soothing weed, has passed beyond
the confines of the Fratemity, and, by right of

dantly oeciir.
IUustrious
�

Psi

It is difficult to conceive

inspiring that his
happily imagined

more
more

Shrine."

The

names

"

Diamond

.,

Upsilons.

:,

,

,

^

Without
.j_

i

traversing
i

�

j

be noted,7
the whole Xpast,7 it may
./

m an

publication of

of three states were Psi Upsilons ; that,
nominating convention of one of the po
litical parties in Massachusetts, the two most
prominent candidates for the office of chief
magistrate of the commonwealth were both
Psi Upsilons ; that in a gubernatorial contest
held, at the same date, in adjoining Connecti

Upsilon.

ernors

at

The songs of Professor Calvin Sears Harring
ton, of the Xi, are productions of exceptional
merit.

�

illustrative way, that just before the
the catalogue of 1879 the Gov

universal use, has become the common prop
erty of the students of America. Nor is Judge

Finch the sole minstrel of the Psi

.

careers

anything
Song," or

that his "Dear old

of Saxe and DeMUle and

names which have won
Alger and Boyesen
in
the world of letters
popular recognition
ought not to be omitted in the enumeration of
our
song-writers, and a score of -others might
fittingly find places in such a roll of honor.
It is evidently impossible, in a brief and
hastily written historical sketch, to make even
a
passing mention of the many members of the

a

cut,

�

one

of the nominees

was

likewise

a

Psi

in the

that

Upsilon ;

Forty-third Congress
Upsilons occupied
seats either in the Senate or House of Repre
sentatives, while another Psi Upsilon sat in the
Cabinet ; that in the legal world, to cite only a
single state, upwards of half a dozen places on
the bench of New York's Supreme Court were

�

then in session

seven

Psi

0
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Psi Upsilons, while three Psi
Upsilons
contemporaneously, in three adjoining
localities, as district attorney of New York, dis
trict attorney of Brooklyn, and United States

by

served

district attorney for the meti-opolis.

At that

time, too, the heads of three out of the five or
six principal universities of the
country were
Psi UpsUons, and one of the New York col
leges had just elected its third successive Psi
UpsUon president. Five of the most eminent
professors

at Harvard

were

Psi

Upsilons;

a

of Psi UpsUons were to be fofind in the
corps of instructors at Yale ; and six of the
chairs at Amherst, ten of those at
score

Michigan,
Cornell, were occupied by
Psi UpsUons. Similar
statistics, if collected to
day, would be even more striking. Men like
Marsh and the younger Agassiz, Watson and
Packard in science, like Saxe and
Whipple and
Warner and Stedman and Tourgee in
polite
letters, like Bishops Littlejohn and Perry and
Spauldiug and Whittaker and Brown, like
and nine of those at

86
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James
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Strong

OF
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and John Cotton

Smith, Morgan
theology
are only
types of the multitude of widely-known
scientists and authors and divines who, as un
dergraduates, have worn the Diamond Badge.
To turn to another department of learning, it is
woithy of remark that old states like Rhode
Dix and DeKoven and Newman in

Island and

�

Connecticut, and new states like
Minnesota, have alike found

Cahfornia and

their ablest historians among members of the
Fraternity, while three wi-iters could with diffi

culty

be named who have thrown

more Ught
history than
George Henry Moore of New York, Henry
Martyn Dexter of Boston, and James Ham
on

obscure details of

our

national

mond Trumbull of
member of the

Hartford, the first-named a
Delta, and the last two sons of

the Beta.

Such, brothers of Psi Upsilon, are the an
nals, rudely recounted, of our cherished Bro
therhood.
They do not relate to the past
alone, for they augur to us a propitious fu-

ture
as

�

a

future

June

a

uary

OF

STOBT

THE

THE

more

is

noon

glorious than the past,
glorious than a Jan

a

century of time

lies behind us; we are celebrating
jubilee. As we round this outlying
the voyage of
more

than

fraternal

our

are

our

now

first

point
existence, let

in
us

remember that the best of

ever

human institutions
us

87
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more

Half

twUight.

PSI

can

be made better.

Let

remember that the universities of America

rapidly rising

influence.

Let

in

us

character,
see

to

in

learning,

in

it that American

keeps pace with this swift pro
that, of all the features of Ameri
can student-life, the Psi Upsilon shall continue
to be the brightest and the highest.

student-life
gress, and

op

ALBERT

POOLE

JACOBS,

PHI

'73

A.B., 1873; LL.B., 1876. Junior Exhibition Orator, 1872; Commencement
Orator, 1873. Student-at-Law, at Detroit, Mich., with Walker & Kent, 187375; at die University of Michigan, 1875-76. Admitted to Practice, 1875. In
practice since 1876. Associate Editor, in charge of the Table of Relationship,
of the Ninth General Catalogue of the PSI UPSILON Fratemity, 1879; in
of the Phi, of the Tenth General Catalogue, 1887. Contributor to the
Journal, St. Louis, Mo. Editor of The Michigan Lawyer, 1877-80.
Author of "The Greek Letter Societies" ( 1879 ) "Reference Digest of the
Michigan Reports" (Vol. I, 1881; Vol. II, 1885), the "Psi Upsilon Epitome"

charge

Central Law

,

( Boston, 1884 ) Secretary of the Hamilton Literary Society ( corporate
Phi) 1876-86. Brother of C. H. Jacobs (Phi 75).
.

name

of the

TENTH GENERAL

Albert Poole

troit,
there

on
on

Jacobs was born in De

November 12, 1853, and died

January 30,

Nathaniel Poole

1909. His

Jacobs,

father,

served under

United States

President Lincoln

as

Consul General

British India.

to

Ja

cobs, aside from his law practice and

writing,

devoted himself

to

college

affairs. In the field of Greek Letter

Fraternities,

in his

publication

in 1879

of The Greek Letter Societies, he

was

CATALOGUE, 1888.

only the pioneer historian, but in
dubitably the best qualified authority.
The Phi Chapter, at the time of
Jacobs' initiation, was still in the after
glow of its successful foundation in
1865. Its early history is recorded in
not

a

series of

Chronicles, undertaken an

nually by undergraduate
These Chronicles

start

historians.

with the efforts

charter in 1854, and ccaitinue
through the 70's. Jacobs came im-

for

a

ANNALS

OF

mediately into contact with alumni
groups deeply interested in the suc
cess of the new
chapter; in Ann Arbor,
among others, John M. Wheeler,
Theta '41, James B. Angell, Sigma '49,
Edward S. Dunster, Alpha '56, James
Craig Watson, Phi '57, Charles Ken
dall Adams, Phi '61, George S. Morris,
Zeta '61, Martin L. D'Ooge, Phi '62,
Henry M. Hurd, Phi '63, Schuyler
Grant, Phi '64, Mark W. Harrington,
'68, Edward L. Walter, Phi '68,

Phi

and

S.

Henry

troit there

Carhart,

Xi '69. In De

another

was

outstanding

group, which included Elisha Taylor,
Theta '37, Clement M. Davison,
Theta

'38, William Aikman, Delta '46,

UPSILON

PSI

alumni interest arid loyalty, demon
strated often and in many fields, is a
distinct contribution to the alumni

movement, itself one of the pre-emi
nent characteristics of tlie American

college system.
In all of this Jacobs took part. These
early contacts stimulated his interest
not only in the history of the chapter,
and of the Fratemity, but in that of
his University. His services to the Phi
were continuous
throughout his life.
First as Secretary and then as Treas
corporation, The Ham
Literary Society, and its succes
sor. The Psi Upsilon Guild, he carried

urer

of the Phi

ilton

of the

Chapter's philistine ac
building
of the original Chapter house opened
on

most

Alfred Russell, Zeta '50, Willard S.

tivities. These included the

Thomas F. Davies, Beta
'53, Rufus W. Clark, Jr., Delta '65,
Albert M. Henry, Phi '67, John N. Os-

at

Pope, Psi '51,

tiom, Chi '76, Frederick L. Bliss, Phi
'77, and Edwin S. Sherrill, Phi '80,
long associates and co-workers with

Jacobs

in Psi

Upsilon.

These groups and their associates
established in Detroit, in 1877, one of
the earliest Alumni Associations of Psi

whose

Upsilon,

meeting

dinner continues to be

and annual

one

of the im

of the

Fraternity. Al
lied to the Phi Chapter, the Associa
tion through the years has provided
leadership for many contributions to
the University of Michigan, including
the organization, on October 21, 1895,
of the University of Michigan Alumni
portant

events

Association of

Detroit, at the call of
Edwin S. Sherrill, Phi '80, which, in
turn, led to the foundation two years
later, in 1897, of the present general
Alumni Association of the
of

Michigan. Usually

tant

this power of fraternal
kindle the flame of general

points,

groups

to

University

centered at dis

the Convention of 1880-"the first

building of its kind in Michigan",
The scope "of his interests is re
flected in the biographical sketch in
the Tenth General

Catalogue. To this
be
added:
author
of the Phi
may
of
the
Book, 1906,
Michigan Book,
1898, of the Insignia of Psi Upsilon,
1896; contributor to The Diamond,
1882-87; editor of the department on
Greek Letter Fraternities, University
Magazine, 1892-96, (New York);
founder and editor. The Psi Upsilon
Review, 1895-96 ( Detroit ); chairman
of the Convention Committee

aldry; graduate delegate

on

Her

and Phi del

at

egate
many Conventions; assistant
at the installation of the Eta;
speaker
and historian of
many gatherings of
the Fraternity; member of Phi Beta

Kappa; uncle of Edward H. Jacobs,
Upsilon '05, of Robert H. Jacobs, Phi
'07; father of Professor Albert C. Ja
cobs, Phi '21, editor of The Diamond,
1938-40, and appropriately a member
of the

Advistory Committee of the Ex-

ALBERT

ecutive Council

the Annals

of

As in the

publishing

Psi

case

POOLE

Upsilon.
Taylor

of

in

1941,

and Fiske,

Psi

Upsilon was a major factor in the
life of Jacobs. For many years he
gave
almost his whole time, and seem
ingly always his whole thought. Long
to it

the

historian of the Frater
also a tireless collector of

accepted

nity he was
its memorabilia, now,
fortunately, a
part of the archives of Psi Upsilon,
and known
An

as

the

unyielding
he

extension,

"Jacobs Collection".

contributed

possibly

than any other member to the
entrance of Psi Upsilon into the State

following its early estab
Michigan. At the time of
his death he was engaged in writing
The Psi Upsilon Book, 1833-1908, a
history of our first seventy -five years.
The Psi Upsilon Epitome was pub
lished in 1884 for private subscription
and was thus described in the original
Universities,

lishment at

announcement:

The Psi Upsilon
tennial Record �16

Epitome� A

semi-Cen-

(Garnet and Gilt)

mo.

pp. 264, 20 illustrations, Boston, 1884, by
Albert Poole Jacobs, Phi 1873, address No.
4 Mechanic's Hall, Detroit, Mich.

The

ford

contemporaneous

Epitome appeared

estimate

in the Hart

Courant of October

from which

we

of

15, 1884,

quote:

The first attempt of one of the college
Greek letter societies to give an intelligible
and thorough account of itself for the public
and its own members is The Psi Upsilon
Albert Poole

Jacobs.
handsomely printed little

Epitome, by

volume
A very
of 264 pages, with full indexes of subjects
and of names, illustrated by engravings of
badges and insignia and of chapter houses

and

portraits of founders.

such

an

excellent and

It is pleasing to see
thorough piece of

volume that the 6,000
members may well be proud of, and in

editing,

and it is

a

'73

PHI

which

most all the
living members will find
something of interest. We doubt if so com
prehensive and thorough a history of such

organization has ever before been made,
as a
piece of book -making the volume

an

and
has

interest

an

the limits of the

beyond

Fraternity.
A

comprehensive

review of

of 1884-85 from which the
is taken

ternity

as

indicating the

literature

In the

The

in The Diamond

Epitome appeared

advocate of Western

more

A

JACOBS,

at

following
of fra

state

the time:

past the different organizations

satisfied with the

publication of unpre
which gave names and
addresses and whatever other information
came
readily to hand; of song-books, which
contained the lyrical productions of their
members, sometimes with music, but fre
quently with mereiy the words; and of
were

tentious

catalogues,

fugitive pamphlets, printed in many cases
not so much for their
literary merit as for
convenience of reference

or of distribution
among the different chapters.
Within a few years, however, a new tend
ency has made itself felt. The leading fra
ternities, feeling the dignity of years, and
realizing that their membership numbered

into the

thousands, and included many who

had become
walks of

greater
and

distinguished

in the various

life, found

it necessary to make
exertions in order to reach their older

more

scattered brethren. And in this

Upsilon has led the way, for
produced the "College Secret
Societies," by the author of the work now

movement Psi

has she not

under review, a book which was the fore
runner of Baird's "American
College Fra

ternities," which
world

so

commended itself to the
have

passed to a sec
Catalogue of the
Upsilon Fraternity," which appeared in

fraternity

as

to

ond edition; the "Ninth
Psi

1879, that monumental work, which

temity

no

fra

since that time has been able to do

more than
copy; and does she not now put
forth the "Psi Upsilon Epitome," a master

piece
an

in

itself, and

authority

For several

Epitome

a

work which

must

be

for years to come?

was

decades,

in

fact, Jacobs'

the Bible of the

Chap-

ANNALS
ters and of their

The book

unknown

rushing

PSI

UPSILON

itself, however, has been

bookmaking it has been possible to
reproduce the entire Epitome, includ

the classes of the last

ing its illustrations, all in exact format,

to

committees.

twenty-five years
more,
has been out of
print. Its
or

tion has

OF

persisted

as a

it has been referred to

Upsilon merely
Aided by the

as

the

as

it

long

high reputa
tradition, and

throughout Psi
"Epitome".

advance in the art of

but in reduced size, as part of the An
nals of Psi Upsilon, and so reclaim its
admirable recital of the 1833-83
pe
riod for the benefit of the
of

membership

present and future decades.

-E. D. B.

THE
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Chronology.
The Gamma

Chapter

established in Amherst College

First general catalogue
The Beta BeU

CHRONOLOGY.

.

Nov. 16, 1841.

.

January, 1842.

published
in

(afterwards Chapter) founded

Trinity
Feb. 3,

College
Chapter established

in Dartmouth

The Zeta

Ollege

.

May
June

.

The Lambda Chapter established in Columbia College
Decennial convention held with the Theta (Union)
.

Chapter
Kappa Chapter established in Bowdoin College
Chapter established in Hamilton College
The Xi Chapter established in Wesleyan University

FIRST DECADE,

THE

The

The Psi
1833

Opeas
The

with One

1843,

Chapter

the founders

pledge signed by

�

badge first publicly

Union College

at

.

.

"

The

and mode of

Taylor, the
symbolic name

firsi

freshman,"

initiated

.

,

greeting adopted

graduated at Union
Meeting in New-York City to form a chapter

.

,

.

The first Psi U class

versity
Chapter established in the New-York
sity
Chapter names adopted
David Humphreys (Theta '37) dies at Velasco,

Feb, II, 1837.
Tex.

mate,

.

J. W, Gott
Humphreys printed (the

on

.

.

.

class

The Beta

Chapter

Kappa

The

established in Yale

Delta Phi

formed in

Society (germ
Wesleyan University

Sigma Chapter established in

College

University
Chapter.

.

.

.

'44) initiated
(New- York University)
.

.

August, 1839.
August, 1S39,

.

March 11,
March 28,

1840.
1840.
June 25, 1840.
January, 1841.
Oct. 22, 1841.

Chapter

1853,
and 470 Members.

general catalogue published

Convention held with the Gamma (Amherst) Chapter
Joseph RosweU Hawley (Psi '47) initiated
Convention held with the Beta (Yale) Chapter

Francis Miles Finch (Beta
U songs, initiated

'49),

7

....

.

author of the first Psi

June, 1847,
July, 1847.

(Theta '51) initialed
general catalogue published
Convention held with the Sigma (Brown) Chapter
Convention held with the Xi (Wesleyan) Chapter
Fourth general catalogue published
Convention held with the Lambda (Columbia) Chapter
Willard Fiske

First

August, 1847.

.

.

.

.

.

song-book issued

Convention held with the Kappa (Bowdoin) Chapter
The

,

Alpha Chapter organized in Harvard College

First convention of Wisconsin alumni

Convention held with the Psi

at

Madison

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

(Hamilton) Chapter

Alpha (Harvard) Chapter formally recognized
Convention held with the Theta (Union) Chapter
Fifih general catalogue published
The

.

.

James

,

.

.

K. Ixtmbard's five songs written

Second song-book issued

Convention held with the Alpha (Harvard) Chapter

THE FOURTH
1864

DECADE,

Eleven

Chapters

petition

from

Michigan University
....

'

general catalogue published
Re-union and public exercises of
Sixth

the Xi

Chapter
song-book

.

.

issued

Eugene Schuyler (Beta '59),

the first

"

Convention held with the Gamma (.'\mherst)
Executive committee of three established

Chapler

.

2,

J'dy

Alpha (Harvard) Chapter suspended
The Upsilon Chapter established in Rochester Univer
sity

1856.
1836.
1857,

4, 5,

Convention held with the Lambda (Columbia)

Chapter

The Iota Chapter established in Kenyon College
Fourth song-book issued

Convention held with the Beta (Yale) Chapter

,

.

.

.

,

....

(Yale) Chapter passed
Convention held with the Kappa (Bowdoin) Chapter
Re-union and public exercises of the Xi (Wesleyan)
Chapter
Convention held with the Theta (Union) Chapter, at
Albany, N.Y
The Theta (Union) Chapter temporarily suspended
.

.

.

.

11,

1857.

Close of

1857.

Feb. IS, 1858.

Convention Held in New-York City
Convention held with the Zeta (Dartmouth) Chapter

the Beta

5.

Sept.
April

June, 1857.
July 10, 11, 1857.

The

incorporating

Aug.

Psi U son," ini

tiated

Act

June 29, 30, 1854.
June 29, 1854.
July 24, 25, 1855.
October, 1855.

(Wesleyan)

Convention held with the Sigma (Brown) Chapter.
Third

DECADE,

1873,

March 7, 1864.

Chapler

.

.

June

24, 25,

June

22, 23,

July,

i860.

1858.
1859.

July

24, 25, 1861.

May,

1862.

.

Chapter
Convention held with the Phi (Michigan)
Quarto-centennial of the Xi (Wesleyan)

Chapter
Chapter

.

.

brated

(Michigan) undergraduates enjoy

an

excursion

Neb

,

1862.

5,

July

14, 1862.

July

(Yale) Chapter-hall first occupied
Alpha (Harvard) Chapter revived

-.

21, 22,

....

Eighth general catalogue published
Convention held with the Sigma (Brown) Chapter
First annual dinner of alumni in New- York City
Act incorporating the Psi (Hamilton) Chapter passed
Convention held with the Gamma (Amherst) Chapter
The Alpha (Harvard) Chapter again suspended

.......

.

1863.

Seventh

quadrennial

of the Xi

14, 1868.

18, 1868.

April, 1869.
April 17, 1869.
May 19, 20, �869.
May 20, 1869.
May i, 1870.

.

.

April 10, 1872.
June 5, 6, 1872.

.

.

November, 1872.

.

.

.

December, 1870.
7, 8, 1871.

February, 1872,

.

Chapter

(Wesleyan) Chapter

Nov. 29, 30, 1870.

June

.

Second annual dinner of New-York alumni

Convention held with the Zeta (Dartmouth)

July

4, 5,

May 6, 1870,
June i, 1870.

CThapter

.

Autumn of 1863.

.

.

Executive council of five instituted

Sixth song-book issued
Convention held with the Beta (Yale)

17,

to

The Omega Chapter established in Chicago University
Convention held with the Theta' (Union) Chapter.
Beta

1867.

Sept.
June

cele

.

July

July 18, 19, 1865.
July 26, 1865.
May 10, 1866.
July 5. 6, (866.

.

....

.

Omaha,

1864.

1865.

(Wesleyan) Chapter.
(Union) Chapter formally revived
Fifth song-book issued
Convention held With the Upsilon (Rochester) Chapter
Convention held in Cincinnati with the Iota (Kenyon)
The I'heia

Phi

19, 20,

Jan. 26, 1865.

.

Harrington (Xi '5a)
Convention held with the Xi

The

Nov. 24, i860.
March 4, i85i.

July

.

The Phi Chapter established in Michigan University
"
"
written by Professor Calvin S,
The
Diamond Song
.

Chapter
Convention held with the Beta (Yale) Chapter

�

Seventh general catalogue published
Convention held with the Psi (Hamilton)

and 1,531 Members.

Convention held with the Delta (New- York University)
First

,

1847.

i, 2,

Opens with Thirteen Chapters and 2,672 Members.

1854� 18G3,

Opens with

.

Sept.

Aug. r, 2, 1848.
June, 1849.
Oct. 2, 3, 1849.
1849.
Sept. 2, 3, 1850.
November, 1850.
Jan. 23, 1851.
July 21, 22, 1851.
July 22, 1851.
July 26, 27, 1852.
1852,
Autumn of 1852.
March 1, 1853.
July 21, 22, 1853,

Chronology.

CJironology.

THE THIRD

June. 1844.
Aug. 8, 9, 1844.
October, 1844.
Aug. ig, 20, 1845.
May, 1846.
July 29, 30, 1846,

.

Chapter

.

,

.

Alexander Hamilton Rice (Theta

Convention held with the Delta

1839.

Chapter)

Brown

Convention held with the Beta (Yale)

24,

publica

....

of the Xi

�

Chapters

Third

July
first Psi U

Ten

Chester Allan Arthur (Theta '48) initiated
Cxinvention held with the 2^la (Dartmouth)

May 3, 1839.
July 24, 1839.

tion)
The

1838.
1838.

Chap

chapters convene at Union College
on Humphreys, delivered by his

Opens with
Second

Dec. 6, 1836.

Memorial oration

1844

1835.
Julys?, 1836.

Univer

William E. Robinson, founder of the Beta (Yale)
ter, initiated

Oration

Nov. 20, 1843.

,

THE SECOND DECADE,

March 17,

in the Uni

The Delta

The first two

Nov. 24, 1833.
December, 1833.

June, 1834.
September, 1834,

worn

William

.

,

1842.

July 26, 27, 1843.
July 26, 1843,
Sept. 25, 1843,

.

.

1842.

20,

and Seven Members.

The first tliree initiations made
The

.

.

1842.

10,

.

May 8, 1873.
June 4, 5, 1873.
June

24,

1873.

Chronology.
12
"

THE FIFTH
1874

Opens

with Fifteen

�

and 4,049 Members.

.

Chapter established in Syracuse University
The Phi (Michigan) Chapter incorporated
Leaves" issued at Ithaca, N.Y
Psi Upsilon
Convention held with the Psi (Hamilton) Chapter
Professor Willard Fiske, Ph.D. (Psi "51), reads his "His
tory of Psi Upsilon

The Pi

.

April 7, 8, 1874.
May 5, 6, 1875.
June 8, 1875.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

Chapter established in

Seventh

song-book published

Comell

University

.

.

.

May

.

.....

(Wesleyan) chapter-house first used
(Union) Chapter incorporated

Xi

The Theta

Convention held with the Upsilon (Rochester) Chapter

.

Ninth quadrennial of the Xi

colors chosen

Fraternity

1877,

ton, Portland

Public

.

Psi

Last issue of
Ninth

"

The Diamond

"

1878.
1878.

Gamma

�

.

.

May
June
July

....

.

.

.

.

congress

Albany, N.Y.,

Hall

....

.

.

.

23,

1883.
1883.

.

June 19, 1883.
June 28, 1883.

.

Sept,

(Hamilton) chapter-house begun

THE SIXTH

DECADE,

Opens

1879.
August, 1879.
Oct. 3, 1879.
7,

with Eighteen

Chapters

and 5,979 Members.

The Eta

Chapter established in the Lehigh University
Proceedings of the semi-centennial published
Convention held with the Chi (Cornell) Chapter
Corner-stone of Chi chapter-house laid
Alumni re-union in New- York City; two hundred mem

,

....

May, 1880.
May, 1880.
May 26, 27, 1880.

.

bers present

7

yiwt^ -"Mh-

.

Feb. 22, 1884.
March, 1884.
May 7, 8, 1884.
May 8, 1884.

May 26, 1884.

'

�1.

\A*.
^
1..

OvX ^Se xpwc^S af'tt Tifi^ Xax^'if

Still floats

our

unstruck banner from the

As in the stormy

mast

past."
Edmund Clarence Stedman.

"

Brothers of the Psi

fidence.

I

am

Upsilon,

I greet you with

brotherly

love arid

con

proud of the association, of its membership, of its record

;

I

believe in its future."
Charles Dudley Warner,

"Man cannot live wholly within

grief
and
arc

of the human heart is

even

or

shared

by

the sincerest

a

friend.

Psi

upon himself,

assuaged by

the joys which fill the breast

Upsilon

is

'Car

ne

edite.'

The

communion with kindred hearts ;

intensified and increased when they
meUphor, and suggests to the mind

are
a

friendship."
Hooper Cumming Van Vorst.

"

The Fratemity we love and honor is beginning the second fifty years of its
course.
May it flourish as long as the colleges live that shelter it.
May its life be co-existent with that of the Great Republic, to which, next after
the worship of God, our devotion is due."
Joseph Ro&wELL Hawley,

beneficent

1883,

1884-1893,

^

"

13,

September, 1883.

1878.
25, 1878.
i, 1878.

Feb. 4, 1880.

.

1883.

23,

May

May 24, 1883.
May 25 1883.
June, 1883.

Upsilon (Rochester) Chapter published
Sigma (Brown) alumni in commemoration

.

.

Feb. 28,

May

3,

May6,7,i879.
May

(Amherst) chapter-house purchased
(Michigan) chapter-house
The Beta Beta Chapter established in Trinity College
Phi (Michigan) chapter-house first occupied
"The Diamond" issued by the executive council
Convention held with the Phi (Michigan) Chapter
Ground broken for Phi

Assembly

at

Comer-stone of Beta Beta (Trinity) chapter-house laid
State association of alumni in Kansas formed

March, 1879.
.

Upsilon

begins

of the semi-centennial

1878.
December, 1878,

general catalogue published

Onvention held with the Beta (Yale) Chapter
Cincinnati Alumni Association organized

dinner to Psi

of the

Dec. 17, 1878.

Ithaca

at

a

literary

Re-union of

1882.

Upsilon ( Rochester)

exercises and reception
Semi-centennial banquet

Psi

.

.

the

....

,....'

(Wesleyan) chapter-housc formally dedicated
Upsilon gathering in Leyden, Holland
Eighth song-book issued
The Chi (Comell) Chapter incorporated

gives

Historical meeting in the old

City, Philadelphia, Bos
(Me.), Washington, Chicago; asso

Xi

.

Feb. 12, J883.

men at the White House
The semi-centennial celebration

Alumni re-unions in New-York
ciations formed

.

August,

P*i=iP'�
President Arthur

History

3,

.

Quarto-centennial celebration of

February, 1878.
May

10, 11, 1882.

June 6, 1882.
June 27, 1882,

f'ske

Feb. i, 1878.
2, 3,

May

.

(Wesleyan) Chapter
Bibliographia Pai-Upsilonica ptiblished by Professor

June 27, 1877.
July 27, 1877.
Nov. 27, 1877.
Jan. 25, 1878,

May

.

Lehigh University

cor

Detroit Alumni Association formed
First re-union and dinner of Detroit alumni
"The Diamond" first issued at Ithaca, N.Y

9, 10,

.

by petitioners

Dec. 9, 1876.

Convention held with the Xi (Wesleyan) Chapter
Kghth quadrennial of the Xi (Wesleyan) Chapter;
ner-stone of chapter-house laid

Feb. a, 1882,

.

May 4, 1876.
June 12, 1876,

.

.

First re-uiiion of alumni in Buffalo; association formed
tfic Pi (Syracuse) Chapter
The Phi Theta Psi Society formed
in the

"

The Chi

.

Convention held with

December, 1875,
1875, 1876.
May 3, 4, 1876.

"

issued

.

1883,

Chapters

"

by the Theta (Union) Chapter
March, 1881.
Convention held with the Omega (Chicago)
Chapter
May 18, 19, 1881.
Chester Allan Arthur (Theta '48) becomes President of
the United States'
Sept. 19, 1881.
Addend^ to eighth song-book issued
1881,
Reception given to Detroit alumni and Phi (Michigan)
undergraduates by C. M. Davison (Theta '38)
Dec. 16, 1881.

DECADE,

Convention held with the Lambda (Columbia) Chapter
Ci)nvention held with the Kappa (Bowdoin) Chapter

Chronology.

The Diamond

/�*
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Tlie Psi

influence,

in

Upsilon Epitome.
to the

opposition
Adelphic,

mathean and the

THE PSI UPSILON EPITOME.

old

Dr.

societies,

Harvey,

�

the Philo-

in whose

room

held the

"pledge" meeting, says that the idea of a
fraternity first occurred to him during a political
contest; and Judge Hadley relates that the organization
was formed almost in self-defence.
The ruling motive, as
the Rev. Dr. Goodale
positively affirms, was the social one.
The times were auspicious. It was the formative period
of college societies. The few fraternities already
organ
ized at Union were in their infancy, and their members
was

new

CHAPTER

I.

CHAPTER ANNALS.
"

Each group of

ours

The strength of

one

shall gather round

Fraternity."
J. D, RoDiNsoN (Alpha '51).

Near the centre of the

massive Stone

building,

city

Schenectady

stands

a

public school,
which, fifty years ago, was tenanted by students of Union
In
an
attic-room
of
this
College.
edifice, Nov. 24, 1833,
seven undergraduates met, and signed a formal
pledge
to organize a secret society.
Their names and classes
were

but

as a

�

Class

of

Samuel Goodale.

Sterling

Goodale

Hadley.
Class

F-isvard Martindale.

|

George Washington

Robert Barnard.

j

Charles

I

Washington Harvey.

The founders

belonged

to

1S36.

1

of

Tuttle.

1837.
Merwin H. Stewart.

the

Delphian Institute,

a

lit

erary society, somewhat secret in form, which had been
established fourteen years before by Southern aristocratic
15

Chapter
formerly

Annals.

resided in New-York

whose home is

now

in

whom

ly
where Mr.

Tuttle,
City,
Bath, N.Y., long prospered as a

merchant until his retirement from business.

To lead tlie

fied.

wlio became

18
In

1862 at Omaha.

The third

new

member

was

Absalom

Taylor calls "a noble fellow,"
and who died in early life, while engaged in teaching.
The organization of the Fraternity was at first kept
secret, the members taking time to strengthen themselves
in their literary
institute." Before long were chosen, at
Mr. Martindale's suggestion, the symbolic initials that
Townsend,

whom William

"

enable

us

to say

with the poet Saxe,

�

Upsilon, beautiful name I
To the eye and the ear it is pleasant the same.
Many thanks to old Cadmus, who made us his debtors
By inventing, one day, those capital letters,
Which still from the heart we shall know how to speak
When we've fairly forgotten the rest of otir GreeK."

"Success

to Psi

The local name, " Theta," was not assumed until
after a second chapter had been formed.

January

admitted,

'

Oration before the convention of 1880,

at

Ann

Arbor, Mich.

the

"

seven

"

were

well

member while the founders

quali
College,

were

still in

and

Upsilon Epitome.

February several

new

members

were

Beardsley, who was afterwards
the city of Oswego, and who died twenty years
commanding a regiment of volunteers ; Duncan
�

Samuel R.

Potsdam, N.Y., who died March
a merchant, who died
lawyer by profession,
and one of the most prominent citizens of Detroit, where
he has lived more than forty years ; Charles Floyd-Jones,
whose death occurred in 1874; and the Rev: Cornelius
Stege Conkling, at present pastor of the Presbyterian
All of these belonged to the
church at Stockton, N.J.
class of '36, except Mr. Taylor, who was in '37.
In September, 1834, were initiated James Brown ('36),
who has long practised law in Niles, Mich.-, Archibald
Reed ('36), a Presbyterian minister, who died in 1S47 ;
William Taylor ('38), the "first freshman;" and on the
same night with the last-mentioned was admitted Joseph
W. Gott C37), whose name is the twentieth on the roll,
who strenuously labored to advance the interests of the
order, and who, after a long life spent at the bar and in
public positions, died in 1869. Four more men of '37
afterwards came in, of whom Levi Rowley, a New- York
merchant, and the Rev. Philip J. Timlow, a Presbyterian
clergyman, survive.
The society was particularly fortunate in the classes of
'38 and '39, from which were drawn such men as the
Hon. Isaac Dayton, a prominent lawyer, writer, and poli
tician of New- York City ; Clement M. Davison, well
Turner,

a

merchant at

I, 1882; Edward F. Cushman, also
at Troy in 1S70 ; Elisha Taylor, a

known

1838,

a

The Psi

mayor of

of

the banks of the Mohawk.

movement

�

ago while

physician

on

college, speaks in high terms of their character. Three
of the four original members in the class of '36 received
Phi Beta Kappa keys,
badges of superior scholarship.
All but one of the seven completed the undergraduate
course at Union
College, and that one afterwards obtained
a
literary degree elsewhere.
Goodale and Hadley were natives of New England :
the others were born in New York. Stewart, after gradua
tion, taught nearly two years in the South, and died when
about to enter the sacred ministry. Barnard studied and
practised law, removed for his health's sake to California,
and ended an already brilliant career in 1853 in the city
of Los Angeles. The other five have not yet been called
from their long lives of honor and usefulness. The Rev,
Samuel Goodale, D.D., is rector of the Episcopal church
in Columbus, Neb. The Hon. Sterling G. Hadley, a prom
inent lawyer, and former judge, lives at Waterloo, N.Y.
Mr. Martindale, also a lawyer, now of Des Moines, lo.,

Dr.'H'arvey

a

new

small fraction of the many students
great name had called to the quaint

Ex-President Van Rensselaer of Hobart

high repute in Buffalo.
The first Psi Upsilons speak of several preliminary
meetings, held early in the autumn of 1833 ; and the Hon.
Clarkson Nott Potter, in his strikingly beautiful account
of the origin of the society, undoubtedly refers to one of
these gatherings.!
However, the day when the pledge
was taken has
always been regarded as the birth-date of
the order. At least one meeting was held during the
month of December, in a hotel in the city, and in that
month three members of the class of '36 were initiated.
The first of these, Jeremiah S. Lord, was afterwards gradu
ated at the New- York University.
He became a Re
formed clergyman and a doctor of divinity, and died
in 1869. The second initiate, William H. Backus, died in

is

a

Dr. Nott's

Dutch settlement

of

used

now

constituted but

as a

banker and citizen in Detroit; former Presi

dent Van Rensselaer of Hobart ; the Rev. John Newman,
D.D. ; the Hon. William Taylor ; and Judge Hooper C.

Van Vorst of the

The

Fraternity

Superior

Court of New- York

at once took a

high

stand.

City.
Dr. Nott

Chapter
interfered,

Annals.

and secured for its scholars

a

Professor

Wisconsin,

Charles

Babcock of

erection of

passed

class of

its aid

came to

without

''^s

vigorous

a

and many alumni
1

Psi

a

came

in

the time of need.

Upsilon delegation
life returned.

mond for

The
a

early

matter of

Union

at

had three hundred and

College, Psi
seventy-six repre

Our fathers

were

not in haste to extend the

society.

Three years passed, and the first Psi Upsilon class left
the halls of Union.
Dec. 6, 1836, through the efforts of
William

Taylor

and Isaac

Dayton,

a

meeting

was

held

for the purpose of establishing a branch in the University
of the city of New York; but the formal installation of
the

now

venerable Delta

Feb. II, 1837.

Chapter

did not take

The first members
Class

Cornell

were

place until

�

1837.

of

George Washington Schuyler.
Class

1838.

of

Henry Hedges Halliday.
Class

of

I

Joshua Foster.
John Taylor Johnston.

1839.

William

Meech.

Billings

I
Class

1840.

of

Edward Trask.

^
Much interesting information concerning the rise and early life of the
parent chapter is to be found in the following articles in The Diamond : The
Fathers' Pledge (February, 1878) ; The Origin of Psi Upsilon, i., ii., iii, (April,

No class

; and with the

October, December, J878), containing statements by Martindale, Hadley,
Goodale, and Harvey: and The Reminiscences of Hon, William Taylor
(March, 1881). See also Judge Hadley's Addrras to the Convention of 1878

back to celebrate the semi-QentenSocieties,

as of
yore,
then made

sentatives. ^

When the founders

See the article President Nott and Greek-Letter

chapter-house was
In fifty-two classes

a

certainty.
Upsilon has

University, President Arthur, Frederick W. Seward,
Major-Gen. Strong, Congressman Lyman K. Bass, and
Brig.-Gen. Ripley, became members during their student
lives. Theta's graduates went forth into all parts of the
land, everywhere illustrating the principles of the Frater
nity, and supporting with might and main whatever chap
ter happened to be nearest.
During' the civil war, initiations were for a short time
suspended, partly because of the reduced state of the
college, and partly, also, it has been claimed, because of
an extreme exclusiveness ; but the Hon, Albert C. Ingham
(Theta '47), a devoted and distinguished alumnus of the
chapter,

Upsilon Epitome.

nial, they found Theta flourishing

fair represen

Kappa. In 1838, when the secret so
cieties appointed a joint committee to confer with the
President concerning an attempted invasion of their rights
in the literary societies, Mr. Van Vorst was made chair
man ; and his
report of the interview is exceedingly inter
esting.'
Now followed a long period of prosperity. The order
Men
waxed powerful in the halls of its parent college.
like the Hon, Samuel W. Jackson of the Supreme Court
of New York, the late Congressman Clarkson N. Potter,
Daniel B. Hagar, Ph.D., principal of the Massachusetts
State Normal School, Professor Wendell Lamoroux of
Union College, Gov. Rice of Massachusetts, Bishop
Littlejohn of Long Island, Judge John T. Wentworth
tation in Phi Beta

of

The Psi

20

19

(reported

in the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle of

above all. Professor Fiske's History of Psi UpsUon
published in the Utica Herald of May 5, 1876).

in The Dia

June, 1878.

May

(nearly

4,

1878), and,

all of which

was

0
Annals,

21'

character and

Mr.

Chapter
All

were men

Schuyler has

of

high

scholarship.
York, and

been treasurer of the State of New

has filled many other important positions.
He lives at
Ithaca, the seat of Cornell University. Halliday died soon

graduation. Mr. Foster has since 1870 been princi
Pennsylvania Institute for Deaf and Dumb.
The Hon. John Taylor Johnston, for many years presi
dent of the New-Jersey Central Railroad, is one of the
most distinguished residents of New-York City.
He is

The Psi
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them

after

pal

of the

liberal patron of art, and a stanch supporter of his
abna mater.
Meech, the Latin salutatorian of his class,
a

became

a

district

1859. Trask,

judge

in the

when last heard

metropolis. He died in
from, was practising medi

Monica, Cal.
nearly half a century the Delta has enjoyed an
uninterrupted existence. In its hall were initiated during
their college-lives such men as the Rev. Dr. Henry M.
Scudder, celebrated for his long missionary service in
India; the Rev. George H. Houghton, D.D., of "the
the Hon. George H.
Little Church around the Corner ;
Moore, LL.D., superintendent of the Lenox Library; the
Rev. William P. Breed, D.D., a leader among Presbyte
rians; William Allen Butler, the poet; Judge John Sedg
wick, of the Superior Court of New- York City ; the Hon.
Hugh L. Bond, of the United-States Circuit Court ; Aus
tin Abbott, the law writer ; the Rev. Edward Abbott, the
popular author ; the Rev. Dr. George Z. Gray, dean of
the Cambridge Theological School ; and the Rev. Albert
Z. Gray, warden of Racine College. Many more might
be named, including an unusually large proportion of dis
tinguished clergymen. Judge Van Vorst in a recent letter
cine at Santa
For

"

writes,
"

With

quiries

In

one

which

fact I have been much interested in the historical in
I have made.
I have seen several
gentlemen,
...

1868,

on

account of the weak state of the

University,

the few active members gave out no elections, and gradu
ates took charge of affairs, sustaining the meetings, and

paying all expenses. This devotion was soon rewarded
by better times. New brethren were selected from an
improved body of undergraduates, and the Delta has
since maintained its traditional pre-eminence. As at so
many other institutions, Psi Upsilon is in New York the
oldest society. A large endowment fund, carefully in
vested, materially lessens the charges of fraternity mem
bership in a large city. Fifty classes and three hundred
and three names appear upon the rolls of the chapter,
which is now preparing for its semi-centennial.

by before another chapter was born.
development and cautious extension were already
the watchwords of the young Fraternity.
In the spring
vacation of 1839, William E. Robinson, a Yale sophomore,
afterwards so well known as
Richelieu," the Washing
ton correspondent of "The New- York Tribune," and
later still as a representative in Congress, was visiting
George Monilaws, a Psi Upsilon at Union College. To
both occurred the idea of planting the society in Yale.
Mr. Robinson was initiated by the Theta Chapter, May 3,
1839, and returned to New Haven.
Two years went

Internal

"

"Till
'

�

Upsilon Epitome.

John Taylor Johnston, George H. Houghton, and
others, graduates of more than forty years' standing, men now ad
vanced in years and honors, and yet they all manifest a lively interest
in the Psi Upsilon Fratemity, of which their college-life brings to
them the most pleasing recollections."
amongst

August, 1839 [he writes],"^

Letter

the

author,

dated

I

was

the Beta

Chapter

in my-

July lo, 1883. Other interesting reminiscences
by Judge Van Vorst, William Taylor, the Rev. Henry M. Dexter, D.D., and
the Rev, Daniel P. Noyes, are to be found in The Diamond (January and Feb
ruary,

to

1878).

Chapter
self.

I had my

those mentioned
I

room.

badge
as

with

founders

then

'

Beta

were

Annals.
'

Eleven

was

cences
men

Enoch

James,
John Smith Kelley.

Long Childs.

Amos Edward Lawrence.
Daniel Parker Noyes.

George Hooker Colton.
Henry Martyn Dexter.

James Smith.

Gideon Hiram Hollister.

Babcock, an author of rising fame, died in
is dean of the Union
College of Law,

1847

;

Chicago

who died in

Booth

; Brins

made,
1880, and Childs, who died one year
later, were distinguished as civil-engineers ; Colton, salu
tatorian and
leading member of his class, founded and
edited the
American (Whig) Review," and his decease
in 1847 terminated a career of
great literary promise ; the
Rev. Henry Martyn Dexter has
long edited "The Con
gregation alist," and probably is as prominent as any cler
gyman of his church; Hollister was class poet, he has
"

written the

history

of

minister resident in

.

Connecticut, and was for some time
Hayti ; the Rev. Daniel P. Noyes of

Wilmington, Mass., and the Rev. Amos E. Lawrence of
Newton Centre, in the same State, are well-known Con
gregational ministers, as were also Hubbard and James,
both of whom died some eight
years ago; Kelley and
Smith died in early life.

Chapter

Annals.

years by members of this
last six valedictorians, and the
two

25

the next two years, belong to the chapter.
classes Beta has had fourteen hundred and

of

a

-

our

following

were

forty-six

one men.

the charter members of the

Class

of

Class

Elbridge

new

Lyon.
Smith.

Alanson Harris Tinkham.

The position long held by the chapter as the leading
society of its kind was at one time threatened through
the building of a hall by a younger fraternity ; but Psi
Upsilon, becoming possessed of a finer and costlier edi
2

fice, has added

college-course,
I

Letter of

its former

to

The DeForest

medal,

"

honor of the

See Four Years

at

thirty-

Yale.

Upsilon Epitome.

Michigan University

;

;

the

Rev.

Arnold Green

James

O.

Murray,

of Providence ;

and

all of whom were Psi
Bailey,
Upsilons before graduation. The Sigma has furnished
seven professors and six instructors to Brown University.
During its early years the chapter bore the brunt of
official opposition to secret fraternities. At one time
there were thoughts of changing the undergraduate or
ganization into a literary society, whose members should
become Psi Upsilons after leaving college. But the char
acter of the Sigma men seems to have prevented the
�

authorities from executing their threats, and in 1850 a
conference with President Wayland brought about a kind

Milton Hebard.

Judson Huntington.

Asa Howard Gould.

Noah Ford Packard.

Zuinglius

James Munroe Phipps.
John Barstow Willard.

Grover.

Albert Harkness.

neutrality.
long course of years, Psi Upsilon at Brown has
been annually recruited from the best families of Provi
dence. Many of the leading citizens are alumni of the
chapter, which, in forty-six classes, has enrolled two hun
dred and fifty-nine members, of whom nearly one hundred
live in the university town. But a short time will elapse
before the building of a chapter-hall.
For

1842.
Adoniram

1843.

of

Percival Whitmore Bartlett.

Ezekiel Lamb Miller.

Lowell Holbrook.

Harrison Carleton

Class

prestige.
highest literary

13, iSi

Jan.

The Psi
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the

has been taken seventeen times in

of armed

of

George Murillo Bartol.
Henry Harrison Button.

Class

the

were

ates in New Haven.

ney-Gen. Rogers

1841.
Merrick

Our earliest songs

and

D.D., dean of the College of New Jersey; the lamented
Professor Diman ; James DeMille, the novelist; Attor

�

George Washington Brown.
Thomas Clement Campbell.
Wilson Conner Cooper.
Benjamin Alexander Edwards.

industry
largely due

composed, and our first song-books were edited, by Yale
undergraduates. Such men as the late Professor porter
the chemical writer, James Hammond Trumbull the phi
lologist. Congressman Fames, Henry Stevens the anti
quarian and bibliographer, the deceased Senator Ferry,
Dwight Foster, Francis M. Finch the poet and jurist,
President Andrew D. White, Edmund Clarence Sted
man, Chi^uncey M. Depew, Professor Lewis R. Packard,
Eugene Schuyler, the great paleontologist Othniel C.
Marsh, William Walter Phelps, Ex-Gov. Chamberlain of
South Carolina, Professor William G. Sumner, and a host
of other worthies, assumed the badge while undergradu

Professor William W.

:

circle.

is

of

Sigma of Brown University, an ever loyal and
popular chapter, traces its history back to the year follow
ing the rise of Psi Upsilon at Yale. William E. Robin
son and Henry M. Dexter were active in the
establishment,
branch

graduate

In

The

and the

To the unwearied

much younger

Five of the

society.
probable valedictorians for
one

third branch.

latest addition to

Horace

William Bartlett Brinsmade,

a

patience

compiled

chief agent in
One of his comrades organ

; and was the

Fraternity catalogue
forming two great cliapters.

Chauncey Henry Hubbard.

Henry Booth,

of his associates agree with him in this.
a brilliant one.
Its founder

the first
ized

Staunton Babcock.

men

Beta's record is

whom Mr. Robinson
initiated, and
who form with him Beta's charter
members, were

James

in the class of

'41, "associate founders,"
them, were also initiated in August,
1839. Thus the chapter was actively composed of mem
bers of the two upper classes. Mr. Robinson positively
states that it was not a junior
society,^ and the reminis

a

member."

The thirteen

Upsilon Epitome.

Dr, Dexter calls

as

sophomore, and, had it been known that the
society admitted any one below a junior, it would have killed the
chap
ter.
I therefore kept my connection a
secret, and was again initiated
with my class as juniors, not ,one of whom knew that 1
had been a

my

TJie Psi

24

23

it three months before
any of
initiated, and I initiated them all in
on

of

a

Towards the close of 1841 a petition from Amherst
was received by the Yale members.
William E.

College

Page."

Robinson took up the matter, pushed it with his accus
tomed energy, and secured the assent of the chapters.
He writes,

1844.

�

I Alfred Ellenwood Giles.

�

(Delta '40) and I, in 1841, instituted the
Chapter, I took with me some thirteen or fifteen badges made
mother
lived in Springfield, whence we drove to
Trask's
Albany.
Amherst with two of her spirited steeds, making -quite a display as we
arrived at the hotel of the quiet collegiate town. The next day we
enjoyed from the gallery the excitement caused in the chapel, at public
"When Edward Trask

Many
�

of these

have become

cause

Lyon, Grover, Harkness, Huntington
distinguished for their services in the
�

of education.

Additional

Senator Arnold ; Chief

members

Justice Durfee;

are

the late

President

Angell

Amherst

at

Annals.
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etercises, by the entrance of our new boys, the flashes of light that
gleamed from their badges being reflected by those which flamed from
our own.
It was a grand day for the Delta, Beta, and Gamma, espe
'
cially for the Gamma.'
The
are,

of the fathers of the

names

society

at

Amherst

minister ; Belknap died in 1852; Professor
Louisville is an eminent
George A. Chase, LL.D., of
of Grinnell, lo.;
educator, as is also the Rev. Mr, Edson

Presbyterian

Mr. EUswbrth has gained distinction, as an inventor and
for his long
writer; the Hon. Galusha A. Grow, famous
career as

�

Class

1842.

of

member and

Representatives,

Edward Duffield Martin.

ities of Amherst

Waldo Hutchins.

Edward Duffield Neill.

but

Issachar Lefavour.

Elijah Hawley Wright,

ever

RosweU Lombard

Chapin,

Class

finally
flourishing

were

life
Milton Steams.

Henry Webster Parker,

Josiah

Frederick Alonzo Reed,

William Wallace Williams.

John Stacy Belknap.
George Augustus Chase.
Henry Kingman Edson.

Erastus Wolcott Ellsworth,

men

is

a

all of these have risen to distinction.

Nearly
attorney-general

was

w�ll-known
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of the United States under Presi

of Massachusetts ; Emery has charge of the Charlestown
High School ; Sanborn, who died in 1877, was judge of
the Canadian Court of

Queen's Bench ; George Walker
is now consul-general at Paris, France ; Clement A.
Walker, an eminent physician of Boston, died April 26,
1883; Woodman died in i87i,havingbeenfor twenty years
one of Dartmouth's
leading professors; Day, Peabody,
Tyler, and White are also dead. Other early members
were Professors Parker and Putnam ; the Hon.
Harvey
Jewell; Ex-Gov. Henry H. Bell; former President Aiken
of Union College; Senator Patterson, and Chief Justice
Doe.
The

pioneer society

five hundred and
noted

To

names.

in its

college, the Zeta has had an
long roll of forty-six classes and
sixty-three members is crowded with
Dartmouth it has supplied eleven pro
Its

career.

fessors and five instructors, and to the State of New
Hampshire it has given two governors, a chief justice,
and three associate justices of the Supreme Court.
In the next month after the Zeta's

establishment,
Taylor and the Rev. Cornelius
Earle (the latter a Delta graduate of '45), initiated by
authority eight applicants from Columbia College :
June

20,

1842,

�

�

William

�

Class
Robert

Seymour Kemochan.

The Gamma's commodious and well-situated house has
occupied about five years. Forty-six classes and
five hundred and thirteen members form the chapter roll.

society established the Zeta, its sixth chapter, at
College, May 10, 1842, when Mr. Horace
James, one of Beta's founders, initiated the following:
The

Dartmouth

�

Class

Caleb Emery.
Owen Glendour

Class
William McCune.

of

}
I

1843,
George Payn' Quackenbos.

Moses Hazen White.

Peabody.

were

men

John

Smith Woodman.

Upsilon Epitome,

of the

highest scholarship; Buckley,

McCune, and Quackenbos being the honor-men of their
class.
The last named, whose death the Fraternity now
mourns, became widely known through his educational
works. Jaffrey is a banker in Wall Street. Kernochan,

lawyer by profession, resides in Paris, France. The
Parmly is pastor of the First Baptist Church in
Jersey City. Roberts resides in New- York City. Sym
died in early life, greatly lamented by his chapter.
Buck
ley, at the time of his death, ten years ago, was a lawyer
of high repute in the metropoHs.
McCune, who in his
youth gave evidence of great literary genius, has with
drawn from public attention.
The chapter was not opposed by the faculty, and its
prosperity dates from its birth. For more than forty
years it has maintained an excellent reputation at Co
lumbia. The Rev. Morgan Dix, D.D,, the late Dr. De
Koven, of Racine College ; Bishops Seymour and Brown,
Joseph W. Harper, jun., and Professor William H. Dra
per, became members while undergraduates, and during
the early years of the Lambda, which has had in all fortya

Rev. Dr.

five classes and three hundred and

seventy-seven

mem

bers.

Many of the alumni reside in New York or in
Brooklyn, holding high positions in the Church, in medi
cine, at the bar, and in private life. The honor-men of
the chapter are twice as numerous as those of all the other
societies combined; and in boating and fie Id- con tests the
Lambdas have made
To Bowdoin
some reason

Taylor Buckley.

George Walker.
Abner Spicer Warner.

The Psi

All

1842.

Clement Adams Walker,

William Gilman Perry.

30

of

John SewaU Sanborn.
John Eugene Tyler.

Tappan Akerman,
George Bradley Barrows.
Lincoln Flagg Brigham.
Aaron Day.
Amos

John Sym.

Wheelock Hendee Parmly.

Thomas Charles

College. From this chapter Amherst has
president, eleven professors, and fourteen in

been

Oliver Everett Roberts,

Jaffrey.

William

1842.

op

a

structors.

Akerman

dent Grant; Barrows has been president of the Maine
Senate ; Brigham is chief justice of the Superior Court

illustrious

Bishop Whittaker

of Amherst

Of these Chapin died in 1846; Hutchins is the dis
tinguished lawyer and politician who now represents the
twelfth district of New York in Congress ; Lefavour has
spent his life as a teacher ; Martin died in 1856 ; the Rev.
Edward D. Neill, D.D. (who suggested the chapter letter),
was at one time chancellor of the University of Minnesota,
and afterwards president of Macalester College. Wright
In a recent letter he
is a physician at King's Ferry, Fla.
speaks of himself as living without fraternal companions
in his vicinity, but as always glad to hear of the successes
of our members. Professor Henry W. Parker has had a
long term of service in the faculty of the Massachusetts
Agricultural College ; Reed, Stearns, and Emerson have
ceased in death their labors as Congregational clergymen ;

.Toledo, O.,

;

Harris,

Edwards Emerson.

Galusha Aaron Grow.

Rev. Dr. Williams of

Alleghany College

of

Bugbee

of Nevada ; Ex-Gov, Andrews of Connecticut ; and Pro
fessors
Mather, Esty, Root, Chickering, and Tyler
drawn

the

of the national House of

Glenwood, Penn. The author
College at first opposed the new society,
placated, and the chapter has remained
to the present day.
Among the many
have joined the Gamma during college
at

are

dent

John

speaker

resides

who
President William S. Clark, of the Massachusetts
Ao-ricultural College ; William J. Rolfe, the Shakspearian
scholar; President Julius H. Seelye of Amherst; Presi

noted

1843.

of

Upsilon Epitome.
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in the

College
was

remarkable record.

a

charter

was

voted in 1842.

not issued until the next

For

year ; but

time the petitioners organized a local society,
Omega Phi. July 26, 1843, the Hon. Lincoln
Brigham (Zeta '42) oflSciating, the Kappa Chapter was
mean

called the
F.

it

a

Annals.
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formally instituted,
tiated

;

following

31
members

the

�

Class

of

Charles Packard.
Class

of

1842.

cities and towns of

is both

The Psi

John

Foote, jun.
David Pillsbury Harriman.
John Dunlap Lincoln.

William Dummer Northend.

Packard entered the

Maine, particularly

in Port

strong and enthusiastic.

College had an interest
Forty years ago Daniel B. Hagar
and Alexander H, Rice, then undergraduates at Union,
visited the petitioners,
who formed an inner circle of a
and reported
large organization called the "I. T.,"
favorably. Four members were initiated by the general
convention in July, 1843, the formal establishment taking
place Sept. 25, 1843, with the following members :
Chapter

Hamilton

at

March Mitchell,

�

.

�

Charles Parker Robinson.

Presbyterian ministry,

and died

�

Feb. 20, 1 881; Mr. Tash is superintendent of Portland's
public schools ; Bartlett, a lawyer of Bangor, died in

1859; Foote is a manufacturer in Chicago ; Harriman, a
Baptist clergyman, died just twenty years ago. In 1877
the chapter lost Dr. Lincoln, a physician of Brunswick,
Me.
The Rev. John M, Mitchell, D.D., a prominent
Episcopal clergyman, now lives in Portland. Another
founder, the Hon, William D. Northend, is an able and
distinguished lawyer of Salem, Mass. : he is not unknown
in literature.
Mr, Robinson, also a lawyer, died in 1861
in Mobile, Ala.
A few more of Kappa's many noted members are the
Hon. George F. Choate of Salem, Mass.; the Hon, Wil
liam W. Rice, now in the lower house of Congress ; the
late Rev. John Cotton Smith, D.D.; Dr. Egbert C.
Smyth, one of the leading professors at Andover ; Sena
tor WiUiam P. Frye ; Professor William A, Packard,
Ph.D., of Princeton ; Consul-general Goodenow, and
Bishop Spalding of Colorado.
Nowhere has our Fraternity been more unvaryingly
successful than at Bowdoin. From the forty-six classes a
long roll of three hundred and ninety-four names has
been built up, and the representation of the chapter in

Annals.
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ing ante-natal history,!

1843.

Ichabod Daniel Bartlett.
Erastus

large

land,

Thomas Tash.

|
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ini

were

Williams

33

also

authority

an

1845,

of

Franklin Adams.

Barnabas Baliou

Eldredge.
Chauncey LeRoy Hatch.

Anson Ballard.

Morris Rase Barteau,

Xerxes Addison Willard.

Henry Cozzens.

Amon
Class

John Lansing

Burton,
Class

George Williams,

1846.

of

I Perry

Hiram Smith,

1847.

of

Alexander Ostrander.

Madison, Wis. ; at Appleton, in the
State, Ballard, who had been a lawyer, died ten years

Adams lives at
same

for several years been

has

engaged in
pursuits at Appleton ; Coz
zens went to Union, was graduated, and died in 1845 ; El
dredge practices law at Janesville, Wis, ; Hatch, a teacher,
died in 1851 ; Willard, who died Oct, 26, 1882, was one of
the principal American authorities on high-grade farming
Barteau

ago ;

and mercantile

manufacturing

t Consult the
article. How the Psi was Established, in The Diamond for
December, 1878, giving statements by Barteau and Adams, two of the original

members.

The Psi
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on

dairy-industry;
lives on his farm near Westmore
agricultural matters
N.Y.
; Burton is a lawyer and judge in Central City,
land,
Col. To the Hon, Perry H. Smith, a prominent capital
ist of Chicago, Hamilton College is indebted for the beau
tiful library-building called by his name. Ostrander, a
lawyer, died five years ago in New- York City.
The Psi has completed twoscore years of energetic and
successful life.
It has enrolled forty-three classes and
two hundred and nineteen students. Among its alumni it
to
can point to a
great political leader like Senator Hawley,
such genial writers as Charles Dudley Warner and Guy H.
McMaster, to scholars of whom Professor Fiske is a type.
It has its prominent clergymen, lawyers, editors, bankers,
all uniformly loyal and devoted. A chapter-house Is
now
building on College Hill."
�

Class

Benjamin

Upsilon Epitome.

Class

1845.

of

�

�

"

The germ of our order at
Kappa Delta Phi, a local

1840;

this

became,

Wesleyan University was
society, founded March

nineteen months

later,

a

the
if,

branch of

Kappa Sigma Theta (a sophomore society at Yale, 1838
into
to 1855), and
again, Nov. 20, 1843, it was transformed
the Xi of Psi Upsilon. The last change was due to the
Rev. Stephen Beekman Bangs, who, during senior year,
had left Wesleyan for the New- York University, where
he was initiated.
He received his degree in 1843, and
died, greatly lamented, March 21, 1846.
The first members were,

�

Elisha

Class

of

Class

of

1841,
I Richard

Sutton Rust.

1844.

Oran Faville,

William Chase Prescott.

Russell Zelotes Mason.

James Strong.

Charles Thomas Pooler.

j Joseph Jameson

Eli Hubbard,

(

Hiram Francis

Lane.

Savage.

Dixon Alexander.

Lewis Fuller

Zebina Thomas Dean.

Charles Silliman Kendall.

Albert

Schuyler

Jones.

Graves.
Class

of

1S47.

George Burgess.
Adams died Sept. 21, 1881, having spent his life in
general study and invention ; Rust, an eminent Methodist
clergyman, now resides in Cincinnati; Faville, who be
came
lieutenant-governor of Iowa, died twelve years ago ;
Mason was at one time president of Lawrence Univer
sity; Pooler, a noted teacher, lives at Deansville, Oneida
County, N.Y. ; Prescott resides in London, Eng. ; James
Strong, LL.D,, is the distinguished theological professor
and writer ; and all the others have been

men

of mark.

Orange Judd, Representatives Pike, Buck, and Pean,
Professors Harrington, Van Benschoten, Westgate, and
Winchester, President Payne of the Ohio Wesleyan Uni
versity, the Hon, Ward Northrop, Connecticut secretary
of state, and many eminent members of the MethodistEpiscopal ministry, are counted in the four hundred and

fifty

names on

the Xi's roll.

In the words of
"

Henry Wright Adams,

Boanerges Harvey.

one

of the

alumni,

�

chapter attained large wealth,
'
and its ' bloated bondholders are few, if any. And yet the men, as
they have left college, have carried away pleasant memories of the
*
shrine,' and many have openly attributed their success in after-days to
'
the culture, enthusiasm, and sociability inspired by the chapter."
1

There has

never a

Mr. Charles W.

member of the

Smiley's article.

Diamond for February, 1878.

The

Chapter-House of

the

Xi,

in The

Annals.
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Upsilon scholarship at
presented. Suffice it now to
say, that, of all the prizes awarded during the past decade,
members of the society have taken considerably more
The remarkable record of Psi

Weajeyan

will hereafter be

than half.

Six years have passed since the completion of the beau
tiful and convenient chapter-house, which stands in one
of the

streets of

principal

monument of the

strength

Middletown,

as

of the Xi of Psi

enduring
Upsilon.
an

W. Goodwin

America),
Palfrey of

rounded out
have

passed

altars

was

burns

as

colleges

the

our

institution of

order's first

Upsilon

since the most recent of these Psi

reared ; yet upon each the fire of friendship still
brightly as ever. To the care with which the

and the charter members

the devotion of such

Vorst,

tenth

chapter, was
decennium.
Forty years
a

William

E.

men

William

as

Robinson,

ascribed this remarkable

were

Taylor, Judge

to

Van

is

to

"

were

unknown.

Toward the close of the year 1850, several zealous
in Boston, among them the subsequent govern
Harvard
or of the State, Mr. Rice, helped a body of

graduates

students to organize the Alpha Chapter, which was for
mally approved in the following year. The original
members numbered thirty-four,
twenty seniors and
fourteen juniors,
including men like Professor William
�

�

ter

were

and

after

wards added George Bliss, the celebrated New-York law
Professors Gurney,
yer; Horatio Alger, jun., the author;
Bishop Perry of Iowa; Congress
Peiree, and
man

Agassiz;
Lyman; and the
Henry Fitz-Hugh Lee.

Confederate

Theodore

William

Alpha

such members,

became

to

'51

the second scholars

'58,

were

the halls

of

say, the
Harvard. In

five of the first and three of

l)psilon

Psi

Cambridge

men.

is often

The great
of by

spoken

convention of

1853

old

in terms of unlimited enthusiasm.

graduates

at

general

is unnecessary to

power in

a

the classes from

it

The Greek-letter societies at Harvard have had to

tend with

special

A

difficulties.

pecuhar

and

con

complicated

influence, prevented the fraternities from gaining the com
plete ascendency they elsewhere hold ; and when, in the
senior election of '57, the unfortunate rivalry among the
societies (caused by a useless multiplication of their num
ber) culminated, leading tlie class to advise by resolution
against further initiations, the existence of the clubs gave
force to what would otherwise have been impotent. '58
-resisted the decree, unsuccessfully, and Psi Upsilon made
The feeling throughout the Fratemity
no elections in '59.
was one of deep sorrow.
May -6, 1870, the Alplia was revived, thanks to the
Sigma, and to a number of earnest men in the class of '71,
of whom the Rev. Willard W. Boyd, D.D., pastor of the
.Second Baptist Church of St. Louis, is perhaps as well
known as any. After some years of reasonable prosperity,
disagreements arising out of the chapter's relations with

Rice,

held the

and class distinctions

Hartford,

in traditional
system of local clubs, strong with age and

"

of,

of

them

be

Gov.

highest rank in their
classes, and their lives since graduation have left their
impress upon our country's history.
And now, for a long period, the number of branches
The
was not enlarged.
happy sisters ten became very
dear to one another. Chapter differences were unheard
early chapters usually

Ex-Mayor Sprague
equally well known. To

Boston ;

The founders of these

and

success.

chosen, and

the foremost Greek scholar in
Col. Francis W.

(perhaps

Dr. Samuel A. Green and

many others

With

Thus, with

Upsilon Epitome.
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Hasty-Pudding
Signet
dissolution, at a time when there were nearly thirty under
and
no
rivals.
graduate members,
The chapter could now be revived ; in fact, during the
past five years, not a few of the exiled organizations have
returned to Harvard, and late classes have contained sev
eral Psi U men ; but the society is not convinced that
a fraternity can flourish
in pres
though it may exist
ence of so many distracting influences.
On other fields, Harvard Psi Upsilons, of whom Pro
fessor Horatio S, White of Cornell is an example, have
shown their devotion to our order ; and men like Bishop
Perry, and Professors Goodwin and Peiree, deeply re
gret the Alpha's continued sleep. The chapter is always
represented by alumni at the general conventions. It has
had a hundred and eighty-one members, a hundred and
nineteen in its earlier, sixty-two in its later life.
The
last initiations were made in the class of '74.

Bacon, Esq. (Beta '53), now a prominent lawyer of
Rochester, and the Rev. Augustus H. Strong (Beta '57),
the present distinguished head of the Rochester Theologi
cal Seminary, instituted the new charge. The original

Our twelfth branch, the Upsilon, springs from the Uni
versity of Rochester. Here, in 1854, the Innominata So
ciety was formed, having in view the establishment of a
The honor of fathering this idea,"
Psi Upsilon chapter.
says Mr. George A. Coe, in his new and valuable history
of the Upsilon, "must be awarded to Dr. John C. Over-

long been a teacher in the Indian Territory ;
1S59, and Houghton's death took place that
Morehouse is a prominent Baptist clergy
same year;
man ; Clark and Wilcox died in our country's service in
the civil war; Colby is a well-known member of the bar

the

and

�

Clubs caused

a

second

�

"

hiser of New York.

This brother matriculated at the

University of the City of New York, entering the class of
1854, and became a member of the Delta Chapter of Psi
Upsilon. After finishing his junior year, he entered the
University of Rochester, and graduated in 1854." A peti
tion signed by eight men, all but two of whom had been
members of the Innominata, was sent to the convention
of 1857; it was granted, and the action was ratified by all
On the evening of Feb. 9, 1858, Theodore
the chapters.

members

were :

�

Class

Egbert

1858.

of

I

Almon Clematus Bacon.

Henry Lyman Morehouse.

I

Hm-d.

1859.

Cl.\ss of

Ira Collins Clark.

Edward Powell Gould.

John Peck Colby.
Joshua Gaskill.

George Washington Houghton.

Class

Sylvanus Shuler Wilcox.

of

I
Class

of

i860.

Francis Asbury Williams,
1861.

Horace Belden.

George Franklin Gardner.

Henry Cooper.

Ira Holmes.

Charles

Ayrault Dewey,

Bacon has

Hurd died in

of St. Louis ; Gaskill, Gould, and Williams, all successful
lawyers, live respectively in Lockport, N.Y., Erie, Penn.,
and
N.Y. ; Belden is a teacher in Brockport, in

Corning,
Empire State ; Cooper, a Presbyterian minister, lives
in Marion, N.Y. ; Dewey carries on a manufacturing busi
ness in Rochester ; Gardner, a Lockport lawyer, died in
1864; Holmes, not many years ago, was president of a
national bank in Chicago.
Of the early graduates of the Innominata, three only
were admitted,
the Rev. Amos J. Barrett ('54), the Rev.
the

�

Chapter
Daniel Bowen
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and the Rev. Melvin

('56),

Jameson ('56)
long after the founding, Albion W, Tourgee ('62)
so noted as
and
subsequently
judge, editor,
author, was

Upsilon Epitome.

Class

of

Not

initiated.

Class

Upsilon has had since 1858 thirty classes and a
hundred and eighty-nine members. The number of Psi
Upsilon ^aduates living in Rochester is greater than any
other society can claim ; and many students from the city
enter the chapter.
Socially this division of our order
stands very high.

of

The

those of 1 866 and 1 878, both memo
have been held in Rochester. The
quarto-centennial of the chapter was celebrated with ap
propriate ceremonies, Feb. 12, 1883.
Two conventions

gatherings

rable

�

�

Charles

Two years after

Upsilon's birth, a charter was granted
Kenyon College, the leading exponent of Episcopal
Hitherto the society had refused
influence in the west.
all applications foreign to New England or New York.
The Kenyon petitioners were warmly seconded by that
eminent Episcopal clergjmian, John Cotton Smith (Kappa
the birthdays of fraternity and
'47). Nov. 24, i86o
the Iota was established,
chapter being thus coincident
and intrusted to the following :
�

�

�

Class

McNeilly.

Class

of

1861.

I

Mathew Mathews Gilbert.
Erasmus Owen

i860.

of

Robert

Simpson.

Boerstler is

Heathcote

Oliver Hazard

Annals.
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was

taken,"
were

The

performed by Mr. CHfford B. RosseU
following undergraduates assumed the

�

Class

James D H Cornelius.
John Barnes Root.

Joseph Aldrich,
William Henry Barnes.
Class

Henry Wright

1865.

ok

Abram

1866.

of

Hubbard.

Alfred Eugene

I
Class

George Lewis Maris.

I

| Joseph

Jackson.
Class

Mudge.

1867.

of

Albert McKee Henry.

Aaron Mercer.

our

best songs.
lota's total
who have gone to other

great

care

from the small

students, and yet no class has been omitted.
lota's sons are known throughout the Fraternity for their
zealous spirit ; and now, with an increased body of under
graduates, and with the brightening prospects of the col
lege, the chapter seems to be entering upon a new era of
prosperity.
the
:

origin

of

the next

branch, Professor Fiske

�

1865, Michigan's great and growing institution of learn
surprised the world by suddenly rising to the highest rank
primeval forest, became the seat of a chapter

In the year

had

Thomas Cresswell.

Edward Lorraine Walter.

"

Aldrich edits
who visited the

The

Coldwater

chapters
new
a

Hubbard is
and

The Psi
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corporation
Brooklyn ; Henry is a lawyer and
prominent citizen of Detroit; Maris is principal of the
Friends' Central School, Philadelphia; Walter is pro
fessor of modem languages in the university.
Associated with the preceding were sixteen alumni of
the older organization, among whom may be mentioned
counsel of

Professor Charles K. Adams the historital writer ; Mar
L. D'Ooge, professor of Greek in the university;

to

This letter

was

Republican

;

"

Root,

obtain their consent to the

suggested by

a

Ex-Congressman McGowan ; the well-known astronomer
Professor James C. Watson ; the Hon. Orlando M.
Barnes; Drs. Henry M. Hurd and George C. Palmer,
superintendents of the two Michigan Insane Asylums ;
the Hon. Bluford Wilson, afterwards solicitor of the
United-States Treasury Department; Mr. Schuyler Grant,
now residing in Detroit ; and Arthur Everett, who was
particularly zealous in the work of obtaining a charter,
and who died ten years ago, while head of the high school
Another member of one of the earlier
at Oshkosh, Wis.
classes was Mark W. Harrington, now professor of as
tronomy in the university.

faculty of
president and
Upsilon.

branch, died in 1876 at RockChicago lawyer, died in 1870;
been a member of the Illinois Legislature ;
treasurer of the Ameriqan Missionary Asso
lives in New- York City ; Mudge is assistant

estabhshment of the

ford, 111.; Cresswell,
Barnes has

42

Nine alumni of

Galusha Pennell.

�

of

selections have been made with

the

i8

of

Adoniram D Carter.

ciation,

some

Lancaster, O, To
early member at

tin

The rites

(Iota '65).

Milton

owe

we

an

attendance of

ing, which

Perry.

preceded, as usual, by a long period
of vain endeavor.
The applicants were members of the Lambda
of
the
Pi
Beta
Theta
Chapter
Society. The first petition was laid
before the convention by the Zeta Chapter in 1854, but no result fol
lowed. The matter was pushed with steady zeal by members of suc
cessive classes, until, at last, the convention of 1864, at -the Psi, yielded
to the oft-repeated entreaties of the distant petitioners, and the Phi '
Chapter was organized Jan. 26, 1865, ten years after the initiatory steps

:

McGuffey ('63),

almost in the midst of the

Upsilon.

badge

Farr,

Nearly a quarter of a century has passed since Psi
Upsilon entered Kenyon College, During all that time
a high standard of membership has been maintained ;

"

Charles Forrest Paine.

DeLancy

Chapter

were

Kenyon,

member of the bar of
D.

membership, excluding initiates
chapters, is one hundred.

says

1862.

Grannis.

of Psi

a

Charles

Of

of

Henry Lambton Curtis.
William

1864.

| William Wilberforce

Thomas Mackie Smith,

[
Class

Boerstler.

Ewing

McNeilly is a physician in New-York City; Gilbert,
Simpson, Grannis, and Farr, all devoted Episcopal cler
gymen, are no longer living ; Smith is an officer in the
regular army ; Curtis is a lawyer at Mount Vernon, O. ;
Paine, a physician, Uves at Troy, Penn ; Perry, also a
physician, died in 1863 ; Brasee was graduated at Union,
became a lawyer, and died in 1870, in Columbus, O, ;
Mr.

to

1863.

Morton Elnathan Brasee.

member of the Gamma.

the

Phi have been

connected with

their alma mater; and at this
seven

professors

are

time the

members of

Psi

The chapter at once took, and has ever kept, the high
position which seems inseparable from the prestige of the
Fraternity, President (afterwards Bishop) Haven, whose
son soon became a member, favored the new organiza
tion, and John M. Wheeler, Esq. (Theta '41), began that
long and careful guardianship which has won for him
the affection and gratitude of every Michigan initiate.
When, in the autumn of 1868, the Kappa Phi Lambda
Fraternity of the university gave up its charter, its desir
able members entered the Phi in preference to all other

Annals.

Chapter

of the

in

Hon.

of the

ety, in response

excur

granted Omega's

a

appeals

the earnest

to

have

charter,

great city

time when

at the

being realized

fair way of

societies.

Early in 1869, through the liberality
Perry H. Smith (Psi '46), a constant friend
chapter, a large party of the members enjoyed an

Upsilon Epitome.
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soci

alumni,

to fruition.

come

never

ultimately provide

must

our

of resident

for the head

sion to Omaha.

Yet the

membership of the Michigan chapter is two
In May, 1880, the Phi took possession
of its new house, built upon the most prominent site in
Ann Arbor, at an expense of fifteen thousand dollars.

of its educational system; and, in view of the certain
future, Psi Upsilon has preferred not to discontinue a
branch, which has never failed of such measure of

The total

hundred and two.

worthy

The chapter has
the situation would permit.
eighty-six members, representing nineteen classes.
For the present the number of undergraduates is pur
posely held at a small figure.

success as

had
The fifteenth branch of Psi

Upsilon was established
University of Chicago, April 17, 1869, with the
following charter members :

in the

�

passed before the circle was again widened.
College, removed and enlarged, became Syra
a local
cuse University ; and the Upsilon Kappa,
society
founded in 1863 in the former institution, renewed an
application which had been before our Fraternity almost
constantly during nine years. In 1872 the consent of
all the chapters was actually obtained; but a somewhat
technical objection deferred the success of the petitioners
until June 8, 1875, whenthe Pi Chapter was instituted,^
the Gamma (Amherst) Chapter conducting the ceremo
Six years

Class

1869.

of

Adrian Carr Honors.

Genesee

William Brantley Keen,
Class
Malilon

jun.

1870,

of

Ogden Jones.

Class

Class

William Winchester Hall.

1871.

of

Louis

Dyer.
1872.

of

nies.

Charles Densniore

I

The charter members
Class

three

The first-named

well-known

are

were :

�

Wyman,

residents

of

William Herbert ShuarL

[

N'athanie) Milliman Wheeler.

Adgate Congdon,

Chicago.

Chester

took the

James Morgan

Dyer was graduated at Harvard in 1874, and
much-prized Taylorian scholarship at Baliol Col
lege, Oxford. Wyman (an initiate of Upsilon) is a mem
Another early member, Ed
ber of the New-York bar.
ward Olson, is professor of Greek in the university.
The once bright prospects of the Chicago institution
have been clouded by mismanagement and misfortune;
and the broad plans of Senator Douglas, which seemed

1S75.

of

Milton Dana liuck.

At the

[

Gilbert.

same

time,

See the

includes

now

1882 the Pi entertained

the most successful conventions
'

The roll

chapter.

In

names.

seventy-one

students in the lower classes

ten

became members of the

Syracuse

Herald of

held

ever

June

9,

by

one

of

the Fra-

1875.

0

Annals.

Chapter
ternity.

Uniform

45

and steadfast devotion to

prosperity

the order have characterized the sixteenth
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congratulate you upon the auspicious beginning of your career,
all the advantages
upon the many advantages you enjoy at the outset
the fellowship and
that the Fraternity enjoys throughout the country
^d of distinguished scholars and experienced men, to keep you from
the snares and pitfalls that all young organizations are prone to fall
"1

�

chapter.

�

1876, another important branch was added.
been favored by many chap
ters ; but unanimous approval was obtained
only after
A preliminary organization was
years of petitioning.
formed in 1875, under the leadership of distinguished
graduates. The nucleus of the Chi Chapter was com
posed of members initiated at other colleges, and of the
Phi Kappa Psi Society, which had kept up a
flourishing
existence from 1869, and which now transferred its alle
giance. The charter was confided to Professors Shack
ford, Goldwin Smith, Prentiss, Boyesen, and Williams, to
Dr. Edward J, Morgan, and to the following:
June

Cornell

12,

University had always

�

into."

A poem was read by the Rev. Professor Henry W. Par
ker of Amherst, and many congratulatory letters were

received from absent

"

Class

Charles Francis

Frank

of

Elijah

to the Chi !

"

Charies Ward

Carpenter,

Noyes.
Raymond,

It is

a

will let

George

none

men

great honor and

�

prosperity

"

H.

Houghton,

D.D.

:

�

you, to be ranked, as I am, with such
and noble fellows.
Cornell's chapter in the future

great honor,

distinguished

Heath,

�

and that the heart of your
of Psi Upsilon, and warm in

spirit,

to you, and

XaipsT-e, x'^piieaOt I

1S76.
Frederick WiUiam

with you in

pleasant occasion

A very

From the Rev.

Barclay.

am

From Professor Charles A. Aiken of Princeton:

Charles Stover,

[
Class

Charles

1S75.

oI'

Be assured that I

ateent brother is still young in the cause
its love for the magic brotherhood."

"

Ehrick Kensett Rossiter.

graduates.

From the Hon, William E. Robinson:

I

assure

other surpass

her,

if

we

may

judge

from the Saratoga

men."
Class
William
Arthur

Karl Volkman.

Ludwig

Fourteen other

ok

I

Lloyd Deming.

1877.
From Gov, Alexander H. Rice of Massachusetts

Lyman Eugene Ware.

|

"

undergraduates

were

admitted

these words

:

the

From

For full accounts

see

ihelihaca papers of June 13, 1876.

the

:

�

a

a

founder of the

�

My best wishes for this centennial offspring of Psi Upsilon ; and
can offer is, that she tnay prove another worthy scion

the best wish I
'

on

George P. Quackenbos, LL.D.,
Chapter :

Columbia
"

�

you most

of the
at

same time.
The installation was celebrated
by public
literary exercises,' over which the venerable William Tay
lor presided, and which were attended by many alumni and
prominent citizens. President Van Rensselaer of Hobart
College delivered an oration on Loyalty," prefaced with
"

of

chapter
heartily
congratulate
brganization
Fraternity which afforded me so much happiness and instruction
during my college-life, and which I feel quite sure will find vigorous
growth and honorable fniitage under the auspices of your flourishing
university."
I

of the time-honored stock."

Chapter
From
omer :
"

the

Be

new

The

James

C.

Annals.

Watson, LL.D.,

48

47

the renowned astron

convey my best wishes and my

of Iowa wrote

Bishop

:

congratulations

scholarship of its members. On its roll are the names of
many bishops, college presidents and professors, promi
nent lawyers, and successful business-men.

to

�

It is said that the first
suggestion of a change from
the local form came from the Rev. Alexander B. Craw
ford (Zeta '76).
The project met with approval among
the graduates of
and was
favored

"Will you kindly convey to the new brethren
my fraternal saluta
tions ; and with best wishes for the
lasting prosperity of the latest
bora of the chapters, in which wish
every member of the Alpha I am
sure would join, I am
faithfully and fraternally,

Trinity,
heartily
by
chapters, but at one time success seemed doubtful.
However, by extraordinary effort all objections were
removed, and the charter was granted. The installation
purposely deferred until Feb. 4, 1880, the red-letter
was attended
day of Beta Beta
by a hundred and thirty
members, representing numerous chapters and classes.
Thirty-three alumni and the following students were in
itiated as the charter members of the Beta Beta Chapter.
many

"Yours in the bonds of * Y

"William Stevens Perry,"

T!ie

society

initiates from

had

always been represented at Cornell by
other colleges ; so that Chi's roll, now in

�

�

cluding a hundred and twenty names, reaches back to the
early classes. In the number and character of the resi
dent graduates of older branches of Psi
Upsilon, the chap
ter has been
peculiarly fortunate. Men like the Hon.
George W. Schuyler, Judge Francis I\l. Finch, President

Class

White, Professors Babcock, Fiske, and Hewett, Messrs.
William Kinne, and William H. Sage,
together with the
members of the

faculty already

mentioned

as

William

charter

Louis Albert

Orlando

Holway.

William

Timothy Elmer.
Stanley Emery.

William

1879

consent was

given

the admission of

to

an an

was

1881.

* B K,

a

man, and died

was

Charies

|

Ernest

Waring Jones.
August Kempe.

1882.

of

Augustus Phillips Burgwin.
Clarence Carpenter.

John Henry

Charies Silas Coleman.

Nicholas Williams Mclvor.

Fred Holbrook Greene,

Class

in 1844, became an Episcopal clergy
After him is named the corporate body of the

graduated

Sept. 28, 1848.

I

McCrackan.

Charles Zebina Gould.

among

He

of

now

cient and prosperous local society of
Trinity College.
Founded in 1842, by William Upson Colt,^ the order of
Beta Beta had always stood high
the sodalities
1

Lanpher,

Eugene Pattison.

Lorin Webster.

Class

In

Arthur

George.

Class

building-fund,
amounting to many thousand
dollars, will be used in a few weeks in the erection of a
costly chapter-house upon the university grounds.

1S80.

of

Logan Crosby.

Thomas Morduit Nelson

members, have guarded the youthful organization.
The

Upsilon Epitome.

Hartford, surpassing all others in the number of its
alumni, and being especially known for the superior

�

pleased to
chapter."

The Psi

at

Elisha Norwin

chapter.

Child, juii.
Dockray.

ok

1883.

[ Horatio Lee Golden.
I William Alfred Jackson.

Edward Lawton

0
Annals.

Chapter
After the initiation

supper, and literary exer
at the Allyn House, and over which
came

a

cises, which took place
Edward M, Gallaudet, Ph.D., LL.D., president of the
National Deaf-Mute College, presided. A poem abound
ing in beautiful passages, aad full of tender allusions, was
read by the Rev. Alexander Mackay-Smith, rector of
Grace Church, Brooklyn. One of the stanzas follows :
�

"

.Ah,

tender love that

never

Mother of scholars! in
As weary with the years,

Briefly

within

thy

We need to feel it

arms

�

though thy

to

rest.

ay, to know

That what thou hast
That

fades,
thy breast,

we come

been, still

Speeches

Hamersley,

Rev. Orlando

Witherspoon, Charles Dudley Warner, the
Henry C. Robinson, Mr. William C. Hicks, and by
the .delegates of the different chapters. Then were read
letters of congratulation
all expressing the heartiest
interest in the Fraternity and chapter
from the Rev.
Samuel Goodale, D.-D., one of the founders of Psi Up
silon ; the Rev, Francis J. Clerc, D.D., one of the founders
of Beta Beta; Bishops Paddock, Niles, and Scarborough;
the Rev. Drs. Dexter, Dix, Douglass, Houghton, Purdy,
Scudder, and Townsend ; Presidents Angell and Seelye ;
Gen. Hawley, Edmund Clarence Stedman, Dean Gray of
the Cambridge Theological School, Professor Goodwin
of Harvard, the Hon. Dwight Foster, Judge Van Vorst,
Gen. Samuel A. Duncan of New- York City, and many
Hon.

�

�

others.!
'

The Diamond of May, 1880, contains

of its installation

as a

chapter,

and

arly bearing
have

prints

a

valuable sketch of Beta Beta, and

the poem in full.

and fraternal zeal of this

for it

new

yet old chapter,

permanent place in the affections of the
and the handsome stone lodge now building at

won

society;

a

Hartford attests the love of the

graduates for their an
a branch of a
general
Fraternity, whose purposes and achievements have always
been very similar to those of Beta Beta.
Forty-five
classes with a hundred and eighty-six names constitute
the chapter's catalogue.
cient order thus

thou art;

in response to toasts were made by William
Esq., the Rev. Dr. Joseph H. Twichell, the

upsilon Epitome.

Since its admission, the Beta Beta has had one vale
dictorian and all the salutatorlans of Trinity. The schol

perpetuated

as

More than three years ago, a movement to obtain a
began in the Lehigh University. It was guided

brow

Be wreathed with snow,
Tlmu bearest still a changeless heart"

The .Psi
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49

charter

Psi

faculty, and received the hearty
throughout Pennsylvania. In favor
of the petition (first presented in May, r88i) were urged
the high character and vast endowment of the univerr
sity, the scholarly record of the applicants (from whose
by two

support of

Upsilons

our

ranks have

in the

alumni

come

three valedictorians and two salutato-

ownership of a large and finely-built chap
ter-house acquired through graduate liberality.
During
the later stages of the probationary period, an organiza
"
Phi Theta Psi,"
tion was kept up under the name of
reviving memories of an extinct sophomore society formed
at Yale in 1864, by men pledged to Psi Upsilon.
After long and careful consideration, the unanimous
assent required by our usages was given; and the Eta,
rians),

and the

put forth in forty years, was instituted
Friday afternoon, Feb. 22, 1884, in presence of many
Public Hterary exercises were
-lumni and delegates.
eld in the opera-house, the Hon. Francis P. Dewees
the ninth branch

>=

�

I

Beihlehem Daily Times, Feb.

23,

1884,

The

Diamond, March, 1884.

Annals.

Chapter
(Theta '53),
'

whose

son

is

of the

one

51
new

Upsihfi Epitome.

initiates, ppfi-

After prayer

by the Rev. Dr. Van Rensselaer,
the Hon. Albion W. Tourgde delivered an oration, and
Professor Edward H. Williams, jun., read a poem. With
a
supper at the Eagle Hotel, for which nin*ty-three covers
were laid, closed an
important day In Psri Upsilon his
tory. Among the attending graduates other than those
already named were the Rev. Cornelius Earle (who aided
in founding the Lambda Chapter forty-two years ago), the
Hon. Paul D. Morrow, and Messrs. Bridgman and Bangs
siding,

The Psi
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of the eieecutive council.

William Patterson

Charles Ellsworth

Clapp.
Harry Orlando KoUer.
Paul Dou^ass MU&iOlIand.
Augustus StoQghton Ross.

Thomas

Hamilton

Herman

of

1887.

John HamnioBd Fertig.
Ralph William Lee.
Elmer Ellis Snyder.

Ayres.
Ho�fman Bimey.

Lewis Loeser Etewees.

Eugene Diven,

William Herman Wilhelm.

The prospects of the

new

chapter

are

Eta's charter is confided to Professors Edward H. Wil

liams, jun. (Beta '72), and Henry C. Johnson (Chi '73),
to Mr, WiHiam D. Holmes (Chi '81), and to the petition
ers

whose

follow

names

:

�

Recapitulating the
so
briefly referred to,

Taylor.

Williatns.

Hugh Wasliington Wilson.

Class

George

John

very

bright.

branches whose annals have been
we

have this roll

:

�

Union

Theta,
College, 1835,
Delta, University of the City of New York, 1837.
Beta, Yale College, 1839.
4, Sigma, Brown University, 1840.
5. Gamma, Amherst College, 1841.
6. Zete, Dartmouth College, 1842.
7. l,ambda, Columbia College, 1S42.
8. Kappa, Bowdoin College, 1S43,
9. Psi, Hamilton CoUege, 1 843.
10, Xi, Wesleyan University,
1843.
II. Alpha, Harvard
College, 1S50.
12. Upsilon, University of Rochester, 1S58.
Iota, Kenyon College, i860.
Phi, University of Michigan, 186;.
Omega, University of Chicago, 1869.
Pi, Syracus.e University, 1875.
Chi, Cornell University, 1876.
Beta Beta, Trinity College, 18S0.
Eta, The Lehigh UnivMsity, 18S4.
1.

2.

Class

1882.

of

Charles Comstock

Walter

3.

Hopikins.

Garrett Linderman

Briggs.

Hoppes.

Preston Albert Lambert.

Hedley Vicars Cooke.
George FrMids Duck.
Alfred Edraond Forstall,

George Leighton.
Henry Aiiebach Porterfield.

Robert Grier Cooke.

Lewis

Buckley Semple.
Augustus Parker Smith.
James Angus Watson.

Harry Hurd Hillegas.
William Richmond

Theodore Weld

Piiickney,

William

Jones

Brown Walker.

�

Chapter
held

Of the nineteen branches, only one lacks a present
undergraduate- membership. Of the eighteen others, all
save one
and that one was but briefly inactive
have

Clarence MonQure Toinian.

Bimey.

Joseph Davis Brodhead,
John Wesley Peale.

Annals.

meetings uninterruptedly

53

from the first.

The

aver

age age of the chapters exceeds thirty years. No chapter
has suffered a change of name.
No chapter has been
removed from its first site.
silon has

distinct,

a

an

In each coUege the Psi Up
interesting, and an honorable

from which every member can derive abundant
for satisfaction and thankfulness.

history,
reason

The table

institutions

\^

following gives

a

connected view of

our

�

i
Name.

Denominalion.

Locality.
S

utu

O

Schenectady, N.Y.
New. York CJiy.

1797

Univ.ofCityofN.Y....
1702

176Q Providence. RJ.

Brown University
Amherst College

1771

Brunswick,

Me.

itii4 Clinton, N.Y.
.

University of Chicago

-

.

.

,

N on- sectarian.

Congregatiooal.
Baptist.

Congregational.
Congregational.
Protestant Epis,
Congregational.
Presbyterian.

i7Si New- York City.
1806

Wesleyan Univftrsily
Harvard College
University of Rochester.
Kenyon College
University of Michigan.
Syracuse University
Cornell University

Amherst, Mass.
Hanover, N.H.

i8=i

Dartmouth College
Columbia College
Bowdoin College
Hamilton College

1

2

�a

�

D

3

'%

9.603 617
=

,7fir

Jnfrt

556

iBll Middletown, Conn. Methodist Epis.

Cambridge,

164=

Mass.

iR:;. Rochester, N.Y.
[B2q Gambier, 0,
'a4s Ann Arbor, Mcch.
i8S7 Chicago, III.
187' Syracuse, N.Y.

Non -sectarian.

Baptist.
Protestant

Baptist.
Methodist

i!J6a

18.7 Hartford, Conn.
Trinity Coileee
The Lehigh University. 1869 Bethlehem, Penn.

Epis.

Non-sectarian.

Epis.

837

t8,I

Non-sectarian.

3q<

Protestant

ait
138

Epis.

%

r,fi

rofi

'
The N, Y. U., it is said, will soon pass into Presbyterian hands. The
figures given exclude;all honorary and professional graduates, and in t^ cases

of Yale, Dartmouth, and Harvard, all alumni of the scientific schools.
Eightninths of Columbia's graduates, and two-thirds of those of Micbi^ta re
ceived the degree of B.A.
Syracuse were conferred

Two hundred and
at

Genesee

seVen

College.

of tbe d^rces credited

The

none

to

undergraduate figures

but academic students, although two hurwlred and
members of the school of mines at Columbia are coiHiled.
include

eig^rty-two

�
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three associates

confided to

Let the

badge in brightness shine.
With the gleaming golden border,
And the letters' mystic sign,
l-oving friends are they forever.
Whom that badge is fixed upon

to

sever.

diamond-shaped pin of gold, bearing on
black enamelled field, within a gold border, two
clasped
hands, with "-i-" above, and "T" below. Upon the back
are traced the owner's
and
name, class,
as
a

a

chapter letter,
peculiar Greek symbols. Of the origin of the
badge,
Potter, LL.D., who was
initiated in 1839, spoke not long before his death :valso his

"

It is now nearly fifty years since, toward the close of a summer
day, a young man was looking out of an upper window in the South
College at Union.
Just then another student entered, and the two
friends fell to talking together of the beauty of the
sight, of the college,
and college affairs.
Presently two other friends joined them, and their
conversation turned upon the societies of the college, and the need there
was of a new
society. At last, as it grew dark, the visitors arose to
leave. It had already been decided that these
young men would en
deavor to establish a new fraternity. The four stood for a moment with
their hands clasped across.
'Good-night, thine cordially,* said the
visitors as they departed.
Good-night, thine always,' responded to
one

a

committee,

one.

and

men

a

badge,
by their

design

was

each member of the committee

He remembers that he

and that his

first suggested.

rhomboidal

design

was

was

rejected

as

on

the

com

too prepos

outline of the combined letters and hands ; and the sug

gestion is made, that, whenever the heraldic shield of
the Fraternity is depicted, the cross be used instead of the
lozenge.
The pins were first publicly worn in June, 1834.
There
were ten in the first lot ordered, and they cost ten dollars
apiece. A facsimile of the badge worn for fifty years by

,

the Rev. Mr. Goodale appears in one of the illustrations
of this chapter. The back of the original is fiat, and

'

each the

was

�

the Hon. Clarkson Nott

.

parting that we owe the four-sided
clasped hands. It was by these
that the society was established."

�

can

Ja.mes DbMille (Sigma "^4).

.
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heard, that our Fratemity

terously like a kite ; but he was consoled by a like fate
some for one defect, and
having befallen all the others,
The badge finally adopted was de
some for another.
signed by an expert famihar with the business,� a Mr.
Luke F. Newland, who was connected with a manufac
turer in Albany, and who must have been informed of the
incident related by Mr. Potter.
He always spoke of our
badge as one of his master-pieces.
The figure of the pin is' known in heraldry as the loz
a charge
enge,
occasionally, but not frequently, borne
upon escutcheons, and itself susceptible of bearing other
figures ; but it was seen many years ago that the Greek
cross (having four equal arms) is peculiarly suited to the

�

is

furnish

mittee,

,

badge

I have

Mr. Martindale
says that the selection of

Brothers of the sacred order.

Friends whom naught on earth
Brothers in Psi Upsilon."

as

with its emblem of

INSIGNU.

The

thus,

was

It is to this casual
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It

who remained.

bears the
55

following

in small
SAML.

capitals

:

�

GOODALE

U. College

-1833-

0

Insignia.
The ""f

"

and "T"
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smaller than

The Psi
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Upsilon Epitome.

accustomed
to see them, and the open, foliate border is
quite unlike
the present style; but the general effect is the same;

"Four Years at Yale" says that the Psi Upsilon
is the neatest of the piiis worn by the three great

in all

plicity

are

we are

important particulars the diamond comes to us
unchanged through the changing years. Indeed, a recur
rence to the
precise type of half a century ago would be
wise movement.

a

-will lose

Those who shall choose the old

badge

in

point of artistic beauty.
A pin of about the same size, but having a closed bor
der and larger letters, came into use among the immediate
successors of the founders ; and this, or
something like
it, was the prevailing style in the earlier years of the
Fraternity. It is still the badge at Yale, and is frequently

nothing

at. other colleges by sons of old alumni. Smaller
pins, bordered with pearls (often with rubies, emeralds,
or
garnets in the corners), began to be used in several
worn

about twenty years 9go.
They became very
popular, but seem to be losing ground. A heavy badge,
without jewels, has lately been adopted at Brown. At
Hamilton a broad, chased-gold border, medium size, not
jewelled, prevails. The Trinity Chapter has chosen a
badge with a simple "roll" border.
The chapter letter-^ connected with the badge by a

^chapters

minute chain
some

�

colleges.

is
At

composed of the

occasionally seen at
Trinity a guard-pin,

letters

^^s^^s^a^^

^^^SS^^

^sKj^^S^m

"BB" within

g^^JH^HKl

inwreathed serpent,

accompanies the
badge, to commemorate the old pin of
the order of Beta Beta.
Similarly, but
less frequently, the Syracuse men attach
to the diamond the 'badge
of Upsilon
Kappa as a chapter-pm.
an

wB^^Snyj!

^^^^Swf
'^snaaid^'
badge of

^

*

V

,

'

in

This

black;

was an

on

eight-poialed

star;

upon the

the upper and lower of these

ate

face,

four shields

the letters

beta

BETA,

.

.

"

are

Y" and

enamelled
"

K," and

tered societies.

badge
chap

The diamond

shape, though not the sim
design, has been imitated by many younger
societies,
by Delta Kappa Epsilon (1844), Phi Gamma
Delta (1848), Sigma Delta (1849), Sigma Alpha Epsilon
(1856), Delta Beta Phi (1878).
A "skeleton" pin, formed by placing the "T" (usu
ally ornamented with pearls or precious stones) over the
"�i"," is sometimes worn by graduates. The very satis
factory monogram shown in the picture of the badges was
designed by Messrs. Roehm &: Wright of Detroit, from
of the
�

whom also

comes

the beautiful and effective leaf-border

which adorns the

key-badge. The double-faced badge,
winding the watch, was recom
mended for graduate-use by the convention of 1872.
Similar sanction was given in 1881 to a more complex
key, which introduces the owl and sundry other em
blems.
Rings, scarf-pins, studs, cuff-buttons, etc., formed
of or displaying the badge, the letters, the clasped hands,
And the fancy of
or the owl and fasces, are often seen.
alumpi has even changed the black enamel to blue or
purple.
But the diamond as described in the opening of this
chapter is, and must always remain, the badge proper.
This, undergraduates are required to wear ; and graduates
seem to prefer it to the. monogram or the key.
College
professors do not, as a rule, display badges during termtime, unless on some special occasion. Yet it is not
always safe to conclude that the badge is not present,
with

attachment for

an

because it is not visible. Several years ago, a new-comer
in one of our colleges, who had heard something of the
on

the

arms

right

of

a

and left shields

are

"

n-

"

and

"

i^-" The shields

Maltese cross, and the horder is formed of

a

arc

parted by the

rim of frosted gold.

Insignia.
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society, happening to sit at dinner next to one of the grave
learning, improved the opportunity, and
electrjfied the company, by inquiring whether there were
any Psi Upsilon men in the institution, asking also about
the character and standing of those supposititious persons.
The professor assured his questioner that the president,
seven or
eight of the faculty, and twoscore students
were members, but excused himself from giving further
evidence (here he opened his coat, displaying the badge)
on the ground that he was an interested party.

embodiments of

Allusions to
"

The

badge we're proud

to

wear,"

symbolic meaning, abound in our hterature,
particularly in the song-book. Professor Boyesen's
Star Song" is particularly beautiful.
and to its
"

"

From sable field of

primal night
light :
darkness dread,

Arose the diamond star of
From firmament of

O'er all the land her lustre shed.
"

And

as

that star with

Amid the

So stand,
We, faithful
*'

sheen

to

our

loved Psi U.

clasps hand of flame
Between the signs of mystic name.
So may in friendship's noble band
Each by his brother firmly stand.
As hand of flame

Thus star and hands and sable

"

Conjuined,
Shine mid
As

Innumerable
the diamond.

placid

shall shine serene,
with steady heart and true.

night

a
a

symbols

are

field,
deeper meaning yield,
woe
and
world of
strife.

of

a

perfect life."

the anecdotes told in connection with

Henry

W.

Adams,

an

original

member of

60
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Wesleyan Chapter, wore his badge every
time of his initiation, Nov. 20, 1843, to his
occurred Sept. 21, 1881.

day from the
death, which

The Psi
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already been mentioned.
frequency of use comes that

has
in

Joseph W. Gott, one of the first initiates,
lost his badge at a public meeting in a grove near Goshen,
N.Y. Twenty years later it was found, quite untarnished,
son

"

From

an

following:

early

issue of

"

The Diamond

"

Tu-whit,
Tu-whit,

�

ow],

tu-whew !

proud

so

a

fowl,

tu-whew !

Pallas-like in voice and
Utters he this

is taken the

scowl.
gentle howl,
�

*

Tu-whit, tu-whew 1
Psi U, Psi U ;
Oh, I'm the owl of old

�

"

Many years ago, a member of one of the chapters in the State of
New York went directly from his American college to one of the uni
wear his badge, which was
object of intere.st to his Scandinayian fellow-students. Many
were the questions which the wearer of the
badge was obliged to answer
in regard to the association typified by the symbol of black and gold.
At'that time, Prince Augustus, Duke of Dalecarlia, son of the then
king, and youngest brother of the present reigning monarch, was in
attendance at the university. One evening he chanced to give an enter
tainment to a considerable number of the university's members, among
whom was the American alluded to.
In the course of the festivities,
Pj-ince Augustus casually noticed the Psi Upsilon badge, and at once
'
asked, What is the badge on your breast? I always supposed that
The character of the
you had no orders in your democratic country.'
Psi Upsilon was at once explained to the prince, and the badge was
taken off, and handed to him for a nearer view. After looking at it, he
attached it to his vest, and then said, It's very pretty; much prettier
than our Swedish royal orders, the badges of which are all big and
ugly. Isn't it possible to establish a chapter of the Psi Upsilon here
in the university? or must all its members be republican? I should
like to know what goes on at its meetings.' His Highness made many
ether flattering remarks of the same sort, and kindly remembered to
return the gulden lozenge at the end of the evening.
It is not known
that any other prince of royal blood ever wore the Psi Upsilon badge."
an

bird
ant

more

Psi U I

'

"

Warner declares that there is

Mr. Charles

versities of Sweden, where he continued to

always

On the fasces sits the
Never lived

grove, and was returned to the owner, whose
afterwards wore it at Yale,
same

importance and

Next in

referred to in the first line

of Professor Fiske's humorous stanza:

The Hon.

in the

Upsilon Epitome.

Dudley
worthy of respect

than the

round-eyed

no

attend

of Pallas-Athene;^ and, indeed, the owl has always
regarded with reverence by the society, which re

been

sents the occasional
to borrow

its

attempts of younger

organizations

plumage.

The fasces may be seen in the catalogue of
song-book of 1S57 we read this stanza :

in the

1844

;

and

�

"

Now

pack

the many shafts in one,

And bind them round and round ;

And be their firm united strength
Again with laurel bound."

'

The American student
The

major

emblem of

was

our

Professor Fiske.

Fraternity,

the

clasped hands,

A combination of the owl and fasces, the latter bound
by the motto Fit via vi, forms the seal of the executive
council, and is printed on the cover of the catalogue of
1870, and on the titlepage of the catalogue of 1879.
The several chapters also have emblems, which appear
in the vignettes preceding the lists in the later catalogues,

and which form the burden of two stanzas of the old
"

Fraternity Song :

"^

Mummies and Moslems, p. 357.
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From mystic Theta's rocky throne,
From Delta's altar-fire,
From Beta's secret walls of stone,
From Pbi's fair letter-lyre,
Where Zeta's victor

a;gis guards,

Where Kappa's hour-sands flow,
Form heart and hand a noble band,
In Psi
"

Where

Upsilon,

Sigma's

O.

gleams overhead,
far,
wings are spread,
'Neath Gamma's polar star,
From Alpha's dome, Upsilon's dove,
lota's beacon-^low,
crown

Where Lambda's torch shines

Where Xi's exultant

Her sonps unite with warmest love
In Psi Upsilon, O."

It is

hoped that the author of this popular song {George
Smith, Esq., Lambda, '66) will add verses incorpo
rating the emblems of the later chapters, which are :
Phi, a crowned heart; Omega, an eye; Pi, a Maltese
cross; Chi, hands ; Beta Beta, a wreathed serpent; Et...,
P.

the

rising

sun.

The

emblems, both general and special, are used in a
great variety of prints. Perhaps the happiest combina
tion of them is the frontispiece of the catalogues of 1870
and

1879.

The

line of

long

college annuals, commencing

with

"The Yale Banner" of 1S41, has given rise to an inter
esting series of engravings, wherein the emblems find
full

The "scroll-work

play.

original

and

artistic cut, was designed for the catalogue of
and it appears in most of the early catalogues

1844,

song-books.

poster,"

an

and

The

Brunensis" until

Sigma Chapter used it in "The Liber
1883 ; it was printed in "The (Amherst)

65
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Olio" until 1S72, and in "The Yale Banner" until 1870
(now a smaller vignette, of the same pattern, with the letter
"B" in

of

"

is used at

Yale); and it adorns
Combining simplicityand
beauty with the digriity of age, it is earnestly commended
to the attention of Psi
Upsilon editors of the college an
nuals.
Probably a very general return to this poster will
soon take place.
In some old numbers of "The Yale
Banner" is a less elaborate scroll, carrying simply the
society's letters and the clasped hands.
Another very handsome design represents the badge
surrounded by the chapter letters, enclosed in a wreath
of oak and laurel^ with " 1833
in rays above, and
Fra
ternity" upon a scroll below. This is printed on the
covers of the
catalogues of 1852 and 1864, and of all the
song-books issued before 1870. A similar cut, with a
large "A," a torch, and "1S42" (all below the scroll), has
for many years prefaced Psi Upsilon's page in "The
the

place

cover

1833,"

of "The Diamond."

"

"

Columbiad."
A

third

and

formerly frequent poste;r displays

the

between branches of oak and laurel, " 1833 " above,
and below a book supported by the branches, and bearing

badge

"

an
antique lamp. This appeared for many years in The
(Rochester) Interpres," and in "The (Wesleyan) 011a Podrida." From the latter publication it was exiled last year,
in favor of a new cut, wherein is pictured a monogram of
the fraternity and chapter letters, surrounded by a serpent,
and by eighteen stars typifying the chapters ; above is
a
globe with expanded wings; and below, resting upon a
book, are a skull and an hourglass : the whole is set upon
a lined
ground.
A simple but effective design consists of the badge set
off by rays, within a rectangular arboreal frame, which is
surmounted by a crown.
In a scroll below is
1833.
"

"

67
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posters that have been used
Kenyon.
"The (Bowdoin) Bugle" has long contained the fol
lowing: a monogram of the "*" and "r," ornamented
this the
by stars, and bearing the clasped hands ; above
star ; below,
chapter letter K ; on each side a white
"1833." The whole rests on a clouded ground bright
ened by rays of light.
One of the best cuts appeared in "The (Michigan Uni
a badge, set off
versity) Palladium" from 1866 to 1871,
"
1833 above ;
with rays, and surrounded by vine-leaves ;
below, a book and a Pompeian lamp. Adding chapter
letter and date, this has been employed by the Omega
This is the best of the three

at

"

"

�

"

(Chicago) Chapter.

with a
poster used at Amherst since 1872, and,
at Michigan University,
several
for
of
years
letter,
change
The

faces this page.
In old numbers of "The

found

(Dartmouth) ^gis"

can

be

sombre but handsome woodcut, representing a
which stands behind a badge of about its own

a
"

large. Z,"
height. At

the base is

"

1S33,"

in

a

scroll ; above is

arch of thirteen white stars, all on a clouded
This was unwisely discarded in 1873, for a

an

background.

picture, first
catalogue of 1870, and representing a mosstemple, in front of which is a broken column bear

used in the
orown

the letter

ing
in

a

"

Z."
an arched opening
keystone are inscribed the letter 6,"
the archway reveals a "pearl" badge,

poster of the Union Chapter is

The

wall

on

:

the

"

1S33 ;" and
with book, skull, and scroll.
"

and

picture sometimes used by the Psi Chapter consists
large letter "*," bearing the badge, with "1833"
"
above, and Hamilton College "in a scroll below.
At Syracuse University, the society has for its poster
A

of

POSTEE OF THE BETA BETA CHAPTEE.

a

68
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architecture

Greek and

of

Egyptian
temple
mingled
badge ornaments the tightly-closed door; the cornice is
adorned by the chapter letters ; and on the roof sits the
owl, with a padlock in its moutb.
The elaborate poster of the Beta Beta (Trinity) Chapter
a

was

:

a

tirst used in l88r.

A circular
"X"

across

design,

of which the central

which two hands

are

figure

is

with

a

clasped,

a

large

Tke Psi
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Upsilon Epitome.

other suitable wood ; and we often see attempts at
symbolism in the decorations, both external and internal,
nut or

of

chapter-houses.

Fraternity colors, garnet and gold, were chosen
1878. The former may have been selected in honor of
the parent chapter, being the college color of Union, and
The

in

border

composed of the date "MDCCCXXXIII" and of the
society's letters many times repeated, has represented the
Cornell Chapter, except in 1883, when it was displaced by
a

bold sketch of the owl and fasces.
"

"

"

and
The (Rochester)
In 1883
The Liber Brunensis
Interpres came out with new illustrations, printed from
steel plates. Both designs, particularly Sigma's, are hand
some ; but one cannot help remarking that woodcuts are
better for these purposes. Again Is urged a return to the
"

scroll-work poster.
The Lehigh petitioners, while

waiting for their charter,
design (see p. 70) which 10 many Yale members
recall their sophomore society.

used
will

a

Note-paper and envelopes furnish another field for so
ciety insignia. Some chapters print the badge alone ;
others, like Bowdoin and Wesleyan, have elaborate steel
engravings ; and the number of stamps, seals, crests, and
monograms in use among the several branches, or by
individual members, is so large that it was difficult to make
the selections which appear in the picture of chapter
The originals were nearly all
monograms (see p. 60).
traced

on

steel

or

copper, and

some

of the best

are

of

necessity omitted.
Undergraduates often adorn the walls of their rooms
with enlarged badges or monograms, carved in black wal-

POSTER OP PHI THETA PSI.

In earlier'years
our badge.
chapter colors,
gray, cherry (said to be still
iti use at Columbia), garnet, purple, purple and straw,
black and gold. Dahlia or reddish-purple was the color
of Beta Beta (Trinity), and garnet was the color of the
Upsilon Kappa society at Syracuse.

the

gold

there

has reference to

were

�

The open motto chiefly used is Fit via vi
An older but less frequent legend

494).

�

(Virg., Mn. ii.
Noioij" luSA^!

CHAPTER III.
GENERAL ORGANIZATION.
"

Let

us

all remember that there is not much

A

merely.

society is alwaysjust what
nothing more, no[hing less."

abiding

James B,

In its outward aspect the
consists of three
and

Insi:
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Toic uKjidivoisg tpilovg

(Menand., Fra^^.)
appears
titlepages of many catalogues. There are few chapter
mottoes : the Phi has a poster
containing the words
Con corde corona, and the Beta Beta's old quotation was
Procul, Oyprocul, este profani QJ'xxg., jEn. vi. 258).
on

�

the

the

fourth,

�

elements,

power in

its members make it

by

org:inization

their character

Angell

organization of the Fraternity
the chapters, the convention,

�

executive council.
the

numerous

To these may be added
associations of alumni.

a

Of the

legal relations of the chapters to one another
society at large, little can be said here. The
different branches, whether old or young, large or small,
have always stood on a footing of absolute equality. No
chapter has ever been invested with the leadership. It
has never been possible to establish a new branch against
the will of any existing one.
Thus, after the Union
Chapter had taken the first step towards forming the
third (Yale) charge, it was necessary, in the words of
Mr. Robinson, to obtain the assent of all the chapters,
then only two.
With a few necessary Hmitations, the
chapters are autonomous.
One can speak with less reserve of the social relations
of the various branches. Judge Van Vorst, referring to
the time when there were only two chapters, says that
the intimacy between the Theta and the Delta was close
and to the

For

and cordial.

held their

some

years the Delta and Lambda
Since the circle has grown

meetings together.
72

General
wider,

Organization.

71>

occasional

mem
agencies
changes
bership, frequent visits, and the conventions and other
re-unions
serve to
the
several groups with
acquaint
numerous

�

Often, too,

a

father and son,

or two or more

The Psi
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of

�

each other.

Psi Upsilon.

�

Upsilon Epitome.

A convention of

delegates

from the several branches

of the Psi Upsilon Fraternity will be holden on Friday, Oct. 22, at
two o'clock P.M., in the chapel of the University of the
City of New
Vork.

All members of the Fratemity

are

invited to attend,

CLARKSON N. POTTER, Union

brothers, have been initiated at different colleges, thus
strengthening the fraternal bond by family ties. Many a
chapter traces its prosperity to the labors and contribu

WILLIAM

E.

WILLIAM

P.

J.

M.

College.

ROBINSON, Yale College.
BREED, Mew-York University.
PHIPPS, Brown University.

tions of members elsewhere admitted.
Over this conclave
The

One reads with
lists of

no

delegates

presided.

Forty-

little

curiosity

whose

names

Taylor, Judge Van Vorst, the Hon.
Dayton, Professor Daniel B. Hagar, and the Hon.
Alexander H. Rice represented Union ; the Hon. George
H. Moore, William Allen Butler, and the Rev. Drs.
Houghton and Scudder appeared for the New-York Uni
versity ; while the Rev. Charles H. Hall, D.D., and the
Rev. Alexander H. Clapp, D.D., stood for Yale.
Among
the measures considered were the publication of a cata
the
of
a chapter in Amherst Col
establishment
logue,
lege, a system of correspondence between the chapters,
and the holding of an annual convention "with literary
exercises." A committee of nine was appointed to make
arrangements for the next assembly, which it was deter
mined should be held in the city of New York, "during
the anniversary week of the various moral and religious
societies." The minutes tell us that, after adjournment,
the convention was invited to supper by the Delta Chap
ter, when "for two hours all enjoyed such a flow of soul,
of eloquence, and of song, as we trust will not soon be
forgotten by any one who was present."
If there was a convention in 1842, as evidently was
intended, we have no record of it. Yet it seems probable
In 1843, July 26 and 27, thirty-six
that one was held.
members, representing the seven chapters, celebrated at

the old
are

now

ago.
For the first, three years, while there
no branches, a formal convention

and

the
records,
eminent, the
�

were

was

alumni

no

not

needed.

to 1839 annual re-unions seem to have been
Schenectady about Commencement time. The
memorial oration on David Humphreys was delivered
"before the Theta and Delta Chapters," Wednesday,
July 24, 1839. It has been said that there was a conven
tion in New- York City in the fall of 1839, but careful
inquir-y leads to- the belief that those who at first gave
Thurs
this date really meant the convention of 1841.
day, June 25, [840, delegates from three chapters assem
bled in New Haven. The Hon. George H. Moore (Delta
'42) writes that he was a delegate, and says, We had a
fine time."
This may have been the origin of a descrip
tive phrase that has been applied to several later re

1837

held at

"

unions.

1841 four chapters (fpr Brown University had now
admitted) gathered in New- York City, agreeably to
following call, published in Tbe Tribune :

In

been
the

W. Gott

Eour members

newspaper reports of literary exercises, the notes pre
served by early members of festal gatherings in the long

From

Joseph

of the convention is full of interest.

development

"

"

�

;

(Sigma '49).

as

were

the Hon. William

Isaac

present, of whom

men

now

known

General

Schenectady
H. Willcox

Organization.

the decennial of the

Fraternity. William
interesting to note

They

that many of the delegates of 1843 attended the semi
centennial forty years later.
This convention initiated

four candidates

the nucleus of a chapter at Hamilton ;
chapters, with approval, a petition from
Wesleyan ; and, thus early voicing the cautious spirit of
our
society, voted that, in its opinion, no new chapter should
be formed thereafter, unless upon very urgent grounds.
The supper took place at Tapping's Hotel, and we are as
as

were

great rejoicings

at the

Amherst

Chapter.

All the ten
"

character, and its

to

give

a

you

true

value.

"Yours, brethren,

in Psi

Upsilon bonds,
R.

"JOSEPH

HAWLEY."

1S49 nine colleges were called together by the
Lambda Chapter in New- York City, and, one year later,
seven branches were represented at Bowdoin.
We can
now trace the origin of the custom which passes the con
vention from one chapter to another, in the order of estab
lishment, and which never has been departed from unless
This usage is one of the
for some extraordinary reason.
many evidences of the orderly manner in which all the
society's proceedings have been conducted. In the two
assemblies just mentioned, the Brown Chapter was em
powered to take measures to maintain its foothold, but a
proposition to allow the initiation of President Wayland
In

chapters sent delegates,
Robinson, William Allen
Words of encouragement

conveyed to the Sigma, then laboring under the op
position of President Wayland.
The conventions at Yale (1845J, Dartmouth (1846), and
Brown (1847) call for no particular comment. Each was
attended by men who have since become very prominent.
The vexed question of extension, and the selection of a
device for a Fraternity seal, occupied the business hours
of these gatherings.
Aug. I, 2, 1848, there was a convention with the Xi
Chapter in Middletown, Conn. Harvey Jewell delivered
the oration, and Francis M. Finch, who had just finished
junior at Yale, read a poem entitled The Falling Star,"
closing with three stanzas of the now celebrated song,
"The Mystical Bower." Senator Hawley, whose report
to his chapter forms our best record of this convention,
says that after the poem the Yale delegates sang to a
delighted audience another of Finch's well-known songs,

found

favor.

no

The convention of 1S51 met at Hamilton College, nine
chapters sending delegates. The transactions of this con

"

"

attempted

remarkable

were

the

I Iiave

"

progress and prosperity of the Psi Upsilon.
The convention of 1844 met under the auspices of the
"
Richelieu
among whom were
Butler, and Galusha A. Grow.

�

slight sketch of the proceedings of
this convention ; but of the true manly affection which marked all their
intercourse, tlie strong love for onr brotiierhood, and the high estimate
of its excellence manifested, I can give you no idea.
If there is any brother who grows weary in well doing, underval
uing his privileges and solemn duties as a Psi Upsilon, I wish him to
attend a general convention, and by association with the noblest young
men of our country, leani from them its objects, its effect upon the
"

referred to the

sured that there

Upsilon Epitome.

closing words of the report are worth repeating.
apply equally well to all later conventions:

The

It is

(Delta '43) presided.

The Psi

76

75

clave

were

Harvard
became

forward

A

important.

chapter previously organized

admitted to full

was

^^

at

catalogue

subject of much discussion. Then was brought
project which resulted in the appointment of a

a
a

committee to carry out this resolution

Anthem."

The

fellowship.

Resolved,

That the Psi

:

�

Upsilon Fraternity

do contribute

a

stone

0
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Organization.
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the

the

the said

for the
date

Washington Monument, bearing
of its foundation, and the badge."

name

of the

Fratemity,

ciety

At the next convention this committee

reported

prog

ress, and year after year, until 1866, the matter came up.
A sum of money was actually raised ; but either the project

did not
The

arouse

enthusiasm,

subscriptions

mained without

a

or

it

was

not well

managed.

returned, and the monument re
Upsilon stone, and without prospect

were

Psi

The Psi

completion, until some of those very delegates voted
in Congressional halls a national appropriation for the
cause
they had advocated in less prominent, if more ex
clusive, circles a generation before.
A memorial for the establishment of a periodical maga
zine devoted to Fraternity interests was presented in 1851.
The project was referred to the next convention, which
declared it impracticable ; but the scheme %vas renewed
from time to time, until the appearance of "The Dia
mond" under private auspices in 1878.
Fraternity extension was the most important subject
with which the assemblies of this period had to deal.
The demands from the South and West were especially
urgent. The University of Michigan received the sup
port of the convention of 1854, failing, however, to get
The University of Wis
the votes of all the chapters.
consin, first proposed at the convention of 1852, and
h^^tily seconded by alumni, was similarly rejected. The
Cfim'veintion of 1858 threw out another petition from Wis-

a

Upsilon Epitome.

university have requested the same, and promised

hold in the

The convention of

1852

held at

was

fhat'It Is

reproduced

a

here

favorable report,
:

so

the young and powerful Harvard
thus announces the gathering;

Then

came

assigned to
Chapter. An old print

�

Alpha

Chapter,

Cambridge, Mass., May, 1853,
Dear Sir, �The
nity for 1853 will be
July 21 and 22.

The oration

by

wi^

Annual Convention of the Psi
held in

Cambridge,

Upsilon Frater
Thursday and Friday,

on

be delivered by brother E. P.

brother

John G. Saxe,
public meeting of the Fraternity
desired.
earnestly
poem

on

at

Friday.
Harvard,

Whipple,

a

full attendance is most

S. DAVIS,
J. JEFFRIES.

WM.
E.
Harvard College,
Cambridge, May 20, 1853.

and the

As this will be the first

JOHN. D. BRYANT,

\

\commitUe.
)

All the

chapters were present, and many brethren as
rejoice at the vigintennial of the only Frater
nity whose every branch was living and prosperous. The
in four stanzas, to the air of "Sparkling
supper ode
and Bright"
contains the following allusion to Mr.

sembled to

�

�

Saxe

:

�

"A

man came

down from

a

Vermont town,
'
'
tile on ;

And returned without any
'
Ko matter,' they said,

remarkable

But

�

?,�'tHt/^een3iithat there are twenty-five or more graduate Psi Upsilons in
JfVi.^cqijsm wf^o >vish to have a charter granted to them. The Legisla
ture of the State i^nd the Board of Regents have requested that our
Fra|:emity .grant a chapter to their State university. The faculty of

so

Schenectady, July

26 and 27, all the chapters being represented.
the second decennial convention, which was

of

cOftsiri^'notwithstanding

other

no

college."

With the

The

ing

a

glory

of Psi

'

for we've covered his head

Upsilon.'

"

hat, it seems, was lost while
symposium of the chapter,

its

owner was

attend

before the
of the members declared he

convention ; and when one
had seen it
rolling down stairs with

not

a

long

brick in

it,

the

poet

General
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roared with

laughter. The Rev. Dr. McKenzie (Alpha
'55) relates that the boys had a very fine hat made for
Mr. Saxe, which was sent to his home in
Burlington. In
return, he
lower

lines

sent them

margin
;

were

was

An

exchange,' it vrill be said,
Remarkably equal and pat :
We sent him a hat for his head,

Saxe's well-known

his head for

a

hat.'

regular

circuit

in

exercises

"Twined hands that

Post- Prandial Verses

was

read

were

the

resumed in

Dr.

Cheever's

church

H.

Square, George

The Messrs. Leland never acquitted themselves more handsomely.
confectionery was made to represent to the eye historical events
of the Fraternity. Its badge was borne by every ice and jelly and creara.
The cloth being removed, the chairman announced that this year
the Fratemity came of age. having first seen the light in the year 1833.
"

were

men

present who lived anterior

morning,

to that marked

whether,

�

era.

in those old

the matter.

to

Dr.

Harvey's picture

was

after-

�

"

to hear from them before

society

'�^Resolved, That a committee of three be appointed to inquire into
the state and prospects of the Alpha Chapter; and to express the fer
vent hope that no temporary discouragements, or transient opposition
from within or without, shall induce' the chapter to surrender the char
ter, or forsake the assembling of themselves together, so long as three
members may be found who are faithful to the Psi Upsilon, and desire
to contribute to its long life, and share in its inevitable prosperity."

The

He

The convention of

times,

shone with ^ yellow light, whether the stars twinkled in their
in short, how the world wagged without its aid."
usual fashion,

at

The toasts and responses were witty, containing in
genious plays upon the words "Psi Upsilon" and the

mittee

the

was first mooted.
It may be that
death had called the attention of the

recent

University witnessed an interesting gathering
delegates from nine chapters, Sept. 4 and 5, 1856. In
1857 the convention met at Amherst, the great subject
of discussion being the Harvard trouble. John G. Saxe
offered the following resolution :

�

There

founders

surviving

Barnard's

of

George

hoped

part,"

Brown

Union

on
an

Franklin Tuthill

'

never

convention, the project of securing portraits of

"vards obtained.

Moore, Esq., delivering
oration,
H. Houghton reading a poem.
Dr.
as
also
at
the
dinner in
presided here,
the Metropolitan Hotel, whereof the veracious newspaper
report declares,
and the Rev.

�

At this
"

1854, when the
Delta entertained the representatives of the other chap
ters in New- York City, June 29 and 30.
There were

public

not

"

this convention.
The

woven

symbols of the Fraternity by ladies of
Chapter." This was not the last� probably it
the first
manifestation by the dear creatures of

their interest in "the sacred letters twain," and in the

'

us

decorated with flowers,

"tastefully

was

the Beta

�

"

held

into emblematic

a

He sent

Upsilon Epitome.

July 24 and 25, 1855, the convention again met at Yale.
We read that the
building where the literary exercises

crayon bust of himself. On the
of the picture were the
following autograph

** '

at

The Psi

sun

would

1858

had not the

Dartmouth,

regularly have been held
suddenly found itself

Zeta

�

names
1

of the

unable to entertain the brethren.

July

i,

1854

reprinted

;

a

meeting

So the executive

com

in New- York

City. This
The gathering

new

was
procedure aroused some opposition.
officially styled the "Twenty-fifth Annual Convention."
In i859.the Columbia Chapter took its turn. That year
Hterary exercises were omitted. The convention of i860

chapters.

The New-York Times of

called

in The Diamond for

September, 1883.
0

General

8
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1

was at Dartmouth.
July 24, 1861, ten chapters met at
Yale, transacting their business as quietly and effectively
as
though the country were not shaken by civil war. But
the great internecine struggle diminished the attendance
at Bowdoin in 1862, and for the first and only time in
our

history

the convention lacked

formed, however,

that the supper

a

We
quorum.
fine one.

are

in

was a

The third decennial convention

was

celebrated at Al

1863. Mr. Saxe was again present, and
made so pathetic a speech in behalf of his son, a member
of a non-Psi Upsilon college, that the young man was al
lowed to come in from the outer darkness. Two nephews
of the poet are now members of the Xi Chapter.
Resuming the regular order, the Hamilton men enter
tained the convention of 1864. Then, and at the follow
ing meetings, were discussed such projects as the erection
of a monument for Psi Upsilons killed in the war, and
the preparation of a roll of honor of the same members.
July 18 and 19, 1865, a very successful convention was
held under Wesleyan auspices. The records tell us that
at this meeting the Hon. William Taylor was appointed
historian of the Fraternity. He afterwards drew up-a valu
able paper in regard to the foundation of Psi Upsilon.'

bany, July

21,

The convention of 1866 met at Rochester.
avers that President Anderson of the

cler

A chroni

university,

coming by invitation before the delegates, paid a deserved
comphment to the Psi Upsilon, and after a few eloquent
remarks, concluded by expressing his hope that the suc
cess which had crowned the efforts of the society in the
past might be even more signal for the time to come.
The convention of 1867, held in Cincinnati, under the
guidance of the Kenyon Chapter, was the first held in the

82

The Psi

West,

and the

See The Diamond for March, 1881.

that has been called to meet

one

considerable distance from

a

college

town.

It

was

at a

in all

respects successful.
In 1868
was

an

important

and

celebrated under the

largely attended anniversary
auspices of the Michigan branch

of Psi

Upsilon. President Haven of the University of
opening prayer at the literary exercises, the Hon.
Perry H. Smith of Chicago presided, and a poem was read
by Charles H. Sweetser, the founder and editor of The

fered the

"

Round Table."

The
in

Fraternity
1869. Passing

of its then small

assembled,
the

met at the
over

seat of the

the New- York

membership,

for the fifth

time,

at

parent chapter

Chapter,

because

the convention in

Yale.

The

1870

meeting

of

Brown

University. Ex-Senator
Arnold presided over tbe literary exercises. The dele
gates still remember their ride through the streets of
Providence, the fair faces at the windows, and the waving
handkerchiefs which testified to the social popularity of
Sigma's sons.
During the succeeding four years, at Amherst, Dart
mouth, Columbia, and Bowdoin, the business of the so
ciety was carefully attended to, and the social features of
each gathering were very enjoyable; but it must be ad
mitted that public literary exercises seem essential to the
complete success of these gatherings, and that the omis
next

year

was

at

sion of them diminishes the attendance of alumni.

With

the convention of

1876, which met in Utica, under the
care of the Psi (Hamilton) Chapter, and at which Pro
fessor Fiske read a long and interesting sketch of the
rise and progress of the Fraternity, a new stage in the
history of these annual conclaves seems to have been
Each year
interest is aroused.

reached.
I

only

Upsilon Epitome.

more

graduates

are

seen, and

more
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said, maintained their Psi Upsilon fervor, undimmed by

(Wesleyan) Chapter summoned the society
1877. Many prominent alumni then
renewed their early vows.
Over the second Rochester
convention. May 2 and 3, 1878, Judge Hadley presided.
From "The Diamond" is taken the following:
The

Xi

Middletown in

to

Upsilon Epitome.

of

lapse

this

gathering

was an

granted

excursion

to

Lake Ontario.

celebrate its fourth decennium, was
the convention of 1879; and several of the charter
with many other alumni, and a large

Yale, desiring

�

One of the entertainments of

forty years.

the

to

members, together
"

desire to meet

The venerable President Anderson had

body

expressed a
delegates,
accordingly extended to him to
address the body. At three o'clock Thursday afternoon, he appeared
before the convention, accompanied by some of the Psi Upsilon members
of the university's faculty.
Dr. Anderson began by welcoming the
delegates to Rochester, and by extending the hospitalities of the insti
tution over which he presided.
He said' that he very well remembered
the convention of 1866, and recalled his association with Hts members
with much pleasure. Although not a member of any of the Greekletter societies, he had long since learned to regard with favor the leading
organizations. As the oldest college president by continuous ser
vice, his experience with these associations had been an extended one,
and perhaps entitled him to speak with some weight in regard to them.
He had also carefully studied the subject of student organizations, both
in Europe and in this country, and he did not hesitate to bear his tes
timony to the usefulness of the Greek-letter societies. They were
valuable aids in the maintenance of college discipline, and presented
He alluded to the action of the
many advantages to their members.
president and trustees of Princeton, as one which ought to prove a
to
all
sister
institutions."
warning
the

and

invitation

an

of

undergraduates,

resented

An audience of

dred

in

by graduates.
people assembled

closed the exercises.

Omega Chapter was intrusted the gathering of
Chicago papers dwell quite minutely on the
details of the reception given by the Hon. Perry H. Smith
and his wife, at their residence on the north side.
Judge
Henry Booth, one of the original Yale members, pre
To the

1881.

The

sided at the supper in the Palmer House.
Many think that the convention held with the Pi Chap
two years ago, was an advance
of
ter in the

city

fully planned,
dred and fifty members,

thoroughly

among them President White and
Professors Babcock and Fiske of Cornell University, Pro
fessor C. W. Bennett (the presiding officer), the Hon.

promote the

best interests of education, opening with a warm tribute
to the Psi Upsilon for its half-century of devotion to the

Chauncey M. Depew (the orator), and Professor N. M.
(the poet) were present. Among the many let
ters and telegrams read was a message from Gov. Rice,

scholarship and brotherhood. Speaking
Judge Hadley declared that none re
joiced more heartily at ihe growth of the society than
those to whom it owed its origin. All the founders, he
causes

Syracuse,

It is certain that the literary
upon all earlier assemblies.
exercises, the reception, and the supper were very care
and were
enjoyed. One_ hun

convention, Ex-Gov. Chamberlain of
South Carolina, made a brilliant plea in support of the
claims of the Greek language and literature to a place in

sacred

present.

twenty-five hun
University Hall, to listen to
Clarkson Nott Potter and Charles Dudley Warner; a
public reception was given at the Psi Upsilon house, and
a supper in Detroit on the
evening of the second day

The orator of the

the attention and life of those who would

were

Chapter, which had just taken posses
sion of its new chapter house, entertained the society, the
cities of Detroit and Chicago being particularly well rep
In 1880 the Phi

was

of

Wheeler

after the supper,

in which he offered this sentiment

;

�

0

85

86

May we not hope that our brotherhood will spread so wide, and
be so gracious and beneficent in its fellowship, tha', if need be, it shall
furnish companions in age, as well as burnish the intercourse of youth,
and thus continue to be a joy and solace forever? "

Psi
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The convention of 1882 felt

impelled to object to the
society's name and influence for political pur
The origin of the matter was a printed letter
poses.
sent by undergraduates of one of the chapters, under
date of Nov. 4, 1881, to nearly all of the twelve hundred
alumni living in the State of New York.
Deprived of
the address and signatures, the circular reads as fol
of the

use

lows
"

:

�

Finch, who is a candidate for the office
Appeals, is a most loyal Psi Upsilon, and
deep interest in the welfare of the Fraternity.

Judge

F. M.

the Court of
taken
"

a

You will remember him
It is

lar songs.

Of

to

can

most popu
his election."

our

secure

the newspapers got hold of the letter, and
the writers unmercifully, one editor going so far

to insinuate

Psi

popular

session of

a

words of
:

doubt whether the

abiUty

to compose

Upsilon songs necessarily implied the
was

Charles

elected.

pos

It is to be noticed

high judicial quaHties.

that Mr. Finch

later

the author of several of

judge of
always

has

course

quizzed
as

as

you will do all you

hoped

of

Here

Dudley Warner,

may quote the
uttered one year

we

�

"Perhaps I ought to allude to another suspicion of the Greek -let
that they are, or may become, undemocratic influences
ter societies,
in fact, to contn.l elections. This suspicion, no doubt, has
in politics,
its rise in the belief that it was by their wide-spread machinations that
Gov. Rice and Senator Hawley and President Arthur were elected to
their exalted positions. This is an error: it is the substitution of an
�

�

effect for

a cause.

The secret of the election of these

any effort of the Psi

is found in the

Upsilon Fraternity.
fundamental fact that they

men was

not

It lies far back of that.
were

by

nature and

in
It

adoption

to

in

The Psi

Upsilon Epitome.

I think it ought
Upsilons. And it should be clearly understood
that
be explained to any candidate for admission to our Fraternity
initiation
he
incurs
President
of the
the liability to be
undergoing
�

�

United States,"

The fiftieth

anniversary was celebrated in convention
Albany, May 23, 24, and 25, 1883, under the parent
chapter's supervision. Professor Price of Union Col
lege, in a short address, welcomed the delegates assem
bled in the Old Capitol on the morning of the first day,
and in the evening an historical meeting was held, Mr.
Elisha Taylor, the seventh Psi Upsilon in the order of
initiation, taking the chair, and Professor Fiske deliver
ing an address.
On the evening of the 24th, the public exercises took
place in the Leland Opera-House, After a prayer, and
the singing of the convention ode
(written by Professor
Harrington of Wesleyan University, then present), some
introductory remarks were made by Mr. Rice, in which
he spoke of the honorable and agreeable duty assigned to
him of presiding over the semi-centennial of the founding
of the Psi Upsilon Fraternity
an organization, he said,
held in enthusiastic esteem by its memljers, and com
mending itself to public approbation and respect by its
acknowledged usefulness to its active members, and by
the well-earned fame of others who have
engaged in the
public and private pursuits of life.
Then Professor H. H. Boyesen read a poem, and the
Re-union Jubilee
was
sung by the Fraternity. Sena
tor Hawley followed with an oration on
Friendship,"
frequently referring to the Psi Upsilon, and eloquently
vindicating the principles of our association.
An essay on
Secret Societies," by Charles Dudley
Warner, is too witty to be described. With the song
"Brothers, the Day is Ended," the exercises closed;
at

�

"

"

"

"

General
and

immediately after,

a

Organizatioft.
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members and invited

was held in Bleecker
Hall.
The convention supper was held at the
Delavan on the
evening of May 25. Covers were laid for two hundred
but this number does not
represent all who were in attend
ance upon the several
exercises of the
convention, as
could
not
remain until the close of the three
many
days.
After the repast.
Judge Van Vorst delivered the
address, and then proceeded to the toasts,
a
using
gramme illustrated with quotations from the
To the toast "Our
Country's President," Gen. Hawley
responded at some length, and with deep
He
feeling.
*
said,

openin<^
pro''-

"ineid."

"This is not

a
partisan meeting, yet it is an honor to know some
of the present President of the United
States. If there be a man
sincerely devoting mind and soul to the best welfare of the
country, I believe it to be Chester Allan Arthur.
We all of us
love him and respect him."

thing

in this land

...

The
tion

following

was

message to the president of the

then read

:

conven

�

"I

heartily regret my inability to share with my brethren in Psi
Upsilon, now gathered in convention in Albany, the enjoyment of
this evening's festivities. To them
all, and through them to all the
members of our Fratemity, I send cordial
greetings. Sing, for my
the
old
refrain
:
sake,
�

"

'

till the sands of life

Then,

We'll sing

Long

to

live Psi

thee,

are

run,

George

Malcom, 1871.
Moses �. Dunham, 1S76.
Joseph R. Hawley, 1877,
Daniel H. Chamberlain, 1878
Benjamin K. Phelps, 1879.

Chauncey

was

as

of

be

in

gathering
the essayist

orator

been,

Hawley should have spoken in i88r ;
but at the last moment they were prevented from attend
ing, and their places were not filled. All but two NeiU
and Whipple
of the twenty-eight speakers wore the
badge during college-life. The orator for 1884 is Pro
fessor William W. Goodwin of Harvard College.

Charles H.

Judge Hadley

H. McMaster, 1
Charles D. McGuffey,

Francis ftL

Charles H. Sweetser, 1868.

Finch, 1848,
John Lockwood, 1849.
Samuel J. Pike, 1850.
Henry W. Parker, 1851.
James W. Wilson, 1852.
John G. Saxe, 1853,
George H, Houghton, 1854.
William H. Burleigh, 1855.
Francis M. Finch, 1856.
John G. Saxe, 1857, 1858.
Francis M. Finch, 1864,

Joseph
Henry

E.
A.

1

866.

same

1879. Professor Goldwin Smith is
1884, and Professor Arthur S. Hardy

Ch.irles K.

will

E. B.

Adams, i8i

Edward

Olson, 1881.
Charles W. Bennett, i
Alexander H,

preside in 1884.
1875 to 1883

Jackson, 1875.

Perry

H.

Rice,

i8

are-

Smith, juu.,

i

Willard Fiske, 1876.

Robert D.

Willard Fiske, 1882.
Hooper C. Van Vorst,

H. Fok,

1878.

Shcppard,

i(

;

William E, Robinson, 1879.

King, 1869.
Brown, 1871.

This year the toast-master will be Albion W. Tourgee.
Professor Calvin S. Harrington, C. D. McGuffey,

Edward B. Wicks, 1876.
Hjalmar H, Boyesen, 1877,

Francis M.

'

Finch, John M. Wheeler, the Rev. Henry L.
and others, have written songs for particular

Joseph A, Ely, 1878.
Josiah G. Holland, 1879.

Morehouse,

Albion W. Tourgrfe, 1881.

conventions.

Nathaniel M.

Wheeler, 1882.
Hjalmar H, Boyesen, 1883.

Towards the close of the first

Boyesen.

In 1880 there

was

a

were,

the

in
whose first members

1

I

William H. L. Barnes (Beta
'55).

All at that time lived in New- York
a

years, the need

establishment,

�

Morgan Dix (Lambda '48).
Henry R. Stiles (Delta 'sz).

an

essay instead of a poem, and in 1883 were read both an
essay and a poem, Charles Dudley Warner being the
essayist in each year. Professor Willard Fiske acted as

twenty-five

permanent central body led to
1857, of an executive committee,

of

McMaster's poem was read in his absence in
The post-graduate initiates on the list of poets

Saxe, Holland, and

conven

Caleb T. Winchester, 1877.

George

1867.

Judge
are

1883. Professor

ode for the

The toast-masters from

Sweetser, 1865.

Guy

an

�

George
H. Colton, 1844.
Lucius F. Robinson, 1845.

and

1876

Rev. Willis S. Colton did the

Rice, 1877.
Sterling G. Hadley, 1878.
Charles B. Andrews, 1879.

�

Shepherd, 1843.

Whipple, 1858.

Upsilon Epitotne.

Alexander H.

�

George

Edwin P.

William D. Northend, 1875.
George W. Schuyler, 1876.

�

Daniel

James, 1855.

will read the poem.
The honorary presidents of the later conventions have

and Gen.

The convention poets are,

1880, and the

for the
to

Depew, 1882.
Hawley, 1883.

to have acted

Horace

Samuel G. Arnold, 1856.
H. Seelye, 1857.

Julius

Edward L. Walter wrote and read

M.

R.

Robinson, 1851.
Hooper C. Van Vorsi, 1852.
P.Whipple, 1853.
George H. Moore, 1854.

historian at the conventions of

Clarkson N. Potter, 1880.

Joseph

The Psi

tion of

�

Edwin

JohnMcC. Steele, 1846.
George H. Colton, 1847.
Harvey Jewell, 1848,
George P, Quackenbos, 1849.
Charles A. Spofford, 1850.

90

:

William E.

L. Ehle, 1843.

Henry Neill, 1844.

by

Charles H.

The Hon. Galusha A. Grow

1868,

made

Organization.

Parker,
Edwin P. Whipple, 1861.
Jacob M. Manning, 1862.
Charles D. Warner, 1864.
James Strong, 1865.
Joseph E. King, 1S66.
Isaac C. Collins, 1867.
Joseph R. Hawley, 1869,

in

were

list of the convention orators

a

Gideon H. Hollister, 1845.

Upsilon,"

i860.

is

Following

sung, it is needless to add, and three
were given for the chief
magistrate.
Then Ex-Gov. Rice spoke for "The Psi
and

General

�

at Ithaca, under
auspices of the Chi Chapter, May 7 and 8, 1884.
From 1839 to 1883, the convention has met once in April,
ten times in May, eight in June, fourteen in July, four in
August, four in September, twice in October, and once in
November. The last nine meetings have been in May.

was

Edward G.

Dr.

the

Upsilon.
Upsilon, Psi Upsilon i

sentiments,

�

many other well-known men.
The fifty-first convention will assemble

Psi

to other

found

Mr.
Harvey, Judge Hadley, and Mr. Tuttle,
Lawrence J. Goodale (Theta '38), Dean Sage, Judge Guy
H. McMaster, the Hon. John B. Sturtevant, Dr E. M.
Kellogg of New- York City, the Rev. Charles R. Hen
derson of Detroit, the Hon. Charles A. Doolittle, William
B. Ruggles (New- York State Superintendent oi Public
Instruction). Mr. George Capron of Boston, Professor
Russell of the University of New- York City, and a great

times three cheers

remarks, appropriate

at the semi-centennial three of the

present

were

ers,

"CHESTER A. ARTHUR."

The refrain

Upsilon Epitome.

Dudley Warner, Ehsha Taylor, the Rev. George
D. Baker, D.D., the Rev. Dr. Van Rensselaer, the Hon.
D. Ward Northrop, Professors Goldwin Smith of Toronto,
Boyesen of Columbia and Williams of Lehigh, Judge
Samuel W. Jackson, the Rev. C. S. Conkling, Albion W.
Tourgee, John M. Wheeler (who read a poem), Herbert
L. Bridgman, Benjamin H. BayHss, Robert L. Belknap,
and Frederick G. Fincke.
The youngest speaker was a
graduate of ten years' standing.
In addition to the members already mentioned, there
Charles

guests

�

The Psi

S8

physician

in

Glasgow,

Scotland.

City.

Stiles is

Barnes is

a

now

lawyer

in

General
San Francisco.

Organization.

Twelve years later
executive council
instituted. The council is annually
an

of five members

was

convention, and usually its members are
metropolis. The duties of this
body are indicated with sufficient precision by its title.
Twenty-six different graduates have acted as members,
whose names, arranged in order of election, are,
elected

by

the

alumni who live in the

�

Frederic G. Dow, 1875-77.
Charles W. Smiley, 1876-

William F. Morgan, 1869-74
Daniel G. Thompson
70, 1872-

Belknap, 1869-72.
1869-71, 18;

73-

William C.

Rhodes, 1869-70.
I.saacN. Ford, 1871-72,
John H. H, Pinckney, 1871-72.
Frederic A. Brown, 1871-77.
George C. Coffin, 1873-76.
Henry W. B. Howard, 1873-76.
George Zabriskie, 1874-76.
Isaac S. Signer, 1874-75, 1876-79.

The dates

given

members who
named.

are

Howard B.

Grose, 1880-82,

1

(Delta '45), is

Three

elected, but did not serve, are not
chapters are represented in the list.

Fourteen

presidents of the council have been Messrs. Morgan,
Brown, Thacher, McLean, and Bridgman ; the secreta
ries, Messrs. Thompson, Belknap, Brown, Coffin, Dow,
Smiley, Bridgman, McCauley, and Bangs. Usually the
secretary has also been treasurer.
The present members of the council

Messrs.

Getieral

Organization.
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City,
a re-union dinner in
February of the same
printed notice of the second annual dinner, which
place at Delmonico's May 8, 1873, refers to "the
successful organization of the association over a
year
ago, and the large number present at its first re-union."
It also gives the names of the
officers,
John Taylor
Johnston, president ; Clarkson N. Potter, Waldo Hutch
F.
ins, George
Seymour, Dwight H. Olmstead, William
E. Robinson, William M.
Chamberlain, John Cotton
William
B. Silber, and John G. Saxe,
Smith,
vice-presi
dents ; Robert L. Belknap, treasurer ; R. W.
DeForest,
secretary; Morgan Dix, chaplain.
A re-union of the New- York alumni,
May 3, 1878, called
out most of those just named, and
many other well-known
personages. Mr, Martindale presided, and William E.
which had
A

�

was master

nearly

of toasts.

one

hundred

A

contemporary

members

account

were

present.
"
On the first page of the issue for
May 18 of Frank
Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper" is a
illustration
of
large
the supper-scene in the Metropolitan Hotel.
An effort
now

making

to

re-organize

and

strengthen

the associa

tion, and a meeting will soon take place under the aus
pices of the two city chapters.
June 12, 1S77, Psi Upsilon men living in central New
York held a pleasant re-union at Auburn. The second
midsummer meeting took place Aug. 23, 1878, at
Syra
cuse, and

a permanent
organization was effected, of which
Professor Fiske has continued to act as president.
Mr.
George W. Elliott is secretary.

In the

of

Detroit, where live some of the earhest
chapter, and also many prominent
citizens representing other branches, exists an associa-

city

initiates of the parent

Bros.

:

You

�

are

respectfully

inviteti to be

State of

to be

Wisconsin,

present

at the first annual

con

Upsilon Fratemity resident in
Madison, on Thursday, Jan.

vention of the members of the Psi
held at

the

23,

1851.
The convention will be

organized

at

seven

o'clock

P.M.

ANSON

BALLARD.

ALBERT C. INGHAM.

The

In 1872 an organization under the ample name of "The
Alumni of Psi Upsilon " was formed in New- York

is

�

Bridg

man, Smiley, Bangs, Grose,
presi
Bayliss.
dent, Mr. Bridgman, was born in Amherst, Mass., May
He
is
the
eldest
of
three
Psi
broth
Upsilon
30, 1844;
ers.
Since his graduation at Amherst College, in 1866, he
has been connected with several prominent newspapers,
and he now manages the advertising department of Frank

Robinson

Alumni re-unions and associations find their origin in
following call, issued more than a generation ago :

the

R. W. WRIGHT.
are

and

states that

the head.

were

The

year.
took

publishing-house.

Mr, Bangs, the present secretary and treasurer, was
He took the de
born in New-York City, Dec. 7, 1S55.
at Columbia in 1878, and that of LL.B. in
gree of B.A.
1880 ; and he is now a member of the law firm of Bangs
and Stetson, of which his father, Francis N. Bangs, Esq.

Hugh B. McCauley, 1881-82,
David B. Willson, 1882-83.
James M. Gilbert, 1882-83.
Benjamin H. Bayliss, 1883Francis S. Bangs, 1883-

those of actual service.

By authority he instituted
Chapter in 1880, and the Eta in 1884.
Mr. Smiley, long the secretary and treasurer of the
council, was born Sept. 10, 1846, in Fitchburg, Mass. He
University in 1874;
was graduated B.A. by Wesleyan
until 1877; was for
was engaged in studying and teaching
two years occupied in editing the Psi Upsilon catalogue ;
from 1879 to 1882 he was special agent of the tenth cen
Leslie's

the Beta Beta

of the United States, and he is now chief of the
division of records and statistics of the United-States
Fish Commission.

Thacher, 1877-81.
Herbert L Bridgman, 1877Alfred E. Mudge, 1877-78.
John M. Rider, 1878-79.
Ward McLean, 1879-83.
Joseph Lyman, 1879-80.

Robert V/, DeForest,

Upsilon Epitome.

sus

Thomas

Robert L.
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PERRY H. SMITH.

FREDERICK PACKARD.

JAS.
C.

Later conventions

printed reports

94

were

held in

of all three

The Psi

were

M. PHINNEY.

L. WILLIAMS.

1852 and 1853,

and

published.

Upsilon Epitome.

tion

which, dating from July 27, 1877, has been kept up
with much spirit. .Besides the
regular re-unions, wherein
alumni residing in- interior towns, and undergraduates
of the neighboring. Phi Chapter, are wont to join, ma.ny
informal receptions have been given by individual mem
bers. Mr. Clement M. Davison is president, and Mr.
Charles H, Jacobs is secretary. The Detroit society was
represented by seven men at the semi-centennial.
Alumni living in San Francisco formed, late in the year
1877, "The Psi Upsilon Association of the Pacific
Coast," of which ex-Senator Cornelius Cole has since
been president, and M. B. Kellogg,
Esq., secretary. The
refusal of the
Fraternity to plant a chapter in the Univer
sity of California was a great disappointment to these
graduates.

Simultaneously

with the convention supper at Roches

May 3, 1878, occurred a large number of re-unions at
widely distant points." The New- York meeting has been
mentioned. Eighty-three members attended a dinner at
ter,

the Parker

House in Boston.
Tlie Governor of the
Commonwealth presided ; at his
right sat the president
of the State Senate ; and
among the others present were
a
judge of the Supreme Court, the United-States district
attorney, two members of Congress, professors of Har
vard and Boston

Universities, the superintendent of the
Library, the principal of the State Normal
School at Salem, and
many prominent clergymen, law
yers, physicians, and editors. The formal organization
was not
perfected until 1879.
The meeting in
Chicago on the same night wiih that
in Boston was presided over
by Judge Henry Bootli,
LL.D.
Fifty members, representing all but two of the
Boston Public

"

See The Diamond for May, 1878.

General
then

existing chapters,

the

Hon.

John

T.

Organizatioii.

were
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present, among whom

Packard and Carhart of

University,

and Olson of the

the North-western

University of Chicago.
especially active.

The

association then formed has been

Its

not

president is Judg-^. Wentworth, its secretary, Charles A.
Warren, Esq.
The graduates of Philadelphia and vicinity held their
first reception at the Union League Club, on the now cel
ebrated evening of May 3, 1878. Twelve chapters were
represented, Yale members being very numerous. Before
the supper, was formed "The Philadelphia Psi Upsilon
Alumni Association," of which the Hon. George North
rop has continued to be president, while Dr. Charles

United-States District Court, the Rev. Edward D. Neill,
Professor Jabez Brooks of the
of Minnesota,

University
Rev. Henry A. Stimson
assembled in the
city. The following telegram was sent to Judge
Hadley, president of the convention at Rochester:

and the

of

one

�

"The members of the Psi
Upsilon Fraternity resident in the dual
cities of the North-west, �St. Paul and
�mindful of

Minneapolis,

noble Fraternity, send greeting
general convention assembled."
our

Incited
nati had

1879.

the local

learn that "all present regarded the meeting
success, and wished for many annual recur

over

by these examples, the alumni living in Cincin
are-union, and organized an association. May 7,

Those

living

in Buffalo did the

toward

forming

Providence

associations

was

attended

Hon. Rowland G. Hazard

There is

Organization.
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one

way to valuable
to the

city

are

At the re-unions

friendships.

welcomed.

erary, but every

inevitable supper, and then

Weird-looking
shaped, quote profusely,

new-comers

largely lit
abjured. There is the
come the equally inevitable

The exercises

thing "heavy"

toasts.

are

is

programmes,
and with

more

often
or

less

diamond-

apposite-

ness, from the classic texts which ruined the eyes of

some

ago, and which the others have hap
"
The President of the United States is

of the company

long

pily forgotten.

"

just now. The songs are sung and
H an undergraduate be present, the assurance
re-sung.
is wrung from him that Theta or Delta is enjoying even
more than its usual prosperity, whereat the alumni cheer ;
a

favorite sentiment

and
a

each,

as

the hour grows

o-ood word for his

Upsilon.

were

taken.

years

preliminary steps
The meeting in

by seventy
was

Most of the alumni bodies

their,procedure.

college-life by holding weekly meetings. In
great city a regular club, to which none but
Psi Upsilon men phould be eligible, has been proposed,
It
but the objections to such a project are numerous.
seems unwise to overlay youth's delightful and peculiar
The present
traditions with a new set of experiences.
associations, unpretending as they are, have opened the
least

two

members.

chairman;

The

and Merrick

Lyon, Chief Justice Durfee, and Professors Harkness,
Packard, and Bailey were present.

imitation of

at

same

re-unions commemorative of the semi-centennial occurred
in Rochester and Providence, and the

intermediate

General

Fraternity in

J. W. Willis is president,
secretary. Sept. 13, 1883,
was born "The Kansas Alumni Association of Psi
Up
silon," whose president and secretary are the Hon. Daniel
M. Swan, and Mr. Bestor G. Brown.
Last June, alumni

of this true old-fashioned Psi

Passing

to the brothers of the

ago, and of their society Mr.
Mr. Frank McMillan
being

Upsilon gathering."
re-unions, it may be said that
the semi-centennial was duly celebrated in Portland, as in
Philadelphia, Chicago, and other cities, on the evening of
May 25, 1883. The present head of the Maine alumni is
the Hon, Joseph E. Moore, and the secretary is Mr. Wil
liam H. Moulton, both graduates of Bowdoin.
"
The Psi Upsilon Association of Washington," like
At the
so many similar societies, dates from May 3, 1878.

rences

�

former

Portland, under the presidency of the
Hon. George E. B. Jackson of that city.
Thirty members
took part. Early in the evening a business session was
held, and an elaborate constitution was adopted, the per
manent organization assuming the name of "The Maine
Psi Upsilon Association."
An oration was delivered by
From

few others of note.
same
evening, graduates residing in St. Paul
Minneapolis� among them Judge Nelson of the

and

Falmouth Hotel in

journals we
as a perfect

a

On the

H. Burnett has been secretary.
The gathering of the Maine graduates occurred at the

the Hon. Charles E. Clifford.

Upsilon Epitome.

meeting were the Hon. William W. Rice, since
president of the association; Gen. Reuben D. Mussey,
the present
secretary ; Congressman George B. Loring ;
Judge William B. Snell ; Consul-Gen. Goodenow; and

Wentworth, Zuinglius Grover, and

Professors

The Psi

first

were

late, feels called upon

chapter,

to say
and another for old Psi

no

are

somewhat informal in

attempt

to

carry

on a

feeble

Membership.

The
of these

pledged

CHAPTER IV.

caused

were

by postponing

99
the admission of

students.

continuity is still more pronounced in
delegations. Each chapter, Harvard
excepted, has been represented in every class that has
matriculated since its establishment, save in the solitary
instance of the New-York University class of '71. These
facts have no parallel in the history of societies.
This feature of

"

the table of class

MEMBERSHIP.

THE

Videat Psi

Upsilon

Filios fideles ;
Fraires in

calamitatc,
Fratres in felicitate,
Et amicos senes."

"

More than five thousand initiated

graduates

(Xi '55).

have gone out into the

wodd, worthily filling all the positions and dignities of life. Priests, bishops
and missionaries, judges and lawyers, statesmen and scholars, soldiers and
sailors, bankers and merchants, engineers, mechanics, and agriculiurists,
men of religion, men of science, men of law, men of business, in all walks of
they have made illustrious and honor
society and in every part of the land,
�

able the

name

of the Psi

Upsilon."
Clarkson Nott Potter (Theta '42).

The

society

has

enjoyed a gradual

until six thousand and
added
has

to

the

taken,

original

and constant

growth,

twenty-one members have been

Deducting those

seven.

whom death

the number left is almost identical with that

which Plato fixed upon for the citizenship of his ideal
He remarks that it is not too large to
5,040.
republic,
�

admit of their all

knowing

one

another.

How

zealously, and withal how cautiously, every chap
guarded is shown by the table of yearly
initiations.
Barring the breaks caused by the suspensions
of the Alpha (Harvard) Chapter, there appear in a possible
total of five hundred and forty-four annual initiations,
from 183310 1883 inclusive, only five omissions, and some

3

1

2 s 2 ???

"

admissions made
no

SS

m-

in-

in�

t>,DO

each

in the year indicated;

chapter

of

ience, will be considered as ending Dec. 31, instead of Nov,
24, 1843) was 470; during the second, 1,061; the third,
The number
1,141; the fourth, 1,377; the fifth, 1,930.
admitted during the first twenty-five years was 2,127 ; and
from Nov, 24, 1833, to Nov. 24, 1SS3, there were 5,967
initiations. The average annual number of admissions is
1 19 ; the greatest number in any
least (1833 and 1835), 10.

one

year

(1880), 294
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delegations considers each member
belonging to the chapter with which he was last or
chiefly connected. Its footings give the official member
ship numbers. The figures in the horizontal line marked
"unclassified" refer mainly to post-graduate initiates.
Excluding thepe, we find in the ten classes from '36 to
'45 inclusive, 455 members; '46 to '55, 1,016; '56 to '65,
1,154; '66 to '75, 1,360; ^"j^ to '85, 1,763. The classes
of '86 and '87 are still very incomplete. The average
number in the fifty classes, '36 f o '85, is 1 16 ; the largest
class ('84) has 197 members ; the smallest ('37) had 11.
The table of class
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f-w

by

notice of the hundred and

forty-four changes
membership from one chapter to another. By such
changes Yale has gained eighteen men. The total number
of initiations during the first decade (which, for conven
it takes

as

ter-roll has been

The Psi

annual initiations shows the number of

The table of
E. R. Pennoyer
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freshman year; but at Yale there are
initiations until shortly before the close of sophomore
to

Dartmouth had, formerly to wait until the
second year ; afterwards they
June; and in 18S3, for the first

were

lime,

opening

admitted in
initiations

men

May

were

made

who had matriculated

�

request of

the convention of

part,

similar to

men

our own.

been unsuccessful

of tastes, traditions, and experiences
Others during their college-lives had
The post
for charters.

petitioners
the
graduate initiates have been closely associated with
Fraternity; they have given liberally of their time and
them have sons or
money to its undertakings ; many of

relatives among its younger members ; and most of
those who have attained distinction were comparatively
near

unknown when

they gained

the

right

to wear our

College.

i

ill

Ml

badge.

N. Y. U.
Yale
Brown
Amherst

Sigma
Gamma
Zeia

Psi

Dartmouih
Columbia
Bowdoin
Hamilion

Xi

Wesleyan

Lambda

Kappa

Harvard

Alpha
Upsilon
Omega

Syracuse

Chi

Cornell

274

80

�77

.09

6

18

97

66

32

47

1,1 go

100

02

'�!.';

20

171
359

12

17

40

8q

22

29

244

93

72

306
136
.�q

63

81

17

118

15
4

7
24

9
5

Lehigh

10

76

56

5

6a
12

119

42

74

41

47

44

15

"5

46

71

12

45

31

59

39
50

5

8q

14

88

88

07
'�'4
�=5

80

�17

91

42

T49

20

4,363

1.095

'

413

�4
07

71

169

23

7

Totals

71

464

Trinity
Eta

m -J -'g'"

7

Rochester

Phi

%

30

Kenyon
Michigan
Chicago

Pi

<j

16

Union,-

Theta
Delta
Beia

��.5

m

o-ls

6's
S i.<^
s

"

at

will repay

membership

D.

1847.

forbidden to initiate persons not
chapters
undergraduates in their colleges. Those who, in former
for the most
years, were admitted -after graduation were,
alumni of some local society or chapter merged in
�

the

to

relating
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study.

Chapter.

are now

Upsilon,

Membership.

or

�

discontinued at the

careful

of their

only two
months before. All the chapters, Beta excepted, now
admit freshmen, although some require a short probation
ary period. The Delta initiates no students until three
months after their matriculation.
Upper-class men are
frequently elected in most of the colleges, but not often
Members of the professional schools are
at Brown.
and there very rarely,
never offered elections
except
at Columbia College.
and under peculiar circumstances
Many years ago the Psi (Hamilton) Chapter admitted
several students of Madison University, but this practice
in November among

The

A third table

the members trace their connection with

year, and the old Harvard Chapter brought in its sopho
The pledged freshmen at
more delegations
in May.
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Of the 1,095 non-graduates, 115 completed their course
This leaves 980 members
non Psi Upsilon colleges.
per cent of the whole number) who have failed to

(eit'hteen

graduate,
right-hand

�

a

form about one-sixth of
The

proportion. From the
Upsilon men
the graduates in their classes.

remarkably

column it will be

small
seen

that the Psi

6,028 members have 2,385 different surnames.
family leads, with 78 representatives, a smaller

The Smith

proportion

than

usual ;

and the traditional

initiated, unless he
of John C. or of John W., who
has not been

tion ago.

The

name

Brown

John Smith

is concealed in the person
were

occurs

admitted a genera
53 times ; WiUiams,

The Psi

io6

The

Upsilon Epitome.

36; Clark, 33; Allen, 32; Adams, 29; John
Parker, 23; Clarke, 22; Jones, 21 ; Lewis and
Stevens, each 20; Jackson, Miller, Taylor, Thompson,
Walker, 19; Wheeler, 17; Baldwin, Mason, Moore, Per
kins, 16 ; Foster, French, Hall, Packard, Roberts, Rob
inson, 15; Baker, Barnes, Chase, Davis, Wells, Wilson,
Wood, 14; Bacon, Bell, Hubbard, Johnston, King, Law
rence, Merrill, Pomeroy, Strong, 13; Abbott, Butler,
Carpenter, Freeman, Howe, Kimball, Morgan, Palmer,
Peck, Pratt, Richards, Richardson, Webster, 12.
41 ; White,
son, 27 ;

geographical distri
following: Eastern

A very close approximation to the
bution of the living members is the

Middle, 2,050 ; Southern, 310; Western,
Massachu
r,oio; Pacific, loo; foreign countries, loi.
setts claims nearly half of the residents of New England.
States,

1,550;

living in the
West, Illinois, Ohio, and Michigan

New York has three-fourths of the members
Middle States.

In the

largely represented.
The catalogue of 1879 gave a summary of sixty city lists
containing 2,260 names of living members. The present
living membership in the twenty-one cities containing more
are

most

than 30 members each may be thus stated: New York,
740 ; Boston, 200 ; Chicago, 180 ; Providence, 120 ; Roch
j Philadelphia, 74; Portland
Louis, 58; Cincinnati, 54; Syracuse and
Washington, each 45 ; Buffalo, San Francisco, 40 ; Detroit,
38 ; Hartford, 36 ; Cleveland, 35 ; Springfield (Mass.), 35 ;
Albany, 32; Middletown (Conn.), 31.
In respect to their professions or occupations the living
members maybe thus classified: lawyers, 1,260; clergy
men, 720; physicians, 350; teachers, 560 ; students, 800;
authors, journalists, etc., 132 ; merchants, 332; manu
facturers, 140; bankers, 131 ; clerks, agents, etc., 320;

ester, 100; New Haven, '75
St.

(Me.), 60;

The Psi
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elected to * B K, and
accurate

knowledge

of ancient and

One of his classmates
"

of

speaks

no man

testimony of its

in their class had

college-life than
people."

a

he who is

'48

well known for his

:

to-day,

I feel

sure

that

would

be,

than

a

higher

sense

of honor in all the relations

hundred

men

the constitutional head of

fifty mil

lions of

And another says,
"

No

�

devoted to the interests of

Fraternity, and
no one offered a truer type of the genuine *� Y than he,
an ardent
advocate of the principles and objects of our brotherhood during his
whole college-life. No one furnished a more striking illustratfon of
those qualities of manhood which lie at the foundation, and are the
very genius, of our beloved Psi Upsilon."
man was more

our

�

The
are,

society's representatives

William P.

Rhode Island, 1862-63.

1879-80.

Cornelius Cole,

California, 1867-73.
Orris S. Ferry,
Connecticut, 1867-75.

In the lower House of

Frye,

Maine, 1881Joseph R. Hawley,
Connecticut, i88i~

James

W.

Patterson,

New Hampshire,

Congress

have

sat

1867-73.

the follow

ing:�
William T. S.

Barry,
Mississippi, 1853-55.
Lyman K. Bass,
New York, 1873-77.
John R. Buck,
Connecticut, 1881-83.
Cornelius Cole,

California, 1863-65.
Sidney Dean,
Connecticut, 1855-59-

are

special

Benjamin

T. Eames,

Rhode

are

is

in most

cases

holding political

more
or

are

unknown

men.

Beginning in the political world, we come to his
ExceUency, the President." Chester Allan Arthur entered
He took a high stand, was
Union as a sophomore.
"

.

Membership.

Galusha A. Grow,

Waldo

Hutchins,
New

George

B.

York, 1879-

Loring,

Massachusetts, 1877-81.
Theodore

speaker

Massachusetts, 1877William E.

Robinson,
York, 1867-69,
Seelye,

New

Julius

H.

i83i-

Massachusetts, 1875-77,
Eli

Thayer,
Massachusetts, 1857-61.

of the House from

March 4, 1863.
Of other Psi Upsilons who have held

high

July

4,

1861,

office at the

National

Capital may be mentioned Ex-Attorney-Gen.
Amos T. Akerman, Maunsell B. Field, once assistant
secretary of the treasury, George B. Loring, now com
missioner of agriculture, Frederick W. Seward, formerly
assistant secretary of state, Edgar M. Marble, late com
missioner of patents, Sumner I. Kimball, the organizer
and superintendent of the life-saving service, Bluford
Wilson, ex-solicitor of the treasury, and John C, Burch,
not

long ago secretary
following have

The

Connecticut, 1859-61.
Walbridge A. Field,
Massachusetts, 1879-81.

Gideon H.

Fiye,

was

Phelps,
New Jersey, 1873-75, 1883James Pike,
New Hampshire, 1855-59.
Clarkson N. Potter,
New York, 1869-73, 1877-81.
Alexander H. Rice,
Massachusetts, 1859-67.
William W. Rice,

Lyman,

Massachusetts, 1883Jonas H. McGowan,
Michigan, 1877-81.
George W. Patterson,
New York, 1879-81.
James W. Patterson,
New Hampshire, 1863-67.
John U. Pettit,
Indiana, 1855-59.

Mr. Grow
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Wilham W.

Pennsylvania, 1851-63.
Joseph R. Hawley,

powers

Maine, 1871-81.

mer

strong evidence that few members who have reached

middle life

Island, 1871-79,
Constantine C. Esty,
Massachusetts, 1872-73,
Orris S. Ferry,

William P.

We have bankers and

difiiculties,

widely known. A lawyer,
judicial position, not often
extends his fame beyond his city, rarely beyond his State.
Physicians who are not authors or coUege professors may
be eminent in their calling, and yet be comparatively
unknown to laymen living at a distance. Of the seven
hundred or more living clergymen who have worn our
badge, so many are prominent in their localities that it
Some months ago.
seems absurd to single out a few.
while a list was preparing of the members living in a citof 140,000 inhabitants, it was seen, that, of the fiftee
Psi Upsilons who had been twelve or more years out c
college, six were pastors of churches that by commoi
consent rank among the first ten in the place.
There
latter

unless

to

Samuel G. Arnold,

The

chants whose influence in their communities is far greater
than that of the congressmen who represent them, yet the

in the National Senate

�

Charles H.Bell,
New Hampshire,

there

Connecticut, 1872-75, 1879-81.

alive

soldiers,

120.

�

more

now

70;

To make selections from the many distinguished names
upon our rolls is neither easy nor pleasant. AU cannot
be mentioned: it is unjust to discriminate.
Then, too,

The

modern literature.

of him

Were every member of the class of

the unanimous

that

particularly

107

50; miscellaneous,
clergymen are of the
following churches : Congregational, 230 ; ProtestantEpiscopal, 173; Methodist, 124; Presbyterian, 90 j
Baptist, 65; Unitarian, 20; others, 18.
AU these geographical and professional statistics are
subject to final revision at the hands of the editors of the
catalogue, and of course they are constantly changing.

engineers, 76; farmers,
60; without occupations,

Upsilon Epitome.

was

Membership.

;

of the Senate.
been sent

as

ministers

to

�

James B. Angell,
China, 1880-81.

Hollister,
Hayti, 1868-69,
William W. Phelps,
Austria,

1881-82.

Eugene Schuyler,
Greece, 1882Andrew D. While,
Germany, 1879-81.

foreign

The Psi
Our

consuls-general

Upsilon Epitome.
are,

Elbert E. Farman,

John

Cairo, 1876-81.
Goodenow,

H.

Constantinople, 1864-76.
The Psi

UpsUon

�

from

Constantinople, 1876-78,
charest, etc., 1880Gcorge Walker,
Paris, i88d-

of their

New

Hampshire, 1881-83.
Chamberlain,
South Carolina, 1874-77.
Joseph R, Hawley,
Connecticut, 1866.
Daniel H.

Texas, 1862-64,
Benjamin F, Prescott,
New Hampshiri
1877-79.
Alexander H. Rice,

Massachusetts, 1876-79,

following

have sat in the
States:

respective

New

office from 1867 to 1871

:

in Massachu

Wright, formerly

in

Maine, George B. Barrows and
Spofford, both of whom have presided over
the State Senate : in Iowa, Oran
Faville, ex-lieutenant:

governor.
Of those who have held
high municipal offices are
Samuel A. Green, a former, and Albert
Palmer, the late,
of
Boston ; Joseph H. Sprague, long
mayor
mayor of

The Psi

WilliamH. Bartlett,
New Hampshire,

Hammond, dean of the St. Louis Law
School ; Henry Booth, of the Chicago Law School ; Aus
tin Abbott and the late Jairus Ware
Perry, both well
known in legal literature ; the late Benjamin K. Phelps ;
Alfred RusseU, formerly United-States district-attorney
in Michigan;
Horatio Rogers, ex-attorney-general of
Rhode Island; Alfred S. Hartwell, attorney-general of
the Sandwich Islands; Francis N. Bangs, Isaac Dayton,
George Bliss, Samuel A. Duncan, and William C.
Whitney, of New-York City; Oliver Stevens, Francis
S. Fisk, Caleb Blodgelt, jun., and M. Fayette Dickinson,
of Boston; George Northrop of Philadelphia; and the
late Isaac C. CoUins of Cincinnati,
are a few more of
the prominent lawyers who belong to the Fraternity.
In the medical profession are Benjamin J. Jeffries of
Boston ; Antoine Ruppaner, William M. Chamberlain,
Alfred E. M. Purdy, and Willard Parker, jun., of NewYork City; Edward H. Parker of Poughkeepsie, former
president of the New- York State Medical Society; and
a
good many other well-known men, particularly in the
faculties of the various colleges.
In mentioning some of the more prominent clergymen,
"
the usual prefix is omitted ; so is the title
D.D., which
belongs to nearly every one named ; so are many wellknown ministers, who will be spoken of among, the col
lege presidents and professors. In the Baptist ministry
are Orrin B. Judd, John S. Holme, Henry F. Lane, and
George M. Vanderlip, of New- York City ; William S.
McKenzie of Boston; Daniel Read and Aaron H. BurHngham of Brooklyn; and Shubael S. Parker and Hora
tio Gray of Providence.
Of the many Congregational clergymen are Alexan
der H. Clapp (treasurer of the American Home Mis
sionary Society) and Charles H. Parkhurst of New- York
�

"

highest judicial tribunals

New

York,

188

1881-

Dwight Foster,
Massachusetts,
Benjamin H. Steele,

1861-67.

1861

Vermont, 1865-73.

Clark,

William Z.

Hampshire, 1877-

Doc,
New Hampshire, 1859-74, 1876Thomas Durfee,
Rhode Island. 1865Lucilius A. Emery,

Stuart,
Indiana, 1852-56.
Joseph W. Symonds,
Maine, 1878Wheclock G. Veazey,
Vermont, 1879Leonard E.

Wales,
Delaware, 1864-

Maine, 1883-

Durfee has been

chjef justice

of Rhode Island since

Doe has been chief

1875.
since

In addition

1S76.

judiciary

Daniel T.

are

justice of New Hampshire
to the preceding members of the
Wright, of the Supreme Court

Commission of

Ohio; Lorenzo Dow, a membtr of the
Supreme Court under the Leavenworth consti
tution ; Samuel W. Jackson, of the Supreme Court of
New York ; Hooper C. Van Vorst and John Sedgwick
of the Superior Court of New-York City; Lincoln F.
Brigham, chief justice of the Superior Court of Massa
chusetts ; Surrogate Daniel G. Rollins, of New- York
City; John T. Wentworth, judge of the first judicial
circuit of Wisconsin ; Hugh L. Bond, of the UnitedStates Circuit Court; and United-States district judges
Kansas

Rensselaer R. Nelson of
New

York,

Minnesota, Addison Brown of

and LeBaron B. Colt of Rhode Island.

Upsilon Epitome.

G.

mayor of Detroit

Walbridge A. Field,
Massachusetts,
Francis M, Finch,

Hampshire, 1876-

Minnesota, 1857-64.
Barrows,
Maine, 1863-

Lewis W.

1 1 1

�

William G.

New

Charles A.

William

Thompson,

.

1883.

Charles

setts, John B. D. Cogswell, ex-president of the Senate ;
Harvey JeweU, for four years speaker of the House
of Representatives, and Ephraim M.

112

to

William H. H.Allen,

are-

Many other members have been called to important
positions in the different State governments. Among
these are, in New York,
Chauncey M. Depew, formerly
secretary of state ; George W. Schuyler, ex-state-treas
urer and auditor
; Horatio Seymour (the
younger), re
cently state engineer and surveyor; and William B.
Ruggles, superintendent of, public instruction : in Con
necticut, Arthur B. Calef, once state treasurer ; D. Ward
Northrop, now secretary of state, and Robert W. Wrio-ht,

state

The

Pendleton Murrah,

Connecticut, 1879-81,

secretary of

1879

Isaac At water,

Charles H. Bell,

same

Membership.

Hartford ; and William G.
Eugene Schuyler,

governors of States

Charles B. Andrews,

who held the

The

77ie
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City; the late Jacob M. Manning, of the Old South
Church, Boston ; Joseph H. Twichell of Hartford ; Samuel
P. Leeds of Hanover, N.H ; James G. Vose of Providence ;
Charles Peabody and Henry Martyn Scudder of Chicago;
and Theodore T. Munger of North Adams, Mass.
Among the Methodist-Episcopal clergy the society
claims James M. King of New- York City, Jonas O. Peck
of Brooklyn, Willard F. Mallalieu of Boston, Micah J.
Talbot of

Providence, Richard

S. Rust and Francis S.

Hoyt of Cincinnati, and Erastus Wentworth (former
president of McKendree College).
Of Presbyterian ministers may be mentioned Erskine
N. White, Wendell Prime, and Marvin R. Vincent, of
New-York City; William P. Breed of Philadelphia;
Byron Sunderland of Washington ; George D. Baker
of

Detroit;

"The
David

Wilham E. Moore of

Columbus,

author of

Presbyterian Digest;" and Henry H. Jessup and
S. Dodge, long connected with the Syrian Protes

College at Beirut.
Protestant-Episcopal Church the Fraternity is
well represented by Morgan Dix, George H. Houghton,
Robert Holden, and Robert Lowry, of New-York City;
Charles H. Hall and Lucius W. Bancroft of Brooklyn ;
Israel L. Townsend of Washington ; John S. B. Hodges
of Baltimore; Frederick D. Harriman, secretary of the
Society for the Increase of the Ministry; William G.
Farrington, editor of "The Church Almanac;" and by
the following bishops, whose dioceses and dates of conse
cration are given :
tant

In the

�

John

William W. Niles,

W. Beckwith,

New

Georgia, 1868.
Abram N. Littlejohn,
Long Island, 1869.

Benjamin
John

Ozi W. Whittaker,
Nevada and

Arizona,

Hampshire, 1870.
Paddock,

H.

Massachusetts, 1873.
:

F.

Spalding,

Colorado, 1873.

1

The Psi
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John Scarborough,

Jersey, 1875,
John H, H. Brown,
Fond du Lac, 1875.
William S. Perry,
Iowa, 1876.
We

have

only

"

Roman

-

Knickerbacker,

Catholic

clergymen,

�

S. Preston, chancellor of the archdiocese of
York, and James K. Stone, ex-president of Ken
In the Unitarian ministry, Solon W. Bush
yon College.
of Boston is prominent, Edward B. Coe, of the Collegi
ate Reformed Church, New-York City, formerly professor
of modern languages at Yale, is another distinguished
New

clergyman.
Of essayists, novelists, poets, the Psi Upsilon has
It is enough to name Charles Dudley Warner,
many.
William Allen Butler, Edmund C. Stedman, John G. Saxe,�
Horatio Alger,jun., J. G. Holland,' James DeMUle, H. H.
Boyesen, Edward Abbott, Albion W. Tourgee, Edwin
P. Whipple,' Arthur S. Hardy, and Albert Mathews.
Among our historical writers and scholars are Goldwin
Smith ;
Eugene Schuyler, the biographer of Peter the
I

"

"
Great ; Charles Kendall Adams, author of
Democracy
and Monarchy in France ; " James Hammond Trumbull,
distinguished not only for his researches into Connecti

early history, but also as an Indian philologist ;
Arnold, the historian of Rhode Island ; Gideon
H. HoUister, the historian of Connecticut; Henry M.
Dexter, the historian of Congregationalism ; and Bishop
William S. Perry, the historian of the Episcopal Church.
Of writers on political economy, Professor William G
Sumner stands in the front rank. As a philosophic thinkcut's

Samuel G.

'

Although

not on

ihe roll of the

Fratemity
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our

while

college-men, these
prosperity.

Republic

The

and

Then there

are

and Professors Albert Harkness and William W. Good
are known to every classical student.

win, whose works

Thomas

members have long been identified with

Elisha Mulford,
of God," is eminent.

115
"

The Nation
and

Indiana, 1883.

two

"

commentator
ency
James Strong, the ecclesiastical
scholar and
clopedist; WiUiam J. Rolfe, the Shakspearian
editor; George P. Quackenbos, the educational writer;

Washington Territory,
David B,

author of

er, the Rev.

George F. Seymour,
Springfield, 1878.
John A. Paddock,

New

Membership.
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fiv*

progress and

Pope of Detroit, are very well known. Among men
who have been identified with railroad management
may
be named John Taylor Johnston, who
during twenty-eight
years was president of the New-Jersey Central ; Perry
H. Smith, of the Chicago and North-western ; and
George

made

books

�

as

their lives may be mentioned
Willard
Henry Stevens, F.R.S., of London, England;
Fiske, long librarian of Corflell University; Mellen
Chamberlain and James L. Whitney of the Boston Public

special study of

Name, librarian of Yale CoUege ;
Little, superintendent of the Astor Library;
and Daniel
George H. Moore of the Lenox Library ;
Beckwith, librarian of the Providence Athenjeum.
Of publishers, it is only necessary to speak of Joseph
There are many successful journalists,
W. Harper, jun.
Post;"
men like George C. Hill, of "The Boston
Joseph R. Hawley and Charies D. Warner, of "The
Hartford Courant;" the late Charles G. Came, of "The
The
Frederick E. Goodrich, of
Boston Journal ;
Boston Globe ;
Orange Judd, so long identified with
and Charles L. Norton,
"The American Agriculturist;

Library

; Addison Van

Robbins

�

"

"

"

"

The
of "The Christian Union" and "The Continent."
latter publication was founded, and is owned and con

ducted, by

members of the

society.
of our day
James C. Wat
late John A. Porter

Some of the most eminent scientists

Alexander E. R.
son,

Ogden

N. Rood the

the chemical
have

worn

Agassiz, the

the

prominent than
engineers, Jacob

�

astronomer

physicist,

the

and Professor Othniel C, Marsh

writer,

badge. There are few architects
Henry Van Brunt of Boston. Of
H. Linville of

The

Upsilon Epitome.

S.

have

who

Among Psi Upsilons
books �the

�

more

civil

Philadelphia, and Willard
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K. Adams, of Michigan University, declined the chancellorships of the Universities of Kansas and Nebraska.
FoUowing are the present Psi Upsilon members of the
faculties of the various colleges in which the society has
been represented.

E. B,

Jackson, president of the Maine Central. Brayton
Ives, president of the New- York Stock Exchange ; John C.
Brown, also of New-York City; and Clement M. Davison
of Detroit,
are leading bankers and financiers.
The Psi Upsilon can point to more than fifty
college
presidents, and more than three hundred college profess
ors.
Of the presidents a few are named : Andrew D.
White of CorneU ; Julius H. Seelye of Amherst; James
B. AngeU of Michigan ; Ex-President Charles A. Aiken
of Union; Lucius H. Bugbee of Allegheny; William
S. Clark of the Amherst Agricultural College ; Charles H.
Payne of the Ohio Wesleyan ; James DeKoven, the for

Union College.
Isaiah B. Price, mathematics, and adjunct
professor of physics; Wendell Lamoroux, English essays and ora
�

tory.

�

mer, and Albert Z.

College; James

K.

Gray,

the present, warden of Racine

once president of
Kenyon;
Neill, former chancellor of the University of
Minnesota ; Augustus H Strong of Rochester
Theologi
cal Seminary; George Z. Gray, dean of the Episcopal
Theological School, Cambridge ; three presidents of
Hobart College,
Dr. Stone, Bishop Perry and the Rev.
Maunsell Van Rensselaer ; Francis J. Clerc, ex-presi
dent of Burlington College; Malcolm Douglass,
formerly
of Norwich University ; and Edward S. Frisbee of
Wells College.
The Rev. James O. Murray is now dean
and actual head of the College of New Jersey (Princeton).
Not many months ago, the Rev. Egbert C. Smyth, the dis
tinguished professor of ecclesiastical history at Andover,

Stone,

Edward D.

�

declined the offered
Rev.

George

Hobart ; and

presidency of Bowdoin CoUege. The
Douglas lately refused the presidency of
during the past summer Professor Charles

W.

University

OF

French and German

science;
losophy,

William A.

the City of New York.� Charles Carroll,
languages and literature ; Isaac F. Russell, political
Houghton, logic, and intellectual and moral phi

Yale College.
Charles A. Lindsley, materia medica and thera
peutics; Lewis R. Packard, Gre^k language and literature; Daniel C.
Eaton, botany ; Addison Van Name, librarian ; Othniel C. Marsh, pale
ontology ; Franklin B. Dexter, American history ; Simeon E. Bald
win, constitutional law ; William G. Sumner, political and social science;
James K. Thacher, physiology ; Edward S. Dana, assistant professor
of natural philosophy ; William K. Townsend, pleading ; Theodore S.
Woolsey, international law ; Ambrose Tighe, tutor ; J, Hammond
Trumbull and Frederic H. Betts, lecturers.
Brown University. �Albert Harkness, Greek language and
literature; Alpheus S. Packard, jun., zoology and geology; William
W. Bailey, botany.
Amherst College.
Julius H. Seelye, president, andprofessor of
mental and moral philosophy ; William S. Tyler, Greek
language and
literature; Richard H. Mather, professor of Greek, and lecturer on
sculpture; Elijah P. Harris, chemistry; Joseph K. Chickering, asso
ciate professor of English ; John M.
Tyler, biology ; Marshall Henshaw, lecturer upon natural philosophy; Levi H. Elwell, Edward B.
Marsh, and Edward Ayres, instructors.
Dartmouth College.
Henry E. Parker, Latin language and
literature; John Ordronaux, medical jurisprudence; Edward S. Dun
ster, obstetrics; Arthur S. Hardy, mathematics and civil engineering;
Rufus B. Richardson, Greek languageand literature; Charles F. Rich
ardson, oratory and belles-lettres ; Edwin J. Bartlett, associate professor
of chemistry ; John H.
Wright, associate professor of Greek ; William
T. Smith, assistant lecturer in
anatomy and physiology.
�

�

�
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Columbia College.

Upsilon Epitome.

The

John Ordronaux,
jiirisprud.;nce ;
Ogden N. Rood, mechanics and physics ; Hjalmer H. Boyesen, Ger
man language and literature ; Frederic R. Hutton, adjunct professor
of mechanical engineering ; John K. Rees, adjunct professor of geodesy
and practical astronomy ; Francis Delafield, adjunct professor of pathol
ogy and practical medicine ; William H. Draper, clinical medicine ;
Jaspar T. Goodwin and William H. Carpenter, instructors.
Bowdoin College.
Henry Carmichael, physics and astronomy ;
medical

�

�

Barrett

Potter, instructor,

non-resident

lecturer

Warner,

of

professor

Membership.

recent literature.

on

�

oric.

Henry C. Johnson, Latin language
Williams, jun., mining-engineering and

The Lehigh University.
and literature ; Edward H.

Harrington, Latin language
James C. Van Benschoten, Greek language and litera
ture; George L. Westgate, history and political economy; Caleb T.
Winchester, rhetoric and English Hterature ; Thomas H. Eckfeldt,
instructor in Greek.
William W. Goodwin, Greek language and
Gurney, history; James M. Peiree, mathe
R, Agassiz, comparative zoology; Charles P.
�

W.

matics; Alexander E.
Parker, Instructor.

University 'OF Rochester.

Isaac F. Quinby, mathematics
philosophy; Samuel A. Lattimore, chemistry; Albert H.
Mixer, modern languages ; George M. Forbes, assistant professor of
�

and natural
Greek.

of
Michigan.
James B. Angell, president;
Adams, history; Martin L. D'Ooge, Greek language aid
literature; Edward S. Dunster, obstetrics; Mark W. Harrington,
astronomy ; Edward L. Walter, modem languages and literature ;
George S. Morris, ethics, history of philosophy, and logic; Theodore
J. Wrampelmeier, instructor; Edgar N. Smith, assistant librarian.
Edward Olson, Greek language
University of Chicago.
and literature ; John D. S. Rlggs, principal of the preparatory depart
of
the
and
secretary
faculty,
ment,
Charles W^ Bennett, history and logic ;
Syracuse Universi ty.
Eugene W. Manning, modem languages.
Andrew D. White, president, and pro
Cornell University.
fessor of history; Albert N. Prentiss, botany, horticulture, and arbori
culture ; Waterman T. Hewett, German language and literature ;
Charles C. Shackford, rhetoric and general literature ; Charles Bab
cock, architecture ; Horatio S'. White, German language and literature ;
Henry S. Williams, assistant professor of paleontology; Goldwin
Smith, lecturer on English constitutional history; Charies K. Adams.

University

�

Charles K.

�

�

�
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of

as

"

(author of

jor-general

in peace, the

of the

An initiate

has its noted

Fraternity

volunteers,

and died in

generals named on our list
during the civil war. Their
are ;

R.

was

received.

brigadier-

national service

�

Joseph C. Jackson, 1865.
Henry L. Patten, 1864.
Isaac F. Quinby, 1862.
James C. Rice, 1863.
Edward H. Kipley, 1864.

Charles Hamlin, 1864.
Edward Harland, 1862.

Joseph

Ten

names, and the dates of their

Charles C. Dodge, 1863.
Orris S. Ferry, 1862.

Rice

Hawley, 1864.

regiments

:

H. Manning,

Stephen

Reuben D. Mussey.
Edward P. Netileton.

Gouverneur Carr.

Charles L. Norton.
Francis W,

Frank H. Peck.

James

E. Foster.

Jeremiah

H. Gilman.

Samuel T. Richards.

Rogers.

Homer B.

Elisha B. Harvey.

WiUiam S.Shurtleff,

Braylon

John

Ives.

L.

Sprague.

Thompson.
Tyler.

Jackson.
Napoleon B. Knight.

Mason W,

Rufus P. Lincoln,

Wheelock G. Veazey.

The
bers
was

and the dates of service of these

"

members

of

�

faithfully have the purposes, principles, and teachings
Fraternity, been illustrated by the many who chose the more
quiet paths of Hfe, and have proven themselves honored and beloved as
neighbors, friends, citizens, scholars, gentlemen, patriots."
None the less

of the

are

specially

are

labored for the Psi

battle; and

by ties of blood was made in 1878. The
pubhshed in the catalogue of 1879; and the
brought down to date by the following table of

connected

result
mem

Col. Duncan
in

our

bearing arms. In the Confeder
ate service were Major-Gen. William Henry Fitz-Hugh
Lee, Charles B, Duffield (adjutant-general of the con
scription bureau), six colonels, and about a score of lower
at the time

An effort to ascertain the extent to which the members

Samuel C. Vance.

regiments
given in the catalogue of 1879.
brevetted major-general for gallantry
are

conferred upon

�

Alfred S. Hartwell.

Allan H.

was

equaUy represented among those who
Upsilon, bu,t of whom
The compilers of the
no enumeration is here possible.
catalogues and song-books, the editors of the society maga
zine, the members of the executive council, the contribu
tors to building-funds, the patient, zealous workers in
who shall undertake to name them all,
each chapter
and give to every name its meed of praise ?

Pike.

Horatio

brigadier-general
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that it constitutes about one-fourth of all

capable

Both classes

Alfred P, Rockwell.

Charles H. Foster.

Membership.

Anderson, Hartwell, Ives, Manning, Mussey, Pal
frey, Rogers, and Thompson. Twenty-eight lieutenantcolonels, and proportionably larger numbers of subordinate
officers and of private soldiers, make up a roll so long

have

Palfrey.

Alson C. Davis.
Samuel A. Duncan.

the brevet title of

be recalled:

�

Samuel R. Beardsley,
James C. Beecber.
William S. Clark.

�

In reading the incomplete catalogue of those who have
acquired distinction, the words of Senator Hawley should

battle, and Patten died of a wound
Following are the thirty-two Psi Upsilon

Nicholas L. Anderson.

our

officers.

killed in

colonels of union

Benjamin

names.

of wounds

1863

Wagner.
fought in the

Greek chairs in nine of

that

appears

colleges are filled by Psi UpsUons. The Greek
professorship at Dartmouth has been continuously held
by our alumni since 1S49. O^ former professors in our
colleges may be mentioned the Rev. J. L. Diman, who
filled the chair of history and political economy in Brown
University from 1864 until his death, three years ago ; and
Elihu Root, late professor of mathematics and physics in
Amherst College ; but there have been many others. To
the colleges where the society has not had chapters, it has
sent many professors,
men like WiUiam A. Packard,
professor of Latin at Princeton ; Jabez Brooks, professor
of Greek in the University of Minnesota; Adoniram J.
Huntington, who fills the Greek chair at Columbian Col
lege ; James E. Latimer, dean of the school of theology
of Boston University ; Luther T. Townsend, professor of
sacred rhetoric in the same institution ; John J. Elmendorf and John H. Converse of Racine CoUege ; George L.
Gary of the Meadville Theological School; and Marshall
Calkins of Vermont University.
Among our prominent preparatory teachers should be
named the following : Albert C. Perkins, principal of Phil
lips Exeter Academy ; James Starr Clark, rector of
Trinity School, Tivoli, N.Y. ; Merrick Lyon, of the Brown
University grammar-school ; Zuinglius Grover, principal

Cols.

George C. Strong
Point "), became a ma

received in the assault of Fort

appointments,

King,

parent chapter,

Cadet Life at West

of

it

The

Seminary, Chicago ; and Joseph E.
of Fort Edward Collegiate Institute.

In war,

Thus
nineteen

Upsilon Epitome.

Dearborh

principal

�

geology.

Wesleyan University. �Calvin S.

Harvard College.

; Charles D,

Trinity CoLLEGK,
Samuel Hart, Latin language and literature;
Henry Ferguson, history and political science; William Hamersley,
lecturer on law; Charles F. Johnson, instmctor in English and rhet

and literature ;

literature; Ephraim
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English constitutional history

was

figures are
relationship

:

�
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^

.;
m

Theta
Delta

Union
N.Y.U.

16
a

s

Beta

Yale

21

-�

Gamma
Zeta
Lambda

IS

24

Psi

Amherst
Dartmouth
Columbia
Bowdoin
Hamilton

*li

f=P
rnx

IS

2

IS

s

77
24
27

12

^o

4

Xi

Wesleyan

Alpha

Harvard
Rochester

Brown

Upsilon

12

Omega
Pi
Chi
Beta Beta
Eta

6

^2

a

2t>

i

>^y

m-f:
^y

>

2

40
45
234

20

�
I

s

2

2

m

2lj
I

I

I

�14

77

�ts

77

^2

b4

37

a^

I

n

I

29

66

32

21

23
6

s

6

0

2

11

24

I

12

25

s

,�;

10

S

7

I

12

8
II

I

7

Trinity

4

s

4

2

I

2

CorneU

Lehigii
different

IS

34

43

I02

455

1,024

2

4

fro m

Groups

30

rt

370

62

chapters
136

Total

The

I02

171

I

IS

'

4

3

brothers in the 43 groups composed of mem
chapters are thus distributed; Theta,

bers of different

10; Beta, 18; Sigma, 2 ; Gamma, 9 ; Zeta, 7 ;
Lambda, 9; Kappa, 5; Psi, 2; Xi, 5; Alpha, 4; Upsilon,
7; Iota, 2; Phi, 4i Omega, 2; Pi, 2; Chi, 2; Beta Beta,
3; Eta, I.

8; Delta,

member to carry out the declaration of

first

The
Finch's

ringing lines,
*'

�

And when

our

little

ones come

We'll brand them all Psi

on,

Upsilon,"

�

Schuyler (Delta '37), father of
George
Eugene Schuyler (Beta '59). The twenty-two years' in

was

W.

the Hon.

terval in that
short

as

between the dates of

case

any in

our

list, and
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thirty-three years,
period being slightly
longest interval being fifty years (which occurs in
instances).

The classes

thus

are

represented

in the number of "Psi

is

one ;

as

the

'30 has i ; '33, i ; '35, i ; '36, i ; '37,
Upsilon fathers :
4; '39,1; '40,3; '41,4; '42,4; '43,8; '44,8; '45,6;
'46, 8; '47,9; '48, ro; '49j 9 5 'So, 3 5 '51,41 '52, 7; '53,
6 ; '54. 9 ; ''$1-. 5 ; 'S^, 6 ; '57, 7 ; '58, 4 ; 'S% 2 ; '66, 3.
The Psi Upsilon sons are distributed as follows: '59
has I ; '62, I ; '63, i ; '64, 3 ; '()S^ 2; '67, i ; '68, i : '69,
2; '70, I ; '71, 2; '72,3; '7378; '74,6; '75,3; 'l^i^\
^77, 10; ^yS, 12; '79, 7; '80, 14; 'Si, ii ; '82, 10; '83,
The average number
15; '84, 18; '85, 16; '86,9; ^^7,7for the last ten classes is twelve, being seven per cent
of the whole membership in those classes. Fifty-one of
the hundred and seventy-one sons belong to different
colleges from those of their fathers. Seventeen of the
hundred and thirty-six fathers have two sons apiece in
the society. The late Justice William Z. Stuart of Indiana
had five; Professor William S. Tyler of Amherst Col
lege, the Rev. David Trumbull, and the late Stephen
Waterman, each sent four ; and Orange Judd, the Rev.
Edward H. Greeley, and the Rev. Benjamin T. Roberts,
three. Fifty-two of the hundred and thirty-six fathers
are clergymen.
Mr. Tuttle and Dr. Harvey
Two of the founders
have Psi Upsilon sons, as have several of the charter
members at the New- York University, Yale, Brown,
Amherst, Bowdoin, Hamilton, and Wesleyan. Among
the prominent Psi Upsilons whose sons are members are
President Arthur; the poets Saxe and Stedman; Bishop
Niles; the Rev. Drs. Dexter and Scudder; Presidents
Seelye of Amherst, White of Cornell, and Strong of the
Rochester Theological Seminary ; Professors Bennett cf
�

Upsilon Epitome.

of

Diman

graduation

shorter than all but

two
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less than

"

i8

I

Membership.

average
and the

hca

HO

1

s

1"'

�

q

Kenyon
Michigan
Chicago
Syracuse

Iota
Phi

f
--S
nii

Hffl

Ik
lb

Kappa

�

S1-=

T

V
College.

Chapter,

Tlie

Upsilon Epitome.

of

Brown, Harrington
Syracuse,
Wesleyan,
Harris, Mather, and Tyler, of Amherst, and Parker of
Dartmouth; ex-Senator Patterson, Chief Justice Durfee,
Dwight Foster, George W. Schuyler, Benjamin T.
Fames, William Walter Phelps, Waldo Hutchins, and
many others, mentioned in the following complete list of
the fathers in Psi Upsilon :
�

The
M.

�

Membership.

Stebbins, '48; John Bell, '52

; Charles H,

Cram, '54

125
; Isaac

Bridg

man, '56 ; John Q. Bittenger, '57.
Lambda Chapter.
George B.

Draper, '45.
Kappa Chapter.
George F.' Choate, William D. Northend, '43 ;
M.
W.
John
Goodwin, '45 ; Jairus
Perry, '46; John C. Smith, '47;
Oliver Stevens, '48; George E. B. Jackson, '49; Henry F. Harding,
'50 ; Joseph K. Greene, '55 ; Rowland B. Howard, James H. Taylor,
'56 ; Amos L. Allen, '60,
Psi Chapter.
John Munro, '44; Dwight H. Olmstead, Perry
H, Smith, '46 ; Moses E. Dimham, '47 ; James S. Dickerson, '48 ;
William B. Ruggles, '49; Francis E. Dakin, '51; Paul D. Morrpw,
'52 ; George W. B. Dakin, '53.
Xi Chapter.
Harvey B. Lane, '35 ; Erastus Wentworth, '37 ;
Richard S. Rust, '41 ; Micah J. Talbot, '43 ; Eli Hubbard, '45 ;
Orange Judd, Silas W. Robbins, '47 ; John C. Clarke, Benjamin T.
Roberts, '48 ; Jidlus R. Pomeroy, '49 ; Arthur B. Calef, '51 ; Charles
W. Bennett, Calvin S. Harrington, Aaron White, '52 ; Henry Baker,
Joseph H. Knowles, '54; Daniel Pomeroy, '56 ; George S. Chadbourne,
'58; George G, Dains, Frederick Woods, '59; Sanford B. Sweetser,
�

�

�

Theta Chapter.

W.

Charles W.

Tuttle, '36;
Harvey,
Gott, '37 ; Theodore Babcock, '41 ; George I. Taylor, '43 ;
Goss, '46 ; Albert C. Ingham, Daniel W. Noyes, '47 ; Ches
ter A. Arthur, '48; Samuel T. Freeman, '50; Francis P. Dewees,
'53 ;
Stephen Bredln, '54; Edward L. Stevens, '55; Alson C. Davis,
Harlow A. Gale, '56 ; Edmund H. Dewey, '58.
Delta Chapter.
George W, Schuyler, '37 ; John T. Johnston,
'39 ; Henry M. Scudder, '40 ; William H. Willcox, '43 ; Francis N.
Bangs, '45; William Aikman, '46; John H. Colgate, Grenvllle T.
Jenks, '49,
Beta Chapter.
Henry M, Dexter, Daniel P. Noyes, '40;
George Bushnell, David Trumbull, '42 ; Benjamin T. Eames, Lucius
F. Robinson, '43 ; Samuel A. Fisk, Edward D. Selden, Joseph B.
Walker, '44 ; Lewis H. Reld, '47 ; Dwight Foster, '48 ; Walter Frear,
'51 ; William H. Odell, '52 ; Benjamin K. Phelps, Edmund C. Sted
man, Andrew D. White, '53 ; Edward W. Lambert, Alexander S.
Twombly, Adrian Van Sinderen, Erskine N. White, '54 ; Edmund T,
Allen, Augustus H. Strong, '57; William W. Phelps, '60.
Sigma Chapter.
Zuinglius Grover, '42; Cyrus Bentley, '44;
Franklin J. Dickman, Thomas Durfee, Stephen Waterman, '46; James
Tillinghast, '49; Jeremiah L. Diman, '51; Alexander Famum, '52;
Horatio Rogers, '55 ; Arnold Green, '58.
William S. Tyler, '30; William Z. Stuart,
Gamma Chapter.
'33 ; Rowland Ayres, '41 ; Waldo Hutchins, '42 ; George Soule, '47 ;
Thomas Morong, '48; Henry N. Peck, Julius H. Seelye, '49 ; Elijah
P. Harris, Edward A. Strong, '55; Richard H. Mather, Edward K.
Phillips, John H. Sweetser, '57 ; Francis Lobdell, '58 ; Alpheus Hardy.
Zeta Chapter.
Henry E. Parker, '41; Lorenzo Clay, '43;
Edward W. Clark, John H, George, '44; Edward H. Greeley, '45;
Ezra L. Griffin, '47; George W. Patterson, James W, Patterson, John
Joseph

�

W.

Simon S.

�

�

�

�

�

George

�

'60 ; Charles N. Smith.
Alpha Chapter.

�

John

G. Saxe.

Phi Chapter.� Orlando M. Barnes,
Chi Chapter.
Edward J. Morgan.

'50.

�

Harriman, '45 ; James S.
Puidy, '49; William A. Hitchcock, '54; William W. Niles, '57.
Beta Beta Chapter. �Frederick D.

The three groups of six brothers each are, White (Beta
'5^ '54, '59, '^, '64, '66), Smyth (Kappa '48, '54, '56, '63,
'67, '68), and Thacher (Beta '68, '71, '72, '74, '77, '83);
the last-named

being

sons

of the venerable Professor

Thacher.

The groups of five each are, Dakin (Psi '51,
'53, '58), Lewis (Zeta '64, ^66, '69, '72, '74), Pome

'51, '53,
roy (Xi '49, '52, '53, '56, '61), and Stuart (Zeta '71, Gam
ma '73, '74, '80, '83).
Among miscellaneous facts of relationship, it may be
stated, that, of the founders, Mr. Goodale is uncle of Judge
Hadley; Mr. Barnard had a brother in Beta's class of
'48. Two of the five brothers Pomeroy have Psi Upsi-
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Ion sons,

as

Upsilon Epitome.

have two of the five brothers Dakin. Partial
a vast number of
kinships other than'

Tlie

Membership.

researches show

those mentioned.

There

and innumerable cousins.
bers have married

many uncles and nephews,
About three hundred mem

are

daughters

or

sisters of Psi

Upsilons.

slelligerih^s been sadly lengthened. Five of the seven
founders lived to witness the semi-centennial ; but of the
fourteen men in the first class only six survive, and only
the

four remain of the ten
It is almost certain that the survivors of the classes in

Theta and Delta from

lons who have

living

worn

founders has

'36

to '39 are the oldest Psi
Upsi
badge in college. Each of the
reached a great age.
Mr. Harvey

the

born at

Albany, March 17, 1810; so he is now seven
ty-four years old. The Hon. William Taylor, known
throughout the society as Old Bill Taylor," and who,
though not a founder, did more than any other early
member to strengthen and extend the order, was born in
New- York City, April 3, iSlo. Judge Hadley was born
at Goshen, Litchfield County, Conn.,
Aug. 26, 1812; Mr.
Goodale, at South Egremont, Berkshire County, Mass.,
Dec. 20, 1814; Mr. Martindale, at Sandy Hill, Washing
ton County, N.Y., Feb. 4, 1S17; and Mr. Tuttle, perhaps
the youngest of the founders,
for he finished college
at nineteen,
first saw the light at Windham, Greene
County, N.Y., March 14, 1S17. Probably the youngest
initiate is Mr. John A. Ingham (Pi '86), son of the Hon.
Albert C. Ingham (Theta '47).
He .entered Syracuse
University and the Fraternity at the early age of fourteen.
Nearly threescore years separate him from Mr. Harvey
and Mr. Taylor.

was

"

�

six

Upsilon to lay down this mortal life was
David Humphreys (Th�ta '37), whose death in 1838, in
Velasco. Tex., far away from home and friends, was soon
followed by that of his classmate, Merwin H. Stewart, on'e
of tire founders. Since these early bereavements the roll of

,

ii

I

men

in Theta '37. Four of Delta's
Beta's fourteen, are still

charter-members, and six of

the poet Holland, of the zealous
DeKoven, of the scholarly and eloquent Pro
fessor Diman, of the novelist DeMille, of the astrono
mer Watson, of Senators Arnold and Ferry, remind us of
the great age of our Fraternity, and warn us to provide
worthy substitutes for the great departed. Following is
a table of mortality :

left.

The deaths of

churchman

�

^

S
Chapter.

College.

"

Sigma

Union
N. Y. U.
Yale
Brown

Zeta
Lambda

Dartmouth
Columbia

Kappa

Uowdoin

Psi

Hamilton

Xi

Wesleyan

Alpha
Upsilon

Harvard
Rochester

lota
Phi

Kenyon
Michigan

Omega

Chicago
Syracuse

Theta
Delta

Beta

^
ro

T

�
4

i
8

Pi

Chi
Beta Beta

Cornell

Eta

Uhigh

1

�

m

S
"

ro

9

^

6

^

cS"

S

T

U

^

�
23

97

9*
J9

213

M

25

74

21

60

ColLece

iiiiiii iiiiiiniiiii

51

16

�^

I

8
2

13
27

17

n

23

5

7

&4

32

3

9

4

13

Trinity

Total

"b

23

62

22

Amherst

�
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7

13

8S

207

264

332

904

Taylor (Theta '37)

EHsha

CHAPTER V.

"

I

that
SOCIAL LIFE.

"

"

On pillars

Knowest thou the house ?

Bright

Detroit,�

at

organization. At
society was brotherly

of the

object

Diamond,"

�

society of some kind.
"Young men as college-students
It becomes a necessity, in order to the proper cultivation of their

...

M. Wheelek
rest

together socially

its beams,

with those of their

of the founders of the Psi

one

I think I

kind.

own

that it

Upsilon,

can

say, as
in such a

originated

necessity."

Goethe.

The

society experiences

characters, that they be drawn closely

social nature and their moral

(Theta '41).

is its hall."

Fortunate is it that the

now, the avowed

as

said in 1877,

few weeks after its

must have

Psi U."

John

early date,

a

The Rev. Samuel Goodale writes in "The

The loving ties there formed
Within thy walls of living light,

Upsilon,

joined the Theta Chapter

love."

Fond memory keeps forever bright

Psi

Upsilon Epitome.
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most

difBcult to describe are those which leave the most vivid
and permanent impressions : none of us needs to be re
minded of the social joys of our order. The literature

of anniversary re-unions affords us many interesting
glimpses into the communings of the early Psi Upsilons.
Speaking at the Chicago re-union of 1879, the Hon. John
U. Pettit (Theta '39) said,

Rev.

Upsilon
"

at

regard

to

Psi

�

We used to have royal

The influence of the

good times.

strong and salutary, both in

me was

in

M. Dexter says

Henry

Yale,

thing upon

literary and general point of

a

view."

And Dr. Dexter's

after
New

the Rev. Daniel P.

classmate,

Noyes,
Upsilon in

of Psi

describing the charter-members
Haven, writes,
�

�

social

Upsilon was never a creed. It vras something
faith, warm, lively, living, buoyant, glowing, hopefuL
Good work depends on who
: we became friends.

best

we

"

The Psi

was a

:

became chosen friends.

AU honest life has

It

better.

Life
can

common

was

worked

There

comes over me.

nimity

in the

list,

a

of truth, of honor, of brotherliness,
grra.t deal of affection and of magna

sense

was a

company."

do it

duties

together.

cradle, Psi Upsilon was a marvellous child of full
health and strength and beauty. From the beginning, the Psi Upsilon
was a free republic ; but, better, it was a republic of love."
its birth and in its

President

:

The strong are stronger than the weak: we
helped each other. With like studies, tastes, purposes, ambitions,
and
supporting and cheering each other on the way,
hopes, helping
all grew warm and close to each other by very contact, and so close it
seemed we could almost feel the beating of every brother's heart. At

we

"As I recall the

James

B.

1880,

Michigan University

�

"Some of the dearest memories of my
of my society life."

college-days

linked to the

are

friendships

Ex-Attorney-Gen.

Amos T. Akerman said

a

few years

ago,�
memory retains

scarcely any thing
enjoy again as some of
branch of our Fratemity."

"My

would be
mouth

glad

so

to

Professor William A.

"
'

'

of

the

college-life which I
meetings of the Dart

�

Upsilon Epitome.

I remember well how Psi

grind

of ray

Packard, Ph.D., says,

The Psi

^l^

"V

of

Angell

wrote to the convention of

much relief from the

Upsilon- brought

college-days."

Of the

society

as

it

was

years ago, Mr. Willard S.
"Around and above all

was

at

Hamilton

Pope

says,

more

than

thirty

�

genial, hearty comradeship,

the

the

sunny influence of friends kindred in habit, in thought, and in life. And
this it is
that endears to
this culminating charm of college-days
�

r>V^

us

�

forever the memory of

are

our

warin ; and to me, and I

near

old

and dear whose hands then met

the Psi

The

Fraternity.

am sure

friendships of youth
always be
old familiar grip of

to all of us, those will
ours

in the

Upalon."

In much later times, Professor Horatio S. White,
speaking of the causes which required the suspension
of the Alpha Chapter, likened Psi Upsilon to a family.
And

so

the old song runs,
"

Psi

Upsilon,

�

the

Of Nature's

family
royal men.

Bless, bless, the Union from
The happy children ten ! "

which sprang

We of the present day have the best reasons for know
that the social tie has not been relaxed. Alumni

ing

re-unions

:a^Ji5w

ings

in

are

results of that tie ; and it has led to gather
met in 1878 in Leyden, the

foreign lands, such as
ancient university town of

Holland.'

An

incident of
"The

social life among graduates is thus described in
"
(New York) Times of March i, 1883 :
�

"

Washington, Feb.

aS.

"

_^k.
itLSLf/f,

i/'

,EVi -rr

President Arthur gave a dinner-party at the White House this
evening, in honor of his college fratemity, the Psi Upsilon, of which
there

are

several members in the present Congress. The guests were
by the President and his sisters, Mrs.

received in the Blue Parlor

McEIroy

and Mrs.

Haynesworth of Albany,

his guests at the White House.
'

The dinner

both of whom

are now

announced at

half-past

was

See The Diamond for November,

1878.

Social
seven, and the table in the

sixteen

covers.

Blooming

private
azaleas

Life.
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tion.

family dining-room was laid with
and orchids were placed around the
or

It has

forty

feet

a

seventy feet.

of-the-valley, was set in the centre of the table, and at each end were
large cut-glass balls, filled with Jacqueminot and Marechal-Niel roses.
Silver candelabra and crystal compotes and decanters also decorated the
board. Seven wineglasses were set at each plate, together with goldembossed name-cards and boutonniires and corsage bouquets. The
President sat at the middle of the table, with Mrs. Hawley at his right,
and Mrs. Frye at his left Mrs. McEIroy sat facing him, with Senator
Hawley at her right, and Senator Frye at her left. The others present
were Mrs. Haynesworth, Mr. Charles D. Warner, Representative and
Mrs. Hutchins of New York, Representative and Miss Robinson of
Brooklyn, Representative and Mrs. Rice of Massachusetts, Repre

the freestone

"

University

class of

�

chapter-life is our college-hfe. The boys get around to the
half-past nine every morning, talk together about Psi
Upsilon matters (no studying allowed) for half an hour, then march
around to the University, and sing as they go up and down the halls.
The recitations last till half-past one, when all go out together for
lunch; then to the rooms, to study, sing, play chess, etc. Outsiders
see how constantly we are together, how we help each other, and how
we are

about

bound to

Passing

one

another

other windows mentioned
a

ever

been the

the

at

Yale:"

society

or

thick

are

and there

all in the second story ; and in the roof is
which looks in upon the main
assembly-room is on the lower

ground glass,

exhibition-hall.

The usual

are

is heated

of the incidents of

erty must have cost

�

in New Haven is taken from

sixty-six feet, is about

various small apartments above and below.
Venti
by double walls and other special appliances ; and the
with
and
by furnace, supplied
building
water,
lighted by gas.
David R. Brown was the architect. The masonry was superintended by
William Treat ; and the carpentry, by William Judd- The whole prop

floor,

before the work

realized in several instances, and soon to be realized in
others. The following description of the building owned

by

of

lation is secured

by Psi Upsilon ties."

be remarked that the
has

large skylight of

theatre

society life, it may
acquisition of a permanent home
a
hope already
hope of each chapter,

to some

depth

black; one pattern running across just above
foundation, another at the top of the entrance-way, and
a third
just below the cornice of the roof. This is a Mansard, slated, and
surmounted by an ornamental iron railing, which connects and partly
conceals the two short chimneys which project at its extremities.
Above the entrance is an arched window, the keystone of which bears
The entrance and the arch above it make a
the chapter -letter 'B.'
slight projection from the front, and so a gable above the arch breaks
the uniformity of the roof. The roof-comices and the massive stair
way are of light Nova-Scotia stone, and freestone is the material of the
half-dozen steps which lead up to it. In relief, upon the inner slab
which surmounts the doors, are the letters '*Y'. The doors them
selves are of solid oak, though these will doubtless in time give place to
iron ones. On the south side of the building, near its front, is a second
arched window, covered, like the ornamental one in front, with a brown
lattice-blind. There are two other square windows in the rear, protected
by close black shutters. There is also a rear entrance to the basement,
and two full-length basement-windows, as well as half a dozen scuttle-.
windows upon either side, all of which are protected by iron bars. The

Our

rooms

a

and stands upon a lot whose dimensions are forty by
The material of the front is red pressed brick inlaid with

ornamental work in

sentative and Mrs. Buck of Connecticut."

The salutatorian of the New- York

Upsilon Epitome.

twenty-six feet,

high,

rooms, and the table was decorated with flowers. An oval shield in four
compartments, made of pink and white azaleas, and studded with lilies-

'83 writes,

front of

"

fifteen thousand dollars.

some

was

begun,

the

society

For a year or two
owned the stucco house next

beside the Divinity College on College Street, and intended to refit it,
and occupy it for its own uses, but finally decided to build the present
hall instead.

Four Years

a

�

quarter of

and

Upsilon is on High Street, a few steps from the
coUegfe-yard. It was taken possession of on the
been about seven months in process of erec
having
May, 1870,

College

this, Psi Upsilon had occupied for more than
Block, comer of Chapel

Prev-ous to
a

century

a

hall in Townsend's

Streets."

"The hall of Psi
north west
ist of

comer

The debt upon the Yale Hall was cleared off in June,
1882, when some needed repairs were made. Additions

of the

0
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long been under discussion. The
corporation created by the Connecti
cut Legislature at its May session of 1862, when James H.
Trumbull ('42), formerly Connecticut secretary of state,
Henry E. Pardee ('56), and Sime^m E. Baldwin ('61),
to

the

building

have

property is held by

"

a

with all such other persons

as

may from time to time

them, together with their successors,"
a body politic and corporate, by the
were constituted
name of the 'Trumbull Trust Association,' for the sole
purpose of the intellectual and moral improvement and
culture of its members ; and by said name were to have
perpetual succession, and be capable in law to purchase,
receive, hold, and convey real and personal estate not
exceeding a certain amount in value ; to sue and be sued,
implead and be impleaded," etc.
The erection of the beautiful building owned by the
Xi (Wesleyan University) Chapter, in Middletown, Conn.,
was determined upon at the quarto-ceptennial in
1868,
when a subscription was started contingent upon ten
On
raised.
Oct.
thousand dollars being
21, 1869, the
was paid in by John
one hundred dollars
first money
Hale Powers ('69), who died Sept. 26, 1877, while the hall
In 1872 Mr. John A. Cass ('72) made an
was building.
extended tour, in which he raised the subscriptions to
the specified sum. The financial panic delayed payments,
be associated with

"

"

"

"

"

�

�

but the amounts collected

est, whereby

more

were

at

once

put

at

inter

than two thousand dollars accrued.

About two hundred and twenty-five men from forty-five
classes have subscribed to the fund. Ground was broken
for the building, June 27, 1877. The work was completed
Feb. r, 1878, and the chapter was put in possession at
; but the formal dedication^ was postponed until June

once

J

See The Diamond for

November, 1878.

-
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The Hon. D. Ward

1878.

Copeland

were

Northrop
building-committee.
Street, only a few rods

the

sand dollars, and there has never been any debt upon the
property. The corporation is composed of alumni who

and Melvin B.

have subscribed articles of

The house isi

from the postoffice, court-house, banks, etc., and seven minutes' walk:
from the college. It is of brick, the front being of Phila
and the trimmings of Portland1
No. 32, in Broad

From the basement projects a bay-window,,
which is carried up through the first and second stories ;
but the place of windows in the front of the third story is5
tablets and a badge. These arei
two

brown-stone.

large

carved in Ohio yellow-stone, and set in brown-stone, one2
"
"
the other,,
Erected A.D. 1877;
tablet bearing the words
"
"
"
the letter S and the date 1 833." The exterior dimen
sions are twenty-six by fifty feet. The first story con

dining-room, connected by foldingI
doors, and devoted to the use of the Chique Chaque
dining-club, a Psi Upsilon organization. The base

tains

a

parlor

and

contains four

rooms

for the matron of the club.

entering the house is attracted by1
On each^
the Pompeian style of frescoing in the hall.
side are figures with Greek mottoes. The first is a tabled
Mia -ivx^ i" the second is tlie head
scene, with the words
"
of Apollo with his lyre, and the motto TviJOi Seavrm ;
"
the third is a group of flowers with
'Xfupiea^s "Epor."
The fourth picture has "Xoipe" in the centre, and un
e
derneath it is the answer, "IIoMoi Kiyanai" (from the
g
Eleusinian ceremonies); the fifth picture is an owl resting
"
h
Dextres Dare; the sixth
motto being
upon a fasces, the
and
its
is
a
book,
is a burning lamp resting upon
legend s
and
d
"Integer Vitae." The frescoing of the reception
dining rooms is in the Queen Anne style. The secondd
"
"

central,

being

near

the business part of the
at hand, while the col-

distant about three minutes' walk.

is

A double suite of

front.

Near the

rooms

on

the first floor is

re-

served for

parlors, reading-room, etc., besides which are
eight suites occupied by sixteen members of the chapter.
In front of the house, and running the full length of the
grounds, is a lawn ; at the side are fruit-trees, and in the

"

rear

is

a

The estimated value of the prop-

tennis-court.

erty is nearly twenty thousand dollars. The purchaseprice and the cost of remodelling were paid by numerous

subscriptions

e
thrown into one, and contain the
'f
cloak-room, etc. The cost of
was

of Amherst

�

"

lodge-room, guard-room,
the ground and building

The situation is

town

�

"

are

feet.

grounds, and at a short distance
from the sidewalk, is the house, which is fifty feet in
width, and has a depth of forty-five feet, besides a large
in which
extension. It is painted brown, the third story
is the lodge-room
being shingled and painted in the
Queen Anne style. Broad piazzas run across the entire

one

and third stories

name

northern line of the

-

The attention of

association, under the

The Xi of the Psi

lege

-

�

ment

"

Upsilon Fraternity."
Tbe chapter-house of the Gamma was purchased in
August, 1879, and was occupied immediately on the opening of the ensuing term. In the summer of 1880 the house
was repaired and remodelled ; a third story was added,
and piazzas were built. The changes having been completed about Dec. i, 1880, complete possession was taken
at that time, though the lower floors had been previously occupied. The site is a fine one : it has a front of
one hundred and fifty feet on the principal street, oppo
site the common, and a depth of one hundred and eighty
of

delphia pressed brick,

supplied by

Upsilo7i Epitome.
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some

�

the alumni of the

of them

being

very

large

�

generous. The corporate name of the society is
_Gamma Chapter Corporation of Psi Upsilon."

>
not less than fifteen thou-

from

chapter, the class of '78 being also very
"

The

0
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was first discussed by the
Michigan Chapter in the winter of 1872-73, Charles H.
Hamilton ,('69) and James W. Ferry ('73) being especially
active in urging on the work. The project passed
through the usual stages. In December, 1875, tenalumni
signed articles of incorporation, under the title of "The
At the ensuing Commence
Hamilton Literary Society."
ment, subscriptions amounting to twenty-five hundred dol
The first money was paid in by Francis
lars were made.
D. Bennett ('72) ; and ground was bought Aug. 13, 1878.
Many new subscriptions were now received, and previous
ones were doubled.
George Rust ('73) gave seven hun
dred and fifty dollars ; Edward K. Hubbard ('78) devised
property from wliich a large sum was reahzed ; C. H.
Hamilton ('69), O. F. Barnes ('80), P. B. Loomis ('80), W.
M. Tliompson ('8t), and J. M. Wheeler (Theta '41) gave

of

The erection

a

house

from two hundred to five hundred dollars each ; and
there were a good many subscriptions which exceeded a
broken Oct. 3, 1879, and by
substantially completed.
The house faces the university buildings, and stands at
the corner of State Street and South University Avenue,
on a lot
measuring sixty-six by two hundred feet. It is
of irregular Gothic shape, with three gables, facing north,
east, and south, while on the west is a tower, the height
of which is eighty feet. It is in the neo-Gothic style of
architecture.
The material is brick, with terra-cotta and
stone trimmings, while bands of black brick wind around.
Tlie corner-stone bears the, following inscription on the
hundred dollars.

May

I,

State-street

the north

Gargoyles
tower.
139

and

Ground

1880, the building

side:

side,

was

was

"A.D.

MDCCCLXXIX;" and on
XLVI, Capitis XV."

"Anno Fratemitatis

of terra-cotta do

duty

as

water-spouts

The cornice is constructed of

galvanized

iron.

The roof is

on

the

brick, terra-colta,
of slate, and the orna-

Social
each

is

gable

Life.
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over

the

taining

clasped hands,

and fasces.

There

are

the north and east side of

on

side, by passing up
twelve
on

the

by thirty
right side

a

by

means

it, and the

of

on

is

stairs

"

the north

a

reception-room

four feet.

seventeen

on

the third floor

are

to

A

hearths.

fireplaces
are

in the

with kitchen,
basement, which is high

lars.'

The site is
to

by far the

build

a

best in the

stone

lodge

city of

on

pan

-I

act

at

Hamilton

Ann Arbor.

the State-street

College was incorporated by
Legislature, April 10, 1872,

Newspaper

of

July

17,

i83o, contains

a

third of

on

an acre.

(Trinity) Chapter purchased a
Washington and Park streets, one of
desirable sites in the city, paying therefor

corner

most

of

�

of the New- York

Frank Leslie's Illustrated

good picture

building

erick

near future ; and then the present lodge, now
the greater part of the third story, will be
devoted to other purposes.

chapter

now

Henry K. Olmstead ('46), George S. Gilman ('47), Fred
Goodridge ('57), William W. Niles ('57), William
Hamersley CsS), Charles M. Pond ('58), Alfred B. Bull
('59), Samuel B. Warren ('59), William F. Nichols ('70),
George H. Seyms ('72), and David B. Willson ('79). To
the energy and perseverance of Mr. Willson is largely
due the success of the committee appointed in June, 1882,
to solicit subscriptions for a building.
Jan. 31, 1883, it
ten thou
was reported that more than the required sum
sand dollars
had been pledged ; and June 29, 18S3, the
corner-stone of a lodge. was laid in presence of Bishop
Niles and many other alumni, Edward M. Gallaudet de-

and

occupying
The

The site of the house

and
fi;st

"
The Colt Trust Associa
twenty-seven hundred dollars.
tion," the corporate body of the chapter, is composed of

front in the

special

Upsilon

short time.

the

The present value of the property, including
cannot be much less than twenty thousand dol

It is intended

a

a

lot at the

lighted.

furniture,

Psi

In 1881 the Beta Beta

with suitable mantels and tile-

large dining-hall, together

try, laundry, etc,
well

in

On this floor is the

also twelve

Chapter of the

College Street, and the lot contains
The plans call for a three-story
building, of wood, after the Queen Anne style. A kitch
en, two bedrooms, and cellar, are to be in the basement ;
dining-room, billiard-room, parlor, and library, on the first
floor ; and three chambers, bathroom, and lodge-room on
the second floor, while in the third story are five cham
bers, making accommodations in all for sixteen students.
Ground was broken early in the autumn of 1883, and the
stone foundation was laid.
The work will be completed

are four arches
similarly
lodge-room. The stairways
and floors are of oak, the floors being doubled and dead
ened. The house is heated by a large furnace ; but there

leading

adorned.

The Psi

corner

College Hill."
thirty-six feet

about

floor, as well as part of the third, are devoted to sleepingapartments, with all the necessary adjuncts of bathrooms,
closets, etc. Over the broad stairway that leads to the
second story are three arches ornamented with corbels,
while

Upsilon Epitome.

about one-quarter of the way up
There is a total frontage of two hundred

prominent

a

and

of steps leading to a veranda
The main hall is nine feet wide,

of which is

of

name

board of trustees.

house,

the left, a library sixteen by twentyThe remainder of this floor and the second

by twenty-two.

"

Fraternity," Charles H. Toll, Edward E. Bacon,
Perry H. Smith, jun., being named in the act as the

the owl

winding

other

under the

flight

feet.

and

by

two main entrances to the

the tower,

being through

one

a

and surmounted

The Psi
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monogram of the letters "*"
and "Y." The north gable is constructed of terra-cotta
of diaper-work, in the centre of which is a shield con
ment

�

very

of the Fhi house.

0
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livering an address. The foundations are completed, and
which is to be of brown-stone, with Ohio
the building
will be finished this season.
freestone facings
The house of the Eta (Lehigh) Chapter is situated in
Market Street, in the centre of the city of Bethlehem, on
a lot measuring eighty-three by one hundred and sixtyA fine tennis-court, occupies the rear of the
two feet.
lot.
Purchased in 1882, the building was altered in Swiss
chdtet style by W. H. Miller of Ithaca, who, by the way,
�

�

was

the architect of the

who has drawn the
two lower stories

plans

Fiske-McGraw mansion, and
To the
new Chi house.

for the

of brick

was

added

a

third

story of

porches and balconies on all three
stories, the ground porch being fourteen feet deep and
forty-five feet long. The cellar contains steam-heating
wood.

There

are

apparatus, kitchen, three bathrooms, etc. On the first
floor, at the left of the entrance, is a smoking-room, six

by twenty-six feet ; in the rear of that is a library,
by sixteen ; on the right of the entrance are two
drawing-rooms with folding-doors, the total length being
thirty-eight feet, and the width sixteen feet; in the hall
are thirty lock-closets for coats, etc.; and in the rear is
the lodge-room, thirty-six by twenty feet. The second
teen

twelve

floor contains
room;

and

on

seven

bedrooms,

the third floor

and two suites of two

rooms

with closets and
are

each.

a

bath

five

single bedrooms,
Twenty-four men can

easily be accommodated in the house. The total cost
of building and furniture is slightly more than twentyei^^ht thousand dollars. A stock association composed of
alumni of the Fraternity holds the legal title to the prop
erty.
The Chi
stone
U3

of

a

Chapter at Cornell University laid
house. May 8, 1884, in presence of

the

corner

the

general

Social
convention.
occasion

'

Life.
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From President White's

the

following paragraphs

are

address
taken

:

on

"

�

We

be made

�'

prize

most of all in

a

house like this is its

in

am

aware

"The site is

'

Concerning

which

see

:

Dudley

The Ithaca

Daily Journal and
June, 1884.

one

that has dared to do

bility,

long

�

there

the

of liberal

spirit

wonh while to
as

are

Daily

three

and is

to

literary

and social

organizations.

hundred and nine members:

New York"
York

There

was

applicable
are

now

a

William H.

Sage (Beta '65)
is president. Professor Waterman T. Hewett (Gamma '69)
is corresponding secretary, Samuel B. Turner (Chi '80) is
recording secretary, and George W. Schuyler (Delta '37)
is treasurer ; and, besides those just named. President
White, Professors Babcock, Fiske, Prentiss, and Shack
ford, together with Francis M. Finch, James F. Gluck,
and Frederick D. White, are the trustees.
The parent chapter was incorporated in 1881 under the
name of
The Theta Chapter of the Psi Upsilon Fra
"

ternity."
meeting

At the semi-centennial
of members

a

large

and enthusiastic

held, and the roll of subscrip
tions was greatly lengthened.
From about forty men
among whom are the founders, and President Arthur,
Judge Van Vorst, Judge Jackson, Gov. Rice, and other
noted graduates
have come pledges for five thousand
dollars, an amount which will be very largely increased
when the remaining members are heard from.
A lot on
the college property has been partially promised by the
was

�

�

trustees, and work will

ternity
at

soon

be commenced.

The Fra

will watch with unusual interest the
progress made

old Union.

a

so.

aspirations

and utilitarian

spirit,

is laid

The foundation-stone you lay to-day is laid in
scholarship and of brotherly love. It, will not beat all, however, if these things are not already laid

lay it

building will cost rather more than sixteen thou
dollars, will be constructed of stope, brick, and
wood, and will contain a lodge-roora, drawing-room,
library, smoking-room, etc., and sleeping-accommodations
for ten or twelve members. The plans are very artistic,
and the house will undoubtedly be a splendid addition to
The

i47

ber, i88i, an
Upsilon Alumni Association of Ithaca,
formed, upder the general law of New

The builders of the Alhambra had scarcely

comer-stones in your hearts."

subscriptions of twelve hundred
constantly increasing. In Decem
incorporation under the title of "The Psi

�

part of our
unsatisfactory endurance of

tivated mind and heart.

list of

dollars each,

that is in human nature,

in this

in this age of material

bers have rented the

dollars,

good

the social and emotional

upon young students and scholars, to keep alive the traditions of pure
learning, and the courtesies of a high behavior, which spring from a cul

buildings. Since 1875 the Cornell mem
large brick edifice at the corner of
Buffalo and Quarry streets.
Some years ago a lot at the
intersection of Buffalo and Eddy streets was bought for
twenty-five hundred dollars ; but this will be sold, in con
sequence of the gift of a site on the University grounds.
The building-fund already amounts to nearly ten thousand
our

may

"Brothers, I congratulate you upon the vitality and prosperity of
this young chapter.
1 look forward with certainty to the cultivation
here of the graces of scholarship and of manhood. A great responsi

during

Life.

home.

one

�

0
Social

one.

safely indulged

sand

The Cornell

ideal

in the

barren and

�

�

Sun of May 9, and The Diamond for

Upsilon

institution where

vulgar sort of personal elevation that
position. But you have the courage
and the nerve and the rectitude to dwell here in perfect security; and I
must say, that if our Fraternity is not the only one that could with safety
build its
that is, without danger of losing some of its members
house on the ed^e of a frightful chasm, it is, so far as I know, the only

educating

Warner said

an

a

You are warned that there is

cannot be

Such has not been the result thus far."

Part of what Mr. Charles

an

better, a prospect more varied, pleasing, and noble. You are set on
a hill.
Nothing is higher than you, except the university, to which you
are bound to look up, and the sky, into which you hope some time to
You are lifted above common things, and yet placed in a position
go.
of circumspection as well ; for you are not only elevated, but standing
of unknown capacity.
upon the edge of a precipice, looking into a gorge

that it

this ceremony reads thus

in

a

'

it

manly sentiment, in trust
friendship, the development of

natures, without which life is
inconveniences,

gives them a stake in the country.'
maybe urged that such establishments may
engender cllquishness. narrowness, the substitution of a feeling of
attachment to the house and its inmates, for devotion to the interests of
the entire university and of good-fellowship with all of its students.

English phrase,

"I

truth, that,

tion in

value ; for such a house tends to take those who live in it out of the
category of boys, and to place them in the category of men. To use an
old

the comer-stone of another Psi

lay

act the

�

economic,

more

But what 1

We have met to

recognize by this

Upsilon Epitome.

is an education that
pursue any and every branch of knowledge, there
the educa
is as important in life as that in the sciences and humanities.

"Long experience among students, and close observation of their
modes of thought and action, at this and other universities, at home and
abroad, have satisfied me that the erection of buildings Hke this is a
It
distinct gain to good order, manly conduct, and sound scholarship.
is not, then, merely as an old member of this society that I take part in.
the laying of this corner-stone.
"
One of the most unpleasant things in college-life hitherto has been
the fact that the students have considered themselves as practically
something more than boys, and therefore not under tutors and govern
ors, but something less than men, and therefore not amenable to the
ordinary laws of society. Neither the dormitory nor the students'
boarding-house is calculated to better this condition of things, for
neither has any influence in developing the sense of manly responsibility
in a student.
But houses such as I am happy to say this society and
its sister-societies are to erect on these grounds seem to solve the prob
lem in a far better way. They give excellent accommodations at reason
able prices; they can be arranged in such manner, and governed by
such rules, as to promote seclusion for study during working-hours;
they afford opportunities for the alumni and older students to exercise
a good influence upon the younger; they give those provisions for the
maintenance of health which can hardly be expected in student bar
racks, or in the ordinary student boarding-house, and in the long-run
can
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this

J

48

Social
At

Kenyon College

Life.

Iota

14Q

incorporated in 1883,
under the name of
The Iota Chapter of the Psi
Upsilon
Fraternity." One of the graduates has promised a lot if
the chapter desires to build, and there is a
goodly fund
our

was

"

which the alumni will
Before the close of

soon

1884,

be called upon to augment.
a house at Gambier

it is believed

will have been added to the possessions of the
society.
The Sigma (Brown) Chapter has a
building-fund

amounting to several thousand dollars ; and, when a
lodge is begun, it will be on a scale commensurate with
the age and reputation of the society in
Providence, and
with the wealth of its resident graduates.
In 1878 the undergraduates of the Zeta
(Dartmouth)
branch subscribed twenty-five hundred dollars towards a
house, and

a

corporation

commenced until

a

thousand dollars

can

oldest

society

than five

was

formed.

building costing

Work will not be

not

less than fifteen

be put up.
As the chapter is the
at Hanover,
its graduates number more
�

it could have built, many years
hundred,
ago. a
hall equal to either of the two inexpensive
society edifices
in the college town.
The Kappa of Bowdoin is now
moving in this direction. Here, too, there are many
wealthy and zealous alumni ; and early success is certain.
At Columbia College the graduates of the chapter
who
are more numerous than
those of any other society
�

�

�

have offered to advance the money necessary to build a
club-house; but, in view of the high price of land in the

metropolis, it is deemed prudent to proceed very cau
tiously.
Psi Upsilon at Syracuse University was incorporated
some years ago under the name of
The Psi Upsilon
At the time the chapter was estab
Trust Association."
lished, there was a pledged fund of thirty-five hundred
dollars, which has never been called in. There is everv
"
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reason

to

believe,

Upsilon Epitome.

that with proper

effort, and with the
branches, a house

aid of the resident alumni of other
can

be erected within

a

or

year

two.

This

remark

applies with equal force to the chapters in Rochester and
Chicago.
At the University of the City of New York the socie
ty has an endowment which originated with one of the
truest and best alumni Psi Upsilon has ever claimed,�
Abram Ogden Butler ('53), �who at his death bequeathed
to trustees for the chapter the sum of twenty-five hundred
dollars.
The conditions of the bequest are, that the
money be used only in payment of rent, and that no
games of chance, or intoxicating liquors, be allowed in the
rooms.
The chapter occupies an entire floor in a large
building near the University, and has recently furnished
it, with the help of graduates. A club-house is far less
necessary here then elsewhere.
It may have been gathered from

this account, that,
before the close of the present year, ten of the eighteen
living chapters will probably have halls built or building ;

long alj will be similarly provided for.
Anticipating ownership, many chapters hire rooms, where
and before very

the members meet for social
tainment of visitors.

converse

This is the

and for the enter

Union, Columbia,
Dartmouth, Hamilton, and Syracuse. Before the purchase
of their house. Gamma's members held for many years
an entire floor in a business-block in Amherst, a lodgeroom

being

which

were

case at

in the centre, while around it

rented

to

Psi

Upsilon

were

apartments

men.

chapter houses and rooms the beginnings of what,
large collections of books and pictures
are already seen.
Many distinguished alumni have been
generous contributors, and some of our authors make a
In the

will hereafter be
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regular practice of sending to the chapters copies of their
books. Shortly before his death Dr. Holland
gave
to Theta's library a full set of his
writings, consisting of
new

fifteen volumes ; Professor Goldwin Smith has added to
his benefactions to the Chi Chapter a rare portrait of
Alexander Hamilton; Mr. A. W. Adams (Xi ^y^), who
died before

graduation, presented to his Wesleyan breth
library of two hundred volumes ; and Mr. R. B.
Oglesbee (Phi '82) has interested himself in collecting
for his chapter the works of Psi Upsilon authors, and
ren a

his efforts have met with

great

success.

The libraries of

the Theta,

Delta, Pi, Chi, and Eta, are quite large, and
In some colleges, each class, on
are constantly growing.
graduation, presents to its chapter the photographs, often
handsomely framed, of its members ; and thus younger
men have continually before them the likenesses of their
predecessors.

Speaking very generally, it may be said that members
society even where there are no chapter-houses
Psi Upsilon eating-clubs, of
room and board together.
an organization more or less formal, have existed at one
time or another in all our colleges.
One of the oldest
institutions of the kind in the country is the
Chique
Chaque (formerly spelled Chaugue) at Wesleyan Univer
sity. It was founded in 1838. It was at first known as
the North Club, and since 1862 it has been in Psi Upsi
lon hands. This club has long rejoiced in the posses
sion of a coat-of-arms, which annually precedes the
the members in
The Olla Podrida," and
names of
which, introducing in heraldic positions various "kinds of
fish, flesh, and fowl, must be seen to be appreciated.
Psi Up
There are usually about thirty members. The
silon Table at Union College was illustrated in the last
of the

�

�

"

"

"

"

"
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by a very neat engraving which displays an upright
plate appropriately inscribed. Behind this are knife and
Wir
fork displayed saltire-wise, and below is the motto
annual

"

essen um zu

leben."

The last number of

"

The Rochester

Interpres" gives
Upsilon eating-club
ycleped The Harem." The members at Hamilton, Syr
acuse, and probably in other colleges, have tables of their
In 1872 a dozen or more members at Michigan
own.
University formed an eating-club. This, under various
the

names

of nine members of

a

Psi

"

names, continued until

visions for the inner
room

of the

and since that time pro
supplied in the large dining-

1880;

man are

The musical powers of our undergraduates find ex
pression in numerous glee-clubs. The New-York Uni
versity Chapter sustains a double quartette, which has
given successful concerts. A quartette from Dartmouth
not long ago travelled through Vermont and New Hamp
shire, giving a series of vocal concerts with acceptation.
Feb. 19, 1878, the Phi (Michigan) Glee-club, which had
long enjoyed careful professional training, sang a number
of college and fraternity songs in the Grand Opera-House
Our admi
in Detroit, before an appreciative audience.
rable hymns deserve to be rendered by organizations
specially disciplined for the purpose.
Chapter clubs for the cultivation of particular games
The Psi Upsilon lawnand sports are rapidly increasing.
tennis club at Michigan University enjoys the champion
"
ship of the college, and the Diamond Tennis Club" of
Brown was said not long ago to excel any rival organiza
tion.
A similar association in the society is the oldest
club, and one of the best clubs, at Bowdoin. There are
Psi Upsilon tennis clubs at Hamilton and Trinity, and the
A
courts at Amherst and Lehigh have been mentioned.

Upsilon Epitome.

Upsilon's specialties at Bow
college-year there were
chess and checlcer clubs in the Delta Chapter, each of which
New- York University.
enjoyed the championship of the
There is a Psi Upsilon chess-club at Rochester, likewise
canoe-club

doin in

was

oneof Psi

the last

During

1882-83.

whist-clubs

two

; and

organizations

of the latter kind

An extract from

"

(New York) University Quar

The

terly "of October, 1879, gives

partial

a

idea of another

movement to which the versatile nature of Psi
has

comradeship

adapted

itself

:

Upsilon

�

Of the many camps that dotted the shores of the twin lakes

"

are

everywhere.

found

the

chapter-house.
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the summer,
'happy land of Canaan;' Conn., during

none

near

attractea

the tents of which waved the gamet-andChapler of Psi Upsilon. The vicissitudes of
to make the pleasant features vividly
camp life proved just
that the expedition was a
appreciated ; and from all reports we judge
the brothers on
complete success, /he tan and muscle displayed by

more

attention than that

gold

banner of the Delta

over

sufBcient

their return to

college

drew forth

numerous

comments from their fellow-

students ; and those fish stories 1 Five-pound bass 1 nine-pound sal
The freshmen stood in open-mouthed astonish
mon ! and pickerel ! 1
but on this point it is currently
Then the patterns in muslin
that one of the party intends to write a romance, in which
�

ment.

reported
will be

woven

many of their adventures."
"

"

of 1 883 a Delta Camp was estab
Upsilon Point," Lake George ; and as Mr.
F. H. Bullard (Xi '83), who owns a cottage on one of the
islands in that beautiful sheet of water, has generously
offered the use of the same to the Fraternity, a camp will

During

lished at

be

the

"

summer

Psi

each year hereafter.

organized

are
prominent features of chapter-life.
usually occur on Commencement Day or on the
evening before, and the night of the annual initiation also
brings together a good many graduates. At Wesleyan

Re-unions

These

The Psi
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special celebration takes place every four
public exercises, literary in character, and
resembling those of the general convention. In the after
noon the chapter gives its annual reception; and in the
evening, after the exercises, comes the annual re-union.
The first of these
quadrennials is said to have occurred
was on the
in 1849 ; and the last
called the ninth
27th of June, 1879. Less formal gatherings are of fre
quent occurrence. Of late years the Columbia Chapter
has called together its graduates to partake of an annual
dinner either in February or March.
Undergraduates
of chapters In the neighborhood of alumni associations
attend
the
re-unions
of
the
latter.
The inaugura
usually
tion festival of the Trinity Chapter occurs as near as
possible to the third day of February of each year.
Chapter-houses enable the members of the society to
extend hospitality to friends who are outside of their own
circle. The Wesleyan, Amherst, Cornell, and Michigan
undergraduates have at times given receptions to large
numbers of invited guests.
The Michigan members
opened their house by a formal reception, May 26, iS8o,
and since that time the building has witnessed an annual
"german." Informal hops, musicales, etc., also form
pleasant diversions from the monotony of study.

University

a

years, with

"

"

�

Of

daily

course there are
many usages connected with the
intercourse of the members to which the publicity

of type may not be given.
of a nature that is not at all
here.

�

One

custom, however, being

private,, it

speak of
practice.
comrades to drape

is proper to

From the earliest times it has been the

upon the death of a member, for his
their badges, or wear some token of affliction.^

PJillillillflPfiiPPlltillF
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See Mr. Warner's

Backlog Studies,

p. 92.

Thus

we
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find in the minutes of the convention of
the announcement of

the death of

was

Holland died.
been erected.

taken after Clarkson N. Potter and Dr.

instances, monuments have
(Columbia) Chapter placed
in the college-building a tablet to the memory of John
Sym, one of its founders. Upon the marble which bears
the name of Ossian C. Pettit (Theta '50) his chapter
inscribed,
The Lambda

�

In Merioriam.
more

than

sing

we

the

rising glory

Of the fair and genial sun.
Famed in all collegiate story,

that upon
brother DeWitt C.

In several

A scholar rich with

Here

1843,

Rumsey, of the Delta, it was resolved to wear the usual
badge of mourning for thirty days. If an undergraduate
dies, the remains are conveyed to his home by a committee
of the chapter; obituary resolutions or notices are sent to
all the alumni of the chapter, to the other chapters, and to
the relatives of the departed. Not infrequently an oration
is delivered, perhaps at the next re-union, by a classmate
or specially intimate friend in the society.
Sometimes
the general convention takes cognizance of the death of a
very prominent alumnus, and directs the condolence of
the Fraternity to be extended to the bereaved family.
Such action

"

Orb of

light,

Psi

�

Upsilon."
A. N. RowE

Singing is

feature of all

(Kappa '60).

important
gatherings
thought best to devote a separate chapter
the
members
connect
dearest
memo
songs. Many
ries of their college-days with the inspiring choruses of
the Fraternity. " Fovir Years at Yale very correctly says
that the custom of singing is a comparatively modern one
in our colleges, that the secret societies have the credit
of introducing it, and that few of the college-songs now
sung, and few of those in the earliest collection, were
written much before 1850.
The first edition of Psi Upsi
lon songs, which, it is believed, antedates all similar
books, appeared in 1S49. The bibliography of the songs
will be discussed in the next chapter.
Our first songs were written by one whom Professor
Fiske calls the poet-laureate of Psi Upsilon, and who
Professor Boyesen declares "has the lyrical fame in him,
and might win a crown in literature, if other things did
not occupy him,"
Francis Miles Finch, of the Yale class
of '49, now a member of the Court of Appeals of New
York. During the interval of two years between his ini
tiation (July, 1847) and his graduation, he composed the
so

a

our

that it has been
to the

"

�

learning's wisdom.
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five songs which form the basis of our hymnal, and which
day have few equals in our own or in any other
collection. Of "The Smoking Song," which begins,�

at this

"

Upsilon Epitome.

long ago ceas:d to be the peculiar property of the society for which
was written, and became the common possession of the whole student

it

world."

.

.

.

In general literature Mr. Finch is more widely known
from his two poems "The Blue and the Gray" and
"
Nathan Hale." But, returning to his Psi Upsilon writ

away, like the fountain's spray,
Or the snow-white plume of a maiden.

Floating

the,star-Ht .skies
fragrance laden,"

The smoke-wreaths rise to

With blissful

The Psi
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ings,

it may be said that Senator Hawley's account of
1848 mentions "The Mystical Bower"

the convention of

and of which the refrain is,
"

and the

Then smoke away till

Lights
For

a

a

golden

up the dawn of the

cheerful

cigar,

The blows of
we

�

care

like

morrow

shield,
sorrow,"
a

and

read in "The Hartford Courant" of

following ;

"

;

is that of

"

23,

1879,

Let

the

first and last of the five stanzas

garlands

produced,

.

.

are :

songs ;

victorious,
belongs.

sing to thee, Psi Upsilon !
Long live Psi Upsilon ! Psi Upsilon !

We'll

.

During

one

"

Then

of the author's

hip, hip,

Till

sun

But blaze in

of

quiet corner, and in a few minutes produced
'
The Smoking Song,' written to the melody of what was then a great
favorite, �Charles Fenno Hoffman's Sparkling and Bright.' These
The next morning these
were at once sung with immense delight.
The sub
stanzas were revised, and the four remaining ones written.
It has been published
notable.
is
of
the
song
equally
sequent history
both in English and California journals, ascribed in the former case
to a well-known English writer, and in the latter to a Pacific bard of
Some years ago a new air of great merit, and far better
less fame.
*
at the
adapted to the words than Sparkling and Bright,' originated
University of Virginia, and to this mt.lody it is now generally sung. It
'

.

U, forever ;
night

lost in
us

never.

beauty clear and bright.

We'll

sing

Long

live Psi

'

verses

are

Then till the sands of life

suddenly remarked, 'We've lots of drinking-songs:
Mr. Finch, whose facility
somebody write a smoking-song ?
versification has always been remarkable, at once withdrew into a
the first three

hurrah ! Psi

and stars

Our altar's fire shall fail

member

don't

.

best

�

Before all else beneath the sun,

chatting,

.

joyful

the band

�

American student-life has

at

crown

To whom the laurel-wreath

last years at Yale, it chanced that the members of his college society,
the Psi Upsilon, were sitting in their chapter-room, engaged in smoking,
and singing student-songs. In an interval of comparative
a

as our

and it is often

Come, brothers, swell the anthem glorious.
And rend the air with

April

This song is perhaps the most striking poem in English literature
which the theme of tobacco has inspired ; and it is at the same time
almost the one lyric, remarkable from a literary point of view, which

why

regard

"Crambambuli,"

will bar

"

silence

The latter many

Anthem."

lyric. Its air
quoted. The

ray

"The Fairies'
both very

Song"

to

are

run,

thee, Psi Upsilon !
Upsilon! Psi Upsilon

and "The Halls of Psi

beautiful, complete

!

"

Upsilon,"
early
'

the list of Mr. Finch's

The Old Men's Song," written in the mel
productions.
ody of Nearer, my God, to Thee," for the convention of
"

2

"

1879, introduces the

names

of the several

Probably contemporaneous
'

Omitted,

for

no

apparent

reason,

with "The
from

chapters.
Smoking Song"

song-books

later than 1857.

is in The Diamond for January, 1878.
2 Not in the
song-book of 1881. See The Diamond for May, 1882.

It

and its four
the

companions was the song called
True," commencing
"

The chorus raise of Psi

"

Psi

The Psi
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F.

Upsilon."

It is

It was written by
nowadays.
(Xi '49), who studied and tauglit music
for several years after graduation, and died in 1856.
Another old song is the
Greeting Song," by the Rev.
Willis S. Colton (Beta '50), in the air of " Mountain-Maid's

begins,

�

Silent and still be the heart's wild commotion ;

often heard

not

It

Jones (Xi '46).
"

Hushed be the voices that late echoed

W. Pratt

George

Upsilon Epitome.

tribute to the memory of two of the founders of
1851,
the chapter at Wesleyan. The writer was the Hon. Lewis
as a

Lofty

high

;

and full be the strain of emotion

richly gifted doomed eariy

For those

to die."

"

Invitation

"

:

The lines

by

Edward S. Cone

�

"

"Come, come, come!
Welcome, brothers I welcome, all !
While the evening shadows fall.
Welcome to

our

As in
Here

our

Eyes

as

Psi

U's,

dear old hall

"

days

sunlight darting through
as heaven's own blue,

omitted.

clear

commencing

With
Our

midnight

motto's command

And

with its

We'll

one

of

"

Whene'er

hand,

friendly greeting,"

of

our

"

In

in the

of

Along
fancy

chosen

or

badge

we

see,

crowded mart.

The chorus is very
"

we

wander,

weary men,

the cold world's
we

will

rugged
keep again

ways.

tryst of college-days."

The

pieces. It was written by an anony
Psi, perhaps before 1850.
earliest songs' (though it is not in the book

first sung at

was

And when

and

oldest

one

;

The stranger shall a brother bo.
And heart shall speak to heart.

soar

joy

climbs

our

In solitude

member of the

Among our
1853) is the

which

grasp the

to-night in a loftier flight
friendship holy,
And far from each son of the Psi Upsilon
Be the demon Melancholy,"
Of

is

we

chorus,
"

mous

join

in the

ni"on

The

right good cheer we assemble here,
chapler merrily meeting ;

our

oil is

burning low;
upward in the skies
shining star-lamps softly glow,
Like far off angel eyes.

"The

The

At

raise,"

have been in few of the

also very

Cloudless evermore,"

"

the banner

once more

old, though they
song-books.
The
Tryst of College- Days," written many years ago
by Charles F. Gerry (Xi '51), will be dear to the Fraternity
as
long as the badge is worn. The second stanza is
are

of yore.
hearts beat warm and true.

Love's gay

The song

(Beta '51) commencing

good

:

�

Then, brothers, raise

a

parting song.
gayly on ;
prolong,

And let the strain float

"

melody
Araby's Daughter,"
the anniversary of the Xi, Aug. 5,

While
P=i

the chorus loud

we

Psi

U,

�

Upsilon."

0

Hymnology.
Next in age to the songs mentioned

\

63

four

composed
"Old
undergraduates in 1851 and 1852,
D.
Robinson
the
Memories," by J.
;
"Parting Song," by
the Rev. Henry W. Brown; "The Joy of Psi Ups,"
by the Rev. Francis "W. Hilliard ; and Ties of Old," by
the well-known author, Horatio Alger, jun.
The last is
intended to be sung to the tune of "Fair Harvard," and
begins,

by

are

Harvard

�

The Psi
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Upsilon" was written in October, 1852, and
appeared about the same time. That most
popular glee, "Jolly Psi U," beginning
Think of Psi

that the others

"

"

We

jolly fellows sing this
Psi U, Psi U ;

'Tis this to which
Psi

we

all

song,

belong,

Upsilon,"

�

*'

with the

We have

gathered once more in our mystical hall
strengthen the ties that of old.
Cemented by friendship and brotherly love,
Have bound us with fetters of gold.
The glance of the eye and the grasp of the hand.
Though silent, still loudly proclaim

chorus,
"We're botmd to

To

Then
To

"
is from his pen. He also wrote "This
Jolly Convocation
in the air of " It's a
Way we have at Old Harvard." Of

That the union of hearts and the union of hands

With

us

shall be

ever

sing all night.
day comes on,
home to bed with the early light,
dream of Psi Upsilon,"

Till the break of

the same."

this the first two stanzas are,
It is almost needless to quote, from Hilliard's
"

Come, brothers, rejoice

in

For the love of Psi
The

glad ringing anthem,

uproarious
Upsilon !

lines,

"

song

This
All

jolly convocation.
the Yankee nation.
appellation
Of the Fraternity,
over

Goes under the

O brothers !

prolong

For the love of Psi

Upsilon !
joy and the hope of
love and the joy and the hope of
Psi Upsilon, Psi Upsilon !
-The love of Psi Upsilon ! "

�

�

The love and the

Ps!

The

Psi

Ups,
Ups,

One of our chief composers is the Rev. James K. Lom
bard, a Yale graduate of '54. He was initiated in June,
1852, and was one of the two editors of the first collection
of Yale songs, and of the second Psi Upsilon song-book
(both issued in 1853). For many years he has been rec
tor of St. Paul's Episcopal Church, Fairfield, Conn.
In
1882 he published, at the request of his parishioners, a
dainty little volume of poems entitled'" Gleanings." Of
his five Psi Upsilon songs, he writes that the one called

"Psi

Upsilon its nomen,
of happy omen.
Where boys, before they grow
May men in earnest be."
A

name

Mr. Lombard's other
songs,

men.

"

"

Swiftly the Moments Fly
Brothers," need no words of praise
here. It' is to be hoped, that in these later
years he will
not hesitate to
place the society under additional obliga
and

"

The Band of

tions.
The

grand "Song of Psi Upsilon" we owe to James
(Sigma '54), the facile and ingenious novelist

DeMille

whose loss
Of the four

we

have

lately

been called upon to

stanzas, the first reads,

�

mourn.

Hymnology.
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resounding

"

Echo of the trump of fame ;
Every brother's heart is bounding
As he hears the glorious name
;
Quick each brother's heart is beating,

Unbought
'Tis

a

Chorus.

�

"

repeating
wide, Psi Upsilon.'
'

Far and

a

song-book of 1857 are taken
up by a long
Fraternity Song," in the air of Auld Lang
Syne," written by C. C. Gaytes (Gamma '58). This is
not in the present book.
"Our Mystic Home," by the
Rev. John D. Bell (Gamma 'sS), seems to have been the
first song written by an Amherst Psi Upsilon.
Its lines
are pleasing.
"

"

and

"

"

Upsilon
nearly thirty years ago by Arnold Green (Sigma
prominent lawyer of Providence. The former is
air of the
Highland Fling," and its first lines are
The Star of Psi U

were

written

'58),

a

"

in the

well known

:

�

chapter's

our

"

by

Psi

the

Upsilon .Supper

same

"

is

a

S.

While we, with

heart ;
,Come sing

pure

popular

a

Hymnology.

Song

The
"

;

and

More frequently heard than any other verses are the
following, in the air of "Suoni la Tromba" the ringing

"

tively

recent

ites.

His

:

"

�

Brothers, the day is ended,
Lost in the surge of time ;

Gently the hours have blended
In that melody sublime.
Soft as a dream of beauty
Fadeth the silver light;
Done with the joys of duty,
Now for the joys of night. Hurrah !
Sing till the star-b.;lls, ringing.
Chime in the golden morn ;
Hail to thee! glory bringing,
Starry-crowned Psi Upsilon.

no

time

can

clasp gleams bright

good old songs, the mystic bond still
Upsilon shall never sparkle less.

days

"

of Auld
"

�

part.

above each
bless ;

Lang Syne."
"

After the Battle," compara
songs by the same author, are already favor
Semi-centennial Ode," in five stanzas, written

air,

was

and

runs

The Psi
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of the occasion that

worthy

The first stanza

it.

story.
glory,
Thronging to remind us ;
By our holy altars dwelling,
Heart and hand the secret telling.
With the joyful chorus swelling.
Sing Psi Upsilon."

I Puritani

the

Carmen Animi

�

Deeds of

"

:

Our hearts around thee twine ;

to a Welsh
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us

at all re-unions

We love thee yet;
We'll ne'er forget

Brothers, linked by diamond fetters
In the guilds of lore and letters.
From the heart each other's debtors,
Sing Psi Upsilon.
Fifty years behind us
Golden bands to bind

repeated

"

Chorus. �"O dear old shrine!

song

Than the

"

forever !

of the then and now., one, whom

again

Harrington, D.D., of- Wesleyan

glorious palace more noble and grand
splendor of princes can boast,
More precious and costly than 'pearls from the strand,
The palace that we love the most ;

is

chain whose diamond

a

The diamond of Psi

"

later and very

"

glories

gaze and grasp, at ancient altars fall.

spirit

Come, brothers
Linked by

�

"There's

:

"Come, brothers of this later time, of earlier worth the peers,
Who bear the honors of the past along the hurrying years.
Ye keep our temple-walls still bright, ye weave the wreaths of bay,
Ye feed the Iiallowed vestal fires we gather round to-day.

University, has.. written some of our best songs. The
-words and music of the "Diamond Song" he composed
for the convention of 1865 at Middletown :

march in

Dear Old Shrine

author.

Professor Calvin

grand

"Come,
Upsilon, who trod these halls of yore.
Unbar the ivied gate of years, and tread these halls once more;
The buried jewels glitter still, the lingering voices call,

Upsilon!

Union unbroken 1

and

brothers of Psi

Brotherhood's token ;
Hail to

"

His

"

"Hail to Psi

diamond, noble

We wil! tell of its

"

Hail to Psi

told,

heart.

Upsilon

Our symbol and badge be it ever ;
In the songs of the heart and the grasp of the hand

"

The first four pages of the

"

Psi

loyal

Then hail to the

While the echo is

bright pillars of gold

in the world's sordid mart;

storehouse of riches that cannot be

'Tis

Fast each brother's blood doth
run,

Upsilon Epitome.

It has diamond walls and

thus

;

inspired

�

Upsilon Epitome.

On to the field of
Soon be the

glory !
triumph won

;

Hallowedin song and story
Ever

liv^

Psi

Upsilon."

composed twenty-five years ago by Charles
A. Boies (Beta '60), whose too early death deprived the
society of a rare poetic genius.
Of our three Latin songs, the
Canticum," in the air of
Gaudeamus," is the oldest. It was composed by the
The authorship of the
Rev. E. R. Pennoyer (Xi '55).
is unknown, but there are
Carmen ad Psi Upsilon
reasons for believing that the song comes from Yale.
It
is sung on all formal occasions, and is adapted to the
tune usually given to "Integer Vitae."
All these hymns
show that happy disregard of Latin forms and idioms

They

were

"

"

"

"

which characterizes student attempts at versification in
the language of the noble Romans ; but the current report
that

Professor Harkness fainted when he heard cordia

used

by poetic

of the
owe

wrote

license for

corda, to help out the third line
"Lauriger Psi Upsilon" we
Alfred L. Edwards, Esq. (Beta ^$7), who also
Old Psi U," the beautiful song commencing

"Carmen,"

to
"

is untrue.

"Strong hopes

are

turning.

Fond hearts and true.

Ceaselessly yearning
Toward old Psi U.

Beautiful
"

Heaved

.

Here's to

visions,
Joys yet to be.
Halo these clasped hands.

the breast of

beauty.
Tossed on the manly heart,
Glitters the golden token,
Twined hands that never part.
Vexed with a vain ambition,
Poring the weary page.
Others may dream of greatness,
on

a

green old age ! Hurrah I

Emblems of thee."

Boughton (Lambda '58), now a lawyer in
City, wrote "The College Chorus," which was
printed in the song-book of 1857, and which at many
colleges is the typical Psi Upsilon song :
William H.

New- York

�

bright-eyed maiden loves
Psi U, Psi U,

"The

The story of

our

Psi

.

man as

the diamond

Psi

on

blest,
his

(Gamma

with this chorus

breast,

Upsilon.

"

Psi

Holding

wrote the lines

another

:

By ties

ens,

Jan.

4,

0," and has

"

Psi

Upsilon,

No nobler

locks,

and

eariy friends

glories

are gone,
of life's morn.

college-years, and what to thee we
of memory then, Psi Upsilon, Psi U."

We will think

again

The

gem

brightest

our

dreams have vanished like the

golden

Psi

Upsilon

name

than

!

thine,

None dearer to each faithful

And when old age has seared
on

Roches

We often

and the chorus,

Who

When

at

a name of deathless fame,
spirit fair and bright,
A temple grand, a noble band
Of ever growing might,"

is,�
"

Upsilon

can sever ;

hnked in unison

are

A

Its third stanza

admirers.

that ne'er

"Thine is

Fraternity," by Allen Griswold (Xi '59),
is sung to the air of "Benny Hav
warm

members,

Forever and forever."

1862,

many

first

Upsilon's

Judge Tourgee, during his undergraduate life
ter, and before 1861, wrote two capital songs.
hear his verses commencing

in these pages.

who died

of

one

�

Our hearts

"

Our Noble Old

happy jubilee,
jovial pleasures."
our

"We're brothers in Psi

"

"

here

Joshua Gaskill,

Mr.

favorite, is by the
Ros
same author ; and a classmate of his at Columbia,
weU Weston, jun., wrote "The Mystic Tie," a very good
Four stanzas, in the air of "Edite, Bibite," by
song.
Philip W. Holmes ('57), a song by F. L. McCrackan ('60),
in the same tune as
Cocachelunk," and another by
William R. Talbot ('57), in the melody of "The Blue
bells of Scotland," all good songs by Lambda men, were
in the song-book of 1857, but have not since appeared.
Another Psi.Upsilon of Columbia, Mr. George P. Smith
('66), composed the capital Fraternity Song," already

quoted

we'll merry, merry be.
gayety and glee.

to-night

'Mid Psi U's

Upsilon."

Regular Toasts,"

�

Hearts brimful of

U, Psi U,

Hurrah for the Psi U ladies !

"The

:

Then

Then hurrah for the Psi U ladies !
Psi

One of the four stanzas is at the head

join.

can

of this chapter.
The ever popular air of "Landlord, fill the Flowing
"
Bowl was long ago seized upon by the Rev. Charles H.
Richardson
'60), who framed for it new words,

U, Psi U,

Psi
wears

which all

hear,

brave career,

Upsilon,

And looks upon the
Who

to

Upsilon Epitome.

The Psi
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worships

Equally good is his song,"
the air of "Annie Laurie :

owe.

*'

at

son

thy shrine."

Bonds of Psi

"

Upsilon,"

to

�

rough paths are cheery.
joyous grown.
spirits weary

The world's

And life has

Abram N.

of Psi

Upsilon," by
Glory
graduate of '60, who died in 1864,
"

is

a

Rowe,

a

rousing

Bowdoin

Since round

chorus in

our

Psi U's sweet Ijonds

were

thrown."

0
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Pasan," by Professor William W. Bailey
University, is especially admired for its cho

"The Psi U

of Brown
rus :

The Psi
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air is that of
some

a

is this sentiment
"

�

"

Hurrah ! hurrah ! we're true
In

love for old Psi

For her

"

A short but very beautiful poem by the same writer,
"
"
entitled The Ship Psi U," appeared in The Diamond "

June, 1S81.
"Psi Upsilon, Psi U" was composed by John M.
Wheeler, Esq. (Theta '41), for the annual supper of the
Phi Chapter, Oct. 20, 1866. The melody is that of "Auld
Lang Syne." Some of its lines are quoted at the head of
the preceding chapter of this book.
"
The glorious old air of
Lauriger has never found
better English words than those given it by Charles D.
McGuffey, one of the early members at Kenyon, and
author of two other Psi Upsilon songs. The last two of
the six stanzas read,
for

Golden memories
Lock the hand in

the

Boys' High School,

only just Psi U."
San

(Phi '68),

now

principal

Francisco, composed,

heard in

many
the

"Brothers,
stanzas is,

chapters almost
Day is ended."

as

often

as

those of

The last of the three

�

"

Scattered and sundered

by land and by sea,
our thoughts to thee ;
Deep in the heart,
Though in sadness we part.
Thy love shall inspire us
Till love and life depart.

Still turn

Shout !

Victory

brighten.

warmer

clasp

ever

Honored Psi

;

Raise the anthem clearer ;
nearer."

shall crown.

"

A younger member of the Phi Chapter, Herbert H.
Lyons, M.D. ('72), wrote, during the early years of his
college-life, three admirable songs, Our own beloved Psi
U," Glory be unto Thee," and Hail, all Hail." The
music of the last was composed by Mr. Homer Reed
(Phi '72), and one of its stanzas runs thus,
"

"

heart,

thy banners
Upsilon !

"

�

This is called the

"

Convention

Song." It seems to
have been composed
gathering of 1867.
was composed
One in Psi U
by Professor Edward
L. Walter, one of the original members of the Phi. The
for the

"

"

of

more

than fifteen years ago, " Honored Psi Upsilon," the words
of which, sung to the tune of " The Pirate's Chorus," are

ago

Hand to hand and heart to

Brothers, circle

us

We're

Every bosom Ughten ;
Thronging from the silent past.
"

there are no classes,
only jolly masses
Of jolly boys and true
No soph- nor senior haughty.
No fresh, nor junior naughty.
We're only just Psi U ;

With

Mr. Francis A. Blackburn

�

long

whole

Halle! Hallo! Halle! Hallo!

"

Visions sweet of

Peculiarly

hunting-song.
�

,

For her

"

:

We're

U,
clasped hands of gold.
mystic motto old,
And our brothers tried and bold.
And our brothers tried and trold, boys, hurrah !
our

upsilon Epitome.

German

"

Psi

Upsilon, Fratemity we love and cherish.
Shine on our college-days with lustre bright;
Time brings us change; other names may perish,
Thine shall but shine with clearer light."

Hy in n o logy.
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Lyons died very suddenly at Qakland, Cal., June
24, 1883, greatly regretted by his chapter.
Mr. George T.-'Sewall (Kappa '67), now a
lawyer at Old
The Toast and Pledge,"
Town, Me., is the author of
wherein we find the following cheerful sentiment :
Dr.

"

And

Oh,

To be

wasting

pearl-embroidered bands.
woo her.
And her sweet praises sing ;

A thousand hearts unto her

doubt, that it's wrong
laughter and song ;

no

Their

moments in

our

slender

so

Are

A thousand lovers

�

the moral will tell us,

splendor,
loving hands;

her

clasps

Around her waist

"

"

Upsilon Epitome.

She sits in radiant

But we'll show them what Plato and Socrates
say,
'
"
'Tis exceedingly dull with all work and no

"And

precious worship bring.
in

she,

equal measure,
requites ;
all-embracing pleasure
Her troth to all she plights.
May nought but good befall her.

�

The love of each

play.'

With

This song

in the edition of

was

SewaU has favored the
farewell

a

one

Psi

Upsilon;"

society

we are

still, Mr,
good songs,
Thoughts of

more

the other entitled

hymn,
and

Later

1870.

with two

led to expect

"

more

This maiden debonair !
We bless her

from his

pen.
The Rev. Charles W. Winchester

"Our

(Xi '68) has written
Fraternity songs, all good ones. His "Re-union
Song" voices well the spirit of our anniversaries.
Less than

Fiske

decade has

a

name.

he made it
written

a

a

Psi

rule

never

Upsilon

that all of his lines

to go into breakfast before

having

It is sufficient

to say

song

"

Maiden Fair

is

Braut,"

our

is much admired.

a

gem of song

"

I know full well

A maiden

Meine

praise

up and sung

caught

at once

were

heartily as the oldest favorites.
hymn in the German language,
"

"

:

"

With

Psi

Upsilon,

The

author, has

superior

no

in

��

Psi

"

flowers ;
"

"

of Welcome," The Echo of Psi Upsilon,"
Upsilon National Song," all composed to
Swedish airs, are splendid pieces ^of versification.
The
Psi Upsilon Hymn
is a devotional song.
"The Mystic Land and The Senior's Last Glass are
also written by Professor Fiske. A tenth song of his
composition, in which the Olympian deities are commiser
ated for their ignorance of a certain fluid extract of malt,
used by college-men for medicinal purposes only, is one
of the funniest things in our literature.
The verses commencing

as

Hymn

and the "Psi

only

"

The

"

�

"

a

jewels rich and rare
forehead.sparkles

:

Upsilon,
our
pleasure I
walk, in all our smiling hours.
Through paths thy hand has strewn with
Psi Upsilon, Psi Upsilon,
Sweet comrade in our pleasure I

maiden,
wondrous fair.
;

her

The diamond's kistre

And in her soft

same

We

Her brow and bosom laden

Upon

the

call her

the fair."

Sweet comrade In

passed since Professor Willard

the first of the many beautiful verses that
Of him Professor Boyesen declares that

published

bear his

Trust," by

Upsilon

sweetness and smoothness

three

as we

Psi

true.
eye-darkles

The swart enamel's hue.

"

"

"

take those

Take, oh,

lips

away I

"

0
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were penned by Bayard Taylor at Professor Fiske's sug
gestion. The original lines, in the author's hand, are now

God

"

"

"

"

"
Die Wacht am Rhein."
The songs that have thus far been mentioned were
written by members who long ago bade farewell to collegemen like the Rev. Truman
halls.
From a younger class
Weed and Charies M. Culver, of Theta; George N.

air is that of

�

Whipple, Gamma; Ferdinand Blanchard, James F. Mc
EIroy, and J. W. Willis, Zeta ; Lawrence D. Olmstead and
Robert N. Hawley, Psi ; George W. Elliott, George S.
Coleman, and Edward A. Sumner, Xi ; Richard B. Twiss,
Omega ; and Professor Nathaniel M. Wheeler, Pi have
�

come

verses

Harrington,
ver's

is

a

"

which

seem

Heartfelt Bond

real

to

prove that Finch, Lombard,
worthy successors. Cul

and Fiske will have

poet.

"

is

thoroughly good.

His convention poem of

Mr. Wheeler

1882, and

of which a stanza is
his songs, " Burides-lied,"
show what we may expect from him in future.
�

one

of

quoted,

And

By

joyful,meeting,

every brother's

tongue.

ringing song of greeting
In chorus loud be sung :

This

us

all united

That

bow.
unblighted

the love

keep

bosoms now."

warms our

Since the last edition of the songs (1881), many excel
lent verses have been composed, some of which have been
in

printed

1882 for

a

"

The Diamond."

quadrennial

Winchester,

is

one

of the

accident

that

by

who

care

A re-union song written in
Xi, by Professor Caleb T.

of the best.

edition will contain all the
or

It is

hoped

that the next

songs, and the old ones
intention have been omitted.
Those

for statistics

new

informed that

are

hundred

one

and twenty fraternity songs are known to have appeared
in the various editions of the song-book, in the society's

periodical, or in
making nineteen

the form of separate printed sheets,
be added to the last hymnal. The

to

69, of whom 3 are unknown; 13. are
Beta, Zeta, and Lambda have 6 each; Psi and
Alpha, 5 each ; Gamma, 4; Theta, Sigma, Upsilon, and
Phi, 3 each ; Kappa, Pi, and Chi, each 2 ; Delta, Iota,
Professor Fiske has written thir
and Omega, each i.
teen, and Judge Finch, Mr. Lombard, and Professor
contributors number
Xi men;

Harrington,

five each.

Chapter songs are excluded from the general book ; but
Professor
several of great beauty have been written.
Fiske's verses,^
of the

"

The Colors of the Chi

good examples.
revived Alpha Chapter

Token,"

are

of the song in

"

Fra Diavolo
"

�

"In every

keep

That at this altar

in the archives of the Cornell

Chapter.
"Youth Comes but Once," recently written by the Rev.
George Z. Gray, D.D., is destined to a permanent place
in our hearts. Among other songs composed during the
past few years by graduates of long standing are the Ode
to Psi Upsilon," by Professor Ordronaux; "In Memoriam," by Professor Henry E. Parker ; and Here we bind
our Hearts
together," by the Rev. Moses E. Dunham,
Beautiful Name are by John G.
Ph.D. The words of
Saxe, and were set to music by Professor Harrington, for
the convention of 1877. Professor Boyesen's beautiful
The
"Star Song" has already appeared in these pages.

Upsilon Epitome.

On

yonder

"

The

"

and

"

The Chi's

"Inauguration

Ode"

is in two stanzas, in the air

which

rock

commences

reclining."

Two chapter songs
It was written by Joseph R. Walter.
by John M. Wheeler, "Song of the Phi" and "Greeting
Song," composed for the convention of 1880, are capI

See The Diamond of

June, 1878,

and

December,

1882,
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ital.

new

Eta

Chapter

has

than

more

special

one

blessed.
song, and probably other branches are equally
The Beta Beta had at least five songs before it was in
these were composed by B. Ellison
stalled as a

CHAPTER VII.
BIBLIOGRAPHY.

chapter;
('76), and are named Welcome ^ong," Fling out
Thou Fond Muse of Music,"
Beta Beta,"
our Banner,"
and
Let us fly from Care and Sorrow."
The airs of many of our songs are the popular melodies
of the times when the lines were composed. It is a com
mon error to think that the society songs are adaptations
of college tunes ; more frequently the reverse is the case.
The music of "The Diamond Song," of DeMille's stan
Some
zas, and of not a few other contributions, is original.
of the airs were imported by Professor Fiske from Ger
before been
many, Norway, and Sweden, having never
"

"

Warner

"Books

"

"

:

lighthouses

built

the

on

sea

of time."

Edwin Percy Whipple

"

heard in this country.
music, and instrumental

During its

Publications of the songs with
that have been dedicated

of the

Fraternity,

to

strange

me

that

we

pp. 17.

Of

course

Professor Fiske

a con

appeared

a

�

was

Chi

the

Chapter, Ithaca,

1882.

author, but the book

"

New Haven

Catalogue of Members, January, 1842.
Stafford, Printers. Svo. pp. 18.

:

Hitchcock &

given is printed on the flesh-colored paper
(eight inches by five), which is surrounded by a
rectangular border of fanciful design, and is further or
namented by an oval woodcut containing the badge, and
around it the letters of the five chapters then existing,
A lithographed titlepage
with the date "1833" below.
The title here

cover

and read all these

songs, full of the heartiest lyrical feeling and most beautiful spontaneity
of expression, that sort of rousing rhythm that makes a song a song, it
seems

3amo.

"

�

song-book

:

has built up

of 1882

gives no intimation of that fact. A pretty vignette, repre
senting a night-scene, wherein the sacred owl is the chief
figure, forms the frontispiece ; and the contents are divided
into seven classes, including fifty-eight issues.
Many
printed memorabilia are purposely omitted, and some
publications not at the time in the library of the Chi
escaped the attention of the learned compiler. The cata
logues will now be described.

*'

When 1 take the

Upsilon

summer

Bibliographia Psiupsilonica, issued by the

society, will be mentioned in the chapter on Bibli
ography."
Viewing our songs as a whole, it is impossible not to
admire the elevation and purity of their sentiments, the
correctness and beauty of their versificadon, and the ap
propriateness of their words and music. If eminence in
literary and scholastic pursuits be any test of poetic ability,
many of our writers are well qualified.
Professor Boyesen, than whom no better judge of poetry
lives, speaks thus,"

Psi

In the

beautifully printed pamphlet

pieces

to the

long life the

siderable literature.

(Gamma).

should not have heard of them outside the

1

78

We ought to be prouder of this book than we are. I
Fraternity.
compared it with other song-books, and have found in none sc
much genuine poetical talent."
.

.

.

have

0

Bibliography.
follows the cover,

the words

"

1

79
"

having
Upsilon Society
symbolical picture,� Minerva (holding the badge
and
a
hand)
Mercury, temple on a distant height,
and a scroll below
showing the names "Ofiripog, Chaucer,
Shakspeare." This picture bears the initials of the de
William
E.
signer,
Robinson, who edited the catalogue
while studying in the Yale Law School. Beneath the
Psi

over a

in her

*'

"
group is the motto,
'H/uv ^wettece irpdr; Tjfiik; avTOVS tjipoSpa
ipMa (Plato), selected at the editor's reouest by Profes
"

sor

(afterwards President) Woolsey of
gives the roll of chapters ; and

Yale.
on

by

but under each year appear, in
alphabetical order, the initi
ates of that period.
This system was followed until the
names
catalogue of 1870. The list of Theta contains

87

Delta has 44 ; Beta, 55 ;

Sigma, 38 ; Gamma,

;

21 ;

total,

deducting two duplicated names,

243, which take up eleven
in small capitals.
Nearly all are

pages, and are printed
given in full. Each name is followed by three
symbols, and by the residence, the latter in Italic

secret

type. Six

of

the members

are

"

positions held. Eleven
prefix "Rev.,"

with the

suffix

"

M.D."

is appended.
land, III to

stelligeri."
names

�

No

and Charles W.

To fourteen Theta

names

"

is made of
�

Harvey
the title

appear

has the
"

residences, 87 belong to New Eng
York, 6 to New Jersey, 10 to Pennsyl
ir.

Two members

U. S.

Navy;" and the Rev. H. M. Scudder
is designated as a
missionary in Ceylon. Five men have
theological schools assigned as residences, and two are
are

credited to law schools.

An

alphabetical index of three
pages, double column, closes the book. Here, before each
graduate's name, is the year of graduation. Each name

Upsilon Epitome.

chapter-letter. Of the alumni there
typography is very accurate, and the gen
eral appearance of the book is
exceedingly attractive.
Very few copies are known to exist of the venerable work,
which, forty-two years ago, set forth the names of the
first Psi Upsilons.
were

105.

Catalogue
8vo.

by

its

The

of the Psi

Upsilon Fraternity.

New

York, Jtine, 1844.

pp. 37.

This,
a

half

the second

by four

catalogue,

measures seven

and three-fourths.

inches and

The

yellow paper cover
bears the scroll-work poster, surrounded by a rectangular
ornamental border, with circles, into which the ten chapterletters are inserted. The
frontispiece is a steel engraving,
small, but well executed, representing a flying female fig
ure, with an eagle, scroll, and banner, the words "Psi
Upsilon Fraternity above the group, and below it the
"

motto, "No^if (tSE7.iiQVQ rnii^ uItjOlvovs flTjav^."
bears

The

scroll

picture of the badge, and the date
1833." A
wood-engraved ornamental Greek letter, about an inch
square, precedes each chapter-list ; and at the head of the
alphabetical index are fasces and wreath. Twenty-seven
pages are devoted to the ten chapter-lists, which enu
"

a

merate

A.M."

Of the
New

vania; the South has 17; the West
marked

note

all of Theta

The Psi

is followed

The third

the fifth page
begins the list of members of the "Theta Chapter, Union
College." The arrangement of names is not
classes;

page

180

497 names, and

Catalogue
Svo.

of the Psi

pages to the index.

Upsilon Fratemity.

New

York, August, 1S47.

pp. 49.

The third

catalogue,

is in all respects
a

seven

a

with

ten

chapters and 802 names,
second, and, like it, is

close copy of the

very handsome little book.

Catalogue

of the Members of the Psi

Upsilon Fratemity. Hncc cloTac.
Issued in June of the
Fraternity, Anno Domini 1849. Svo. pp. 72.

quentiae primordia, haec fenelralia.
seventeenth year of the

The fourth

catalogue

�

measures

eight

inches and three-

Bibliography.
fourths

by five

and

half.

It has

182

i8i

The Psi

white paper cover, the
first page' of which carries the badge in scroll-work, and the
words "Catalogue 1849," while the last bears a fasces and

emblematic

wreath.

printer.

a

a

names

same

Psi

number 995, and there
New Haven,

are

ten

was

inches and three-fourths
the

five and

Catalogue of the Psi Upsilon Fratemity, MDCCCLXX. 4to.

half ; buff
badge, and ena

[Motto as before.] Issued in October
Fratemity, Anno Domini 1855. Svo.

catalogue, eight inches and
three-eighths, eleven chapters, 1,681

The sixth
and

a

of the

This,

eighth catalogue, presents

which is of salmon

an

entire

measures

change
eight inches

On the paper cover,

blue paper,

enamelled, are printed
Upsilon, 1870." The frontispiece,
a superb steel engraving, represents a wall and archway
ornamented with the chapter symbols and letters ; while
through the arch is seen the rising sun lighting up the
On the
ocean waves as they dash upon a solitary rock.
in black the words

"

or

Psi

support the arch are large
bearing the society letters ; and over the arch is a
coat-of-arms, having the letters and clasped hands for
armorial bearings, with the owl and fasces as a crest. In
the upper right and left corners of the wall are panels
"
holding the figures 18 and "33." The titlepage bears
faces of the columns which

shields

twenty-

pp. 144.

half

the

in form and appearance. The page
and a third by six and a fourth.

"

Psi Upsilon.
third year of the

pp.

233-

"

"

[Motto as before.] Issued in March of the thirtyFraternity, Anno Domini 1864. Svo. pp. 207.

"

carrying
design
cirling chapter-letters with branches of oak and laurel, and
a
bundle
of arrows, with
last
Psi
above
page) rayed
(on
and
Upsilon" below. In general appearance, except in
the
there
is
a
recurrence to the
the size of
page,
style of
'44 and '47. The engraved chapter-letters, printed in the
There are
centre of separate leaves, precede the lists.
eleven chapters, from Theta to Alpha, and 1,323 names.
The chapter-lists take up seventy-three pages ; an alpha
betical index, forty-two. The old motto on the titlepage
was restored by order of the convention.
paper cover,

Upsilon.

catalogue, nine inches by five and threeglazed white paper cover, carrying in gold, on
an
octagonal ground, the design of badge, chapter-letters,
and laurel and oak branches ; symbolical frontispiece,
representing a young man and a sage, with fasces above
and chapter-names ; on reverse of titlepage,
Published
under the supervision of the central catalogue committee,
J. D. Jones, of the Psi Chapter, and W. F. Morgan, of
the Delta Chapter;" lists of thirteen chapters, from
Theta to Iota, each preceded by emblematic design;
2,678 names. Baker & Godwin, printers, New York.

chapters.
printer.

of the

found, in late

are

New York.

The seventh

the

by

a

on

being in the main the
catalogues. John F. Trow,

fourths ;

Catalogue of the Psi Upsilon Fraternity. Nofic^ i5,eA(f.oi>e toC?
k\t\B'.vw% ^lKov<i. Issued in June of the twentieth year of the Frater
nity, .A.nno Domini 1852. Svo. pp.115.

Eight

that

second year of the

"

J. Stafford,

T.

chapter-name, precede,

separate leaf, each chapter-list,

Preceding the titlepage proper is an emblematic
wood-engraved one, with a border containing in panels
the names of the chapters, in the centre a
floating female
figure, with badge, banner, eagle, and scroll, and the words
"Triennial Catalogue of the Psi Upsilon
Fraternity, pub
lished by the Fraternity." Before the alphabetical list is
an emblematic bastard
titlepage displaying the words
"Catalogue Alphabetical of the Psi Upsilon Fraternity,"
and the date
1833 ; below it being an explanation of the
arrangement of the list, and the date, June, 1849. The
"

designs,

Upsilon Epitome.

with

by five
large

"

names;

0

Bibliography.
the seal of the executive council.
motto is omitted.

read,

On the

"Published under the

1

The

reverse

customary

83

Greek

of the

supervision

of

titlepage we
the Beta Chap

ter; Committee, S. Benedict, R. W. DeForest, H. W. B.
Howard, G. D. Miller," and also,, in smaller type, "Tuttle,

Morehouse, & Taylor, printers.
next page

are

the

names

New Haven."

On

the

of the members of the executive

council from

'69 to '71. Pages 3 and 4 give the roll of
fifteen chapters, ending with the Omega.
The special
frontispieces for the chapter-lists are printed on tinted
backgrounds. Around each page runs a black-line bor
der. 3,525 names are enumerated, arranged (for the first
time in our history) by classes ; the Yale and Dartmouth
lists closing with '72, most of the others with '74. The
biographical notes are brief, and not very numerous.
Small Roman capitals are used for the names, lower-case
letters for the residences and the notes.

The mechanical

execution is very fine, and at the time of its issue the book
"
fully deserved the encomium of Four Years at Yale,"
that it

was

issued

by

a

"by far the handsomest
college society."

work of the

.sort ever

Catalogue of the Psi Upsilon Fratemity. [Greek motto as in most
editions.] Published under the supervision of the executive council,
in the forty-sixth year of the Fraternity, March, 1879. 4to. pp. [2}, xi,
[I], 468.
the ninth catalogue, was ordered by the conven
1875, and Sept. r8 of that year the first instruc
tions for the preparation of the chapter-lists were sent out.
The binding is in four styles,
paper (in assorted enam
elled colors), flexible cjoth, cloth boards, and Turkey
morocco (full gilt).
On the cover appears an enlarged
badge, with a line border, and monograms in the corners.
The same border, printed in red, surrounds each page of
the book. The frontispiece is the same as in the eighth

This,

tion of

�

The Psi
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additional

catalogue,
the chapter-vignettes

Upsilon Epitome.

chapter-names being inserted;
are

in the main the

Owl and fasces appear on the titlepage,
of which are the names of the editors.

same as

the

on

and

before.
reverse

Then follow

a

table of contents, a preface by the chief editor, an intro
duction by Gov. Rice, a list of the members of the execu
tive

council, and

a

roll of the

chapters,

with their founders.

Of the contents of the book no better description can be
given than the following, taken from "The [New York]
World:"
"A

�

Monumental Catalogue.

Conscientious work of any

�

enough to command respect; and when a gradu
ate's affection for his college society leads him to devote two solid
to
his
Ufe
of
preparing a record of its membership according to
years
sort is

an

always

rare

idea) standard of excellence whicli

no man

has

ever

had the courage

certain amount of curious interest

necessarily attaches to the
To say of the newly issued
result.
Catalogue of the Psi Upsilon
the
brief
that
it
biographies of nearly five thou'^and
gives
Fraternity'
college-men belonging to about fourteen hundred different towns, which
towns represent every State and Territory of the Union, and twenty-five
foreign countries besides, is to say that it is a unique achievement, and
therefore worthy of at least the degree of attention due by common con
The chapter-lists show a total mem
sent to every literary novelty.
to

adopt,

a

'

.

bership

of

all but

20

4,928,

of whom 730

of the 4,200

living

.

.

are

known to be dead ; and the fact that

members have been traced

by the

com

piler of the catalogue to their present or very recent abodes, is a fair
illustration of the surprising thorouglmess of his work. The first 32S
devoted to lists of

members, arranged alphabeti
chapters. The extraordinary care
by the editor's
'
quiet remark : In eight cases initial letters occur, followed by periods,
which are abbreviations of names not ascertainable, while unpunctuated
letters, of which there are seventeen instances, are not abbreviations, but
stand in place of names.' Following the residence and mystic-frater
nity symbols attached to each name are a few lines of fine type, giving
honors, appointments, writ
notable events in the hfe of the owner,
are indicated in the
ings, and the like. The date and place of death
pages of the book

are

cally by classes and

the successive

fulness with which full

names

have been secured is shown

�

Bibliography.
of those who

dead,

and

are

each

a

man

who

failed
book

1879.
catalogues of separate chapters are few in num
ber, although lists have been published for special occas
ions. A good model is the following :
Formal

�

Beta

record of his

college,

which -appeared in

1873,

and to whose

industry
phenomenon
Said
"

"

among

"

of this

catalogue,

eight

catalogue

from

a

thousand

copies

was

The

sold within

a

an

alphabetical

(in 31 classes), 12; salutatorians (in 31
classes), 13. It may be added here, that, in its classes
from '43 to '83, the Beta Beta had 234 members, of whom
171 have been initiated into Psi Upsilon; 25 of the re
maining 63 are dead.
Special lists of alumni or of members residing in certain
States or cities have often appeared in connection with

original edititm
months, but
no further use has yet been made of the plates.
A membership list on a novel plan is now preparing,
and, having received the approbation of the convention.
of

States and towns fills

taken up with

are

valedictorians

stereotype plates, and

cost about three thousand dollars.

directory by

�

'

printed

valedictorians and saluta

* B K men,

�

sumptuously printed, and that has involved very conscien
tious and laborious editing. Biographies annexed to the names offer
"
men of the time.'
an acceptable addition to our knowledge of
was

positions,

are

whole
index ; and on the last page is a recapitulation,
number of members, 182, deceased, 19; alumni, 137, de
ceased, 15; Phi Beta Kappa men (in 32 classes), 6i^\

a

A work

The

on

noted ; a
pages, and five

torlans,

society catalogues."

The Nation

cover,

"

sions and

indefatigable

alone is to be attributed the fact that the present book is

limp

"

.

first exhibited in the collection of material for ihe elaborate alumni

was

pp. 54.

which are stamped large letters,
"BB," in gilt; four inches and three-fourths by three and
a half; frontispiece, the badge of the Beta Beta, around
"
which is the legend
Procul, 0, procul, este profani," with
in rays above, and on the sides branches of
stars
eight
laurel drawn together by a scroll, beneath which is the
black-line border around each page ; pages
date
1842 ;
5 to 38 are taken up with the names of tbe members in
the thirty-four classes from '43 to '76, a page to each class ;
men of '77 ; profes
page 39 gives a list of ten pledged

...

.

i6mo.

Beta, 1874.

Black

In the third division of the book (pp. 393he may find there.
447) the 4,928 names are arranged in a single alphabetical list, the
chapter and class of each being indicated, together with the page, in
the first part of the volume, where a more complete description may
be found.
Nearly a thousand of the names are repeated still a lourth
The typography and presstime in the two 'tables of relationship.'
work, for which the firm of Baker & Godwin are responsible, are in
every way creditable, and worthy of the prodigious pains with which the
editorial labors were conducted. Though many hands, of course, have
assisted in the work, the chief burden has fallen upon the editor, Charles
Wesley Smiley, a Wesleyan graduate of '74, whose taste for such labor
.

scale of

rate

'

as

Upsilon Epitome.

will be issued this year. Perhaps five yeats will elapse
before the appearance of another catalogue on the elabo

dagger designates
to graduate with his class.
In the second chief division of the
(pp. 337-391) the names of the members are all repeated 'ac
cording to geosraphical distribution ; that is, they are arranged alpha
betically by towns, the towns are arranged alphabetically by States, and
the States are arranged alphabetically.
The 1,200 members who reside
in seven of the large cities have their residences definitely designated
by street and number. In this geographical catalogue, furthermore,
each member has assigned to him, not only his chapter-letter and class
numeral, but also a symbol indicative of his profession or business ;
so that the visitor to any given locality is informed at once as to the
college, the age, and the occupation in life, of such fellow society men
cases
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185

few

At Detroit there have been three such

re-unions.

merations,
39 in 1882.

enu

members in 1877, of 34 in 1878, and of
A roll of "The Psi Upsilon in Boston" (1878)

�

of

22

0

Bibliography.
is headed

by

monwealth

"

"

His

Excellency

187

188

the Governor of the Com

(Alexander H. Rice, Theta '44), and is

ar

ranged by chapters and classes, giving 234 members from
ten colleges.
This list is printed on a folio of four
pages,
heavy parchment paper, measuring ten inches and a half by
eight. To it are appended sundry Psi Upsilon Notes
mentioning the XLVth Convention, the catalogue, the
A complete
songs, "The Diamond," and the chapters.
list of the
Members of Psi Upsilon
residing in Chicago,
May I, i88r," gives 158 names representing fifteen chap
ters, besides which are fourteen men from the Omega
Chapter, University of Chicago."
Chapter-rolls have sometimes appeared in works not
wholly Psi Upsilon in character. Cutting's Student-Life
at Amherst"
(1871) gives the- names of the members of
the Gamma Chapter on pages
169-179. The "Under
graduate Record of Columbia College, compiled by W.
S. Sloan {New York, 1881), contains,
pages u to 20, the
roll of the
Lambda Chapter of the Fraternity of Psi
from
the
class
of
to
Upsilon
'41
'84, in all, 347 men.
"

"

The Psi

Our first
�

song-book

Upsilon Epitome.

known to have survived the
little affair of

and

the Psi
"

colleges, 'the most important mission of
give the names of the members of the socie
ties. Complete lists of our alumni at Rochester,
Syracuse
and Trinity, are found in the valuable
pamphlets repre
senting those institutions.
'

Their names are these: Union, Garnet; Yale, Banner and Pot Pourri;
Liber Brunensis:; Amherst, Olio; Dartmouth, jEgis ;
Columbia,
Columbiadand Miner; Bowdoin, Bugle; Hamilton, Hamiltonian;
Wesieyan,
Olla Podrida; Rochester, Interpres; Kenyon, Reveille;
Michigan, Palladium;

Brown,

Syracuse, Onondagan ; Comell, Comellian; Trinity, Ivy; Lehigh, Epitome,
University and Chicago have no similar issues. It is inter

The New- York

esting
was

to note that

the first of these student registers� The Yale Banner
by our William E. Robinson: the first number was

founded and edited

dated Nov, 5, 1841.

�

seems

to have

Upsilon Fratemity.

The

man

And is

that hath

not

moved

no

by

music in

himself,

concord of sweet sounds.

Is fit for treasons, stratagems, and

spoils."
Shak.

"

Until the sands of life
We'll

sing

to

thee,

Psi

are

run,

Upsilon,"
FlSCH.

1853.

This,

"

which is to

It

eight

book.

i2mo.

pp, 28.

the second edition of the songs, is
It

measures seven

"

of the various

are

Friendship."

Songs of

"

�

copies

time, but old gradu

�

"

"

may refer to the student annuals

No

1849.

of

pages, containing eight songs,
five by Mr. Finch, Colton's " Greeting Song," Pratt's
Psi Upsilon the True," and the anonymous hymn, "Joy
a

"

one

lapse

ates recollect the existence of the work.

been

"

In this connection

issued in

was

a

beautiful little

inches and three-sixteenths

by

four and seven-sixteenths.

The cover is of white glazed
paper, on the first page of which tlie Renaissance scroll
work design is impressed in bronze ink ; while on the last

page is the badge, with chapter-letters, branches of oak
and laurel, etc.
Both pages are further ornamented

by
rectangular-line border. The preface is dated "New
March
Haven,
i, 1853," and is signed "Beta Chapter, Yale
College." The editors were Theodore J. Holmes '('53)
and James K. Lombard ('54).
The duty of preparing the
book was laid upon Beta by the convention of
1851. Of
the seventeen songs in this edition,
eight are those men
tioned in connection with the
song-book of 1849; five
were contributed
some of them
anonymously by Mr.
Lombard, as he modestly says, "because a supply of the
and the remaining
proper material was not forthcoming ;
a

�

�

"

Bibliography.
four

from Harvard.

came

\

1

89

The

titlepage, changed only
publisher's name, has been copied in all later
and the quaint custom of
singing it through from

editions ;

issued by the executive coun
eighth song-book
closely resembles the preceding, but adds
ten pages and six songs, corrects many errors, and gives
the origin of many pieces which had not previously been
cil in

to end is very old.

The third

edition, i2mo, pp. 64, with white limp linen
printed similarly to the preceding book, measures
seven inches and
three-eighths by four and three-fourths,
and contains thirty-three songs. The preface is signed
"Central Committee, New York, April 2, 1857." J. H.
Burnett was the printer.
The fourth song-book
8vo, pp. 35, eight inches
and an eighth by five aiid a fourth
has a dark-green
heavy paper cover, on which the designs are the same as
before. It was printed by Tuttle, Morehouse, & Taylor;
and the preface is dated "Beta Chapter, March 4, 1861."
The songs number eighteen, six of which appear for the
first time.
Twenty-one songs of the previous edition are

In 1881 there
and

one.

"

"

�

the Theta.

�

"

"

from additional

"

The fifth edition closely resembles the fourth. It was
printed by the same firm, has forty-one octavo pages and
twenty-three songs, and its preface is dated Beta Chap
ter, May 10', 1866."
The sixth song-book
Svo, pp, 76.^ nine by six inches
is bound in brown cloth boards, lettered in gilt, "Songs
beneath the lettering is a large lyre,
of Psi Upsilon ;
surmounted by a monogram and sixteen stars. This was
the first edition printed with music and from stereotype
plates. The preface is dated "Xi Chapter, June i, 1870."
The songs number fifty-two. Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston,
were the publishers, as they have been of all subsequent
editions. The book was copyrighted.
It

impressions

Addenda, Songs added in 1881 to the Edition of 1878."
Besides the song-books proper, groups of songs have
often been printed for special occasions. In the library
of the Chi is a pamphlet of twelve duodecimo pages,
measuring six inches and three-eighths by three and
seven-eighteenths; on the buff paper cover is printed
"Twenty-fifth Annual Convention, New- York City, 1858,"
and also an oval cut of fasces and wreath, with "Psi"
above, and Upsilon" below. The songs included are,
"Greeting Song" (by Alger), "Anthem," "Joy of Psi
"
Ups," This Jolly Convocation," The Regular Toasts,"
"Smoking Song," and the "Parting Song."
A similar collection was prepared for the
inaugural of
the Chi in 1876; another, for the convention of 1880,
by the Phi ; and a fourth, for the semi-centennial, by

left out.

similar to the sixth.

added

were

the whole number of songs one hundred
Before these additions is a bastard title reading

"

�

was

�

plates, making

�

The seventh edition

�

1878

credited to their authors.

cover,

Smaller

Each of. these contains about

dozen songs.

a

impressions, usually four-page sheets,

numerous

are

too

to mention.

All editions of the song-book since 1870 have been
published with musical scores. Certain songs have also
appeared in sheet fofm with music. Professor Harring
ton's "Diamond Song add Chorus" was so published
by
the Xi in 1865; and in i88r and 18S2 Professor Fiske's
Psi Upsilon National Song," his
Chapter Song of the
Chi," "the "Owl Song," by the same author, and Judge
Finch's
Smoking Song," were" issued in separate sheets,
each with an appropriately designed cover or
titlepage..
"

com

ninety songs, and two instrumental
The preface is signed "Zeta Chapter," and dated
Hanover, N.H.. Dec. Q, 1S76." The cover is black.

prised
pieces.

Upsilon Epitome.

The

in date and

beginning

The Psi

90

143 pages,

"

"

^-o

Bibliography.
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Several

pieces of instrumental music have been dedi
cated to the society.
The oldest of these is the "Psi
Upsilon Polka," which was composed, and respectfully
dedicated to the members of the Psi Upsilon
Fraternity,
by Albert W. Berg, New York, 1852." This has an
emblematic titlepage. William Hall & Son were the pub
lishers. A second edition appeared without date. The
Psi Upsilon Schottische
was composed, and dedicated
"to the members of the Delta
Chapter of the Psi Upsilon
Fraternity, University of the City of New York," by Emil
Brandeis, and was published by Lee & Walker, Philadel
phia, i860. These two pieces are in the song-book.
"The Psi Upsilon March," dedicated to the Phi Chapter
by Angeio DuProsse, was published by C. J. Whitney,
Detroit, 1878. A Psi Upsilon march composed some
years ago by Thomas C. Roney (Omega '78) is not now
at hand for
description. It is certain that other similar
pieces exist.
"

"

"

Of the many addresses delivered, and poems read, before
public meetings of the society, not a few have failed of
publication because of the shrinking modesty of their
authors. Some of the earliest and most interesting pieces
of

our

literature

prevalent

at

we

Union

commemorate the

owe
�

of

to the beautiful custom

having

virtues of

a

an

long

�

oration delivered to

departed

brother.

This

usage gave rise to the first printed issue of any note in
connection with the Fraternity:
�

Oration occasioned

Humphreys, delivered
Society, Union
College, July 24, 1839. By Joseph W. Gott. Schenectady; printed by
James Riggs, No, 23 Union Street, ^839. 8vo/ pp. 15.
by

the Death of David,

before the Theta and Delta Chapters of the Psi Upsilon

The

cover

the oration

follows

:

�

is of blue paper.

was

Judge Van Vorst
immediately printed. The opening

says
is

as

"

How

mingle

is the interest of this occasion I

melancholy
sympathies

our

and

our

tears

We have met to

around the grave of the
our band."

first

victim of the insatiate archer from the brothers of

Other addresses are,
An Oration occasioned

�

by the

Death of Henry White, delivered be
Chapter of the Psi Upsilon Society, Union College,
July, 1845. By Hooper C. Van Vorst, Albany, 1846. 8vo, pp.23.
Eulogy pronoimced before the Theta Chapter of the Psi Upsilon
Fratemity, on its Deceased Brother, John E. Davis, at Union Col
lege, July 25, 1849. By William P. Chambers, ots �eol .^aoOo-t
df^iTKoutrt veoi. Albany, 1849. 8vo. pp, 28,
The Story of a Soul. A poem read before the Psi Upsilon Con
vention at Hamilton College, Feb. 22, 1851. By the Rev. Henry W.
New York, 1852.
Svo. pp, 46.
Parker.
Oration before the Annual Convention of the Psi Upsilon Fratemity,
held at Schenectady, N.Y,, July 27, 1852,
By Hooper C. Van Vorst.
Cambridge, 1853. Svo. pp. 35.
Post-Prandial Verses recited at the Festival of the Psi Upsilon Fratert\ity in Boston, July 22, 1853. By John Godfrey Saxe. [Printed in
the various editions of the volume entitled '� The Money-King and

fore the Theta

�

other

Poems,"]

Poem and Address delivered before the Psi Upsilon Fraternity, in
Hopkins's Music Hall, Cincinnati, at the Thirty-fourth Annual Con
vention, also Address of James Strong, S.T.D,, at Middletown, Conn.,
at Thirty-third Convention, Cincinnati, 1868.
8vo, pp. 23, 10,
The Pending Tests of S elf-Government. An Address by General
J. R. Hawley of Hartford, before the Annual Convention of the Psi
Upsilon Fraternity, at Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn.,
Thursday Evening, May 10, Hartford, 1877. Svo. pp, j6.
The Oration and Poem, together with the Convention Song, and
Extracts from the Proceedings of the Forty-fourth General Convention
of the Psi Upsilon Fraternity, held at Middletown, Conn,, May 9 and
10,1877. Published by the Fraternity, 1877. [n. p,] Svo. pp. 16, 8,

[4],

8.

Forty-sixth Annual Convention, Psi UpsUon. Public Exercises,
Printed for the
Music Hall, New Haven, Wednesday, May 7, 1879,
Fraternity, 1879. Svo. pp. 36,
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Upsilon
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4to,
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pp. 4.
The Old Psi

"

Answer to the Toast,

By

Garnet leatherette cover, carrying, in gilt letters,
Anniversary of the Psi Upsilon Fraternity;"
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John

paper; for a frontispiece the
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Address delivered at the FortyUpsilon Society, held at Michigan
By Hon. Clarkson Nott Potter, LL.D.

Our Formalism in Government.

University, June [May],
New York

pp. iS.

Svo.

[iSSd],

reverse

of the

�

seventh Annual Convention of the Psi
1880,

Fif

Dow Beekman,
titlepage are the names of the editors,
George F. Allison, Wallace T. Foote, jun., J. Montgomery
Mosher(all undergraduates of Theta),� and of the print
The book contains
ers, Brandow & Barton, Albany.
Professor Price's address of welcome ; a list of the fiftyseven official delegates ; an account of the historical meet
ing; the convention ode ; the introductory address, poem,
oration, and essay at the literary exercises ; descriptions of
the reception and banquet, with an engraved copy of the
large badge which adorned the orders of dancing and the

pp. 8.

Svo.

[n, p.]

*-Y-]

"

heavy
steel-engraved invi

antique
Upsilon," by

the Third Annual Re-union of the

Pettit, Theta '39, of Wabasli, Ind.,
Psi Upsilon Association of the North-West, at Chicago, May 7, 1879,
[n. p.] 1879, Folio, pp. 4.
A Convivial Poem read before the Psi Upsilon Association of Phila
delphia at the Second Annual Re-union, May 7, 1879, By Joseph R.
Walter, Alpha Chapter '71. [The title is on the cover; on the sec
at

Upsilon Epitome.

Proceedings of the Semi-Centenniai Convention of the Psi Upsilon
Fraternity, held with the Theta Chapter at Albany, N.Y., May 23, 24,
and 25, 1883. Schenectady, N.Y. The Diamond Publishing Com
pany, 1884. Svo.
pp. 91 [i]�

border and

paper, ornamented with
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.

itself, and the programme of toasts
and responses ; the remarks of the president and of the
seventeen other speakers at the banquet; a very unique
"banquet diagram," "convention comments," and a list
minu cards ; the w/��

Upsilon Chapter of the Psi Upsilon Fratemity, by
History
George A. Coe, Read at the Twenty-fifth Anniversary of the Found
ing of the Chapter, Feb. 12, 1883. Published by the Chapter,
of the

A

MDCCCLXXXIII.

i6rao,

pp. 32.

of the two hundred and

stone

gateway,

in the arch of which is

upon a fasces ;
drawn aside reveals an altar and lamp

panded wings resting

a

an

owl with

curtain

thirty-five

members in

summary of the

a

same

attendance,
by chapters and

decades.
The

8,

Diamond,

vol i. Nos. 1-9

[Ithaca, 187S].

4to.

pp. 4,

8,

4, 4,

4, 4, 4, 8.

ex

periodical was founded by Professor Fiske, and
jointly by him and by Charles P. Bacon. The
first number was issued Jan. 25, 1878.
There was no
titlepage or index, and the issues for October and No
vember are wrongly numbered. All the Cornell numbers
were well edited and carefully printed ; and the
magazine,
This

partially

was

within, and on the
sides are the dates "1833" and "1858." The work is
"Efforts to obtain a Charter,"
divided into three parts,
Organization of the Upsilon," and From the Organiza
tion of the Upsilon to the Present Time."
�

"

"

with

together

elegant little book is bound in white parchment,
and is printed in large, clear type on a superior article of
laid paper. Xhe frontispiece is a steel engraving, now
used as a poster by the Upsilon, representing a massive
This

edited

0

Bibliography.

1

95

without any special effort to extend its circulation, more
than paid expenses.
The last issue
Dec. 17, 1878
requested the executive council to continue the publica
�

tion,

and the

convention of

council could not spare the

foUowing :
The

so

directed;

and

only

but the

issued the

4to.

i.

Whole

number,

10.

New

York,

pp. 16,

This was edited by Charles W. Smiley, and was largely
given up to an account of the installation of the Beta Beta
Chapter, and to a list of about two hundred and fifty
new initiates ; but tfiere was other
interesting matter.
TheDiamond.

[Schenectadyissue]

;

Vol, i. Nos. 1-6.

18S1-82, 4to.

8, 8, 12, 12, 16, 16. Vol. ii, Nos, 1-4, [1], 5, 6, 1882-S3. 410. pp.
16,16,16,20,4,16,12, Vol. iii. Nos. 1-6. 1883-S4. 4to. pp.76.

pp.

The

Schenectady issue was started in March, 1881, by
('83), whose self-sacrificing labors lasted
until his graduation. With the current volume many im
provements were adopted. There is now a suitable cover,
which is of a rich brown paper, and reads, "The Dia
mond.
Published for the Psi Upsilon Fraternity, by the
^ Publishing Company." The scroll-work poster, with
ornamental accompaniments, also appears on the cover.
Mr. Dow Beekman ('84) is the chief editor.
The sub
scription-price has always been one dollar a year, and the
Reminiscences by the origi
paper is now a bi-monthly.
nators of the older chapters, convention addresses, poems
and odes, accounts of chapter installations and of alumni
gatherings, new songs by such writers as Fiske and
Harrington, biographies of prominent members, and
letters describing the undergraduate "situation," form a
collection that fully justifies the establishment and con
tinued existence of our magazine. One of the best things
about it is, that it attends strictly to its own business.
Henry

chiefly

C. Wood

to

by the executive council, relating
catalogues and song-books, form a long
official prints which it would subserve no useful

series of

the

puqDOse to-describe.
"

four-page sheets
1875-76. i. The
Foundation of the Psi Upsilon and the Psi Upsilon in
Congress," 2, List of Members of the Alpha Chapter
from its Revival in the Winter of 1869-70 to its Disso
lution in November, 1872, Alpha Notes, and the Psi
Upsilon in Literature." 3. "Psi Upsilon Chronology,"
Similar to these in origin, date, and appearance, were the
Psi Upsilon Songs," of which there were four issues, the
last consisting of but one piece of verse.
The

vol, ii. No.

Upsilon Epitome.

The circulars sent out

�

�

Diamond,

May, j88o.

1879
time,
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issued

"

Psi

by

Upsilon

Leaves

were

three

Professor Fiske at Ithaca in

"

"

"

Printed letters sent to alumni by the undergraduate
chapters, either periodically or on special occasions, form
a
large collection. Some branches issue an annual com
munication, containing items of general fratemity news,
and statements of local affairs.

The Chi commenced this

practice in 1876 ; the Phi has issued similar missives since
1879; and the Delta, the Xi, the Iota, and probably other
chapters, have followed suit. Of the special communica
tions, many relate to chapter-house projects :' one of the
best and most effective was that sent out by a graduate
committee of the Beta Beta, Nov. 15, 1882. Under this
head come the obituary notices already spoken of. These
usually take the form of resolutions, couched in very
general terms, and carefully omitting all dates that
might be of value to historians or biographers. Far
different and far better is the following, printed in plain
type on a white card four inches and a half by three and

.^three-fourths :

�

_

Bibliography.
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\
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Memoriam,

CHARLES

BUSH

Class of

Chapter

of Psi

DUN,

'77,
17,

1874.

Little cards of four

or six
pages are annually printed by
chapters "to refresh the memory of under
graduates. They usually contain' a roll of active mem
bers, names of the Psi Upsilon professors and resident
graduates, together with chapter-notes, etc. Such docu
ments have been prepared by the Chi, Phi,
Zeta, Delta,
and Xi, and very likely by other branches. The Xi issues
each year a comparative prize-list.
Among other chapter publications may be mentioned
two neat little pamphlets
designated as the "ChapterHouse Rules of the Chi Chapter of the Psi Upsilon Fra
ternity (1879), and "The Psi Upsilon Association of
The latter, which has passed through
Ithaca, N.Y."
two editions (1879 and 1884), contains the names of the
officers and trustees, the articles of incorporation, the by
laws, and a long list of members.
"

"

Conventions, quadrennials, inaugurations of chapters,
re-unions, and initiations have given rise to another and
very large class of memorabilia, consisting of notices, in
vitations, programmes, supper-tickets, minu cards, lists
of members, etc. The announcement of the convention
of 1854 was printed from a steel plate upon glazed cards

measuring
an eighth;

four inches and three-fourths

Delta's "altar-fire" forms the central

above which
with

three and

by

are

the words

"1854" below;

"

while the

Doet appear at the sides.

figure,
Upsilon Convention,"

Psi

names

of the

when the

1883,

by Mr,
Albany. The

fetalis 23 yrs.

of the

reached in

executed

Died

some

designs were prepared and
Quayle, the well-known engraver
of
invitations were very handsome, and the
diamond-shaped minu cards, with their heavy fringe of
garnet and gold, and bearing on the cover a large en
graved facsimile of the pin, will long be treasured by their

was

Upsilon, January

August 13, 1881,

Upsilon Epitome.

been among the convention memorabilia fine specimens
of the engraver's art ; and a high degree of excellence

Initiated
At the Iota
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R, K.

In this connection should be noticed the very
of exercises used by the Chicago alum

possessors.

elegant programme

1879. This had a black card cover,
printed in silver and gold a badge, the title
gathering, and extracts from the song-book. The

ni at their re-union in

which

on

of the

were

invitations, programmes, etc., of the festivities in the same
city. May 25, 1883, commemorative of the semi-centennial,
deserve

Perhaps

mention for th&ir

special
the

elaborate affair

most

pro

��

programme of exercises at the supper given by Detroit
alumni to the undergraduates of the Phi, Dec. 15, 1882,
was

by

printed

Homeric

on

"

"

and

was

illustrated

foregoing

include all

bevelled-edge cards,

quotations.

It is not to be

supposed
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Upsilon publications that have appeared under the
society, or of its branches or members.
Some, being strictly secret, are not mentioned. Others
have been lost, particularly the song-book of 1849, and the
reports, in pamphlet form, of three conventions of mem
bers resident in Wisconsin in 1851, 1852, and 1853,

long list, which, as it is still somewhat incomplete,
now be given, has been made of the public prints
Some refer
that have in any way mentioned the society.
It
ences to this catalogue occur in the present work.
A

will not

would be difficult to

exaggerate the historic value of

our

inheritance in the newspapers, the dust-covered files of
which have preserved for us many poems and addresses,
To draw upon
and reports of interesting anniversaries.

repositories from time to time, until the whole of
unpublished literature shall find permanent form, is
one of the objects of the Psi Upsilon Historical Society,
The largest
which was organized at the semi-centennial.
collection of Psi Upsilon publications, memorabilia, and
newspaper references, is held by the Chi Chapter, which
has a complete set of catalogties, all the song-books ex
these
our

most

though

minor issues.

of the addresses and poems, and
the list is

Next to this

a

vast

of
by no means complete
is supposed to rank the pres
�

writer's collection, which includes several hundred

different

a

�

direction of the

ent

originality.

'82). It consists of three large pieces of very heavy white
bristol-board, fastened by garnet ribbons, and ornamented
with a steel-engraved monogram, and with quotations from
the songs, each of the latter being printed in a peculiar
type, and mounted on a separate card. The five sheets
prepared by Professor Fiske for the annual ceremonies
of the Chi from 1876 to 1880, each illustrated by selec
tions from some great poet,
Homer, Dante, Shakspeare,
are marvels of
Milton, Goethe,
learning and skill. The

the Psi

�

and

its kind is

gramme of the "Annual Banquet to Psi Upsilon Fresh
men, Oct, 7, i88r," devised by Mr, Charies L. Coffin (Phi

Bibliography.

cept the first,

pf

orator and

For several years there have

number

beauty

prints.

1

that the

The Honor-Roll
has had

CHAPl^ER VIII.

Quid gloriaris f

"

Vulgate.
"

�

valedictories

no

the less have

none

a long course of years ;
alumni from those institutions

during

our

become great, none the less do they love the society for
its genial, kindly influences, and none the less, if appear
How
ances can be trusted, do the chapters flourish.
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is

ever, it

Now will the fame

Of this iheir work go forth tvherevcr shines
The light of day."
Bryant's Homer's Iliad.

chapter expecting to find a demon
society contains most of the scholars,
athletes, and class presidents in the principal colleges,
will be disappointed. No attempt is made to prove such
As has been truly said,
a state of facts.
He who reads this

stration that the

�

James Strong, S.T.D,, who, more than forty
years ago, joined in forming one of our most successful
chapters, remarks,
Professor

branches

our

class

by

that among the founders
men of
high scholarship.
of the
twelve

Psi

a

was

a

salutatorian

so

:

society
men

was

in that

One of Delta's char

admitted to * B K.

seven were

ter-members

were

containing members
Upsilon. Of our

The first class

headed

was

one

of

Beta's,

and the latter should have had the valedictory. Among
original members were a valedictorian and a salu

Sigma's

Gamma's first members

were high-stand men
;
Zeta, Lambda, Kappa, and Alpha, led their

tatorian.
those of

"Our order has its birth in social needs."

significant fact,

a

of each of

classes; Xi had

two

and

valedictorians

a

salutatorian

among its founders; and so on down the list, even to
Beta Beta and Eta, in the first class of each of which

�

While other secret academical orders propose to themselves, and
seek'orstrive to promote in their members, various traits, such as ora

valedictory

both

"

excellence, skill in literary composition, or, still more generally,
conviviality of disposition, we are proud to declare that only those
who combine substantial scholarship with genial temper are fit material
We disdain not to confess that we court the
for genuine Psi Upsilons,
torical
mere

accession of those alone who blend the liveliest faculties of the head with
the best

of the

qualities

and it is their

heart,

fellowship

we

prize

when

'

won^"

and

salutatory

were

assigned to Psi Up
worthy successors

And the founders have had

silons.

Upon the Commencements in 1882 the
by Psi Upsilon men at Union, the
N. Y. U., Yale, Columbia, and Lehigh ; and the second
In 1883 Psi Up
at the N. Y. U., Bowdoin, and Trinity.
silon graduates stood first at Yale, Amherst, Columbia,
Wesleyan, and Lehigh, and second at the N. Y. U.,
Yale, Trinity, and Lehigh. In the words of Gov. Rice,
in this

respect.

first rank

was

held

�

it admitted in the outset, that, in some of
other organizations have had more honor-

Frankly is
the colleges,
men

than

At two

we.

1

three institutions, Psi

or

Upsilon

Oration before the convention of 1867.

"Not

him thfe courage and confidence essential to distinction and usefulness
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in after-life."^
^
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Of

successes

achieved

by

our

it is not worth while to take
The

great diversity
of

more

in the titles of

in fields

than

a

brief

college offices,

attached to such

importance

honors at different times and in different

destroy

their

of the

colleges, quite
significance. Besides, the general senti
is
averse
to
participation in politics.
society

Yet the members have had their share

athletic exercises

our

of offices.

In

students in several institutions have
view of the

imperfect
following pages give
honors gained by Psi Upsilon undergraduates.
Great
care has been taken to obtain official statistics, and in
many cases these have been 'directly furnished by the
college authorities. It should be added, that, wherever
other organizations are mentioned as having had more
The

an

fewer "honors" than

our

own,

no

inference is to

to the

strength or weakness of such organi
zations. They are simply taken as the best basis for
comparison. The anti-secret, or non-secret, society is not

be drawn

as

often referred to, because the character of its member
ship and the nature of its methods differ so greatly
from those of the secret orders.

special pains

will be taken to

of

further

parallels. Following are
prizes taken by our men :

and

1879,

p.

viii.

Perchance, too, no
present a strictly parallel

record where societies established within the past two,
three, or four years face their elders of as many decades.

some

203
of the

high parte

��

Greek Salutatory

: Edward L.
Stevens, '55 ; Gerrit S. Collier,
Waddell, '82.
Latin Salutatory : George
Richards, '40 ; John H. Babcock, '45.
Blatchford Oratorical Medal: Second, Gideon D. Tower,
'66 ; first, James H.
Austin, '67 ; first, Seymour M Grace, '69 ; second,
William J, Hillis, '72;
second, J. Gulian Lansing, '75; second, John
W, Doremus, '76.

'68; WiUiam

A.

,

Ingham Medal:' Edward D.

made remarkable records.

or

Upsilon Catalogue

The Honor-Roll.

undergraduates

survey.
and the

varying degree

Psi

Upsilon Epitome.

political,

ment

the stimulus to

high scholarship and prize com
petition has arisen from the intercourse of the Fraternity; while the'
cheers of sympathetic companions have helped many a mode-st fellow
through the long pull for respectable scholastic attainments, and given
unfrequently

R.

'75; James

Ronan, 'St, J. Gulian Lansing,

Truax, '76.

At the

University of the City of New York the valedic
honor, the second being the Greek (or
Latin) salutatory, while the third is the English saluta
tory. Of these -^T has had 12, 14, and 14 respectively.
is the first

tory

In

parallel classes with A*, '42 to '83, �^T has had 12,
\% and 14 respectively; while A* has had 5, 3, and 5.
Since '47, when Z^ was
and
founded, i-T has had
9, 12,

10 ;

6.

A* has had 5, 2, and
5 ; while Zi- has had
^T has won the last three Greek

6, S, and
salutatories, and two

of the last three valedictories.

from

m?n

'42

to

'84,

tT has had 51, Zif
25;

has

had-24,

following

Of the N. Y. U. *BK

�J'T has had

60,

A* 21 ; since

'47,

the past ten years tT
A* 11, Zi- 5, anti-secret
9, others 17. The

are our

during

honor-men

:

�

Valedictorians: George H,

Commencing
from ^id to '83,
28,

with

Union

College,

six societies

size of the

men

cover

less time than the others.

The great

classes at Union, the confused state of
and the frequent changes in the titles desig

Houghton. '42; William H. Will
'43; Luther W. Peck, '45; Thomas S. Childs, 47; Henry D.
Noyes, '51; William A. Sterling, '53; Jesse Brush, '54; William
S. Opdyke, '56; Edward A.
Collier, '57; I. M. B. Thompson, '77 1
Eugene F. Pearce, '81 ; Robert W. Higbie, '82.

cox,

>

early

records,
nating Commencement honors,
the

of the *BK

-i T has had 77, K A 72, S * 57, A * 43, X -^
eAX 10, Z-f 3, ARE 21, A A* 33, Ben I.
The last

make it difficult to draw

A

prize of seventy dollars, established

in 1865 by the Hon, A. C. Ingham,
regulation, that in case one of the competitors were a Psi Upsi
equaUy superior with another competitor, the prize should
the Psi Upsilon.

47, with the

lon,
be

and should be

given

to

The Psi
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Greek

Latin

or

Upsilon Epitome.
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Theodore W. Field and Samuel P.

Leeds, '43; Samuel W, Phelps,
Miles, '49; John Young, 'go; Charles W. Opdyke, '56;
John W. Moore, '59; Isaac F. Russell,
'75 ; Henry C. Alvord, '76 ; Edward K. Hayt, '77 ; George M. Duncan,,
'81 ; Vincent Pjsek, '82 ; William M, Kingsley, '83.
Edward C,

'48;

The

Salutatorians:

William

P.

Breed

to

1884,

are

thus divided

:

�}' T and A K E 2, neutral

Of the class orators since '40, �*� T has had 16, A K E

I.

10, A A * 7, neutrals 11; and of the poets * T has had 20
Of the commodores of
A K E 14, A A * 5, neutrals 5.

and David C,

the Yale navy,

Meeker, '43; David F, Sayre, '44; Charles A. Downs, '45; William
Aikman, '46; Acmon P. Van Gieson, '49; Francis N. Zabriskie,
'50; Edward P. Crane, '51 ; Philip H. Vernon, '53; Irving S. Camp
bell, '55 i Uriah F. Rogers, '59 ; Albert Z. Gray, '60 ; Cornelius R.
Blaiivelt, '64; William Aikman, jun., '72; Richard W. Stevenson,

1853

to

* T and A K E had 7

1870,

each,

A A 4> 4.

Comparing * T and A A ^ at Yale, '40 to '74, giving �J' T
figures first, we have ; valedictorians, 6, 13 ; salutatorians,
10, 14; DeForest men, 12, 3; Townsend premiums, 66,

'75-

"

Lit." editors,
45 ; class orators, 12, 7 ; class poets, 16, 5;
"
Lit." medals, 10, 3.
70, 50 ;
Comparing 'J' T and A K E,
'46 to '85, t T figures first : valedictorians, 11, 14 ; saluta
torians, 14,9; DeForest men, 17, 11; Townsend premi

Since the year

1879, Psi Upsilons have held, in the
two literary societies, eight of the twelve presidencies
and eighteen of the remaining twenty-seven offices in
the Eucleian, and six of the twelve presidencies and a
large proportion of minor offices in the Philomathean.
Of the 48 editors of "The University Quarterly "(founded
in 187S), -i- T has had 23, A * 7, Z "i* 2, neutrals 7, A T 9,
,

junior exhibition prizes, 187 1
6, divided between

<[* T 5, A K E

�

Mancius H. Hutton, '57;

English
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Salutatorians: William B. Meech, '39;

68; class orators, 16, 10; class poets, 15, 14;
editors, 83, (>(i\ "Lit," medals, 15, 12.
Of the first 23 parts assigned in the junior appointments
of '84, ^ T had II, A K E 4, neutrals 8, Of the first 19
assigned to '85, -^t had 12, AKE 2, neutrals 5. Of the
18 * B K men in '85 tT claims 14, AKE 2, neutrals 2.
Of the new "Lit." board, i-T has 4 editors, AKE i.
Of the 6 present editors of "The Yale Courant" in '84
and '85, all are *T.
"The Yale Record" has2'l'Tand
The presidents of the Yale glee- club,
3 AKE editors.
of the athletic association, of the football-club, of the
lacrosse-club, of the tennis-club, of the yacht-club, and
of the hare-and-hounds club, are -^rT men. The presi

ums, 92,

"Lit,"

and of the 7 editors-in-chief ^T has had 5,
Of the valedictories at Yale since '40 (our first class),
6; of the saluta

�if T has had 11, A A* 13, A KE 14, neutrals

"? T has had 15, A A * 14, A K E 9, neutrals 6.
The
DeForest medal for the best English oration (first award

tories,

ed in 1852, and considered

many the highest honor of
has gone to -i-T 14 times, to
A K E 8, to A A * 3, i' T and A K E (equal) 3, neutrals 4.
Of the Townsend premiums for English compositions
(first awarded in 1844), <c T claims 96, A K E 68, A A * 45,
the whole

Of the editors of

neutrals 28.
azine

"

since

neutrals 16.

given

in

by

college course)

"

The Yale

-t T has had 100, A K E

1840,

dent of the boat-club is

Literary Mag
66,

A A *

1850),

neutrals

stands 4 -if- T,

crew

50,

and

Of "Yale Lit." medals for best essay (first
�*� T has 15, A K E 12, A A * 3,

a

A K E.

Of the 13

1S82-83 formed the champion football team,
the present captain) are -^T, 2 are AKE.
2

A K E

who in

(including
The

boat-

The "nine" contains 3 -i-T
Following are some of the chief

2 A

men.

K E.

honcr-men of �}� T at Yale

2

men

7

:

�

0
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Henry H. Hadley, '47 ; Dwight Foster, '48;
Addison Van Name, '58 Eugene
Smith, '59; John ^. Taylor, '62;
Isaac P. Pugsley, '64 ; Clarence H.
Kelsey, '78 ; Lloyd W. Bowers, '79 ;
Charles W. Holzheimer, '81 ; Barclay
Johnson, '82 ; Eliakim H. Moore,
jun,, '83.
Salutatorians; George H. Colton, '40; Willis S.
Colton, '50;
Robbins Little, '51; George DeF.
Lord, '54; Edward C. Towne, '56 ;
George B. MacLellan, '58; Simeon E. Baldwin, '61 ; David B. Perry,
63; William C. Wood, '68; Gardiner Lathrop, '69; Charles T. Russ,
'75; Edwin D, Worcester, '76; John S. Thacher, '^^\ William H.
Taft, '78; Fred W. Kellogg, '83.
DeForest-Prize Men: Homer B. Sprague, '52'; Andrew D.
"White, '53; Wolcott Calkins, '56; Augustus H, Strong, '57 ; Chauncey
S, Kellogg, '58; Luther M. Jones, '60; William E.
Park, '61 ; Daniel
H. Chamberlain, '62 ; Henry P.
Boyden, '64 ; Joseph A. Bent, '65 ;
John H. HJncks, '72 ; James M. Townsend, jun., '74 ; Edwin D. Worces
ter, '76; Louis J. Swinburne, '79 ; Russell A. Bigelow, '81 ; Benjamin
Brewster, '82 ; Edvrard T, McLaughlin, '8j.
:

At Brown

University i-T has had eight valedictorians,
salutatorians, and a good many students of the third

ten

rank.
or

Of late years most of those who have stood first
on the
faculty's books have not belonged to

second

the select secret societies.

The

following

is

our

list

:

�

Valedictorians : Albert Harkness, '42 ; Robinson P. Dunn, '43 ;
Francis W. Weston, '47; Jeremiah O, Carr, '48; James S, Angell,

'49 ; James
'52-

O.

Murray, '50

; Richard

Metcalf, '51

; Lucius

W. Bancroft,

Salutatorians: Alfred E. Giles, '44; Eli Thayer, '45 ; Franklin
J. Dickman, '46 ; Phineas Howe, '47 ; James E. Leach, '48 ; George E.
Allen, 'so J Edward P, Taft, '54; William G. Dearth, '55; Arnold
Green, '58 ; William Gammell, jun., ''^Z.

The presidency of Brown's senior class, the highest
college honor, is held by Arthur A. Gammell, -J-T, who is
also

president of the base-ball association. In the tennis
society holds all the offices, and in the re

association the

cent tournament nine out of nineteen entries

were

by

^T
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men, who secured the

championship prize in singles and
doubles.
The president and theatrical manager of the
dramatic society at Brown belong to the Fraternity, as do
the manager of the base-ball nine, the president of the
boating association, and ten (including the vice-president
and captain) of the twenty-seven members pf the bicycle
association. A recent graduate, Mr. Crawford A, Night
ingale ('78), is one of the foremost amateur tennis-play
ers

in the country.

At Amherst

College, valedictories

and salutatories

were

abolished in 1881 ; but the first and second scholars have
been counted to complete the record.
From '63 to '83, of
valedictorians and first

scholars, *T'has

AKE 3, X* I, anti-secret

1

;

had 10, A A* 6,
of salutatorians and second

scholars, * T has had 6, A A <& 7, A K E 6, anti-secret 2. Be
fore '63, AKE had one valedictorian, Z -f- one salutatorian ;
A A * and �^ T had most of the others, A A $
leading, -f X
has two of the first four men in '84, '85, and '86, and the
first man in '87,
Of prize-money won from 1859 to June,
1883, tX has taken l7,8or, A A* $5,485, AKE $5,099,' all
others (including four societies and the neutrals), $16,182.
Of the %\,^oQ in prizes offered to the 93 men of '83 the 7
i-X men took S335.
Following are our Amherst
Valedictorians and First Scholars: Lewis Green, '44;
Aitgustine M, Gay, '50; Theodore H, Benjamin, '52; Richard H.
Mather,'57; Charles D. Adams, '63; Farquharson G. McDonald, '64;
Elihu Root, '67; William W. Eaton, '68 ; Harvey Porter, '70; Herbert
B. Adams, '72 j John M. Tyler, '73 ; John F, Jameson, '79 ; Frank A.
Christie, '81 ; Henry Fairbank, 'ii3,
Salutatorians and Second Scholars ; William S. Tyler, '30;
William Z. Stuart, '33 ; Marshall Henshaw, '45 ; Henry L. Edwards,
'47; William G. Hammond, '49; Emmons Hughitt, '63; William W.
Tyler, '64 ; Edwin A, Grosvenor, '67 ; James O. Averill, '70 ; Jesse F,
Forbes, '74; George F. Forbes, '75.

Of the ten

undergraduate

members of the

"

College

Sen-

The Psi

'2o8
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Upsilon Epitome.

t X has 3, A K E 3, A A * l, X -J* i, X * I, B G II

ate,"

2.

The

presidency of '83 for the last two
the presidency of the base-ball asso-

had the class

society

years, and it has had
,ciation for three years.

Two members of

the football

96 prizes awarded to the winners
meetings -^X men took 23, and of
received 16, no other society taking
Of

team are "tT men.

in the last two athletic
first

46

"^ X

prizes

than 6,

more

2og

tatories, A * 2, -f * and A K E 2, neutrals the rest j of the
second rank *X has had 11, A 4' i,A^4, * K -f (extinct) i,
neutrals the rest; *X has had the third honor 8 times,
A* 5, A'i-3, *K-i'i; total, -^-X 36, all other living socie
The published lists of honor-men commence with
'59, and contain 90 names ; -^ X has had 14, A * 3, A "i" 4,
Of those who stood first, '59 to
* * and AKE 3, ^K"? 2.
'83, '4' T has 6, A * I, �* * and A K E 2 ; and of the second
Of the*BK men (the chap
meni-Xhas 6, A "iE- 2, 4* K -J' i
ter at Columbia was founded by R. L. Belknap, *X), tX
has had 23, A t 1 6, A K E 1 5, A * 9, four oth er societies
combined 10, neutrals 98. The following are our leading
ties 17.

.

At Dartmouth the terms

tory"

not to have been in

seem

names

and "saluta

"valedictory"
use

before

1864;

but the

of the leaders in earlier classes have been obtained.

Beginning with 1853,
the record to

the year when AKE was established,
as follows : first scholars and vale

Is

1883

-^r 10, KKK 3,

dictorians,

AA([,7,

8, neutrals

AKE

3 ;

it, KKK

second scholars and salutatorians,
io,AA*
Before 1853, -i-T is known to have
7, A KE 2, neutral I,
-i-X

led in at least six classes ;
have

:

but, beginning

with

'52,

we

or Valedictorians : Benjamin S, Marsh, '52 ;
Field, '55; Isaac Bridgman, '56; Samuel A. Duncan, '58 ;
Albert C. Perkins, '59; James O. Scripture, '60; George S. Morris,
'61 ; Walter H. Sanborn, '67 ; William 3. Dana, '71 ; Justin H. Smith,
'77; Lyndon A. Smith, 'So,
Second Scholars or Salutatorians: John D. Crehore, '54;
William H. H. Allen, '55; Caleb Blodgett, jun., '56; Benjamin H.
Steele, '57 ; Daniel J. Noyes, jun., '61 ; Nathaniel H. Clement, '63 ;
John C. Proctor, '64 ; Lemuel S. Hastings, '70 ; John H. Wright, '73 ;
William H. Hart, '75 ; Clarence Pike, '80.

First Scholars

Of

22

A.

* B K elections in

the ten A

A * 4,

the ten 0

fourteen K K K 5,
At Columbia the
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successor

ent

editors;

A 'J'

10, A *

The

29.

received

6,

i, the seventeen A K E 6, the
lead the class of '87.

men

other societies combined 5, neutrals
the opening of 1884, stands *X 6

including
manager),
Spectator," the other college
for
its
society
manager.

Z "i- i.

paper, has

"

Of the 35 first

rest.

inter-colleglate
men

have

won

a

prizes

won

by

Columbia in the

games to May 26, 1883, Inclusive, ^X
Of the
12, other societies 6, neutrals 17.

who have rowed for Columbia in outside
had 17, A* 14, all other societies

regattas,

8.

In 1883
Chapter gave a purse of seven
hundred dollars to the college boat-club. The
following
are the names of the
society's chief oarsmen at Colum
the alumni of bur Lambda

bia

:

�

Benjamin

F. Rees, '74 ; Jaspar T. Goodwin, '76 ; Herbert P.
Brown,
Sage, '77; Charles S. Boyd, '7S ; Hamilton Y. Castner,
Eldridge, Graeme M. Hammond,George P, Seeley, '79 ; Thomas

Edward E.

Charles

"tX

men:

�

(Delta), '40; Horace W, Carpentier, '48; Aaron Og
den, '49; James S. Clark, '50; William H. Draper, '51; Archibald
S. Van Duzer, '53; Charles M. Clark, '56; Philip W. Holmes, '57;
James R. Manley, '58; George P. Smith, '66; Henry M. Smyth, '71.
William Nicoll
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A.

A.

B.

T.

Painter, jun,, A. Howard Van Sinderen, '81 ; James Brown, J,
Cowles, Eberhart L. Pupke, '83 ; John W. Dowling, jun., John
Walker, jun., '84; Charles E. Beckwith, '%-j.
The

president and two of the directors of the base-ball
just formed belong to the society.

association

College, the salutatory, which since 1873
assigned to the first scholar (while before that
date the English orations were the first parts), has been
taken ('45 to '83) by -fX 6 times, AA* 9. AKE 17, X*
(extinct) 3, GAX 2, neutrals 2. The English orations
('45 to '83) have been assigned thus : i' X 27, A A * 24,
At Bowdoin

college records In which Columbia has surpassed all
other institutions, 3 were made by *T men, 2 of these
being by J. Foster Jenkins, jun., ('84). The stroke and
another member of the winning six in the great inter
collegiate regatta at Saratoga in 1874 were �iE'X men : so
were four of the six who
gained the second place among
twelve colleges in 1875. The stroke, the bow, and the
substitute of the famous four who went to England in 1878,
belonged to the society. Of the. 15 directors of the boatclub, the society has 6, all other societies 5, neutrals 4;
and of the 7 different presidents, "tr has had 3.
Of the
men

valedictory at Columbia has usually been assigned
the. class, and it has fallen to the following

vote of

member of the

6

�J'X has

The

by

The Columbia

Of the 321 first and second winners in the field-con
tests of the athletic association from 1872 to 1883, tX
claims 88, A if- 58, A K E 18, all other societies 15, neutrals
the

McCune, '43; William W.
Olssen, '46; Robert Holden, '47; Morgan Dix, '48; Edward C. Bab
F.
Seymour, '50; John De Ruyter, jun., '51 ; Henry
cock, '49; George
A. Tailer, '52; John A. Kernochan, '53; Marvin R. Vincent, '54;
Russell Stebbins, jun., '56 ; John C. Brown, '59 ; Clarence R. Conger,
'71 ; John K. Rees, '72; George F. Butterworth, '74; N. Murray
Butler, '82 ; A, V. W. Jackson, 'S3.
Latin Salutatorians; William S, Kemochan, '42 ; Thomas C.
T. Buckley, '43; Theodore F. Lewis, '48; Elial G. Drake, jun., '54;
Charles H, Marshall, '58; John A. Vanderpoel, '62; Henry R. Beek
Franklin B. Lord, '70; Frederic
man, '65; Daniel Lord, jun., '66;
R. Hutton, '73; Frederic W. Hjnrichs, '74.
English Salutatorians : Robert Jaffrey, '42 ; George P. Quack
enbos, '43 ; George B. Draper, '45 ; John S. B. Hodges, '50 ; Legh R.
Dickinson, '51 ; Washington R. Nichols, '52 ; William Emerson, jun,,
'53 ; William P. Allen, '78 (third honorj.
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"

A K E 3,

�

Greek Salutatorians: William

upsilon Epitome.

1S83 the Columbia Cap and Gown," and
Acta Columbiana," have had loi differ
these �t X claims 31, -!� * and AKE 18,

8, three
board, at

the

men

"

the
of

the ten "tT

highest scholarship honor is the Greek
'83, *X has had 17 Greek salu

.From '42 to

From 1868 to

A X

Two -^T

salutatory,

its

'83,

scholars at Columbia:

�

�

Walbridge

'

has been

AKE 25, e A X 9, X �i' 2, Z -J"

ing

are our

honor-men

:

6, neutrals

10.

The follow

�

Salutatorians: John M. Mitchell, '43; Edward W. Morton,
'48; Stephen J. Young, '59; Nicholas E. Boyd, '60; Sylvester Bumham, '62 ; Robert L. Packard, *68 ; Barrett Potter, '78.
English Orators : Richard B. Thurston, '41 ; George M.
Adams, '44; John M. Goodwin, '45; Charles A. Spofford, '46; John
Cotton Smith, '47; Egbert C. Smyth, Oliver Stevens, '48"; Lincoln
F. Emerson, '49; William A. Packard,
'51; Walter Wells, '52; John
B. Southgate, '53; William L, Symonds, '54; Joseph K. Greene, '55 ;
Albert H. Currier, '57; William H. Savage,
'58; Joseph W. Symonds,
'60; Lucilius A. Emery, '61 ; Frank A. Hill, Dorville Libbey, Edward
N. Packard, '62 ; Newman Smyth, Alexander D. Willard, '63; Francis
L. Hayes, '65; James P. Dixon, George T. Sewall, '67; George A.
Smyth, '68 ; Nathan D. A. Clarke, 'tt, ; Charles L, Clarke, '75 ; George
F. Bates, '82.

college-year of 1882-83 the society had two of
eight editors of the college paper, the captain of the
college boat-crew, and the captains of all the class-crews,
the captain and five members of the college football
eleven, and the captains of the class elevens of '83, '84,
and '85.
In the

the

The Psi
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At Hamilton

College the first "k X
assigned for standing was '55.
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class in which honors

Since that class, the
valedictories and salutatories have
gone thus : 'i' X, 2, 3 ;
Z*, 7, 4; A A $, 2,-6; X-i-, 4, o; AKE, 5, 4; 0 AX, I, 3 ;
anti-secret society, 2, 8; neutrals, 6, i.
During the past
fifteen years, honors have been
pretty evenly divided, the
were

figures being,
AKE, 3,

2;

2

-J-X, 2, 3
0

;
*, 2, 2; A A <t>, i, 2 ; X^, i, o;
AX, I, 2; anti-secret society, 2, 3; neu

"iE- X has won at least its
trals, 3,
proportional share of
prizes, particulariy of the mathematical ones. Following
I.

are

the

of

names

our

Valedictorians

:

Salutatorians
W.

:

Hoyt, '72

; Charles C.

Hemenway,

Charies K, Hoyt, '70 ; Edward C,

Wright, '71

;

Kimberley, '77.

From

the last college annual of Hamilton, it appears
that the manager and three members of the ball nine are
�f X men.
Of the 57 winners at the two
meetings of the
Athletic Association last year, �*� X had 15, X "J- and AKE
each 9, other secret societies none.
In

1874 Wesleyan University discontinued the honors
of valedictory and salutatory. From '44 (our first class)
the record was : valedictorians, �J'X ir, * N 6 12, A A * 3,
divided between * N G and a A * i, X * i, Mystic Seven i,
neutral i; salutatorians, i-X 13, * N 6 14, A A * i,
Mys
tic Seven i. '56 was AA*'s first class, since which * X
has had six valedictories and
and

seven

salutatories to four

respectively taken by A A*. Neither honor has
been taken by A K E. Of the * B K men, since the
valedictory and salutatory were abolished, *X has had 31,
*Ne 26, AA* 17, AKE 12, X �* 2, neutrals (including
women)

Of the * BK

10.

TJie Psi
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men, the latter 47 ; and �* X has had 54 to

prize system was established at Wesleyan in i860.
351 prizes, -fX has won. i6of, *N9 98^,
A A*
^"i^., AKE 24^, all others (including neutrals and
women) 13^. For the last decade, the figures are: i'T
loS^, 4'Ne 41, AA* 30, AKE 15^, all others 9. In the
.past year, the society took 13^ out of 2: prizes. The
Ayres prize for best preparation, first awarded in ^67, has
been taken i r ti mes by �? X, 6 by * N 6, 3 by A A *, i by
AKE, and has been taken by '^'X 5 of the last 6 times.
The society had the first man in '83, and has one or more
men leading in each of the present classes.
The men
who head the entire list at Wesleyan in the number of
prizes taken are George S. Coleman, '76, Willis G. Clarke,
'77, and William J. James, '83, the first of whom took 8,
and the others 9^^ prizes each : all belong to the Frater
nity.
The

In

a

total of

Valedictorians: James Strong, '44; Joseph J. Lane, '45; John
Colburn, '47 ; James E. Latimer, '48 ; Henry Lummis, '55 ; George L.
Roberts, '59; Cranswick Jost, '62; Jacob W. H. Ames, '64; Augustus
F. Nightingale, '66; Henry S. Carhart, '69; Leon C. Field, '70.
Salutatorians: Russell Z. Mason, '44; Silas W. Robbins, '47 ;
William B, Silber, '50; Calvin S. Harrington, '52; Charles R. Pome
roy, '53; Elias R. Pennoyer, '55; Daniel Pomeroy, '56; John Peter
son, '57; William A, Reynolds, '58; George L. Westgate, '65 ; Leslie
B. Cooke, '68 ; Darius Baker, '70 ; Joseph A. Adlington, ^T},.

The

;

-tX had 3, A A *

Clarke, '51; Charies Carroll, '53; Robert T. Paine,
David P. Kimball, '56; James J, Lowell, '58.

following

William W.

stood second

In the

University

no

ranking

The most desira
is in vogue elsewhere.
and honors given are those mentioned below,
as

ble prizes
in connection with the
taken them

:

names

of the members who have

�

First Davis Medal: Robert S,

McArthur, '67

; Albert T. Bar

rett, '69 ; Charies M. Williams, '71 ; Theodore A, Lemen, '77 ; George

Forbes, '78 ; Benjamin

F.

Second Davis Medal:

John

F.

Miles, '81.
J. Weed Munro, '75

Senior Essay Prize: Daniel Bowen,

John

sey, '80.
Townsend Scholarship:

Forbes, '78

;

Joseph

T.

Ailing,

'56; Benjamin

F.

Miles,

;

Forbes, '78.

'81 ; second, Seneca Coon, '61.
Sherman Scholarship;

John

W.

F.

James
Dickerson, ^Z^,

Forbes, '78; Frank W. Kel
L.

Cheney, '77; George

M.

At Kenyon College, Charles D. McGuffey had the Latin
salutatory in 1863, and John H. Burton was valedictorian
In 1867.
Of the "twenty-second orators," and "orators
for Kenyon Day," the following are -i-X men:
�

Gilbert, '61; James Caird, George G. Dickson, '67;
Harry N. Hills, Thomas K. Wilson, '77; William D. Hamilton, '80;
William C. Pennock, '82 ; Roger H. Peters, William Tappan, '85.
Mathew M.

to '58, -J-X had .5
^^z^., the represen

Of the second

equal.

been
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"

'*

University of Michigan the only honors
appointments to speak at junior exhibition and

At the

mencement.

Before

'67,

appointments
until '77 (after which no
among 846 graduates, 132

general: from that class
were given) there were,
appointments, of which the 75 ^
more

AKE

10,

Com

Commencement

were

had 20,

have

2*

X

3,

men

A*

received 25, while
2, Zt 2, K4A i,

69. Of the junior-exhibition appointments (last
'73), commencing with ^(i'^.^ �J'T had 31, A A * 26,
AKE 17, 2* 6, Z-i- 3, A* 2, X* I, K*A I, * A 9 I,
Since its establishment, in 1865, the
neutrals the rest.
chapter has led all other organizations in editorships of
the college, papers and in class offices. From 1865 to
1884 the posts of president, orator, poet, historian, and
seer in senior year (important, because these officers act
on class-day), have been divided thus: *X 11, AKE 9,
neutrals

Brown, '52; Edward G. Daves,

Rochester there is

of

'51

class of

} Founded by Daniel Ayres, LL.D. (Xi '42).

�

; Addison

Goodwin, '51

from

tatives of the two societies stood

A A*
:

'54-

system such

Harvard, in the classes
leaders, A A* 4; in the

The Honor-Roll.

Samuel G.

jun., '55

At

of the

Upsilon Epitome.

�

;

"t B K

from '44 to '83, i-T has

men

i,.A K E i, Z* I, neutral i. .Of
the * B K men, "t X and A A * had 46 each, Z �* 25, AKE
10, neutrals 31. The following -^X men led their classes
at Harvard :

scholars,

'76

84

15 of AKE.

one

ever

M.

had

^

Arthur S.

'74George
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had 134, *Ne 120, A A* 47, AKE 16, X^ 20, all others
44; in parallel classes of tX and A A*, the former has

made in

AA*

7, Z^4,

2*3, A^

2, X-^ I, three Western soci

each, others n. The president of the present
senior class, the president (newly elected) of the students'
lecture association, the managing editor of the society
annual for 1884-85, the managing editor (for next year) of
the leading college paper, and the catcher of the base
ball nine, are -^X men.
eties

I

At the University of Chicago and at Syracuse Univer
sity, few or no prizes are awarded, and the absence of a
marking system prevents the exact determination of rank
but it is certain that some of the
as to scjiolarship ;
most

brilliant students In both institutions have

worn

our

badge. The same remarks are largely applicable to Cor
nell University, although the honorary elections to *BK
may, after some years, afford a basis (though a very
partial one) of calculation to those who care for such
matters.

The chief honor of the

course

at

CorneU is

2i6

The Psi

the Woodford oratorical
times

by

�J'X men,

prize. This has been won three
equalled by but one society,

number

a

and not excelled
contestants

'^^^ Honor-Roll

Upsilon Epitome.

by any. The names of
for this coveted honor are :

successful

our

�

F, Gluck, 74 ;

George

H.

Fitch, '75

; Charles P,

Bacon,

'82.

Samuel

Preston, '43;
Benedict, '47 ;
Benjamin H. Paddock, '48; Samuel B. Warren, '59; Charies H. W.
Stocking, '60; Charles T. Olmsted, '65; Samuel Hart, '66; George
McC, Fisk, '70; George W. Douglas, '71; Paul Ziegler, '72; Edward
N. Dickerson, jun., '74; Charles C. Edmunds, jun., ^jt, Thomas M.
George, '80.

N.

James
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Valedictorians: Thomas S.

John A. Paddock, '45; George S. Gilman, '47;
Spencer, '53; George D. Johnson, '54; Edwin E. Johnson,
'59; James H. George, '72; Oliver H. Raftery, '73; Edward W.
Worthington, '75; Lorin Webster, '80; Charles W. Jones, '81; John
H. McCrackan, '82; J, Eldred Brown, '%-2,.
Salutatorians:

William G,

The last-named and

divided the

competitor
prize.
John N. Ostrom, -f X, was captain and stroke of the Cor
nell-University crew which won. such distinction in the
inter-collegiate regattas of 1875 and 1876. The* X is well
represented on the editorial boards of the college papers at
Cornell.
Of the ten appointments for the last sophomore
exhibition at Syracuse, three were given to * X men ; and
in the senior class the

for

a

society has the

class-day exercises,

orator and

historian

Political honors at Trinity have of late years been di
vided in pursuance of an amicable agreement between
The college marshalship, which before
the societies.

agreement was conferred by election upon the most
popular man in the junior class_, has been taken
'43 to
'84 by BB and -i-X 15 times ; by I K A, 9; by A*, 8;
by * K and A A *, 7 ; by A K E, 2 ; by neutrals, i.
the fourth and fifth
At the last two field-meetings
of the Trinity College Athletic Association, the winners of
first prizes have been thus apportioned among the socie
this

�

and the chairman of the executive

�

committee.

�

At

Trinity College,

fallen to BB and -J-X
A A*

6,

AKE 2,

from

'43
14 times,

neutrals

8.

'83,

to

the

valedictory

A-J- 5, * K and

6,

to I K A

Of the

has

salutatories,

BB

and *X have had 19, IK A 4, A* 5, * K and A A* 5,
neutrals 8.
Since 1880, -J-T has had 1 valedictory and 4

salutatories, and is reasonably sure of
'84; AKE has had 2 valedictories,

of

i, IK

Of
25, AKE 8 (in five classes), neutrals 32.
32,
honor-men In the different departments, 1866 to 1883,
i" X has had 39, I K A 34, A A * 23, A * 14, A K E 6, neu
A-i-

Of the prizes awarded at Trinity, BB and -^X
trals 9.
have taken 76, I K A 34, A -f 29, * K and A A ^ 30, AKE
men :

neutrals

39.

Following

are

of second

chief honor-

our

Among

and

A

Of the 214 Trinity 'J'BK men from '43 to
B B and * X have had 84, I K A 33, * K and A A *

12, and

ties: -i-X 17, IK A 7, Ai- 4, AA* 5, AK E I, neutrals
*X

prizes,

1

7, 1 K A 3, A -f- 3,

�
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neutrals,
1882, i-X

and
are

who,
the

at last

following :

Valedictorians

'83

;

�

Charles C.

:

Of class

men

have had

Salutatorians

:

Preston A,

Beginning

with

offices, beginning with the year
thirty-two out of ninety; and the
'84, '86, and '%y, belong to the

cases.

Since the

foregoing lines were set up, information has
concerning some of the appointments and
prizes gained by S'X men during the Commencement sea
son of '84.
A. S. Lyman was valedictorian at the N.Y.
U.,
G. F. Gruener at Yale, and H. R.
Neely at Trinity.
W. F, Booth was salutatorian at Yale.
At Union, Dow
Beekman took the Ingham medal and the first Allen
senior essay prize ; and W. T. Foote won the first
junior
been received

medal

prize.

G. A. Coe headed

the Townsend
at

scholarship

his

class,

and

and the first

re

Davis

Rochester ; and to C. A.

Strong was awarded
scholarship. Thirteen of the twenty-three
prizes given at Wesleyan went to i- X men. Cornell's <!� B K
list has been extended to the
early classes ; elections in
all cases being made by the faculty, on the basis of schol
arship. Of the 43 men chosen from the classes '76 to '85,
the secret societies claim 23 ; i' x
having 8, A A * and 6 A X
each 4, A K E 3 ; A X has 6 ; and our
complete list is
the Sherman

�

H. C.

Johnson, '73; J.

Gluck, '74;
Noyes, '76; W.
Volkman, '77; J. A. Haight, '79; H.
Place, ^81; H. M. Dibble, '82; lames

E. Lucas, '7T, A. L, K.

Messenger, '80;
McCall, '85.

I.

A.

F.

Lambert, 'S3 ;

Lewis B.

Forstall,

Semple, '84

'83, of tbe honor-men (the first five in a
twenty-seven, all other societies and

i-X has had

colleges where a ranking system pre
expected, from the numerical proportion
of our graduates, that the society should have taken the
first or the second place in 165 out of 990 instances: it

oratorical

'82 ; Alfred E,

(just appointed).

it would be

done in 260

Hopkins,

Augustus P. Smith, '84 (just appointed).

In the fourteen

ceived

;
i.

Lehigh University, who
petitioners for a charter,
successful, have recently been initiated,

Fraternity,

so

i

the students of the

Upsilon Epitome.

25.

present presidents of

has

7, neutrals

since 1881 have been constant

class)

vails,

A A 4>

the valedictorian
A-^

A A* none.

'84,

�

F. W,

j'
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Upsilon Epitome.

former institution and of A * at the

THE
"Tu

mihi,

t� certe

The fraternities

students

some

who in

owe

at

from

one

another

prominent colleges. The youngest of them Is older
chaptered societies outside, with one exception.
Five years ago hardly any representatives of other frater
nities were to be found in the chief colleges. For a dec
ade after 1856, nine of these societies were contemporaries
at Union, and, for some years prior to 1875, seven of them
formed the entire Fraternity list of the University of
Michigan.
More than twenty chaptered orders have been formed
since -J'X was founded, and nearly all of them are younger
than the youngest of our first ten chapters.
If the mean
period of the actual undergraduate careers of all chapters
be taken as the standard of longevity, the branches oi-^'X
are, on an average, 29 years old ; those of S * (which has
granted few charters, and none since 185S) are 36; those
of A A*, 28; KAand A*, 24; AKE, 20; Xi', 18; Z* and
A*, 17 ; of all other societies, less than 15. The average
life of -i-X in the thirteen colleges where it meets A A*
spans 32 years, that of A A* 30. -l-X is the oldest chap
tered secret society in point of active, continuous life at
New York, Yale, Brown, Dartmouth, Columbia, Wesleyan,
It is second in age at Amherst and Bow
and Chicago,
doin, and third at Hamilton. At Rochester, Michigan,
Syracuse, Cornell, and Trinity, it succeeded to societies
that were established far back in the early years of their
respective institutions.^
than all the

Ovid.

of

though widely differing

our

duos,"

amare

latter, thus completing
spread from college

These have

in age, methods, strength, and prestige, they have been and
are the
leading exponents of the secret-society system in

(memini), Graecine, negabas,

aliquem lenipore

and

college;

to

GREEK-LETTER SOCIETIES.

Uno posse

list of ten fraternities.

a

CHAPTER IX.

their nomenclature to the

ingenuity

the

Virginian College of William and
1776 founded * B K. Preserved from an

Mary,
eariy death by being installed at Yale in 1780 and at Har
1781, this society entered Dartmouth in 1787, and
Union in 1817; but even before 1800 its active life had
departed, and its elections had come to be as they now
mere honorary rewards of
are
undergraduate scholar
ship or of graduate eminence. There have been, all told,
about twenty thousand members (of whom at least one
thousand are Psi Upsilons) and twenty-seven chapters,
which include, besides the four already named, the fol
lowing -l-X colleges ; Bowdoin and Brown (1829), Trinity
and Wesleyan (1845), Amherst (1853), New York and
Kenyon (1858), Hamilton and Columbia (1868), and
CorneU (1882).
Union College gave birth to K A in 1825, to S * and A *
in 1827, to ^Xin 1833, toX-f- in 1841, and to eAX in 1847.
A chapter placed, at Hamilton by 2 * in 1831 led to the
formation of A A* in that college one year later; A A*
and �5'X at Yale suggested AKE in 1844; and in 1846-47,
�tX, S *, and A * at the New-Yx)rk University, and -f-X and
A * at Columbia, indirectly caused the rise of Z * at the
vard in

�

�
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I
speaking of age recalls X *'s claim to the date of 1824. It is said that in
1854 a nephew of President John Maclean of Princeton found among his uncle's
papers the constitution (since, alas ! destroyed by fire) of a X 4 society founded

0
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of

opening

1840 the first

five
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societies

charters, 2*8, A* 13, Ai' 18, -i'X 19, A A* 23, X^ 23,
Z t 28, 0 A X 29, A K E 44.
Of the Western and Southern
societies, a> K S has visited 23 different institutions, X*,
A T Q, and S A E have known from 35 to 40 apiece, * r A,
^

*K

X, and

S

"iE-,

ATA about 50, and Ben and * A e about
four societies have issued fewer charters than

64.

Only

'5'X

has, and only

fewer

during

While

two

the past

KA

�

and

S*

�

have

granted

forty

years.
at Harvard alone lacks

under
chapter
graduate membership, K A has lost 2 branches (one-third
of all), S4>2 (one-fourth of all), A* 5, AA* 6, X-J- and
our

an

A-i* each 9, Z^ 10, 0 AX 15, AKE^

appeared from
twenty
by said

thirteen

and Be IT, *

nineteen;

or more

uncle in

colleges,

A

chapters
Thereupon

1824.

0, and

15. <l> K i- has dis
X * from sixteen, ATA

of

"I'TA mourn the loss

each.
he

proceeded

to

re-cslablish the order.

This

letter frcm the uncle appeared in The Cornell Era of Nov, 14, 1879:
"
I have had no agency whatever in Ihe organization of any college secret
�

fraternity.

,

,

I became the

.

I

never

president

knew of the existence of the Chi Phi

of the

college,

existence before that date."
The X 't catalogue of r879
to

Fraternity

until

in 1854, and it is my belief that it had

contains no name

(except

Dr. Maclean's)

no

prior

the class of

'56, and but fifiy-two names prior to '60; and only two of the
living chapters were established before 1867, No authority is shown
re-establishing in 1854 a society, which, if it ever existed, had died a quarter

present

for

of a century before.
^

Excluding

of which
latter

authority
"

A

hardly

was

was

K

counted

chartered,
was

The line of descent is broken.

College, the former
catalogues before i860. The
it, in 1865; but its

the Cincinnati Law School and Princeton
as a

chapter

and 'five

men

in all Ihe
were

initiated for

withdrawn almost immediately,

E at Harvard

be considered

.\A * at Harvard in

ran

into the Dickey,

chapter.
1879.
a

a

sophomore

club which

can

Some of its members aided in reviving

Upsilon Epitome.

�* X has survived S * at New

had

established twenty chapters in all. Ten years later A A tl*
and ^ X each had ten living chapters ; and X * came next,
having eight. Up to the present time, KA has granted 6
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A A* at New York

York,

and Yale, X-?

and

at

AKE at

A * at

Michigan,

Bowdoin, Brown,
Z-t at

Union,
Columbia,
Union,
Amherst,
Brown, Dartmouth, and Union, A 'J' at Brown and New
eAX
at
Brown, Rochester, Union, and Wesleyan,
York,
X* at Cornell, Kenyon, and (it is thought)
Michigan,
B0II at Chicago, *Ae at Chicago, Cornell, and Michi
gan, * K -^ at Columbia and Cornell, and * K 2 at Colum
bia.
Our one inactive chapter became quiescent at a
time when there was no similar society in its college.
The secret or professedly secret Greek-letter societies
known to have a present undergraduate membership in
the academic departments of the -^-X colleges are named
in these lists

:

�

Union College:

*, 1827; a *,'i827; * y, 1S33;
1S84,
Y, 1837 ; a *, 1841 ; Z *, 1847.
Yale College : * Y, 1S39 ; a K E, 1844.
Brown University: a a *, 1S36-41, 1851 ; a *, 1S3S-55,
1868-79, 1881 ; + Y, 1840 ; B � II, 1849-51, 18S0; AKE, 1S50; X *,
1872.
Amherst College : a a *, 1836; * Y, 1842; a K E, 1848; X *,
1864 ; X *, 1873 ; B 0 II, 1S83.
Dartmouth College : + Y, 1842 ; k K K (local), 1842 ; a a *,
1846; AKE, 1853; 0 A X, 1869.
Columbia College: a a *, 1S36-41, 1881 ; * Y, 1842; a *,
1842; A *, 1847; * r A, 1866 (had but a nominal existence up to
18S3); AKE, 1874; Z 9, iSSo; B 0 n, 1881 ; A T A, 1882.
Bowdoin College: a a *, 1841; * Y, 1843; a K E , 1844
0 A X, 1854-66, 1872; z *, 1868.
Hamilton College: 2 *, 1831 ; a a *, 1832; + y, 1843 ; >^ *�
1845 ; A K E, 1856; 0 A X, 186S.
Wesleyan University: * n 0 (local), 1837; * Y, 1843; 3L *,
1844-63, 1S76-81, 1883 i a A *, 1856 ; A K E, 1867.
Rochester University : A A *, 1851 ; A *, 1851 ; a K E, 1856 ;
A A

*,

1S59;

Ben,

k

1825;

a,

18S2;

* i

New-York University

*

Y,

1858.

Kenyon

1858 ;

s

0,

*

:

*

College

Y, i86o ;

B 0

;

n,

a k

e,

1879

;

1852
a T

; 0 a x,

A, 1880.

1854-64, 1871

; a a *,
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1876;

x

:

1845

*,
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1845-50, 1854-64,

; B 0 n,

*, 1S46; AKE, 1855 ; 2 *, 1858; Z *, 185S; * Y, 1865
* K *, 1876; ATA, 187T,
1875-76, 1880.
Chicago University: z *, 1864-69, 1878; �!> K Sf-, 1865-69,
1879; * Y, 1869; AKE, 1870.
Syracuse University: a K E, 1871 ; Z *, 1875; * Y, 1875;
S * (local), t88i ; * k *, 1884.
A A

Cornell University:

3870;

*

Y,

1876;

B 0

II,

Trinity College

AKE, 1879;

*

A

*

*,

*,

k

a,

a a

1869;

'i-,
A

*,

;

a

1S50

a k

; A

e, �ax,
a

1877

-i',

Y, 18S0.

The Lehigh

1SS2 ;

i

:

z

1879.
k a (local), 1829;

Y,

� A

x

1S72

'l-,

T

A, 1874;

A

t

n,

18S4.

X,

together

at

twelve institutions, and have

met

in

K A and 2 * have

leges, for,
of

a

purposely limited their fields ;
they have chosen the best

that

imply

while it is

true

many into which these societies have not -entered.
Hobart and Vermont are not equal to Amherst, Bow

doin, Brown, Dartmouth, Trinity. A* has been incon
sistent, and has made mistakes. X-I' would have a fair
list, were Furman University, Wofford College, and other
Southern names, with the Stevens Institute, eliminated.
a

good

secondary colleges

many

A-* has lost most of its

and

one

sci

poorest branches,

but has the Sheffield Scientific School and three South

colleges on its hands. 0 A X has fostered many very
colleges, once placed a chapter in the Ballston Law
School, and is now represented by a branch in the pro
fessional departments of Columbia.
Twelve of A K E's

ern

poor

Chapter
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to allow the admission of Rochester.

For fifteen

years previous to that time, only Harvard petitioners
The long delays in regard to Michigan,
had succeeded.

Syracuse, and Cornell,

have been mentioned.

The Western and Southern societies make
sions

to

conservatism.

committees ; and their

Most of

them

no

preten

have extension

is not to resist

applicants,
chapters at the
Maine State (agricultural) College, the Stevens Institute,
the St. Lawrence University, the Naval Academy at New
port, R,I., the Cincinnati Law School, the Virginia Mlhtary
Institute, the Virginia College of Agriculture, and a great
many third-class colleges. ATA has at times extended
its privileges to preparatory, normal, and agricultural
schools, and is to be found at such insignificant institu
tions as Adrian, Albion, and Hillsdale Colleges in Michi

but to find them.

struggle

BGII has

or

remarking

determinedly rejected both before
Excluding its inactive branches, A A*
KA, 2*, AA4>, and
presents a good roll of colleges.
t X are the only societies that have not entered scien
tific schools, and 2 $ and -^-X alone have had

has had

Pennsylvania.
Noticing a few transfers, or attempted transfers, of alle
giance, it may be remarked that * K ^^ gave way to ^T at
over

Z-* at

Williams;

the entire lists of all the

more

carefully

three

or

A K E at Western Reserve

that *rA re-established

that ATA at Wabash

College became a
University of Indiana

of 9 AX, and from the
made an unsuccessful application to -f-X in 1871 ; and that
on different occasions * r A, * K �}�, and S X, at the North
western

University,

have

sought

charters from �i'X.

joint catalogue issued in January, 1833, by the four
existing, would not have contained three
In 1840 the figures were: i-X, 117 ; A*,
hundred names.
In 1850 if'X and A A*
139; KA, 237; 2*, 297; A A*, 329.
A

societies then

great institutions, should such hereafter

developed. Among the more prominent universities
and colleges that tX has refused to enter are Colby,
Vermont, Williams, Tufts, Hobart, Madison, Princeton,
Allegheny, Lafayette, Dickinson, Virginia, North Carolina,
Western Reserve, Indiana, Indiana Asbury, North- WestThe Frater;
em, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and California.
nity has never sought to enter any college, or to ally itself
with any other society for the sake of etitering any college,
but has always waited (its forms compel it to wait) for
petitions. Occasionally applications have been supported,
perhaps suggested, by members, in one or two cases by
single chapters ; but such inofficial aid must not be taken
for action by the Fraternity, and nine times out of ten it
has failed. One of the most prominent clergymen in our
land relates that his powers of persuasion and argument
be

�were never so
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taxed

as

when he

The Psi

was

urging the Lambda

Upsilon Epitome.

outnumbered all others, each having about 1,100 men. In
I S60 A A* had about 2,400; AKE, 2,300; �J'X, 2,237; Xt,

1,108; 2*, 1,037; A*, 981; Z-i',83o; e AX, 678; KA,677.
By 1870 A K E's numerous chapters had given it the lead:
its catalogue of 1871 announced 4,700 members.
A A*
and �i' X printed catalogues in 1 870, the former's list giving
From that time -^-X began
3i753 names, the latter's 3,525.
to increase more rapidly than A A *, the latter losing sev
eral chapters ; and in 1875 the two were equal.
At present
AKE has nearly 8,600 members (including 1,300 who be
long to the Harvard "Dickey"); �^'X has 6,028;- A A*,
5,600. Catalogues issued in 1883 by Z^, X^, and A*,
enumerated 2,724, 2,232, and 1,868 names respectively.
A i-

has about 2,100

Of the Western

catalogue

of

catalogue,

men

;

S*, 1,700;

societies,

1859, 2,182

K A, 1,000.

B 0 II had

1,136 names in its
1871, and 4,200

in the edition of

^K-t has about 3,900 members.
^AO's
issued last year, gives 3,460 names ; *rA and
more than 3,000 members, ATA about

2,500, X* 2,200, and the others range from 1,200 to

1,600

eacii.
At ten of its present

to A A * at Brown and Wil

chapter

South

fraternities, it appears
than any other has confined itself
to the historic and the leading colleges.
Probably time
will vindicate the accuracy of our judgment in regard to

Taking

and in

Michigan, and to
(after being rejected by *T);

no

chapters.

2X have rather

to -^X at

be

colleges

1S44.

in that of 1882,

Cornell ; that Ben went

that it has entered many

policy
can

that -fX and A A * have

and since

gan, and at still poorer ones in other States. ^ K '!:� exists
in very few strong colleges. X*'s field is in the South

liams,

there

for two

that all of their institutions admit

by

Z* carries

harm in

no

widely-extended Fraternity,

but

membership, some of them are surpassed,
general repute and in fraternity qualifications,

entific school.

this

whence ten have

the wisdom of the

col

select

both in

criticising

has kept itself
every college that we have chartered. -J-X
so far removed from undue
expansion, while avoiding
the lesser evil of ultra-conservatism, that it still has room

three

others.
this does not

were

Without

adopted by

South,

sent

charters

returned.

that "f-X

So it appears that �i'X meets AKE in fifteen colleges,
and faces AA4> in thirteen. The three societies exist

Upsilon Epitome.

numerous

ern

University:
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of ^X

eighteen colleges,

the alumni lists

than any others, or are fully equal to
Nowhere is our roll the shortest, and hardly any
are

longer

any.
where does it fall far short of the

longest. No other
society of equal age can boast of any, thing like the con
tinuity shown by our lists. While we have missed but
one class in
our
living chapters (see p. 99), A A* has
/dropped a class at Dartmouth, two classes at Western
Reserve, ten at Brown, and forty at Columbia. K A has
lost many classes at Hobart, as have X* at Williams and
Wesleyan, and A* at Brown and Pennsylvania.
A member of another
society writes that the tX is
pre-eminent among college fraternities for the high stand"
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of its

members, active and graduate, and its conserva
tive spirit."
Dig," prig," and "miscellany," we are
told, were the appellations with which, in times past, each
of the three societies, A A*, �^'X", and AKE, was respec
tively honored by its rivals.^ Always remembering that
the "prigs
have had nearly twice their numerical propor
tion of valedictorians and salutatorians, that the "digs
have numbered not a few prigs," and that In the miscel
lany" are some of the best "digs" and some of the rarest
"prigs," we may, perhaps, give these sweeping generalities
more accurate expression by
saying, that, during the long
course of fifty years, A A 4> has
sought many whose schol
arship seemed to outsiders their chief qualification, and
that ^X" has paid rather more attention to congeniality
and social position, without, however, neglecting scholar
ship ; while AKE, the youngest of the triad, has found
some adherents
among students whom its elders
perhaps
without sufficient reason
thought ineligible. "Four
Years at Yale
Psi Upsilon used to be called the
says,
shawl society' in the old days when the wearing of that
garment was deemed to smack somewhat of aristocracy
and exclusiveness;" and not many years ago a society
magazine took occasion to criticise the extreme care with
ing

"

^

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

�

�

"

"

*

which
"noil

at Brown

AA'1>
me

"

tangere

chose its

scholars,

of ^T at the

tone

and also the

same

university.

Per contra., two of 'tX's founders at Amherst join in say
ing that the society there "came in as the special rival of
a

which affected aristocratic sentiments

society (A A*)

and manners, and

had

accordingly

become

unpopular

;

while we, though feeling ourselves * aristocrats,' determined
The latter
that our influence should be 'democratic.'"
overworked

has

adjective

'

American

2

See The

lately

been

applied,

College Fraterniiies (1879), p. 102,
AKE Quarterly for October, 1883, p.

in

a

West-

and
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is well represented among the notables. Other
fraternities make a fair showing. Three of the twelve
colleges where �{' X, A K E, and A A * meet, are
A K E

governed

by men who wore our badge as students ; A A * has
president, the local *N0 another. Of professors

The Psi

and means; and the

Rutgers,

and Williams.

Xi' is

Fraternity ;

of A<I>'s members at

Columbia, Trinity,
popularly known as a "festive"
White, though befriending other

sanction its entrance into

men

to return

their charter.

"

numerous as

0 A X

has

but is

a

to cast a sombre

shade

over

its conferences.

restricted range of choice, owing to its youth,
good deal more exclusive than any of the Western
a

orders.

Generally speaking, the societies that have been most
choosing their colleges are most careful and
successful in selecting their members. At almost every
prominent college the' real rivalry is narrowed down to
careful in

three fraternities.

two or

Elections to these

are

deemed

very desirable, and are eagerly accepted ; while the
of an inferior order is assumed as a last resort, or
all.

Among

cule the

latter

badge
not at

each other the leaders

pretensions of

"new"

good-naturedly ridi
society men, and rank the

little lower than the neutrals.

a

*T's

long

line of eminent

graduates

finds its chief par

allel in that of A A*, though 2 4', particularly In its
classes, has many noted men, considering its small
K

not a few

A, too, has
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In the

diploma.

ful memories.

early
mem

alumni ;

distinguished

Upsilon Epitome
the worthiest fraternities

long-run

be remembered best.

Men do not

from

Coming

care

speculation

to

fact,

will

doubt

to treasure

�i'X has

associations than any other fraternity has,
is believed that its alumni re-union just held in

graduate

and

g,nd.it

New-York

City

was

the

largest meeting

of the kind

on

record."

K A and 2 * have

gati^iis are almost always strong in numbers and influence.
If the
catalogues are to be relied upon, -^X sent the most
regimental and division officers, both relatively and abso
lutely, into the national forces during the late war. Its
figures include a major-general, ten brigadiers, thirty-two
colonels, and twenty-eight lieutenant-colonels ; A A * sent
two major-generals, six
brigadiers, twenty-eight colonels,
and twenty-eight lieutenant-colonels. Among the bishops
of the Protestant-Episcopal Church, -J-X claims 12, A A*

true

and of At's at

Cornell, and
However,
the re-established chapter at Williams (whose founders,
by the way, first applied to *X) is or was as marked an
exception to the general rule as the old chapter was
an
example of It ; and the members at Hamilton take
their share of college honors. Z-i-'s crowd is a pretty
"
lively one nearly everywhere, nor are its scholars so

more

representatives in the faculties of their
respective' colleges. X -f-, Z �{�, and A -^ can show very few
prominent educators. At eleven of its colleges -i-X has
more
graduates among the "powers that be" than any
other chaptered society claims, and elsewhere its dele-

President

orders, refused to
compelled its new

is

same

Columbia and

one

instructors in the twelve institutions, i-X has at this pres
ent writing 58, A A* 48, A KE 22, other societies fewer.

Upsilon Epitome.

society's periodical, to A K E, by some one who thinks
that such spirit will sustain the said
society after �^ X, pre
sumably from the want of it, has fallen into oblivion.
The initiates of K A and of S * are usually men of family
ern

bership.

28.
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The

gratuitous labor of

years

expended by

graduates upon our general catalogue
parallel in society history. From the
ship

that have been

other orders in the

prepared,

one

of

our

remains without

a

tables of relation

�^ T

number of

appears to surpass
initiated sons of early

members, our advantage over A A* in this regard being
clearly marked. K A and 2 * are strong "father-and-son"
societies. Chiefly from graduate liberality have come
the eight -tX chapter-houses, all of which are owned and
controlled by alumni, and in which no person not a mem
ber has any interest, direct

eight buildings;

AKE

or

owns

indirect.

five,

which

A A*
on

also

owns

an

average
cost less than those of ^X and of A A 4> ; S 4> and A^
have four houses apiece; and X^ has three.
No other
than

building.

9, AKE 4, five other societies 6 in all. AA* has had a
few more senators and representatives in Congress than

society

* X has
; but the

Society literature is assuming formidable proportions.
Omitting early and partial lists of * B K, the 2 * catalogue
of 1S34 was the pioneer in its field. The same society

born

sons

a

latter alone

speaker

sentatives and

a

of

can count among its collegethe National House of Repre

President of the United States.

It is hard to
say which of the societies has best suc
ceeded in keeping alive the affections of its alumni. One

society

could

declaring,

tell if it

that for its

would, but
sons

between collfege and after

"there

contents

is

itself with

dividing-line
life;" though possibly this
no

fine sentence refers to the fact that betwixt many a mem
ber of the society in question and his collegiate career

there intervenes

no

arbitrary separator

in the nature of

a

owns more

one

is sponsor for thirteen other issues, which in later years
have been marked by a geographical index, and a " The

saurus,"

or

gained.

A

issued.

In

^

ent.

abbreviated guide to positions and honors
complete biographical catalogue will soon be
1835 KA printed a unique pamphlet con-

Two hundred members, including many of great distinction,
Judge Van Vorst was chosen president of the association,

irimes

and The Tribune of

May

27, 1884, and The Diamond for

were

pres

See The

June.
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ten

centennial record
nine

catalogues

names.

of

editions, the last

(1832-82),

is

which,

magnificent

a

of 'J'X have been descflbed.

somewhat of

a

here

excluding

The first

model

a

beginning

reads

:

other societies. ^

by

in

1851, presents

of this until

tress to all

1858,

parties.

a

AKE's

features of

childless rich

same, and the will of the old

man

named Clark,

cent" is edited with great literary skill and taste, and
"
"The Delta Kappa Epsilon Quarterly is a publication"
of which any cause or association might well be proud,
though it gives (one would think) too much space to
discussions of, and statements about, other societies.

Un

Z

a

man

made

*,

"

Henry rich."

X

*, and eAX

The Diamond," unlike most

makes

During
especially
ing.
Of society song-books our issue of 1S49 was first. We
have published eight distinct hymnals, A A * six ; the last
editions of both societies appearing three years ago, and
containing loi songs for -tx, 97 for A A*. The AKE
the fourth editionincludes 153
song-book of 1871
songs. There were twenty-four songs in 2 *'s book of

now

are

represented by periodicals,
long have been.

the Western and Southern fraternities

as

the past two years several Western societies,
*A0, have done good work in catalogue mak

�

large

fraternities until six years ago, when Professor Fiske
"
The Diamond." The A A * " Star and Cres
founded

careless informant caused great dis
paternal and filial feelings continued the

wlien

But the

addresses, poems, and
fourteen separate pamphlets
class of secret publications), and A A *

ones.
By far the most unique and
interesting of all the works of this class is the account
of our semi-centennial, though the quarto-centennial of
A A * is fittingly preserved in type.
Journalism had no exponents among the conservative

�

"Adopted in infancy by
aware

no

re-union

or

has eleven similar

an

set of eight,
general inter
est ; but an elaborate work on a most comprehensive plan
A ^'s catalogues are incomplete and inaccu
is preparing.
rate.
Last year X-k and ZiE' put fortli elegant editions
that well merit and sadly need full and scholarly editing.
One of the
A*'s catalogue is not shown to outsiders.
many naive notes in 8 A X's handsome catalogue of 1875
as

a

no

or

"

of the
Life of Samuel Eells,
A*;" and of the "Bibliographia Psi
upsilonica" (already described), the only separate work
of its kind. On the whole, *T's library is larger than
that of any similar orderat Williams ;

centennial

the Founder of

'
And slavishly imilated, as to paper, type, binding, and general appear
by a Western society in 1882. But some things cannot be copied. The
imitating contains sixty-seven times more defective names than appear tn the

As

ance,

A

has been said of the anti-secret

yet nothing

This order traces itself back to

society.
huge association started
College in 1834. By the

a

in the lower classes at Williams

imitated book.

The Greek-Letter Societies.

all of the other papers,

exchanges.

Passing over many miscellaneous prints, mention may
here be made of two chapter histories, commemorating
i-T's quarto-centennial at Rochester, and K A's semi

�

===^=^^^=^^^^^^^

sheet-music,

* T has filled

proceedings,

The

advance upon previous simi
and the last (1879) has avowedly been adopted

(1842) was
lar issues,

again

Upsilon Epitome.

society has ten separate pieces of
outnumbering other collections.

With convention

semi

-book.

Our

1861.

Two years later
167
chapters
the first A A* roll, enumerating 188 members,

taining
appeared
and preceding

and

two
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select aid of

printed circulars sent out from Williams to
all the students at Union,' more than a hundred men were
brought together in a similar organization at the latter
college in 1838; and in 1847 Williams and Union, with
similar societies just formed at Amherst and
Hamilton,
joined in establishing the Anti-secret Confederation." A
"

decade

afterwards, a Greek
adopted, and not long

and a
monogram bado-e
ago� the term "anti-secret"
was discarded for
"non-secret," the fraternity "feelinothat opposition to former evils in secret societies was no

were

name

longer necessary." Freshmen are warned, as before,
against the dangers of secrecy, while the societies are
urged to admit to full fellowship their former opponent and
present imitator.

The scheme is shrewd ; but

some

of its

consequences
queer.
Badge, name, motto, and prin
ciples have been changed, some of them twice over ; yet
graduates who left college before 1857
including, many a man whose early death deprived him
of the power to assent to these
alterations, are enrolled
in the catalogue of the non-secret A T.
are

all the anti-secret

Comparing the latter with a secret society, we find that
it has three-fifths as
many members as *T has, seven
times as many dead chapters, four times as
many branches
that have been
temporarily inactive, one-eighth as many
chapter-houses, less than one-third as many professors in
the prominent colleges or in the
colleges where both soci
eties have met, and
probably not one-fourth as many dis
tinguished alumni. Its parent chapter, with a nominal
roll of many hundred members,
disappeared from a col
lege where secret societies have always flourished, and
"was not" for nearly a
quarter of a century. It has
'

So says William Taylor in The Diamond for

=

The Delia

Upsilon Quarterly

in 1868

was

March, 1881.
violenlly anti-secret.
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suffered many desertions from its ranks.
Its publications
cannot be compared with those of * Y for number, vari

ety,

or

excellence.

Verily

the

seven

reserved to themselves and their

honorable

an

'

It

no

must

are

very

stand

or

were

1833

right
doing.'

of

particular,

defence here

they

they

the

be supposed that the author is seeking, even indirectly, to
or the college secret societies in general.
* Y needs

must not

defend * Y in

knew what

privacy,

who in

men

successors

or

elsewhere; the societies

dissimilar,
fall

on

its

and

own

some

groupd.

cannot

of them

are

be defended

worthless

or

as a

class, for

vicious.

Each
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while the

practical benefit thereafter derived from the society itself I
have always estimated as worth more to me than not merely any other
one element, bat than all other elements
put together, of college influ
ence.
So I say. 'God bless Psi Upsilon, and make it permanent as a
beneficent worker among the colleges of the land,* " '

CHAPTER X.
NfAlTER OF EXPERIENCE.
"

The years have gone, but could not bear
away
That which should save their
memory from

Very significant

decay,

The

�

H. Rice:

sincere and true,

tove,

Which shed o'er

college-days a radiance bright.
Which still infolds them in its wondrous light.
The love for thee, Psi U."

the words of the Hon. Alexander

are

�

"Some of the earliest and best recollections of my college-life are
Fraternity. It seems to me admirably adapted to

connected with this
that

supply

Edward L. Walter (Phi '68),

great

want which every student feels when he leaves and

breaks up the immediate associations of his home, the companionships
boyhood and youth, and finds himself among strangers in the

of his

It is

possible that some of the defects of this book may
by quoting words which old and experienced
members have placed on record concerning the Psi
Up
silon. Judge Sterling G. Hadley, one of the
founders,

be remedied

declares,

�

"We have had
character of the

occasion to regret our, start or growth, or the
belonged to the society at Union and

no

who have

men

elsewhere."

Another

society,

founder, the

"It is valuable in its

in the past and present,

The Rev.
"

Rev. Dr.

Goodale,

says of the

�

Henry

influence,
so

and brilliant in its record.
doubtless it will \x. in the future."

M.

Dexter, D.D., writes,

...

As

�

I have

235

Matter
memories.

and

will
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turns the

by
grim messengc.
Aye,
dismay, if he will grant us in the final hour one glance
backward to our cherished brotherhood, while the horizon is illuminated
with the twilight of its sympathies, and we look forward to the morning
glories of its immortal loves."
we

meet

even

The Hon.

Benjamin
representatives

Island's

to the convention of
"

The

pleasure,

fresh

as

This

Fraternity,

as

Eames, long

in

Congress,

1877:

of Rhode

one

now as

sent this message

as profit, which I derived in my college-course
just left the classic shades of my Alma Mater.
then, supplies a necessity for a complete edu

Professor Daniel B.

Hagar

told the Boston members

187S,�
Fraternity has been

the indirect

Ex-Senator Patterson says,
"I look back with
which

the intellectual
duties."

were

pleasure

to

fellowship

improvement derived

from

a

participation

in

its

'

�

reciprocate, with grateful affection and with profound
respect, the fraternal greetings of the Psi Upsilon Convention. May
the brilliant record already made by our cherished Fratemity be fol
lowed by a still more brilliant future."
Permit

me

who

active in its

men

are

Letter read

2

Speech

this
and

at

at

the Chi's

the Boston

The Psi

It is

we

who

shadows will feel

'
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"

enjoyment

warmth and love ; and

evening

said,

cherish this institution of

us

�

ours.

Let the young
under its

pursue their labors

beginning to turn our faces
our
footsteps lightened by its

are

installation, June ib, 1876.
3, 1878.

re-union, May

Upsilon Epitome.

it is

belief,
pride, that, wherever the influence of
society has been felt, those qualities which go to make up a true
enlightened manhood have been multiplied and encouraged."^
our

as

Ex-Gov. Daniel H.
convention of

1876,

"

If any

son

it is

largely

due to the

of Psi

our

Chamberlain, LL.D.,

wrote to the

�

Upsilon has reflected credit on the Fratemity,
principles and influence which Psi Upsilon was

The Hon.

K.

Benjamin

death used these words
"

:

Phelps only

a

year before his

�

years of

thrifty growth and healthful expansion have
good brotherhood deep into the fruitful soil of
colleges. To-day, in the fourth decade of our most numer
ous chapter, we hail Psi Upsilon, Hot in the maturity of
age, but in
the fresh vigor of youth, still green, and, as we hope, immortal. No
State or Territory is without its representative from our ranks, and far
beyond the farthest seas our brethren do honor to our order. In every
department of active life they have borne themselves so that we may
be justly proud of them.
While we recount with satisfaction the
honorable deeds of those who have gone out into active life, we find
no lesB occasion to rejoice in the present strength of the Fratemity in
its active members. You younger brothers cannot realize how fondly
our older eyes dwell upon your faces, whose eager brightness recalls
to us the days when youth was "hope, and hope was strength.
Even in the consciousness of our own defeats, we exult in the possi
bility of your triumphs. We welcome you to the places we have filled,
in the glad consciousness that you can fill them better." '^
Forty-six

struck the roots of this
seventeen

.

brotherhood, pure and
of our society, and to

Professor Albert Harkness wrote in 1877,
"

a

�

the ties of

formed in the

of saving
glorious bond

means

many young men from bad associations ; and it creates
of unity, lasting through life."

unselfish,

let

destined to promote."

...

No doubt the

Brethren,

mid-day

�

cation.
Its beneficial effects may be traced in the history of many
of its members ; and it should be our effort to increase its numbers, and
extend its influence."

"

"

well

if I had

now as

T.

At the semi-centennial Gov. Rice

toward the

himself without

in

college-life. I remember well how I felt when 1 entered
college, and saw scarcely a familiar face, and then walked through the
college-halls, and met none but strangers. I wondered how I should
ever get on, where I should ever find a hand that would
clasp mine, and
a heart that would respond
sympathetically to mine, such as I had been
accustomed to find in my early days. I found no such thing until I
joined the Psi Upsilon Fraternity in Union College, and then I found
it as completely and as fully as I ever found it anywhere else.
The
Fraternity touches the secret sources of the student's inner life, and
acts as a solace to his weariness, a stimulant to his ambition, and a
guardian to his conduct. In Psi Upsilon I found a trusted and confi
dential fellowship, keeping equal grade with intellectual development,
and giving both enjoyment to life, and symmetry to character. I esteem
the results of the society intercourse
its revelations of character, its
interchange of hopes, its emulations, and its restraints �to have been
as valuable to me as the knowledge which I derived from the curriculum
of studies in the college-course." ^
�

great reason gratefully to remember Psi Upsilon. Nearly
the youngest member of my class of one hundred, and laboring under
many disadvantages which cast a gloom over my mind, my invitation to
join with others in establishing a chapter of the society in Yale College
was a bit of cheer which gave me an astonishing impulse for good ;

is

isolation of

.

.

.

.

.

to

Professor Charles Kendall Adams, LL.D., who for a
score of
years has been a member of the chapter at

Michigan University,

says,

Professor Edward Olson of the
says,
"

Letter

to

There is

�

the convention of

'

1877.

of

Chicago

speak of the strength and endurance of the love for
Fratemity of those who have joined it in happy college-days.
a strange magic in those simple letters '-J- Y,' which has

I need not

the old

2

'

University

�

Opening

address at the convention of 1880.

Oration before the convention of

1879.

Matter
the

inspired

of Experience.
has bound in close fraternal

poet's heart, and
lives,

young and old."

thousands of hearts and

The Rev. Francis N.
ton
"

re-union in
I

secret

1878,

In Mr, Charles

fellowship

semi-centennial,

'

Zabriskie, D.D.,

"

when attacks
been

a

are

power for

made upon the

good,

and

never

for evil."

Harvard wrote

Goodwin of

Professor William W.

thus to the convention at Middletown in

1877;

�

give rae the greatest pleasure to meet our brethren of the
Psi Upsilon Fratemity. Though the society is, I fear, extinct among
our undergraduates at present, there are several older members who
retain a lively and pleasant recollection of it from their college-days,
and of the highly successful general convention held here more than
twenty-five years ago. I hope the present convention will be equally
brilliant, and equally edifying to all who attend it. My best wishes for
the continued prosperity and extension of all the brotherhood."
"It would

In
one
"

conventions,

Mr.

George

we

�

my memories of

pleasantest of all

The

connected with

are

noble

Fraternity,
lasting friendships."
our

warmest and most

C

to the Boston Psi

Peiree of Harvard to

James M.
read,

letter of Professor

a

of the

college-life

to which I

are

those which

owe some

of my

Hill, editor of "The
Upsilons in 1878,

Boston

Post,"

said

:

�

our

�

counteract the

�

and selfish attitude with which

narrow

The Rev. Moses E,
tion of

an

individual with

affections is apt to encounter life."

undeveloped

I should

1876,

Dunham, Ph.D.,

said to the

conven

�

"

We love and prize our Fratemity, and justly, for it is a union of
brotherly love. Nowhere else, in bonds of brotherhood, are hearts more
firmly and truly bound together."

The Rev.

currents of the world."
^

Warner's essay, read at the

find these words

�

inexcusably forget myself, if I omitted to tender a sincere
tribute to the value of Psi Upsilon's early associations. This honored
be
fairly claimed by the press as its early prompter and
sodety may
faithful coadjutor. It is the seed-bed of the undeveloped powers of re
flection and expression. It imparts flexibility to what is scholastic,
puts joints into the stiffness of pedantry, runs the liquefied mass of the
student's ill-assorted acquirements in its own graceful mould, and sends
him forth supple from his college, to take the plunge in the heady
"

we

On tliis occasion

Upsilon Epitome.

Dudley

thoughts are naturally directed to that form of
'fellowship in our colleges called the Greek-letter societies. Notwith
their
formation
is
only in obedience to an ancient and univer
standing
sal love in human nature, they are attacked because they are secret. I
am content that they should t)e
judged by their results. I suppose
that some of them are guardians of the occult mysteries of Egypt and
that
know
what
was
once
India,
they
only known to augurs, fiamens, and
vestal virgins, and perhaps to the priests of Osiris ; others keep some
secret knowledge of the formation of the alphabet, or preserve the secret
of nature contained in the Rule of Three, and know why it was not the
Rule of Four; while others, in midnight conclave, study the ratio of
the cylinder to the inscribed sphere. It does not matter. I have never
yet met any one who knew these secrets, whatever they are, who thought
there was any moral dynamite in them, never one who had shared
them who did not acknowledge their wholesome influence in his collegelife. I mean, of course, the reputable societies : I am acquainted with
no other.
They promote good fellowship, which is not a small thing
in this struggling world ; they cultivate an esprit de carps, which restrains
from what is vicious, and stimulates honorable ambition and rivalry;
they open the heart to intimate and endearing and unselfish ties, to solid,
trustful friendships, which are not an unimportant element in the char
acter of any man, and which tend, so I believe, to soften the asperities
of politics and the sharp conflicts of business,
I mean that this opening
of the heart does, for its effect extends far beyond the select circle of
to make the world wear a more generous aspect, and to
brotherhood,

said at the Bos

�

always defend the Psi Upsilon
societies, because it has always
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John J. Elmendorf of

Racine

College,

asked to be present at the establishment of the Chi

Address

to

ter, wrote,

the convention of 1881.

when

Chap

�

0
Matter
"Your
is

one

of Experience.
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invitation, like

every thing which recalls the * If Fraternity,
calculated to excite the thrill of memory's most cherished recol

lection. It is indeed the Ricordarsi deliempofelice of days the

brightest,
were unalloyed by disappointments, expectations not
by fruition. And * y concentred all that was brightest of
those college-days."

because

hopes

measured

To

the convention

Depew said,
"

of

1882

the Hon.

Chauncey

M.

�

I come, not

as a teacher, but as an elder brother, to greet the active
A life has litjlle in it worth living which
Upsilon.
cannot frequently return to the memSries, the aspirations, the hopes, of
its beginning."

workers in Psi

Gen.

Says
"

...

Joseph

R.

Hawley,

�

capacity for friendship, and the ability to attract
and retain tnie friends, are as well subject to cultivation and improve
ment as any quality or power of mind; and the cultivation bears rich
and precious fruit in the maturity and old age of man.
In this culture
lies one of the chief values of our eminent and dearly beloved Psi Up
The fitness and

silon brotherhood,
"

Every leader in education admits freely, that if

college or univer
happily pervaded by gen

be

a

rightly organized and conducted, and
erous and manly sentiments, a very large share of its value to the student
I do not venture to say what proportion
lies in the associations and
atmosphere of the place, the attrition, absorption, insensible culture.
I would speak carefully, for the training of youth is serious business ;
but my experience and observation, beginning with my initiation as a
sophomore in 1884, justify me in claiming tliat this Fratemity is one
of the most valuable adjuncts of a college-life, and enjoins me to
speak with gratitude of the pleasures of friendship it has afforded us,
sity

�

is admitted that

Upsilon Epitome.

may have

one

a

friend to whom he may confide that

honorable, and yet, once confided, cannot be dis
We deny that friendship should or can be
limited to two. For the social as well as the literary objects of our
Fraternity larger numbers are agreeable and necessary. We simply ex
tend to them the precious obligations and duties that true friends assume
by the universal and natural common law of friendship. We will profit
each other in our affections, our understanding, and our labors. We
will be patient with each other's faults, and with brotherly kindness, and
such wisdom as we can summon, tenderly warn each other against evil
and folly.
We will stimulate each other's just ambition, and shun hos

which is innocent and

closed without dishonor.

tile rivalries.

We will

and affliction.

come

to each other's aid and comfort in defeat

to group twenty friends in a chap
ter, instead of two ; and we have succeeded for fifty years.
"
and
because
of
the
sweet savor that remains with the
Wherefore,

In

short,

we

attempt

us who are
graybeards, as we recall our college-days and the
loving-kindness of the Psi Upsilon, we declare it vindicated, and worthy
of the high place it occupies in our hearts. We congratulate ourselves
upon this happy meeting of many old friends, and many new and younger
men, whom we greet and accept with entire faith that they are such as

many of

we

would have welcomed and loved when

We, too,

be

can

boys again if

memories of the olden time

fascinating
sadness."

�

are

that with them

we can

we were

not the less

mingle

in the active ranks.

get the old boys together.

joyous

some

�

perhaps

Our

even more

minor strains of

a

sweet

'

�

and the lessons it has

taught"

'

"

Whether secrecy be right or wrong, it seems to me depends upon
what the secret is.
We have no obligation inconsistent mth any other

obligation
an
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of

society,

the

family, the Church, or the State, and
privacy. .There are many thoughts

innocent and honorable

ings

that

we

will not utter to any if

we must

utter them to all

Oration before ihe convention of 1877.

none

but

and feel
men.

It

Bishop William
author, writes,

Stevens

Perry,

in

a

recent letter to the

�

good word for * Y, memories of
pleasantly the hours of
*
'
happy intercourse with the brothers in our upper room at Cambridge,
with its comfortable furnishings and its noble library; and I remember
with satisfaction, that, of all our members, there was not one black sheep.
By an almost unerring instinct * Y attracts men of a kind, and those of
the right kind too ; and I have never been disappointed, in the old days
or since, in finding the brethren I have casually met
wearing the ladge,
and answering to the pressure of hand to hand, to be companionable
"

I shall

which

always have time
rising to mind.

are ever

'

Oradon

to say

...

at

a

I recall most

the semi-centennial.

Matter of

Experience.
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and

worthy men, such as I would welcome to my own
hearthstone, and
gladly number among my friends.
It is
certainly no slight proof of
? Y's infl uence for
at
this
good, that,
lapse of time, every memory of my
association with the old
Fratemity is one I would not willingly lose.
And so, my good brother, 1 will conclude these hurried
words with the
wish we all share in, that as in the
past, so in the future, * Y may flourish
...

more

and more,

welcoming

to its numbers the noblest of

our

educated young men."

There is little to add.

hort

or

to

prophesy.

The chronicler cares not to ex
Let each reader draw for himself

the moral of these pages, and
of

our

country's

paint for himself the future

Fratemity.
"Now, brothers, farewell
Preserve you from

1

care

May the spirit of love
and from sorrow.

Make hfe like the
And

gild

with

flight of the messenger-dove.
bright glories the morrow."
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W. F. Mallalieu is

one

of the

new

Meth

odist-Episcopal bishops.
E. C. Stedman has been called to the chair of

P. 117.

English
Page 26, line 5, add, also the late Alexander Farnum,
treasurer of Brown University.

long

P.

28,

1. 15.

P. 29, 1. 14.
P. 44, 1. 14.

Fifteen

Read

Allegheny.

dead ; sixteen

had

a

hundred members.

one of the founders,
Rochester, N.Y.), having left
Genesee, became Psi Upsilons at other colleges ; seven
teen went into our Pi Chapter at Syracuse ; and
very
recently that branch has initiated, under special author
fourteen
of
the
old
ity,
petitioners.
P. 44, 1. 26.
J. M. Gilbert is postmaster at Syracuse.
P. 54, 1. 5.
Read suppositive.
P. 96, 1. 29.
Captain Richard Waterman was toastare

118,

1. 6.

medical

faculty.

P.

1. 28.

118,

P. 119, 1. 5.

Read Charles H. Bell.
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P.

literature at Yale-

(including

the Hon. E. B. Fenner of

^

fessor of

Add Willard

English

literature

Fraternity's membership

is

11

should be

Beta has initiated thirty men
loi, 103.
number is to be the maximum hereafter) from ''Zd.

6,075,

possession memorabilia of any sort relating to the
ternity or to other societies to communicate with
His address

Fra

him.

is,

JACOBS,
(first floor),
Detroit, Mich.

(which

P. io6, 1. 23. Add Brooklyn, 140.
P. in, last line.
Colt is now a circuit-judge.
P. 112, 1. 28.
To the Baptist clergymen of New- York
p.

have

4 Mechanics' Hall

Pp.

(cf.

they

The writer urges his comrades to suggest additions
and corrections ; and he asks those who have in their

12.

add the Rev. Drs. H. L. Morehouse

been made pro

songs ; but

more

ALBERT P.

P. 99, last line.

R. S. McArthur

Johnson has
at Trinity.

Read Olmsted.
P. 142, 1.
BB has many
P. 177, 1. 3.
not been printed.
The

Columbia's

to

Read Edwin N. Smith.
Charles F.

master.

City

Parker, jun.,

(cf-

p.

214).

38)

and

The cut
the

on

opening

societies.

page 244
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Messrs. Roehm &
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was

not

chapter

finished in time

that treats

had before

Wright, jewellers,

of

be

badges

Detroit,

form excellence of whose work the writer
mony.

to

placed

at

of the Greek-letter

him

gladly

to

made

the

by
uni
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University

in, 202, 203, 2og,

of Michigan.

Ministers, foreign,

proposed,

conventions v/ith, 82, 84; re-unions
with Detroit

81.

ship,

126.

Mortuary observances, 156.
Mottoes, 70, 71; in the Xi chapter
house, 137; in the cataloEues, 179,

180,181.

Mystic Tie."

100;

nual letters, etc.,

by.

.

Physicians, 106,
Pi

.

_

57;

with. 84; member
ship of. 100, 245; relationship, 122;
mortality, 127; honors gained by,
67; convention

215-

New-Yoric University. See Univer
of New York.

112.

annals of. 44; badge used
emblem of, 63; poster of.

Chapter,
by,

Names of members, log.
Newspaper references, 199.
New-York City alumni association,

Obituary notices, 157, 196-106.
Occupations of members,

196; honors gained

215.

alumni association, gg.
Philomathean society, 16,
Phi Theta Psi society, go, 70,

song, 168.

sity of the City
Non-graduates, 105.

alumni, 94; member
relationship, laa; mortal

127; house of, 139, 140; clubs
ig3; receptions. 84, 156; an

ity,
of.

Philadelphia

.

wearing ol, 156, 157.
177, 190. "91. 232Music,
"
Mystical Bower," song, 75, 160,
"
Mystic Land," song, 174.

Mourning,

"

209, 212, 213,

Chapter, annals of. 40; emblem of.
63; posters of, 67 ; open motto, 71;

Phi

Monogram badge, g4, 58.
Monograms, 60, 69.

Mortality,

208,

216,218.

109.

Missed classes, 226.

Monument

song,

Owl, the. as an emblem, 62, 141, 178,
182, 1&4, 193; owl song. 62.

Methodist clergymen. 107, 113^ 245.
Sec

Fratemity,"

169.

Our own beloved Psi U." song, 172.
Our Trust," song, 173.

the societies, 232.
Phi Beta Kappa, annals

Memorial orations, 157, igi.

Michigan University,

191, 232.

Organization, general, 72.
Origin of the societies. 219.
Our Mystic Home," song, 165.

mor-

taliiy, 126; as shown by our cata
logues. 171, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184;
new list of, i8g ; of Phi Beta Kappa,
in Phi Bela
2ig; of Psi Upsilon
Kappa, 219; of the societies, aag.

Memorabilia, miscellaneous,

100;

127.

One in Psi U," song, 171;

Orators, class, at Yale, 205.
Orators, convention, 88.

129, 235.

Meine Braut," song, 173.
statistics

membership,

with, 84;

relationship, 122; mortality,
Phi society, 30.

Omega

in.

to alumni, ig6.
Libraries, chapter.

our songs.

Exclusiveness, in

"

103, 105.

Delta Chapter, annals of,

100;

"

Illustrated programmes,

217.

Excellence of

Experience,

24, 204, 206.
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membership,

70;

122;
mortality,
of, 144, 151; special
of, 176; scholarsiiip, etc., of,

house

songs

,

Decennial conveniion, 75.

Delegations, class, 99, 102,
Delphian Institute, the, 15,

of.

poster

relationship,

100;

College^ annals of chap
at, 28; statistics of, 53; honors

annals oJ, go; emblem

Chapter,

of. 63;
127;

DeForest Medal,

mortality, 127;

"

Insignia J gg.
Installations of chapters, ig-50.
Invitations, convention, etc., 198,

ter

emblem
conventions

Society, the, 140.
39; statistics of, S3; honors at, 214;
societies at. 222,
Harem, The, eating-club. 153,
Harvard College, annals of chapter Key-badge, 54, 58.
at, 35; statistics of, 53; Psi Up.silon Kinship in Psi Upsilon. 121, 230.
profe^rs at, 118; lionors at, 213;
societies at, 36, 37, 222.
Lambda Chapter, annals of, ag; em
Here we bind our hearts together."
blem of, 63; poster of. 65; color,
song. 175.
70; used to meet with Delta. 72;
conventions with, 76, 80, 82; mem
Historians, 81^ 89. 90, 193.
Historical society, log.
bership, 100; relationship, laa; mor
tality, 127; prospective building,
Hbtoiy, of Psi Upsilon, 20, 82; of the
Upsilon, 193, 233.
149; annual dinner of, ig6; tablet
"Honored Psi Upsilon," song, 172.
to founder's memory, 157; special
list of, 187; scholarship, political
Honor-roll, the, 200.
and athletic record of, 201, 208.
Hymn of Welcome," the, 174.
Latin salutatorians, 203, 204, 209, 214.
Hymnology. 158.

Illustrations^

Eta

140,

at, 208; Psi Upsilon professors at,
117; societies al. 222.
Dead chapters of the societies, 221.
Dead members, number of, 126.
"
Dear Old Shrine," song, 166.
Death of a member, observances on,

an.

English salutatorians, 204, 209.
Episcopal clergymen, 107, 113,
Essayists, convention. 89.90.

Dartmouth

30;

prospective building, 149; tennisclub of, 153; canoe-club of. 154;

172.

Engineers, civil, 106, ng.
English orators at Bowdoin,

141, 142. 144, 147. 149, igo.

205, aig, 316.

of, 63; poster of, 67;
with, 76, 81, 82; membership,

laa, 135.

statistics

Corporations, chapter, 136, 138,

association, 96.

KappaChapter,annalsof,

Psi Upsilon,' song. 165.

Emblems, the, 61.
Eminent graduates, 107, 123, 127, 228,
Endowment of ihe Delia, 150.
,

; Psi Upsilon
chapter-house

at, 144, igg; honors at, 215, 218;
societies at, 223.

Membership,

Junior appointments,
the

53

Marshals, college, of Trinity ,217.

song, 161.

song,

in.

Kansas alumni

of,

n8;

at,

Major-generals, 120, 121, 229.
Marches, Psi Upsilon, 191.

ng.

Friendship,"

"Joy of Psi Ups,"

Phi, 176.

lor.

professors

Maiden Fair, The," song, 173.
Maine Psi Upsilon association, 95.

Jolly
U." song. 164,
Journalism, society, 232,
and

officers of,

"

147, 197.

Psi

"Joy

"

"

emblem, 63;

39;

205, 210, 212, 2ig, 216.

Detroit alumni, association of. 93;
printed lists of, 186; programmes of
exercises of, igg.

Collections of memorabilia, 199.
." College Chorus. The," 168.

tality,

"In Memoriam," song, 175.
Innominata society, the, 37.

at, 4g; statistics

statistics of, 99.

Clubs, chapter. ig2.
Coat-of-arms, 56, 183.

mor

"Greeting Song," the, 161; of

Initiations, annual,

88; memorabilia of, 197.

244.

Echo of Psi Upsilon." song, 174.
Editors, of the catalogues, 179, 182,
183. i8g, 230; of the second songbook, 188: of Upsilon's history,

226,

song-book, 176.

of, 73;

Iges of,

2

iga.

"

ig3; of the proceedings of the
semi-centennial, 194; of The Dia
mond." igg ; of college-papers, 204,

Cornell University, annals of chapter

and poets at Yale, 305,
Clergymen, number of, 107; eminent,
112 : sons of, in the society, 123.

i63.

the

to

annals

societies.

225.

Convention Song. The," 171,

Convention,

orators

Journalists, 106,

Ingham Medal, the,

Conservatism, 75, 77, 221, 223,
Consuls-general, no.
Continuity of membership, 98,
"

77. 194. 232.
107 ; hav

228.

societies,
Eastern

Eating-clubs,

at

215,

Coniribuiors

Diamond. The," 6g,

ing sons in Psi Upsilon, 123; de
ceased, 127; comparison of the

chapter

Upsilon

tives in, 108.

by the societies, 226.
Classofficers, senior, at Michigan, 3ig.

Governors of States, no.
Graduate associations, 92.
Graduates. See Alumni.
Graduation, statistics of, 105.
Greek-letter societies, the, 219.
Greek salutatorians, 203, 204, sog.

"

Michigan,

Classes missed

30I, 307.

brothers,

(^upcil,

53; Psi

Congregational clergymen. 107. 112.
Congress, senators and representa

of members, 106, 186, 345,

Chronology, 7.
delegations,
Class

"

to

153.

Circulars of the Executive

"

Hail

45; emblem

of,

218.

social

Hail, all Hail," song,

University

of,

118, 246; honors at,

at,

208; societies at, 222,
Commencement
appointments

granting,

of, 69; convention
with, 88; membership. 100; rela
tionship, 122; mortality. 127; chap
of, 63;

Geographit^I distribution. 106. 179.
Glee-clubs. 153.
Glory be unto Thee," song, 172.
Glory of Psi Upsilon." song, 169.
Gcx>d influences of the Fraternity, 129.

"

See

of Chicago.
Chi Chapter, annals

Garnet and gold, 70,
Generals in the army, 120, 121. 129.

"

professors

s

Chicago University.

"

Distinguished graduates,

120, 229.
70,

at, 2g, statistics

201,

Token, The," song, 176.
Chicago alumni, association of. 94.
printed list of, 187; programmes of
exercises, 198.

receptions by. 156:
special printed Ibt. 187; scholarship,

Groups

of

Upsilon,

38;
Iota, 39, 40; of Phi, 41; of
Omega, 43; of^ Pi, 44, 244: of Chi,
45; of Beta Beta, 48; of Eta, gi;
Psi Upsilon, sons of. 123; surviv

Class

bership. 100; relationship, laa;
tality, 12^; chapter-house of,

of

35; of

"

Diamond Song," the, 165.
Diamond Tennis Club. 153.

Colors of the Chi, The," song, 176.
Columbia College, annals of

102, 103, 105.

Index

of,

of Psi. 32;

30;

Alpha.

special publications of, ig6, 197;
honors gained by members of, 215,

Carmen Animi," 166.
Catalogues, of Psi Upsilon, i;jr8; of
Beta Beta, 186; of the societies.

etc..

Kappa,

33; of

Colors,
"

ol

tion

"

138;

of

29;

30;

ter-house of, 144, 155; social recep

"
"

221.

of
Beta, 33; of Sigma, 25; of Gam
ma, 37; of Zeia, 28; of Lambda,

chapter

song, 175.

Camping-parties, 154.
Canticum," 168.
Carmen ad Psi Upsilon,"

societies,

Upsilon

222.

Buffalo alumni association,

70;

at, an;

at, ag; statistics of, g^; Psi
professors al. 117; honors at, ao6;

societies at,

of the

Charter- me mber.s, of Delta,

120. 121, 339.

annals of

of.

133, 134: of mortality, 127; chap
ters of * E K at our colleges, 219;

94;

Brothers in blood, 133, 125.
"Brothers, the day is ended," song,
Brown

colors

relations, 72; statistics of
membership, ioo; of relationship,

222.

Brigadier-generals,

197.

mutual

47;

of Subjects.

statistics of, 53; chapter
houses at. 133; honors at, 200; so
cieties at, 222.

Colonels.

iga.

emblems of, 62, 63;

Index

Colleges,

186.

Chapter-houses, 133. 230.
Chap ter -let ter, use of, as a guardpin, 57.
Chapter-monograms, 60, 69.
Chapters, annals of, 15; roll of, ga;

badge, 57; color, 70; open motto,
71; songs, 177, 346; catalogue. 186;

260

93.

Chapter-house rules, printed.

inaugu
scholarship,

of, history of,

associa

alumni

Chapter- catalogues.

153;

etc., aoi, 316.

Beta Beta. Order

259'

Central New-York

.

,

Poems, printed,

191, 232.

Poet-laureate of Psi Upsilon. 158.

Yale, 2og.
Poets, class,
Poets, convention. 89.
Politics, interference with. 8g ; college,
at

success

in,

201,

Index
Polka,

of Subjects.

the Psi

Upsilon, 191.
Portland, alumni association, 95.
Posters, 63, igj.
Post-graduate initiates, 104.
Presbyterian clergymen, 107,
ig?.

Professions of members, 106.
of

public exercises,

Signet Clubj 37,
Singing, society, 158.
Smoking Song," 159.

jelationshij).

the Greek-letter, compara
tive statistics of honors, 200; origin

house

of, 142, 143; tennis-club of,
153; scholarship, etc., of, 212.
"PsiU Psan ,�'171.
Psi Upsilon Historical Society, 199.
"
Psi Upsilon Hymn," 174.
Psi Upsilon marches, igi.
"
Psi Upsilon National Song," 174.

Psi Upsilon Polka, 191,
"
Psi Upsilon, Psi U," song, 170.
"
Psi Upsilon Schottische," igi,
Psi Upsilon Supper," song, i6g.
"
Psi Upsilon the True," song, 161.

"

230.

and age, 2ig;

chapters,

bership,

literature,

225:

221;

anti. secret society, a3a;
their results. 233. a4o.

mem

the

230;

judged by

Soldiers, 107; disiuiguished, lao.
Song of Psi Upsilon," 164.
"Song of the Phi," 176.
Song-books, 188, 231.
Songs, Fraiernity, 158; chapter, 176;
airs of, 177; superiority of, 177;
"

bibliography of,
Sons, initiated, of

188.
Psi

Upsilon

Quadrennials of

ihe

Xi,

154,

Regular Toasts," the, song, 169,
Representatives in Congress, 108.
Residences of members, 106, 179.

Resolutions, obituary, 157, ig6.
Re-unions, of alumni, 92; chapter,
"

154.

Re-union Song," the. 172,
Rochester alumni re-union, 96.
Rochester University. Sec University
of Rochester,
Roll of chapters, ga.
Roman-Catholic clergymen. 114.

Rowing

men, 210, 211,

ai6.

council;

tions,

100

of active

Scholarship, record of, 200.
Schottische, the Psi Upsilon,"

tion,
191.

Scroll-work poster, 63, 64, 180. 188,
�

195-

Seal

91 ;

of class delegations,

;

membership

of

the

executive

council, 62,

lationship,

Senators of tbe United States, 108.
Senior's Last Glass," song, 174.
"

Sheet-music,

igo.

102

122;

of the Psi

Upsilon

mortality,

127; of

116.
153,

Ten societies, tlie, 220.
Theta Chapter, annals of, ig; emblem
of, 63; poster of, 67; early intimacy
with DeJta, 7a; re-union with Delta,

of,

57; color
245-

of.

Valedictorians,

Chapter. 44; l^dge
70; membership of.

of Psi

War record,

120.

annals of chapter at,.
statistics of, 53; Psi Upsilon
at. ng, 246; chapternouse at, 143, 148; honors at, 216,
218; societies at. 223.
Tryst of College-Days," song, 162,

ter

of Michigan, annals of
at. 40; statistics of, 53; Psi
at, 118; honors

University

Upsilon professors
chapter at,

37 ;

statistics of, 53 ;

Upsilon professors
at, 214, 218;

of
Psi

at, 118; honors

societies at,

222.

University of the City of New York,
annals of chapter al. 20: statistics
g3; Psi Upsilon professors at,
n8; honors at, 203, 218; societies
at, 222,
University Quarterly. The," editors

of.

"

of.

Chapter, annals of,

204.

Upsilon Chapter, annals of, 37;
blem of, 63; posters of, 65, 69,

in,

92.

33, 75; emblem

posters of, 65; conventions
7S, 81, 83; chapter-house of,
131,136; eating-club of, 152; quad

of, 63;
with,

rennials and other re-unions, 154;
social receptions, 156; annual letters

of, 196;

197;
printed prize-lists of,218,

scholarship of,

at. 215; societies at, 223.
University of Rochester, annals

chapter

201, 212, 213,

of

chapter at. 43; statLslics of, 53;
honors at, 2ig; societies at, 333.

chapter

at, 118;

conventions of alumni
Xi

annals of chapter at.
Psi Upsilon
at, 117; honors at. aoa.
2i8; societies at. 219, 222.
Unitarian clerp-men, 107, 114.
annals

gg.

statistics of, 53;, Psi

Wisconsin, University of, rejected, 77;

Ollege,

Chicago,

33;

Upsilon professors

statistics of. gs;

of

at,

house at, 131, 136; honors at, 212,
ai8: societies at, 222,

professors

University

association,

Washington Monument, stone for, 76,
Wesleyan University, annals of chap

47;

United-States judges, in.
United-States senators, 108.

Upsdon, 78.

Washington alumni

204.

professors

203 et seq., 245.

Vigintennial

Trinity College,

;

gradua

honors, 203 ei seg. ; of the societies
in our colleges, 222.
Teachers, number of, 106; prominent,
Tennis-clubs,

'98.
"Semi-centennial Ode," 166.

and

163.

Townsend premiums, winners of,

of annual initia

105; of eminent members, 108,
109, no, III, 113, 117. 120; of re

fathers, 124: of

Semi-centennial, account of, 86 ; print
ed proceedings, 194 ; invitations to,

the convention offi--

88. 89, go; of the members of

San Francisco alumni, 94.
"

53: of

song.

of the song-book, 188, 189.
"Toast and Pledge," song. 173.
Toast-masters at conventions, go,

ig;

Tables, of the chapters, 52; of the

Old,"

song.

Titlepage

Union
111,

of chapter
at, 44; statistics of, 53; Psi Upsilon
professors at, 118; honors at, 215;
societies at, 223.

the

303 et seq,

of,

164.

cers,

Salutatorians,

members

Tlioughts of Psi Upsilon,"

172.
"Ties of

"

Syracuse University, annals

colleges,

St. Paul alumni re-union, g6.

"

men,

Surnames of members, log.
Survival of chapters, 321.
Suspension of chapters, 19.
"
Swiftly the Moments Fly," song,

becomes the Pi

aot,

Think of Psi Upsilon," song, 164.
"This Jolly Convocation." song. 1&4.

122,

Supreme (^urts,

"

laj:
147;

318.

"

�

mortality,

conventions with, 81, 83; chapterclubs, ig3, 154; published history
of, 193, 232; prize men of, 214. 218.
Upsilon Kappa society, origin of, 44;

"

"

Star of Psi U," song, 165.
Star Song," 59, 1 75.
Student annuals, 187.
Superiority of our songs, 177.

122;

incorporation and house o\,
eating-club, 152; scholarship,

Societies,

usedby, 57; emblem of, 63; poster
of, 67; conventions with, 76, 81. 82;

Publications, 178,

convention with, 75;
73; decennial
later conventions, 78,81.82; semi
centennial of, 86; membership, 100;

"

197.

Providence alumni association, 96.
Psi Chapter, annals of, 32,75; badge

of Subjects.

Index
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76; conventions with, 75, 80, 82;
tennis- club of, 153; scholarship, etc.,
of, 201, 206, 207.

113,

Presidents of conventions, go.
Prizes won, 200; Xi's printed lists of,

Programmes

263

Sigma Chapter, annals of, 25; revived
the Alpha, 36; badge used by, 57;
emblem of, 63; posters of, 63, 69;
troubles with college authorities, 75,

em

193;

Yale College, annals of chapter at, 22 ;
statistics of, S3; Psi Upsilon prt>fessors at, 117, 245; Psi Upstlon
hall at, 128, 133;

218; societies at,

honors at, 204,

222.

"Yale Lit.." editors
winners of. 204.

of,

204;

Yearly initiations, 98-ior,
Youngest member, 126.
"

medal.

245.

Youth Comes but Once," song, 175.

Zeta

Chapter,

of, 63;

flnnals of. 28; emblem

posters of, 67; conventkins

wilh, 7S, 80, 81, 82; date of initia
tions of, \oy, membership, 100-103,
105;
127;

club

relationship, 122; mortality,
prospective building, 149; gleeof, 153; scholarship, etc,, of.

